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From his lair on the South's northern border, Baltimore journalist and critic Henry L. Mencken pounced on the region's absurdities and intellectual sterility throughout the early twentieth century. On rare occasions, however, he observed someone worthwhile trekking through the cultural aridity of the southern Sahara. One such person he identified was William Louis Poteat, president of Wake Forest College in North Carolina, whom he included on a list of "a few hard-boiled and heroic men, their veins filled with manganese, [who] manage to hold out" as intellectuals in the South.¹

Poteat was born in 1856 on a large plantation in Caswell County, North Carolina, and attended Wake Forest College from 1872 until 1877. In 1878 he returned to the school as a tutor, then professor of biology, and finally president from 1905 until 1927. In 1881 he married Emma James Purefoy (1857–1939), and they had a son, Hubert McNeill (b. 1886), and two daughters, Louie (b. 1889) and Helen Purefoy (b. 1896). Poteat's knowledge of biology was gained from his own study, with the exception of brief summer classes in Germany and Massachusetts, but he gained fame in the South as a believer in evolution. Poteat's prolific writing reflects his struggle to accept a liberal theology that could reconcile his scientific understanding with the Southern Baptist mores that formed him. He was involved in numerous denominational activities and Progressive-Era campaigns but achieved lasting notoriety when his educational and religious teachings clashed with conservative ideas in the evolution controversy of the 1920s. He remained active as a teacher until his death in 1938.

Poteat was quite familiar to the acerbic Maryland journalist because "Mencken's two leading Southern apostles" worshiped Poteat for helping to create and legitimize their critical attitudes.² Gerald W. Johnson and Wilbur J. Cash both came of age in North Carolina and found intellectual liberation at the state's Baptist college, nestled in its namesake town of Wake Forest, a few miles north of Raleigh. Two of the leading southern liberals of the first half of the twentieth century, Johnson and Cash both gained early inspiration from Poteat and eulogized him soon after his death in 1938. In a bit of hagiography from 1943 titled "Billy with the Red Necktie," the imaginative Johnson de-
picted a young Poteat in the 1880s as he “returned to this country with glow-
ing testimonials from his instructors in the Zoological Institute of the Univer-
sity of Berlin, where he had been doing graduate work in biology.” The budding
scientist, however, “threw his life away, sacrificing not wealth and ease only,
but also reputation and that greater thing, the joy of extending the bound-
aries of knowledge in his own field.” Poteat supposedly relinquished these
opportunities in order “to introduce a little gleam of light into some thou-
sands of young minds that went darkling” at the struggling religious college.
Along the way, he contributed “to saving the intellectual honor of his State.”

W.J. Cash echoed Johnson’s sentiments in his 1941 classic The Mind of
the South, a starting point for all historians of the region since its publication.
By teaching biology and the theory of evolution, Poteat allegedly provided
“the first wholly honest and competent instruction of the sort in a Southern
evangelical school” and with few exceptions “the first in Southern schools of
any sort. . . .”4 With Harry W. Chase and Frank P. Graham of the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, he then helped to save these glimmers of
intellectual development from assault by Fundamentalists in the 1920s when
the three chose to “come boldly out in defense of academic freedom. . . .”5
Elsewhere, Cash summarized his romantic view of Poteat more succinctly:
“Dr. Poteat has an almost uncanny way of being right. And I believe no man
in America better understands more clearly what Jesus, the most misunder-
stood figure of all times, teaches.”6 Cash’s biographer concludes that Poteat
had a lasting influence on Cash. For the troubled writer “the modern mind
was his mind, . . . the mind he had started to acquire at Wake Forest.”7

One hallmark of the modern mind is a critical spirit, the willingness to
test sacred assumptions. Ironically, in examining Poteat, Johnson and Cash
suspended the operation of that modern outlook and lapsed into worship.
Their lack of analysis and their unquestioning praise for Poteat as a forward-
looking, twentieth-century liberal has been echoed in virtually all subsequent
writing about him. Suzanne C. Linder’s 1966 study of Poteat (with a fore-
word, incidentally, by an aging Gerald Johnson) hails Poteat as a “prophet”
whose major contribution was his “work of interpreting progress” to the people
of North Carolina.8 He “had a formative influence on the most outstanding
forces for social progress of his day.” Further, “in his work as college presi-
dent,” Poteat “recognized the opportunity not only to aid society in the in-
terpretation of progress but also, through his influence on the lives of future
leaders, to help shape the progress of the South.”9 For Linder, Poteat’s effort to
reconcile science and religion and his related battle against anti-evolution laws
in the 1920s were his most important legacies. He “led the people of the South
to a more enlightened religion, and in so doing, he helped to insure freedom of
teaching and a reverence for truth that would last far beyond his lifetime.”10

Willard B. Gatewood Jr. also praises Poteat’s role in the anti-evolution
controversy, though he too falt to push his analysis far enough. He carica-
tures Fundamentalists, obscuring the stakes in their fight against liberal theol-
ogy. His work pictures a Manichaean battle between “zealots . . . waging a
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“righteous war” and “a few academicians, journalists, and clergymen who considered such statutory restrictions as by-products of ignorance, intolerance, and bigotry.” He contends, “Evolution happened to be the issue on which protagonists decided to wage their major struggle” in this “collision between two states of mind that occurred during the first major intellectual confrontation with the twentieth century by North Carolinians.” In Gatewood’s analysis, Poteat and Chase are the victorious proponents of open-mindedness and twentieth-century ideas. They “refused to relinquish the freedom of the academic cloister or to surrender the college to the control of the mass meeting. Despite the personal vilification by their adversaries, they stood fast against the rising tide of anti-intellectualism.” In their search for a forward-looking liberal southerner in the early twentieth century, these and other writers have oversimplified William Louis Poteat’s life and thought as well as the significance of his actions in such critical historical events as the evolution controversy. This biography analyzes Poteat in a more comprehensive and nuanced way, while reinterpreting his significance in the broader context of the South.

The period in which Poteat lived was a dark time in the South, marked by intolerance, outbreaks of extreme violence, desperate poverty in rural areas, and a corrupt political system that worked against meaningful democracy. Lynchings of blacks increased dramatically in number and savagery, beginning in the 1880s and continuing through the rest of Poteat’s life. Sharecropping spread among blacks and whites after the Civil War, keeping the agricultural economy mired in low productivity and its farmers hopeless. At the ballot box political elites violently overcame dissent by the lower orders of society, and the most impoverished whites seldom saw blacks as potential allies, even during the brief moment in the 1890s when the Populist party tried to somewhat democratize southern politics. Beginning in the 1880s, industrialization in such areas as the North Carolina Piedmont benefited the owners of textile mills, but for the workers, moving to a mill job often meant trading the exploitation and exhaustion of sharecropping for an equally hopeless and brutal existence in unregulated factories. Times were similarly benighted for southern intellectual activity. An extremely conservative, individualistic form of religion dominated southern thought between the Civil War and World War II. Until the twenties literary creativity was typified by the romantic stories of plantation life by Thomas Nelson Page and the racist diatribes in which Thomas Dixon Jr. supported the Confederacy, the Ku Klux Klan, and the Lost Cause mythology. And public education at all levels remained so poor as to assure that each new generation could hardly hope to overcome the region’s intellectual sterility.

Poteat’s long life encompassed this brutal period in the South. He was born into and remembered fondly the orderly world of the antebellum plantation and slavery, and he was educated in the classical tradition, both by tutors and then at Wake Forest College. Yet he also avidly read the Victorian moralists popular during his early adult life. Poteat combined these sources with the evangelical Baptist faith that surrounded him like the very air of
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central North Carolina to produce a worldview that imbued every aspect of life with moral meaning. He sought to bring order to the violence and chaos of southern life by advocating that the superior people in society must lead and uplift the rest along Christian lines. Education was to provide those natural leaders with refinement, high culture, and moral principles. The underlying goal of most of his life’s work was to bring about change within orderly Christian channels. Poteat spoke as a member of the elite, but his was a voice of gentleness, of nurturing concern, of quiet reasonableness in a harsh age of exploitation and insensitivity. He believed he could identify the reasoned and obvious path for the South to follow in negotiating the treacherous waters of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, without losing either the benefits of genteel leadership or Victorian moral absolutes.

Despite the sometimes conservative sources and goals of his ideas, Poteat ranked as a leading liberal among southern intellectuals for much of his life, a fact that reveals a great deal about North Carolina and the South during this tempestuous time. In the Baptist denomination, Poteat was relatively unusual in stressing the social duties of Christians, and he actively supported or led many of the campaigns of the Progressive Era. He closely followed the development of modern biology and was exceptionally frank in teaching evolution. Further, his defense of intellectual liberty in the twenties placed him among the foremost liberals of his time. Nonetheless, even the most active proponents of Progressive change during Poteat’s life drew from southern tradition. Poteat maintained throughout his life a remarkably consistent set of core beliefs that centered around the moral absolutes of religion, respect for high culture and learning, the need for elite leadership, and a love of order and hierarchy. Into this matrix he absorbed dramatic modernizing disruptions such as evolutionary biology, professionalization and specialization, mass political campaigns, racial unrest, and the moral relativity of the twentieth century. That he successfully maintained a foundation of Victorian values from the nineteenth century does not minimize the struggles he faced as he encountered conflicts with modernity.

The ever-astute Mencken—more than Poteat’s many later admirers—recognized in 1925 the compromises made by the South’s first generation of liberal intellectuals. Poteat’s “argument seems to be that modern man should continue to accept all those parts of the Bible that have not yet been disposed of by science,” while seeing the rest as symbolic or literary. Mencken saw this as “nonsense” and contentiously, though perhaps truthfully, identified Poteat as less a scientist than “primarily a good Christian—more, a good Baptist.” Thus, Poteat “stuck valiantly to such curiosities of the Baptist sorcery as total immersion and Prohibition. . . .” On the other hand, Poteat’s liberal efforts led Mencken to admit, “The fact that North Carolina is now the most intelligent of all the Southern States is largely due to him.”

Analyzing the paradoxes, compromises, and tensions that Poteat faced yields a deeper understanding not only of his life, but also of the history of religion, education, reform, and intellectual dissent during a critical period in the South.
Genesis of a Southern Reformer

The Poteat family began a long relationship with North Carolina in the mid-1760s when John and Ann Miles McComas Poteat, along with her father, apparently moved from Baltimore County, Maryland, to the frontier portion of Orange County, North Carolina, that later became Caswell County. The early Poteats chose an excellent area for settlement. Caswell County is nestled in the Piedmont region of North Carolina and borders Virginia to the north. Land was granted there as early as 1745, and Caswell County was formed in 1777, only a few years after the Regulator uprising against the royal administration brought this region of the state to the governor's attention. The county grew steadily thereafter on the basis of agriculture; one historian concludes that "during the period between the American Revolution and the Civil War Caswell County was the scene of a flourishing society typical in the popular imagination of the antebellum South." Its soils are a rich sandy loam with a stiff red clay underneath, and the gently rolling hills provided fertile fields for the various crops that drove the antebellum economy. Population climbed from a total of 5,193, with 1,076 blacks, in 1786, to 16,215, of whom 9,355 were slaves, in 1860. Corn and wheat were popular products, and there were the usual activities of millers and various artisans. Tobacco, though, overshadowed all else.

Caswell growers initially depended on a dark, heavy-leaf variety of tobacco and marketed it in Petersburg, Virginia. In 1839, however, a Caswell slave first discovered the curing process that produced the coveted bright-leaf tobacco. By the 1850s the process was perfected and routinized, and the high prices that the leaf brought launched a golden age in Caswell in the years preceding the Civil War. The soils "where the finest bright leaf is raised" were limited to a few counties in southern Virginia and Piedmont North Carolina. The Poteat family was situated to benefit from this development, and tobacco became their key cash crop.

Soon after the arrival of the first Poteat in Caswell County, the family slowly started to build a prosperous plantation and to acquire local influence. Upon John Poteat's death in 1788, his holdings in land and slaves passed to
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his sons, among them Miles and John. The younger John gradually accumulated a substantial estate in the early decades of the nineteenth century, while Miles found more modest success. Miles's son James Poteat began to achieve distinction in the 1830s. In 1838 he owned at least 216 acres of land, and he purchased land aggressively over the next two years. In 1840 he was chosen as a patroller for his portion of the county, and the county court's confidence in him grew enough by 1846 that he was elected standard keeper. He continued to perform local duties such as "leveling the grounds around the Court House" in 1849 and rebuilding a neighborhood bridge in 1854. His community contributions in the 1850s included service as a tax lister and evaluator, an election judge, guarantor of the bond of the county clerk, and foreman of the grand jury. This list of activities in a rural antebellum county defined him as a member of the local gentry. The crowning mark was his election as a captain in the area's militia.

Captain Poteat, as he was typically known even by his son eighty years later, married Isabella G. Roberts on October 14, 1837, and her father advanced some money to the couple. The death of James Poteat's father, Miles, and the division of his estate in 1842 probably aided their progress. Their family grew quickly to include four children in 1850, three sons and a daughter, all residing at a hotel they operated in Yanceyville. A fifth child, another daughter, had died in infancy. Events of the early 1850s then radically altered the life of James Poteat. His wife died at some point after 1850, leaving him the children to raise. On the side of good fortune, his uncle John—who died in November 1852—left his entire estate, real and personal, to his nephew. When in January 1853 the will was proven in court, this inheritance vaulted James Poteat to the level of southern aristocracy.

John Poteat’s estate included 61 slaves valued at $26,645; 2,104 acres of land worth $8 per acre; a lot with a house in Yanceyville worth $2,500; and half-interest in the town’s grocery valued at $900. With his new resources, the middle-aged Captain quickly restored direction to his life. By 1855 he had completed an imposing home in the Greek Revival style of the time, situated near Rattlesnake Creek two miles from Yanceyville and complete with a two-story entrance porch topped by a Doric pediment. On November 17, 1855, he married Julia A. McNeill and proudly brought his 21-year-old bride to their "Forest Home." She came from a leading family that, like the Poteats, had been in Caswell County since before its creation in the 1770s, and her father had frequently been involved in local government. Julia McNeill had secured an education at the seminary that the Baptist State Convention had opened in July 1851 at Oxford, North Carolina. In addition to such subjects as English, piano, drawing, painting, and needle work, her education had emphasized the "quiet and lady-like deportment" expected of "young ladies." She likely had a major role in raising the two youngest children from James’s first marriage as well as their own four children and was the refined, educated example for both sets of offspring.

The Captain proved his business acumen, and the couple profited from
the booming economy of the 1850s. In 1860 the 53-year-old Captain Poteat had real estate worth $45,000 and personal estate worth $100,000. This included 94 slaves, giving him the county's third-largest holding of slaves.\textsuperscript{18} The plantation consisted of 1,200 acres of improved land and 800 acres of unimproved land. It supported 109 sheep, 15 horses, and 10 mules, along with other livestock, and farm implements worth $650. In 1860 Poteat produced 4,000 bushels of corn, 1,800 bushels of wheat, and the money crop of 40,000 pounds of tobacco, outranking even the county's largest slaveholder on that crucial score.\textsuperscript{19} In 1863 during the Civil War, Poteat's holdings of slaves reached 105, placing him among that select few in the Old South for whom reality approached the later legends about antebellum prosperity and refinement.\textsuperscript{20} In the young and unstable world of southern plantation aristocracy, the Poteat family's standing had begun to acquire the patina of age by 1856, when William Louis Poteat was born on October 20 and entered an arena of wealth and privilege as the first child of James and Julia Poteat.

In addition to starting a second family, James Poteat's second marriage occasioned another major change in his life. Julia had grown up in a strongly religious family, and she had studied at a Baptist institution. Her influence converted James Poteat (and the children to follow) to the cause of North Carolina's evangelical Baptists. He joined the Baptist church in Yanceyville after their marriage, perhaps as part of an "out-pouring of the Holy Spirit" that frequently occurred in Caswell County during revival season. He was baptized along with his two older sons in 1858. Poteat rapidly assumed a prominent role as clerk and deacon,\textsuperscript{21} and by 1861 he was a trustee of the church.\textsuperscript{22} William Poteat's youth was filled with religious activities and people, including preachers such as the tireless home missionary Elias Dodson who never "passed without turning in to refresh himself at 'Sister Poteat's' hospitable board."\textsuperscript{23}

As a workhorse, and a generous one, within his church and the organization of Baptist churches in the area, the Beulah Association, James Poteat served in various capacities. He was a member of the executive committee of the prosperous Beulah Association and in four instances was elected moderator of their annual meeting.\textsuperscript{24} On many other occasions he led the meeting of the ministers and deacons of the twenty-seven churches then part of the association.\textsuperscript{25} During Reconstruction, James Poteat was one of "the old familiar faces" among area Baptist leaders, and he was rewarded for his diligent services since the mid-1850s with appointment in October 1866 as trustee of Wake Forest College.\textsuperscript{26} However, his leadership within the denomination did not reach beyond his association. Influence on the statewide level, the Baptist State Convention, waited for his sons, and their father's regional prominence gave them a good start.

James Poteat also embraced the fledgling social concern of the Baptists, a corollary of the universal Christian appeal to charity. His understanding of religious duty is manifest in his appointment to help formulate "a plan for taking care of super-annuated ministers" and in his "essay on Systematic Be-
nevolence.” He argued that “without System in every thing failure is the result” and called for churches to appoint committees to encourage “a course of liberality on the part of church members. . . .” This sort of earthly stewardship fit in with concerns long established among nineteenth-century evangelicals. Within the antebellum South, the evangelical churches created the beginnings of a limited southern reform tradition, and James Poteat was a progressive within Baptist circles of the time. His interests ranged from denominational education to benevolent activities, and this sentiment within the household undoubtedly influenced young William Poteat, who later pursued many of the same progressive goals.

Like many southern planters, the elder Poteat tried to reform slavery to be more in accord with Christian paternalism. He built a two-room chapel on the plantation to be used by his slaves and “supplied preaching for the place.” At least some of the slaves accepted his religion, for William Poteat remembered that soon after the war the slave cooper and carpenter “Uncle Morris” would sit in front of his house each Sunday with a Bible always open to the third chapter of John. The biracial Yanceville church likely included some Poteat slaves, constituting the only institution in which young Poteat would have seen any semblance of unforced interracial activity.

The slave chapel also represents a second interest of Captain Poteat that became his son’s life work—education. In summer, the elder Poteat conducted a Sunday school there to teach the neighborhood’s white children, and possibly some adults, how to read. In winter the activity moved inside the big house. William Poteat later recalled, “In that Sunday School I made my first and only contact with Webster’s ‘Blue Back.’” As William grew up during Reconstruction, his father especially favored Sunday schools as a “great work” in education through which the church could improve southern society. He and his wife operated the Sunday school at their church, and he was a vice-president of the denomination’s Sunday School Association, as well as Sunday school superintendent for the Beulah Association. Like his son to follow, the Captain focused on childhood as the time to shape the next generation along proper principles (though the younger Poteat had a broader vision of proper education). In the insecurity, unrest, and perceived moral laxity of the Reconstruction Era in North Carolina, Sunday schools were an offensive for order. He hoped to save young southerners “from the many and imminent perils that threaten their moral ruin.”

The Civil War and Reconstruction left the Poteat family to adjust to many other challenges in addition to those of a moral nature. Perhaps because of his care for his land and his diversified interests, James Poteat did not lose everything at the end of the war. His worth declined, though, to $14,000 in real estate—still among the county’s highest figures—and $12,000 in personal property, making him one of the wealthiest men in Caswell. Unlike many planters, he remained able to pay in cash and always to top or at least match the highest donations in church collections. Nonetheless, the war did take from the family two of Poteat’s sons from his first marriage. Félix Lindsey
Shown here at about age ten, Poteat enjoyed an idyllic childhood until the end of the Civil War, but then faced adolescence during the violent turmoil of Reconstruction in North Carolina. (All photos courtesy of Special Collections, Reynolds Library, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.)

Built in 1855, Poteat’s childhood home was an antebellum showplace, but it decayed after the Civil War. It was then used for many years as a home for tenants and even in part a storage area for cotton. Poteat’s daughter and son-in-law, Helen and Laurence Stallings, enlarged and restored Forest Home to pristine condition in the 1920s.
died from a wound received in battle in 1864 and was brought back from Richmond by his father, while John Miles contracted consumption while in the army and returned home to die soon after the war’s end. Their graves in a little grove only yards from Forest Home would have been a constant reminder to James as well as young William of the cost of civil conflict. James seemingly moved beyond wartime animosities quickly; in nearby Danville, Virginia, he took the oath of amnesty to the United States on August 17, 1865. Apparently because they expected to benefit economically, the family moved to Yanceyville after the war, when William was fourteen. On the public square they opened a hotel, a field of business in which James had worked earlier in his life. Tenants were secured for the old plantation. Though operating a hotel undoubtedly required a humbler outlook than commanding a force of slaves on the plantation, money must not have been too tight because ex-slave “Uncle Morris” remained as the family’s “carriage driver.”

William Louis Poteat seldom wrote or spoke about the family’s Reconstruction experiences operating the hotel; however, he treasured his plantation childhood. Later in life when he was “thinking much of the past,” he reminisced about the plantation world that instilled in him many of the values and assumptions that he carried throughout life. Poteat noted fondly, “The plantation, it is interesting to recall in this day of specialization and exchange, was a self-sufficient social unit.” His lifelong dislike of specialization originated in his memory of the organic unity of Forest Home. The plantation supplied everything but hats, he remembered, including active intellectual engagement. He accepted part of the Lost Cause view of the Old South, lamenting “the passing away of the social and intellectual life which in some sense had its material basis in slavery. . . .” The region “gave its ample leisure to the amenities of social intercourse, to the enrichment of the religious and the intellectual life.” Planters “cultivated the higher ideals” such as “candor, charity, and hospitality, and the graces of an elegant simplicity blossomed out in natural beauty in its country homes.”

Poteat firmly believed that plantation life at Forest Home included a sincere sense of paternalism toward the black slaves. The slaves were part of the family in that the Poteats called the domestic servants “Uncle Jerry,” “Aunt Chanie,” and “Uncle Morris.” William Poteat recalled that in turn “the slaves called my father ‘Marse Jim.’” Their respect was expected: “He was not unlike the centurion of Scripture who reported that he had instant, unquestioning obedience from those under him. . . . He was imperious but kind.” Further, “he was solicitous for the bodily comfort and the religious needs of the slaves.” Poteat’s mother also had a role in this drama; she directed the household production of cloth and went into “the cabins to minister personally to” sick slaves. In the ultimate statement of faith in antebellum paternalism, Poteat noted that the image of his mother supervising slave women “always raises in my mind the question, Which after all was the greatest slave of the group?”

Poteat, given the lifetime nickname Bud Loulie as a youngster, had his
own childhood classroom in slavery and paternalism. He recalled the experience frequently and with relish throughout his life: "Nat was black as Egypt. His mother died at his birth, which occurred about the same time as my own. He was admitted to the superb abundance of the same white fountain from which I drew my infant nourishment,—my turn then Nat's. With that start we grew up all the way together. Papa gave him to me. He was mine and in a very real sense I was his. Wherever 'Loulie' went Nat was sure to go, and when Nat led out into the yard or garden or grove Loulie trailed faithfully after." Poteat vowed, "I shall never forget our boyish frolics in the oak-grove back of my country home and how, when the fried chicken had been taken up, we sopped the gravy in the wide skillet on terms of perfect friendship and equality." With this as evidence, he refused "to be imposed upon by misrepresentation of the kindly relation which existed between master and slave." Because he was only a child when slavery ended, Poteat did not have to endure that wrenching moment of realization experienced by most planters when they discovered the emptiness of paternalism and became aware that their slaves really did want freedom.

Poteat’s childhood was idyllic, and it gave him a lifelong appreciation for the values of the country. He henceforth distrusted urban influences. He developed the aesthetic appreciation for manual labor found only in those never forced to engage in it: on the plantation, “the cutting of the wheat was beautiful to see,—a half dozen men singing to their swinging cradles, the strongest man in front, the others following each a little behind his fellow and a swath’s breadth to the right of him, all pushing together, a sort of stairway across the field of gold.” His childhood was filled with images of spinning, weaving, killing hogs, the blacksmith shop, the mills, and of course the animals. Like any country boy, he could name the bays, Bill and Pete, and the old ox Rock decades later. Skating, fishing, or swimming in the mill pond, alternately by season, occupied much of his time. Nonetheless, he was not isolated, taking “many an early morning trip to Danville,” the neighboring town in Virginia that was “the big city” of Poteat’s youth.

His early education followed the pattern typical of the antebellum elite. After learning some rudiments of reading in Sunday school, he and his younger siblings had the benefit of a governess. His family was growing in numbers. A sister, Ida Isabella, arrived in 1859, and a brother, Edwin McNeill, followed in 1861. Like William, both would become influential educators. They were joined soon after the war’s end by a sister, Emma Lindsay, who died in 1888. “I seem not to have played much with my brother and sisters,” Poteat recalled, because Ida had such passions as dolls and his “habits were set before my brother reached the level of coincident play interests.” Further, “there was Nat on my hands. I had to attend to him.” The much older children of James Poteat’s first marriage stayed in Poteat’s memory principally because of the visits home of the two brothers who fought in the war, though he remained in occasional but cordial contact throughout his life with his surviving half-brother and half-sister and their families. The children’s first governess
was a distant cousin by marriage, who was succeeded by a young woman from
the neighborhood. Joined at times by a young cousin, the little group of
children studied informally, occasionally on the roof of the back porch. After
learning the basics at home, Poteat walked two miles to "a sort of boys' school" in
Yanceyville for five months and also received some instruction from Miss
Lizzie Lowndes, who operated the Yanceyville Female Academy. From her,
Poteat learned the Latin needed to pursue the classical education still preva-
lent in most of the state's institutions of higher education. Though North
Carolina ostensibly supported a system of common schools, the only options
for secondary education in Caswell County were private schools that dotted
that part of the state. For Poteat to receive academy training elevated him into
the educational elite.

Julia Poteat became the guiding force for the family after the move to
the county seat of Yanceyville. In Poteat's fond memory she "was a better
man than" his father, perhaps because she retained more vigor of youth than
her aging husband. In the large, old home they owned there, they opened a
hotel despite living in the midst of Reconstruction unrest that rivaled the
worst in the South. In 1870 James Poteat's son Preston was living with them
and working as a clerk at the local store, and William, Edwin, and Ida were
attending school. Crucial years of Poteat's adolescence were spent at this vil-
lage business. If surviving registers from a few years later are any indication,
the hotel was a successful venture, especially when the court was in session at
the imposing classical courthouse building just across the town square. Pre-
paring and serving meals and caring for horses and mules would have made
the work a challenge, but according to one traveler, the accommodations
were "tolerable good." The children would have met visitors from through-
out the North Carolina Piedmont region and the neighboring areas of central
Virginia. Occasionally, people might arrive from places farther away, big cities
such as Richmond, Baltimore, and even New York, but the heart of the busi-
ness was regional.

During the uncertainties of this time both in his life and in Reconstruc-
tion North Carolina, one force for order in William Poteat's developing world
was his church in Yanceyville. Following the end of the war, the church disci-
plined its members to restore morality, a practice almost absent during the
conflict. For example, in January 1867 the deacons investigated two women
members for reportedly dancing. One asked the church's forgiveness, and
James Poteat and a Brother Lea visited the other to "reclaim her if possible."
Perhaps in this way women received the message that their enlarged activities
of the war period were no longer acceptable. The biracial church also struggled
to adjust to Emancipation. In July 1865 a committee was appointed to inves-
tigate the "unchristian character of three of the colored members," but the
charges were dismissed at the next meeting. Rules were tightened in April
1866. After the acceptance of a white applicant into membership, "a colored
woman . . . also presented herself for the purpose of connecting her self with
this church and after some conversation with the members it was thought to
be best for all parties to waive her reception for the present. A resolution was then offered and carried unanimously that hereafter a certificate of character as formerly be required of colored applicants for membership in this Church.”

The racial tension only worsened. In August 1866 the church took the radical step of recommending “to the colored members of this church the propriety of withdrawing and organizing themselves into a separate church” that “for the present” could share the church’s building. This represented the vanguard of deciding the racial question in North Carolina’s churches. The following June the Baptist State Convention faced the issue and after a hot debate recommended “that our colored brethren be encouraged to form separate Churches and Associations,” the reverse of the situation in most of the South where blacks took the initiative in separating after the war. The resolution’s proponents recognized that in some cases blacks wanted to form separate churches, but the motivation for the recommendation was white inability to face black equality. A supporter summarized, “One of two courses is left open to us: either to form separate organizations for the two races; or to gather both, without distinction in point of privilege, into our churches.” He continued, “The latter course is not to be thought of.” The new whiteness of the Yanceville church allowed an instance of disregard for black humanity in September 1867. The minutes record that “Bro. L. F. Mason reported (through Pastor) that he had had a difficulty with a freedman which resulted in his shooting freedman. But that he did not justify himself for so doing though the circumstances were of the most aggravating character.” Since he had acknowledged his sin and asked forgiveness, the church easily forgave Mason (apparently the pastor’s son Louis for whom young William Louis Poteat was named) despite the severity of his offense. With the decrease of biracial interaction in the churches, the only forum for ameliorating racial tension disappeared. As the Poteats clung to the church, Caswell County sank deeper into a morass of racial violence.

Swirling throughout Caswell County was a whirlwind of racial problems that were among the most bitter in the South. Trouble began in North Carolina after the passage of the Military Reconstruction Act in 1867 allowed a viable Republican party to form and to challenge the Conservative organization in the Old North State. When the biracial Republican coalition triumphed in 1868 and the newly enfranchised freedmen helped to ratify a progressive state constitution, the threatened Conservatives struck back in hope of regaining political control. The political terrorism of the Ku Klux Klan made a few tentative strides in the state leading up to the 1868 elections, and by the end of that year the violence was whipped into full frenzy.

The Piedmont area of the state, where Conservatives and Republicans were most nearly equal in strength, became the core of the unrest. In testimony in 1871 to the Select Committee of the Senate to Investigate Alleged Outrages in the Southern States, Joseph W. Holden explained, “The counties of Alamance, Orange, Moore, Caswell, Lincoln, and Cleveland are the counties in which the most of these outrages have been committed, though they
have been committed in a greater or less degree in at least two-thirds of the counties of the State.” The result by mid-1869 was “a series of beatings, cuttings, shootings, and other outrages, usually against Negroes.” Prominent young Caswell citizen John G. Lea organized the Klan in the county, with “a den in every township. . . .” In Caswell County, local commissioners, officers of the law, and various officials were loyal to the Conservatives, but a strong Republican organization drew strength from the black majority of the county. Between 1868 and the approach of the state elections of 1870, Republican strength grew.53

James Poteat was not visible in the political fighting in Caswell County. He devoted himself to denominational leadership for the Beulah Association. The younger Poteat followed suit in turning to the church during this troubled period. His mother “was the ruling spirit of the home, and . . . she ruled it by a sort of graciousness.” Poteat recalled that her “gentle, sometimes tearful, insistence, reinforced by her life of sweetness and light awakened in me early the wish to be a Christian.” On the Saturday before the fourth Sunday of August in 1869, at the church’s monthly business meeting, Poteat continued, “I presented myself and was received into the membership of [the] village church. I recall no profound eruptive experience, only the passing of embarrassment and anxiety and the coming of a cool deep peace.” As the church clerk, Poteat’s father recorded in careful handwriting in the church minutes the conversion of his twelve-year-old son to the religion he was to serve the rest of his life. The following Sunday, Poteat was baptized along with sixteen others.55

Poteat’s conversion was part of an outpouring that “thoroughly revived” the church that summer and fall. The minister reported fifty conversions and noted that “the whole community is alive.” In the only important revival in the church between the war and the state’s return to Conservative rule, membership continued to grow in September and October.56 Not only for the Poteats, but for a significant portion of the white community, the church was a haven of reassurance in troubled times.57

The following year, 1870, was the worst for Caswell. In neighboring Alamance County in February, the Klan assassination of a black political leader climaxd a renewed campaign of terror across the state. Attempts to reach a moderate compromise also failed in Caswell, and the result was the assassination of the county’s leading white Republican, state senator John W. Stephens. The Klan had secretly “tried” Stephens in absentia, convicted him of arson, and ordered his death. On May 21 a group of the county’s leading Democrats and Ku Klux Klan members lured Stephens to a basement room of the courthouse and murdered him. Governor William W. Holden declared Caswell and Alamance Counties to be in a state of insurrection. Courts were not functioning because officials were often Klan members and juries would not bring convictions. Holden noted that the Klan “has had absolute control for the last twelve months” of the two counties. Therefore, he gathered a militia force under the command of Colonel George W. Kirk that was sent to restore order.58
The result was the so-called Kirk-Holden war. In the two counties, Kirk's forces arrested approximately a hundred men suspected of criminal activity as part of the Klan conspiracy. Nineteen men were detained in Caswell; some were bound over by a court in Raleigh for local trial; but none were ever punished. Nonetheless, the summer's events were a major disruption to all citizens of the county, even those not directly involved. After joining the church, the always dutiful young William Poteat became a regular along with his father at the monthly business meeting. He would have felt "the state of confusion and alarm produced by the military sent in our midst" that in July 1870 forced the church to cancel an association meeting there. The disorder further intruded into the Poteats' lives because "of the arrest of several of our beloved Brethren" in the church, recorded by clerk James Poteat though that reference was later crossed through in the minute book. In addition, during Poteat's youth, his home swarmed with visitors. His parents "seemed to keep open house to friends of the neighborhood including Yanceyville,—the Williamsons, the Womacks, the Graveses, the Leas, the Robertsons..." From these families, some related to the Poteats, came members of the group that killed John Stephens and many of those suspected of making up the county's powerful Ku Klux Klan. Among the arrested was Poteat kinsman and former Congressman John Kerr, who succeeded James Poteat as moderator of the Beulah Association. Kerr testified to the Senate that he was arrested along with "twenty others of the best men of the county" though he "did deny the existence" of the Klan in the county. After all, blacks had "been very kindly and generously treated by the whites" of the area.

William Poteat could hardly have remained unaffected by the events of Reconstruction in Caswell, but the destruction did not lead him to completely repudiate his neighbors and regional tradition. In the hotel, endless conversations about politics and violence would have occurred during court sessions. His family's acquaintance with the families of leading Klan members and their presence in the church would have made a close identification with the chaos inevitable. The overwhelming tradition of violence and racism of the time marked him deeply, and throughout his life he worked against war and on behalf of various peace organizations. However, just as polite company covered over the violence by leading citizens of the county, Poteat never dredged up or recorded his thoughts about those times. His faith in the guidance of the best of respectable society was not shaken, just as he retained a great respect for John Kerr. Further, the loyalty of the southern elite to the Democratic party, a faith that grew during Reconstruction, also remained with Poteat, and with occasional lapses he was a lifelong Democrat.

Conflicting elements were present, though. The removal of blacks from Baptist churches came with the additional directive that whites must help them form their own churches because, in the words of the editor of the Biblical Recorder, "we can not allow the heathen to grow up at our doors without manifest departure from the christian duty." This formula translated antebellum paternalism toward slaves into the postbellum environment.
and became the justification of a minor tradition of racial paternalism that endured in the South. Poteat never really saw beyond this paternalism to perceive the equality of blacks, but as the doctrine took its postbellum form, it was the progressive option because many whites of the time were supporting or conducting violent attacks against blacks.

The Reconstruction period essentially ended in North Carolina with the successful impeachment of Republican governor Holden in March 1871. He was unseated for allegedly abusing his power as governor when he challenged the Ku Klux Klan’s imposition of white supremacy by using the militia to suppress the group’s violence. Soon after the state settled into uneasy quiet, William Louis Poteat left Yanceyville for Wake Forest College, a world that would finish shaping his young mind. The Poteats’ relationship with Wake Forest had begun in the 1850s when James Poteat started donating money to the college after he became a Baptist. After being appointed a trustee in 1866, the elder Poteat sent Preston, a son from his first marriage, to Wake Forest for a time, though he soon left school. A few years later, the little college, seventy miles southeast of Forest Home, was a natural next step for William, not yet sixteen, once he had exhausted the educational possibilities of Yanceyville. Even though the college was nearby and well known to the family, the move was scary for Poteat. He recalled, “I was really not very eager to go to school. . . . When I got to Wake Forest, I begged to go back with the gentleman who brought his son and me down.” Poteat nonetheless soon felt at ease in his new home, for Wake Forest College grew out of the same influences and intellectual environment that had shaped Poteat’s family and childhood.

The higher education of ministers was a principal objective of the Baptist State Convention at its formation in 1830; of the denomination’s four college-educated preachers at the time, three—Samuel Wait, Thomas Meredith, and John Armstrong—had migrated from the North. As with the creation of the convention itself, these three men were pivotal in implementing the 1832 decision of the group to solicit funds and to found a manual labor institute that would encourage the education of preachers. The founders intended to combine formal education and hands-on work for the students on a scientifically managed farm. They, along with William Hooper, chose Wait to be principal of the Wake Forest Institute, named after the 615-acre plantation bought from Dr. Calvin Jones to house the facility. Situated sixteen miles north of Raleigh, the school opened in February 1834 after surviving a determined effort by antimissionary Baptists to block its legislative charter. The antimissionary group opposed the charter because of their concern for the separation of church and state and their belief that the denomination’s role did not extend to education. The institute became Wake Forest College in 1838 and endured a variety of growing pains during the 1840s and 1850s.

By 1860 the college was on solid footing. Its debt was paid, an endowment of $46,000 was invested, and alumni had replaced outsiders in the presidency and on the faculty. A number of preachers had been educated with the aid of the convention, and the list of alumni included lawyers, teachers, and
The Civil War, however, derailed this progress and nearly destroyed Wake Forest. The college closed after May 1862, and Confederate bonds digested all but $14,000 of the endowment when the upstart nation collapsed and could not repay its creditors. Classes resumed in January 1866, but students returned only gradually. The majority of students (34 of 51 in the first postbellum term) were placed in a reopened preparatory department that Wake Forest, like most southern colleges, relied on for decades after the war to remedy students' poor preparation. The college appealed to new geographical areas, gaining patronage from Piedmont counties such as Caswell and others farther west rather than from the eastern plantation districts that had dominated the antebellum college. Further, the closure for several years of the competing University of North Carolina helped "in no little degree...." Nonetheless, most students came to Wake Forest for only relatively short periods. Graduates were few, and the situation remained grim into the 1870s.

In a strategy that underscores the flow of philanthropy between American regions during Reconstruction, the college leaders turned to the Baptists of the North to rescue their faltering enterprise. In early 1874 the trustees sent Reverend James S. Purefoy on a mission to raise $10,000 from northern churches, and he crisscrossed the area from Baltimore to Boston for much of the next two years. He attended all manner of church services, conferences, and meetings about education and social issues, as well as pursuing individuals. The trips netted close to the desired $10,000 for the endowment, and the college gradually gained a sense of permanence in the recovering South.

Poteat entered the college in September 1872 and graduated in June 1877, remaining at home during the 1873-74 school year while he spent seven weeks in bed with typhoid fever. The college's history would have been instinctive knowledge to him after growing up in a religious home amid a steady current of denominational visitors. The successful struggle to preserve the college, undertaken during Poteat's student years, could only have strengthened his awareness of the power of organized religion, the benefits of unity with the moral forces of the North, and the lack of educational opportunities for most North Carolinians. These concerns, however, would blossom only with time. As with most college students, Poteat's immediate concerns were the social and academic life of the college.

Poteat faced a rather inflexible curriculum of courses categorized into six schools. Of three bachelor degrees offered, Poteat sought the bachelor of arts, the only one requiring four years of study. The college catalog reflected the post-Civil War attempt by educators to reorganize the curriculum in the style of a modern university; however, for Wake Forest that meant nothing more than rearranging old classes into so-called schools. The B.A. degree "involved completing the work of the Latin, Greek, and Mathematics Schools, and doing the English part of the Modern Language School, the Chemistry, Physics, and Astronomy parts of the Natural Sciences School, and the Logic, Rhetoric, Mental and Moral Science, Political Economy, and History parts of the Moral Philosophy School." As an old man, Poteat remembered fondly
those days when "we did not scatter over so much ground. We had three years of English, three years of Greek and history, philosophy and science. . . . We went into a subject and went on through it." He did note that "I think our science teaching was very deficient. One professor of science taught all the sciences and we had no laboratory work; it was all recitation." His study of physics was largely mathematical, and chemistry involved "verbatim recitations out of a horrid thick book." He took none of the offerings in natural history. Poteat did quite well in this varied regime of courses and was a diligent student, being "absent from no duty" during his second year.71

The Wake Forest that Poteat knew as a student was a small and personal place. He was "a timid little boy of sixteen away back in 1872" when he was "pushed off to college. . . ." The new atmosphere and respect pleased him nevertheless, "I went down to college and Dr. Taylor called me ‘Mr. Poteat.’ . . ." The hundred students and six professors all knew each other intimately, for the presence of only "one train a day in each direction and a horse and buggy trip to Raleigh requiring a whole day, severely restricted outside contacts, and pressed the little group in upon themselves." Sheltered in room number twenty of the college building for almost his whole time as a student, he came of age in "what may be called the social education of personal contacts. . . ."72

A significant part of that social interaction was the moral influence of the professors upon the students. As a Poteat family friend and college trustee noted, "The moral element of this college ought to be more appreciated" because "mental without moral cultivation is frequently a great curse." Another booster believed that the college's "superior corps of instructors" trained students in a "higher and better moral culture" that fitted them for glorious duty.73 The services at Wake Forest Baptist church were routinely conducted by President Wingate, a superb preacher, and in addition a major revival occurred near the end of Poteat's first year. Probably at this revival, at a meeting conducted by F.M. Jordan, Poteat reaffirmed his religious beliefs. Though he had joined the Yanceyville church at age twelve, he wrote of the revival service in his first year away from home, "a vivid experience brought me face to face with [the] earlier experience." The result was Poteat's "questioning its validity. Was I not too young? Was I quite free under constraint of positive Christian surroundings?" His new conversion left him with no doubts: "I wept my heart out as I said to my Lord that the experience which I had at the age of twelve might have been genuine or not, one thing was certain now, that He was mine and I was His forever." As with most evangelical southerners, Poteat found the event beyond description, but his reliance on it was unshaken thereafter.74

In addition to religion, another important feature of Wake Forest from its beginning was the activity of the two literary societies. They structured the social—and to a great extent the intellectual—exercises of the students. The students began a debating society in Wake Forest's first session, and, at the opening of the second year, students formed two literary societies, the Euzelian and the Philomathesian. Every student belonged to a society, and each participated in the debates, declamations, and dissertations (essays) that occu-
pied the students at their meetings. Each society had its own plush hall and its
own library, and the rivalry between the two was intense, at times to the point
of disruption.75

The object, according to the societies’ identical constitutions, was “the
intellectual improvement of its members.” They met twice each week, on
Friday night to hold a debate and on Saturday morning for the reading of
essays and for general business. The writing, reading, and criticizing of essays
was a crucial opportunity since Wake Forest provided little instruction in En-
glish composition, given its emphasis on classical education. The paramount
activity, though, was the weekly debate. After the principal debaters presented,
the question was opened to all members. Poteat recalled, “We would sit up
there in the Euzelian Society until one o’clock in the morning debating ques-
tions, and that was in the winter time when we had no fire. The hall was so
beautiful that we did not want to smoke it up. We would wrap our feet in over
coats.”76

A perceptive chronicler of Wake Forest’s history summarized the trib-
utes that former members paid to the societies: “They speak of skill in public
speaking, . . . learning to argue logically, intellectual enlargement, develop-
ment and training of all the powers that make for effective public speaking,
and interest in the great problems of life.”77 Poteat excelled among the
Euzelians. The societies incorporated new students into their activities almost
immediately, and Poteat took full advantage of his opportunities. At various
times he served as door keeper, recording secretary, corresponding secretary,
treasurer, and president for two terms. His first year there he replaced Amzi
Clarence Dixon as the society’s librarian, perhaps sparking his interest in the
college’s libraries (and libraries in general) that lasted a lifetime. He sharp-
ened his skills in debates with fellow society members such as Richard T. Vann
and Dixon, both of whom would eventually have an important impact on
North Carolina and Baptist history. He addressed such questions—most of
which concerned issues of morality and some of which would engage him for
life—as “ought war, under any circumstances, to be engaged in?” and “Is the
existence of political parties beneficial to a state?”78

The great chance to display oratorical skills as a debater or an orator
came at the anniversary celebration, an honor accorded to the societies’ best
speakers. In 1875 Poteat introduced the Euzelian orator and in 1876 was
chosen to argue the affirmative in publicly deciding whether “the career of
Oliver Cromwell [is] more to be condemned than admired?” As a senior in
1877, he was given the ultimate honor as the Euzelian orator. These displays,
along with the three required public senior speeches, gave Poteat ample op-
portunity to develop the oratorical ability that enabled him to be a leader of
public opinion in a southern culture that prized oral expression.79

The editor of the Raleigh Biblical Recorder often attended events at
Wake Forest, and he affirmed that a senior speech by Poteat was “of the high-
est order and worthy of any audience.” Another notable Baptist and later
college president echoed the praise that Poteat’s speaking was as good as he had
ever heard from a student. At his graduation in June 1877 Poteat gave the Latin salutatory and followed with an oration titled “Ripples on the Sea of Life.” This speech and two other addresses from Poteat’s college years survive. At five feet, six inches tall and with a receding hairline even in his college years, the diminutive Poteat did not make an immediate impression from the rostrum. Nonetheless, a large mouth, broad nose, and penetrating gray eyes gave him a strong face, and his Euzelian training and robust, controlled voice served him well before the crowds by the time of his commencement. Though but twenty years old, Poteat had imbibed deeply at the fountains of rhetorical lushness, and the ideas expressed in “Ripples on the Sea of Life” indicate that he also embraced the intellectual dispositions of the time. He stated, “The great end of all the accidents, labors, wants and intercourse of life is the ripening and exercising of character.” The result of an individual’s bad character might snowball until “what once was civilization is now barbarism…” Self-control and discipline were the keys in this Victorian mindset, in that “the manner in which commonplace things are done grows up by [the] power of habit into the dignity of a principle which governs life.” Southern evangelicalism blended seamlessly into his Victorian intellectual musings. For the “young pilgrim” searching for the way, “the one path becomes a shining highway through the desert, and grows brighter and brighter with the radiance of the ‘City of Gold.’… The other is dark, leading ever downward.” Thus, the wrong step as a young man could lead the individual to damnation, and society to barbarism.

Poteat marveled in another college speech that “voluntary human actions are either right or wrong. The impulses to the actions are of two classes, selfish and benevolent, those which tend to the absorption of happiness and those which urge to its diffusion.” One’s character reflected the choice between the two. The goal should be to “live for God and for your fellow-men; let your better, higher nature be the winner in the heart struggles and battles of life.” This struggle, “fought in the solemn stillness of the soul,” must eventually be won by truth and good. Despite “depravity” in each soul, it was “the grand, the beautiful plan of Providence that the great end of individual life should be the weal of others; happiness is dependent upon benevolence.”

In his zeal for duty, Poteat manifested the paternalism that held together the Forest Home plantation, and his advocacy of benevolence reflects the particular religious influence of the missionary Baptist doctrine that his parents instilled in him. His time in college broadened these early influences. By his senior year, his writing was peppered with classical allusions, and his overall intellectual and social views about human nature and social interaction, though tempered by evangelical religion, fit easily within the broader Victorian world. The general training of Wake Forest’s classical education, combined with the oratorical ability ingrained by the Euzelian society, left Poteat poised to be a southern reform leader—yet still in search of his life’s work.

Poteat returned to Yanceyville after graduation and cast about for a call-
ing. He considered opening an academy in Yanceyville for boys, preparing a flyer declaring that he had “noticed the need of such a school, and during the last years of his course at college, had an eye to this work.” Whether it ever opened is unclear. During his first year after college he also started to read law, preparing to enter a profession that had vaulted many bright young men into local prominence.

In that same year, he also began the activity for social reform that would characterize his life. In a letter to the editors of the *Biblical Recorder*, Poteat turned his beliefs about religion and individual character toward the fight against alcohol—a social and moral evil long targeted by the state’s evangelical reformers and one that would interest Poteat for the rest of his life. He especially attacked ministers who engaged in drinking. “There is but one standard for all Christians, ministers and laymen,” he argued, “and every man is equally bound to conform to it.” Preachers should not “encourage by association and participation so blinding and blasting a sin as intemperance in drink” because “the minister’s mission is to lift up men...”84 Poteat’s career of exhortation had begun.
In 1878, only a year after graduating, William Louis Poteat returned to Wake Forest College as a lonesome tutor, but he gradually established himself as a popular professor of biology and a vital part of the college’s administration and religious life. By 1905 he had achieved statewide intellectual eminence, and his alma mater eagerly elected him president. He rose to prominence as an educator, scientist, church statesman, and intellectual by participating in the nationwide trends of Victorian America, and he led a family based upon notions of nurture and self-control. However, Poteat never fully accepted the overriding devotion of the Victorian middle class to professional advancement and material progress. His classical education and religious heritage led him to scorn such narrow development in favor of an older tradition of cultivating broad, liberal learning. Further, in his coming to terms with science and evolution, he retained a great deal of traditional evangelicalism in his celebrated reconciliation of science and religion. He remained within acceptable boundaries while becoming widely known as a liberal southern intellectual.

Poteat had opportunities to consider new and old ideas because of the dynamic and unstable intellectual climate in the late nineteenth-century South. Innovations in science and education that had earlier swept the rest of the country began to enter the region. In this era of unsettling social and economic conflict, new ideas such as evolution and critical biblical study could be offered as options for a time. Liberal thought gained relatively few followers, but the comparative freedom with which intellectual ideas were presented reveals at least a moment of possibility when somewhat more cosmopolitan theological and scientific beliefs were options even for southern Victorians. For example, some modernizing change did occur as colleges belatedly, and sometimes not wholeheartedly, adopted the structural and curricular changes that altered higher education throughout the country.1 Further, though the study of the history of science in the New South is in its infancy, it is already clear that the region’s scientists also followed new developments closely but at times ambivalently.2 Southern scientists imported many of the national norms of the period, although they did not participate fully in the growth of research.
and disciplinary specialization. In this exciting time in the South and in his own life, Poteat explored the boundaries of intellectual innovation acceptable to his society as well as to his own developing understanding.

**Professor at a Changing Wake Forest**

In the last two decades of the nineteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth, southern colleges and universities faced a rapidly changing educational world that affected schools across the nation. In the South at the century’s end, about half of the region’s 26,000 college students attended institutions affiliated with a religious denomination, making denominational education a major factor in the region. Wake Forest and similar schools embraced many of the dynamic trends occurring around the country, including broadening the curriculum, hiring professors with graduate degrees, instituting the elective system, creating or strengthening admissions requirements, and teaching the sciences by a new approach that emphasized laboratory investigation. As a result the intellectual atmosphere of the time was an inquiring one in which professors and students could test the limits of learning, stretching southern traditions. Poteat took part in all aspects of this exciting yet challenging period in higher education, when a college degree became the central means for the advancement of the Victorian middle class.

On June 13, 1878, the board of trustees of Wake Forest College, with his father among the members present, elected William Louis Poteat to be a tutor in the college beginning that fall. In his first year the faculty included only five professors and one other part-time tutor (a student), with 117 students enrolled for at least one semester. Like most small colleges throughout the South until the 1890s and after, Wake Forest continued to admit students unprepared for college classes, and a principal role of the tutors was to teach the rudiments of Latin and Greek to the less competent incoming students. Poteat also served as “keeper of rolls,” monitoring grades and attendance for the reports sent to parents at the close of each semester. At the end of the year the chairman of the faculty reported to the trustees that “Mr. W.L. Poteat has made us a very efficient tutor on a salary of Four Hundred Dollars per annum.” The board reappointed Poteat as tutor for the following year and increased his salary to $500. In Poteat’s second year as tutor, enrollment surged to 171 students. Thomas A. Pritchard, president of the college, responded by asking the trustees to expand the faculty, and in June 1880 Poteat was appointed assistant professor of science with an increase in salary to $600 per year.

The new title brought tough challenges. Natural science was one of the seven so-called schools into which the curriculum at Wake Forest was divided in the early 1880s. Professor W.G. Simmons, with Poteat’s help, taught chemistry, physics and astronomy, and natural history using “oral instruction and experimental illustrations” in addition to hearing student recitations of material learned from textbooks. Though Wake Forest offered more science train-
ing than some southern schools, its choice to continue to lump the sciences together under one category reflected the extent to which such schools had slipped behind the times, and a tutor of languages with only a bachelor’s degree could not likely have won an appointment as a professor of natural science at a more modern university. Northern schools and emerging southern research universities such as Vanderbilt and Johns Hopkins, formed in the 1870s, offered a curriculum reflecting the specialization that marked the growth and professionalization of the American scientific community in the late nineteenth century. Teachers in small southern schools struggled to gather the equipment and knowledge needed to introduce the new learning to their students.\textsuperscript{7}

Poteat’s duties did not end with the classroom, however, and he impressed everyone at the little school with his diligent approach toward the many chores he faced at an understaffed institution. President Pritchard reported in 1882 that “Prof. W.L. Poteat is recommended to the Trustees as meriting a larger salary than he has heretofore received. He is a very accurate scholar, a careful, painstaking and enthusiastic teacher, and one of the most valuable members of the Faculty. He has taught four regular classes in college, and as Keeper of the Rolls, and Alumni Editor of the College Magazine, has performed duties equal to the teaching of two other classes. . . .” Poteat also filled a variety of other roles in the college. In 1879 the two literary societies agreed to combine their respective holdings of books to create a college library of eight thousand volumes. Perhaps reviving his not-too-distant interest in the Euzelian society’s library as a student, Poteat for a while devoted Monday and Wednesday afternoons and Saturday mornings to classifying books in the collection and to procuring donations of new material. He and Simmons subsequently composed a standing committee on the library.\textsuperscript{8}

The small faculty gathered each Friday in the face-to-face world of college governance at Wake Forest, and Poteat joined his colleagues in managing the details of the institution through ad hoc committees appointed for such chores as arranging hospitality for commencement, compiling the annual catalog, purchasing books, keeping order at chapel, and awarding commencement medals. The principal discipline problem was students assembling without permission to watch the arrivals and departures of the trains, a practice that could create a disorderly crowd of young men in the heart of town. Poteat served his time along with the other professors in assuring that the students were not at the depot seeking vicarious thrills from the excitement of travelers and the powerful machinery. Poteat’s attention to detail soon earned him the assignment of serving as secretary for faculty meetings.\textsuperscript{9} The workload almost overwhelmed him, and at the end of the 1882–83 session the chairman of the faculty recommended that Poteat’s class load be lightened in order to retain him as editor of the impressive college magazine. To continue performing all his chores, the chairman reported, Poteat had realized was “impracticable.”\textsuperscript{10}

For the 1883–84 session, as Wake Forest celebrated its fiftieth anniversary, the faculty rearranged the curriculum to place more emphasis on the
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sciences, a process occurring throughout the South as colleges sought to remain abreast of national trends in education. The school (as a department was then called) of natural science separated to become the schools of physical science, chemistry, and natural history. For the moment Simmons retained both chemistry and physical science, but Poteat was named professor of natural history, with an attendant raise in salary to $1,200 per year.¹¹ Perhaps in anticipation of his new duties, Poteat spent much of the summer of 1883 in a tour of northern universities, visiting Brown, Yale, and Harvard, leaders in many of the educational innovations of the time. Significantly, he purchased a microscope to aid in the teaching of the courses that would now be his to design. He took his enhanced teaching duties quite seriously. To improve his skills and supplement his bachelor’s degree with additional instruction, he attended a course of lectures at the Martha’s Vineyard Summer Institute, a pioneer summer school for teachers on the pleasant Massachusetts island. Poteat studied with Edward S. Burgess, a northern botanist.¹²

Poteat had already been responsible for the natural history courses under Simmons, but Poteat’s description of his courses in the new school of natural history reveals his own method of teaching the sciences, a pedagogical approach only recently popularized by Harvard zoologist Louis Agassiz and likely brought back by Poteat from his northern travels. Unlike the previous emphasis on recitations, lectures, and demonstrations by the professor, Poteat envisioned a hands-on approach. In the fall term he taught zoology and mineralogy and geology. The zoology class performed dissections, utilized specimens deposited in the college museum (a vital teaching resource throughout the nation at the time), and used a compound microscope to analyze slides, some purchased from Germany and some prepared by Poteat. The mineralogy and geology class similarly demanded that students analyze specimens of minerals and participate in field work. Classes meeting during the spring term were human physiology and botany. Again Poteat stressed laboratory activity, including use of the microscope on both animal and plant tissues. Botany captured Poteat’s interest most strongly: “The importance of Botany as a branch of Biology is recognized, as well as the superior opportunities which it affords for the cultivation of the reasoning and observing methods.”¹³

He sought the same goal in all his teaching: “The text-book is subordinate to the direct study of nature itself, the student being encouraged to find out for himself by personal observation the structure, properties, history, and relations of the objects studied.” Lectures, rather than recitations, provided “much of the instruction” by 1886, with “the text-book being used chiefly as a guide.”¹⁴ His purchase of the microscope in 1883 enabled him to make the changes in teaching strategy and “added new interest to the study of Natural History” among the students. The purchase of additional microscopes in 1887 aided Poteat’s teaching, and the same year a visit to Johns Hopkins University with its recently opened biological laboratory perhaps inspired him with its world-class facilities. He found that “the most impressive thing about the University is the air of original investigation which one encounters on every
hand.” Laboratory work did more for students than just teach science, in Poteat’s opinion. He enumerated its effects to show that modernization could support traditional southern values. He praised its effects in cultivating “a wholesome self-reliance” by forcing students to observe for themselves and in developing “the freedom and confidence of independent thinking.” In the religious world of Wake Forest, Poteat even envisioned for laboratory classes a moral goal, to gain respect “for what is natural as opposed to what is merely formal and artificial.”

The college as well as Poteat thrived in the quiet town that had gradually formed around the campus. In the 1880s and 1890s Poteat regularly wrote brief news reports from Wake Forest to the *Raleigh News and Observer*. He took the opportunity on one occasion to reveal the characteristics of the town: “A news-letter from this quiet, busy village is almost a paradox. . . . A newspaper man would find it dull at Wake Forest. No courts, no crimes, no drivelling gossip, every man on Thursday going early to the same work which engaged him on Wednesday, and sticking to it late. . . . Our people seem somehow to have learned the dignity of labor, certainly the importance of labor, for they keep at it.” He rejoiced that “this characteristic of the village is thought to exact a wholesome influence on the students who flock hither.”

The catalog of the college also stressed the moral benefits of the town: “The proximity of the College to the capital of the State affords many of the advantages, without the moral dangers, of city life.” Poteat’s columns included such information as, “Several of the boys have looked a little droopy since last Tuesday. A number of the girls of the [town] went off on that day to Murfreesboro institute.” Notices of frequent public lectures at the college, news of local businesses, the activities of area women’s groups, and even updates on the health of the campus’s young magnolia trees filled Poteat’s postings.

As in other southern colleges, constant campaigns for the endowment made possible the expansion of the faculty, the student body, and the campus in their quiet village. A frenetic campaign conducted largely by the soon-to-be president Taylor raised the endowment from $53,400 in November 1882 to $100,000 by January 1, 1884. Poteat aided the campaign by helping to conduct Taylor’s classes during his frequent trips to raise the funds. Jabez A. Bostwick of New York City, a wealthy investor and Baptist, gave the largest donation, $10,000 of stock, to the 1883 campaign, and in early 1886 he added stock worth another $14,000. Bostwick contributed an additional $50,000 in late 1886 and $14,000 in matching funds for a campaign in North Carolina in 1890 and 1891. The relationship with Bostwick—which would benefit Wake Forest even more in the 1920s—enabled the college (under Taylor’s presidency beginning in 1884) to raise the endowment to $189,302.50 by May 1892. By 1905 the endowment had grown incrementally to a total of $286,932.87.

The college continued to expand through the 1890s because, as Taylor believed, “not to move forward will be to go backward.” He contended to
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the trustees in 1894 that “we are probably at a turning-point in the history of the College. Before many years have passed, it will be decided whether it is to have the opportunity to expand naturally into a great institution, or whether it is destined to become a small institution, whose work will be largely confined to the education of the ministry.” Taylor clearly believed that the Baptists of North Carolina needed more than a seminary. Competition for students in the 1890s was stiff, and many of Wake Forest’s peer institutions expanded their professional offerings during that decade of change. Wake Forest followed suit. Under Taylor’s guidance the trustees approved the addition of schools of law in 1894, the Bible in 1896, pedagogy in 1900, and medicine in 1902.

In 1905, 313 students received instruction in fifteen schools from eighteen professors. The faculty acknowledged the increased number of choices available to students by loosening the elective system beginning in the fall of 1896, giving students more freedom in choosing their electives and eliminating the various tracks to the bachelor of arts degree in favor of a single set of requirements. A bachelor of laws degree was created in 1894–95 for students completing the offerings in law, and in 1902–3 the faculty approved a bachelor of science degree for those students completing the two years of medical study that Wake Forest offered as a prerequisite to advanced entrance into four-year medical schools.

Poteat assumed more significant leadership roles in the growing college in the late 1880s and the 1890s. The use of ad hoc committees for a variety of purposes continued throughout this period, and Poteat served on a number of them, from one to settle out trees and improve the campus grounds to one recommending a course of classes to prepare students for medical school. These committees of two to three professors continued to have an important role in governing the college, but in 1893 the faculty created an array of standing committees in recognition of the growing complexity of the institution, an innovation forced on other expanding colleges as well. Poteat kept to his old interests through membership on the library and lecture committees and as curator of the library beginning in 1887, but he resigned as keeper of the rolls in 1886, as secretary of the faculty in 1888, and as alumni editor of the student magazine in 1890. He increasingly devoted his work outside the classroom to the administrative duties of the college.

President Taylor frequently left the college on extended trips to raise funds, and, as at similar colleges, in the president’s absence the chairman of the faculty led the administration. Poteat first acted as chairman in the fall of 1888, a role that included such chores as presiding over weekly faculty meetings, making announcements after morning prayer, and hearing excuses of students absent from class. The faculty once more selected Poteat as chairman in 1890 in Taylor’s absence and again in 1892, 1894, and 1895. The students, Taylor, and the trustees all praised the administrative ability of the college’s future president. The student magazine reported Poteat’s new office in 1888 and noted that “just as everything else he attempts to do, [he] fills it well.” Taylor verified to the trustees that Poteat “served as Chairman of the
As a young professor of biology in the 1880s, Poteat acquired most of his knowledge of science on his own. He read diligently in both the sciences and humanities, and, by his willingness to lecture in many forums beyond the classroom, he quickly acquired a statewide reputation as a budding intellectual.

Faculty with marked ability. . .” Poteat “discharged with universal satisfaction the executive duties of the institution.” The job entailed “no little of responsibility and labor,” and the trustees recognized him for his efficiency. 23

Poteat’s course offerings changed little for almost his first full decade as professor of natural history, but in 1892–93 he became professor of biology and geology. He reshaped the classes in his renamed school as well. While Poteat continued to teach geology and physiology, he combined zoology and botany into a class on general biology, in recognition of the developing understanding of life science, along with offering upper-level semester-long courses to address zoology and botany separately. Both the use of the term biology and the creation of a general biology class represented a cutting-edge understanding of his field, despite lacking the resources to participate fully in the research side of the discipline. The concept of biology was just then on the rise as a way of developing a unified vision that would combine the competing fields of zoology, botany, and physiology and that would define development and heredity as topics of importance to both of the older pursuits. Even some of the leading universities of the country failed to make biology function in practice, however, as botany, physiology, and zoology remained distinct and often rival departments. 24

Poteat’s “popular and very important School” continued to improve under his new guidelines. Entrance requirements for students wishing to study under Poteat were in place for the 1892–93 session, mandating an introductory knowledge of one of the component subjects. Admissions requirements were new to southern colleges and tended to be casually observed. Nonetheless, the creation of standards, and in 1895 the standardizing Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Southern States, represented major
steps toward betterment of the region's education. For the 1894–95 session
Poteat made each of his upper-level courses—botany and zoology—into two-
semester courses taught in alternating years. He was also able that year to hire
a lab assistant for the first time, selecting John Kerr Jr., the son of the former
Caswell County congressional representative. In the 1901–2 session Poteat's
growing knowledge and the increasing complexity of the sciences enabled
him likewise to make his human physiology and his mineralogy and geology
courses into year-long courses taught in alternating sessions. When the medi-
cal school was added in the fall of 1902, medical students swelled the num-bers of Poteat's introductory biology and physiology courses when they were
incorporated into the medical curriculum. The following year, however, Poteat
was able to turn physiology over to a specialist hired for the medical faculty.25

Poteat was a creative and popular teacher who instantly charmed stu-
dents. Writer Thomas Dixon Jr. recalled his first contact with Poteat upon his
arrival in 1879 as a student at Wake Forest: "I liked him from the moment we
met. He was the youngest member of the teaching force. If he was a sample of
the teachers I was going to work under, I was in luck."26 Poteat worked con-
stantly to improve the natural history museum holding the specimens that
were so vital to his teaching. At the annual state fair he scouted the exhibits,
seeking donations of teaching material. He took the zoology class to visit the
circus when it performed nearby, in order to illustrate points about animals, a
commendable way of coopting a morally questionable institution into de-
nominational education. He and his students trekked the fields and woods
about Wake Forest ever in search of specimens. Rufus Weaver, later president
of Mercer University, recalled that during his days as a student at Wake Forest
in the 1890s, Poteat trained him in such "methods of thought" as "the free-
dom from tradition, the enthusiasm in making investigation, [and] the abid-
ing faith in God's revelation of Himself through Nature... ."27 Poteat's doors
were always open to students, and he enjoyed their company. He recorded in
his diary in 1896, "Last night... one of the students, called to get some
suggestions for his thesis on the widespread departure from nature... . He
staid [sic] two hours... and yet the interview was not unpleasant to me. I was
introducing a young and sympathetic mind into a new world of thought and
beauty."28 Poteat's involvement with students extended to renting rooms to
students in the cottage in the corner of his yard.29

In addition to his teaching, research, and administrative work, Poteat
took an active part in directing the religious life at Wake Forest that was so
important to him and his family. He lectured to the group of aspiring minis-
ters on campus, spoke often in the college chapel, spoke to student mission-
ary groups, actively encouraged the campus YMCA after its formation in the
early 1890s, and served a year as president of the Wake Forest Missionary
Society.30 In the late 1870s Poteat began to teach Sunday school at the Wake
Forest Baptist Church and continued to do so until shortly before his death
six decades later. In addition, he led the singing at chapel services and in the
church from the 1870s until 1903 and filled the position of clerk in the church
at times. In 1893 Poteat helped to create a successful summer course of study
at the college for pastors. He also directed and helped to teach a series of
classes on the Bible in the 1894–95 session, taught by various professors each
Sunday morning, and he organized a number of biblical study groups among
the students.  

The Wake Forest Baptist Church regularly sent Poteat as a delegate to
the annual meetings of the Central Baptist Association. He served on associa-
tion committees that investigated the education of ministers and wrote re-
ports on colportage, state missions, and foreign missions. In 1886 and 1887
the delegates selected Poteat as moderator of the meeting, and in 1888 he
served on the association’s executive board. Poteat treated his affiliation
with the Wake Forest Baptist Church as an extension of his work at the col-
lege. As he explained in trying to convince their minister not to accept a job
offer elsewhere, “More than two hundred young men, gathered from all parts
of the country, are regular members of the congregation. They are to be
leaders in the churches and in society hereafter, and it is difficult to over-
estimate the far-reaching influences which may be exerted through them.”

An important component of Poteat’s climb to leadership in North Caro-
lina also involved his work in the religious life of the denomination at the state
level. From 1878 to 1880 much of Poteat’s time as a tutor was specifically
devoted to helping students who were studying for the ministry to improve
their academic qualifications at a time when the presence of educated minis-
ters was an aid in enhancing the respectability of ambitious Baptist churches.
The Board of Education of the Baptist State Convention provided financial
assistance for the room and board of ministers (who also received free tu-
ition), and the board funded Poteat’s position as tutor. He was appointed a
member of the board in 1878 and became its president in December 1884,
continuing in that capacity until 1914. This position gave the young profes-
sor a special attachment to the ministerial students at Wake Forest as well as a
starting point toward obtaining prominence in the state convention. Begin-
ing in 1885 he served as treasurer of the Baptist Historical Society formed at
the convention’s meeting that year and over the years served on such commit-
tees as periodicals and credentials. In 1895 the convention added him to the
Board of Missions and Sunday Schools. The delegates from across the state
expressed their confidence in Poteat’s leadership skills by electing him one of
three vice-presidents in 1898.

Poteat’s leadership credentials in the college and the denomination earned
him an appointment to the board of trustees of the Baptist Female University
soon after the state convention suggested the new school. In 1888 the con-
vention named a committee to investigate the feasibility of opening such an
institution. The next year the delegates approved the idea, a board of trustees
was named, and they subsequently selected Raleigh as the site of the college.
The legislature approved the charter of the Baptist Female University in 1891.
Wake Forest relaxed its fundraising activities within the state to make room
for a campaign on behalf of the proposed school. Funds trickled in slowly,
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however, and after the 1892 opening of the state's Normal and Industrial School for Women in Greensboro, there was discussion among Tarheel Baptists in 1894 that, in lieu of forming a college for women, Wake Forest should become coeducational. In the fluid atmosphere of the 1890s, coeducation received its first major hearing in the South. This was due in part to the need to enhance revenue possibilities by increasing the student body and in part to the Victorian middle-class emphasis on expanding opportunities for the refinement of women. A number of the region's schools debated admitting women. The discussion of coeducation made little progress among North Carolina Baptists, however, especially once the financial crises of the 1890s passed. The plan gained relatively few followers at Wake Forest, despite the failure of a premature attempt to procure a president and open the Baptist college for women in 1894. Financial limitations and lack of a proper structure doomed the first attempt. Construction on a college building began in 1895, and under mounting debt, delays plagued the project until the college opened in its still unfinished quarters in September 1899.35

Poteat joined the board of trustees in 1891 and served as the board's chairman for much of the 1890s. He fought throughout the decade to ensure that the education provided would be of a high quality. He served on the committee in 1893 and 1894 that ended up naming a president before there was a realistic possibility of opening the school, and the lack of financial support from the state's Baptists may have led him to support coeducation. Poteat's views challenged Baptist conservatives; he was "not in hearty accord with the brethren at all points" by 1897 because he would have preferred to divert the money that would be used in Raleigh, using it instead to expand the Wake Forest campus and "open its doors to women." Poteat found it "not only expensive, as dollars and cents go, but unnatural also to educate our sons and our daughters in separate institutions."36 Despite such hesitations Poteat served on the nominating committee named in December 1898 to again select a president. In March 1899 the committee settled on James C. Blasingame, president of a teacher's college in Tennessee. Poteat had reservations about Blasingame from the beginning. On the positive side Blasingame had "a devout mind and a near sense of the leadership of God," but Poteat declared, "I do not take him to be a man of extraordinary mental power or culture."37

Discord erupted at the women's college within two weeks of its successful opening in September 1899. According to Poteat, nearly the whole faculty opposed the president's intention to adopt a system of three terms each school year and supported instead a semester system similar to Wake Forest's plan, which Poteat had suggested to Blasingame "as a working basis until they could mature their own system." At a meeting in mid-October, the trustees mandated the same scheme of studies required at Wake Forest as graduation requirements for the women. Poteat and Blasingame were appointed to work out the details.38 The two never found grounds for cooperation. Poteat was "afraid we shall not agree" for "he is persistent in his view that a girl should not have over 15 recitations per week and should not have more than three
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subjects at a time.” In view of Blasingame’s disagreements with the faculty, Poteat considered him “deficient” in “administrative qualities.” By February 1900 Poteat and other influential trustees concluded that Blasingame needed to be replaced, and in April the trustees accepted Blasingame’s resignation. After declining the offer of the presidency for himself, Poteat again helped select the college’s leader.39

The trustees chose one of their own this time, Richard T. Vann, a friend of Poteat since their days together in the Euzelian society at Wake Forest. Vann appointed Poteat, another trustee, and J.L. Kesler (a professor of biology at the women’s college who had studied under Poteat at Wake Forest) to shape the curriculum and prepare the catalog. This time there was no opposition to making the entrance requirements and the curriculum at the women’s college equal to those at Wake Forest rather than a weakened substitute. Poteat’s stand for the equality of women’s education meant that, in the words of the college’s historian, he “did more than any other one person in putting the curriculum of the Baptist Female University on a sound basis.”40 Poteat thus participated in some of the latest liberal educational trends during the 1890s, in regard to equal education for women, as well as in his own teaching methods and his influence on Wake Forest’s curriculum and its increasingly stringent standards.

Science in the South

Despite his varied and unceasing teaching, administrative, and denominational duties, Poteat found time to participate in the national and international world of science. Joseph M. Stetar has argued that following the Civil War, the slowness of change in southern culture meant that higher education developed differently in the region than in the nation at large. He explains that outside the South in the postbellum era “research and utility dominated higher education and relegated mental discipline, piety, and liberal culture to marginal positions.” In contrast, in the South “the contest was much closer,” and “discipline and piety joined with liberal culture and Christian education to create a potent, viable educational philosophy. . . .” As a result, “the concept of research met with little enthusiasm in the South.” It violated the old belief that specialization, so necessary for research, would deprive the mind of development of all its varied faculties and upset balance in one’s thinking.41

To some extent, Poteat’s career choices support this generalization. Science emerged nationally as a powerful force in education by 1876, but the South lagged behind. Nonetheless, as historian Nancy S. Midgette has shown, a substantial number of southern scientists in the late nineteenth century sought to acquire professional identities to the greatest extent possible, despite their relative isolation from the national scientific mainstream. Poteat was at the vanguard in the formation of the scientific societies vital to professional maturation. He found scientific research interesting and recognized national trends in scientific pedagogy and scholarship. For practical and cultural reasons, how-
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ever, he refused to make the overriding commitment to research that would have been necessary for him to achieve excellence as a scientist in the national arena. He chose instead to devote a great deal of time to the balanced refinement of his literary and religious capacities.  

Poteat evolved slowly as a scientist; he had not studied biology as a student and reported that he "had to learn these courses as I taught them." He read avidly the most current scholarship simply to master the basics for teaching. Beginning in the college magazine’s premier issue in 1882 and for the rest of the decade, Poteat wrote “Science Notes,” a column in which he reported striking scientific facts, technological innovations, and various oddities from the world of science. The sources for these articles indicate that Poteat not only read monographs and textbooks but also searched for science news in current scientific and popular periodicals such as Scientific American, Science, New York newspapers, magazines from London, and reports of the meetings of both the American and the British Associations for the Advancement of Science.

In his science column in 1883, Poteat reported the formation of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society at the nearby University of North Carolina. By May 1886 Poteat had earned the respect of enough Tarheel scientists to be elected a member of the pioneering organization. The society sought "the arousing of an increased interest in scientific work, the building up of a spirit of research, the encouraging of those already at work and the advancing of our knowledge of the State and its resources." As always, Poteat excelled in organizational leadership; in May 1887 he was elected a vice president of the society. In December 1887 he presented a public lecture for the society on ditch water, and in the summer of 1888 he published in the Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society his first scientific paper, a catalog of the varieties of desmids (a unicellular algae) found in the vicinity of Wake Forest. The paper reflected the older natural history approach of classifying and determining geographical dispersion of species rather than the newer experimental methods of emerging universities, but the very publication of research set Poteat apart from many southern teachers. That other scientists, many with graduate degrees, readily accepted Poteat as a colleague despite his lack of credentials underscores the openness and fluidity of the early stages of professionalization within the region.

With his appetite for laboratory work and research whetted by his visits to Johns Hopkins and his own beginning endeavors through the Elisha Mitchell Society, Poteat visited the University of Berlin in the summer of 1888 in search of knowledge and perhaps of legitimation as a scientist. He was accompanied by his brother Edwin and Charles Lee Smith, a Wake Forest graduate of 1884, both of whom had just been studying at Johns Hopkins. The three sailed on May 31 and visited several other countries in addition to Germany. Poteat spent at least eight days in late June, however, studying at the Zoological Institute at the University of Berlin. He recalled later that he "went mainly to get some inside information about the method of teaching." His surviving
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notes confirm that most of his activity centered around the preparation of specimens for the microscope, a field in which the Germans were regularly making innovative discoveries that led the scientific world. He remarked in the 1930s that “the slides I made in 1888 in Berlin are still useful in my classes.” Likely as a result of the respect accorded anyone studying in Germany (and perhaps to avoid the embarrassment of having a faculty member in science with only a B.A. at a time when Ph.D.’s were the mark of progress), Wake Forest awarded Poteat an honorary master’s degree at the recommendation of the faculty at the next commencement.

Poteat’s visit to Berlin accelerated his scholarly involvement, but he still faced significant obstacles to his success as a researcher. In the fall of 1888 he prepared a report for the Elisha Mitchell Society about the advances made in the field of bacteriology, stressing the construction of specialized laboratories and the promised opening of the medical school at Johns Hopkins. In 1889 in his most extensive published scientific paper (sixteen pages), Poteat analyzed notes from observations he had made of a particular variety of spider over the past three years. Though again his research strategy was not the latest experimental method, he had mastered the form of scientific papers, a substantial step toward professional achievement: he surveyed the existing literature from both America and Europe on the tube-building spider, utilized footnotes, pointed out the paucity of knowledge about the particular variety under investigation, and presented his own observations and sketches. However, Poteat faced handicaps in addition to the obvious difficulties of finding time for extended research amid his many unrelated duties at the college. He mentioned that he did not have access to the journals in which some relevant research had been done, and in the identification of the exact species of the spider that he was scrutinizing, Poteat had asked for assistance from a biologist at distant Cornell University.

Despite the challenges, Poteat continued to seek professional development. In 1891 he organized some observations made in 1886, presenting the results to the Mitchell Society and publishing the brief paper in their journal. The Mitchell Society recognized his progress in 1892 by electing him first vice-president. Poteat applied the benefits of his involvement with the Mitchell Society to an endeavor closer to home. Schools across the country in the last two decades of the nineteenth century sought to keep abreast of changing times by forming scientific societies, and Wake Forest had one of the few that appeared in the South. At the organizational meeting of the Wake Forest Scientific Society in the spring of 1891, Poteat was chosen to be president. Its founders intended for the society “to promote interest in the progress of science and to encourage original investigation,” but it functioned largely in service of its first goal. Throughout the 1890s and at least as late as 1908, the society met under Poteat’s guidance, monthly at first and less regularly later, and professors from Wake Forest and occasionally visitors from Chapel Hill or other area colleges made presentations. The lectures seldom presented original research. Presenters rather offered demonstrations, performed illustrative
experiments, or lectured on new ideas in their various fields, although in 1892 Poteat did present a paper about his "observations on the sensitive briar" that reflected some original work.  

Occasionally the Wake Forest group met jointly with the Mitchell Society from Chapel Hill, perhaps as a result of Poteat's joint membership. The society helped to introduce Wake Forest faculty and students to the latest ideas in particular fields in addition to offering a passing acquaintance with a wide variety of scientific topics. Its creation may have contributed somewhat to the declining participation in the Mitchell Society by those outside the University of North Carolina. That lagging interest led the Mitchell Society in 1892 to restrict membership to the faculty and students of its home university in formal recognition of its failure to become a broader forum for scholarly exchange.

In 1893 Poteat expanded his professional scientific activities beyond the boundaries of North Carolina. In the spring, Science magazine published Poteat's discussion of science in the curriculum of colleges in North Carolina. Building on that achievement, he applied to take part in the sixth session of the prestigious Marine Biological Laboratory (MBL) at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, to be held for six weeks beginning in early July. The Marine Biological Laboratory opened in 1888 with the support of the Boston Society of Natural History and the Boston Woman's Education Association; it served as a research facility for major scientists and as a school to enhance the knowledge and skills of teachers of biology. Students such as Poteat in the MBL's early years were required to possess some qualifications and experience in their work, and the scientists at the MBL then led them in studies that included techniques "such as using microscopes, staining, fixing of specimens, and collecting materials to use in teaching." No more stimulating place for an aspiring biologist could be found in the 1890s; the leading life scientists of the country congregated there.

Poteat was a student in the MBL's first class on vertebrate embryology. The course that year was taught by Charles O. Whitman, director of the MBL and head of biology at the new University of Chicago, who was a major figure in establishing the intellectual justification for biology as a discipline comprising various specialties. Embryology in the 1890s represented a major area in which biologists moved away from older observational methods toward more experimental approaches in their studies, and men and women prominent in guiding this evolving definition of the discipline surrounded Poteat for this one invigorating summer. Poteat also attended lectures on invertebrate zoology, another MBL specialty. He seems to have been pleased with his summer work; he proudly reported to his wife on one occasion that he had perfected a particular method "which many seemed to have been unable to do."

The summer session helped Poteat to develop in several ways. Whitman's commitment to creating the overarching field of biology undoubtedly affirmed Poteat's decision of the previous year to rename his department (from natural history to biology) at Wake Forest. Further, the practical side of the work
helped Poteat to improve the skills he had acquired on his own and during his visit to Berlin. The summer of work solidified Poteat's commitment to teaching his students by the laboratory method. While at the MBL he made a pilgrimage to the island of Penikese; it had been home to the pioneering Anderson School of Natural History in 1873 and 1874, a model from which the founders of the MBL drew inspiration. The Penikese school had been operated by Harvard zoologist Louis Agassiz, who had spread the idea that students should study nature and not books, a motto later adopted by the MBL. Poteat's summer resulted in the publication not of scientific research but of an essay describing his meaningful visit to Penikese on a collecting trip. He mentioned "the far-reaching influence of [Agassiz's] forerunner of summer schools of science in America," an appropriate tribute since Poteat's own teaching methods drew directly from Agassiz's tradition. 52

Spending a summer in the company of research scientists roused Poteat to do some additional research of his own once he returned to the South. In May 1894 Poteat queried the readers of *Nature* for citations to literature about a form of amoeba he was investigating, his way of ameliorating the lack of journals and colleagues in his own region. At least three scientists corresponded with Poteat on the matter, and in 1898 he presented the resulting paper at the Boston meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), his most significant professional activity with a national organization. Poteat argued that the genus *Ouramoeba* was invalid; he believed that the form in question was just a normal amoeba with a parasitic fungus attached. The article appeared in the journal *Science* in December 1898; it represented the peak of Poteat's scientific research. 53 The difficulties of securing professional literature, the heavy teaching duties that meant a simple original project would be an extended endeavor, and his own varied intellectual and social interests soon led Poteat away from research.

His summer at Woods Hole also inspired in Poteat a lifelong interest that affected not only his teaching but also the social reform activities that occupied him more fully later in his life. In 1893 and throughout the early 1890s, a dominant topic of debate at the MBL and among biologists nationwide was the murky processes of embryological development and heredity. At the MBL a series of evening lectures instituted in 1890 allowed leading biologists each summer to discuss the major unresolved problems of their still inchoate discipline. In 1893 nearly a dozen lecturers—among them several leading young scientists—discussed their own work and the controversial claims of others such as Frances Galton, Wilhelm Roux, and August Weismann. Poteat attended these lectures and took detailed notes, and this work deepened his interest in theories of the transmission of characteristics. 54

Although the mechanism of genetic transmission was not understood fully until many decades later, a major step toward comprehending genetics occurred in 1900 with the rediscovery by Hugo de Vries and others of the results of experiments made in the 1850s and 1860s by the Austrian monk Gregor J. Mendel. By 1903 Poteat had enthusiastically adopted the new un-
understanding of genetics; he presented a paper on it to the newly formed North Carolina Academy of Science, and undoubtedly incorporated the new ideas into his teaching. The pathbreaking discoveries enabled scientists to begin to discern that the inheritance of individual traits depended upon the combination of dominant and recessive genes contributed by the parents. The findings quickly gained acceptance and cleared the way for research that later led to the modern understanding of genetic material and its role in the formation of new species. Poteat did not apply his grasp of genetics to any scientific research, instead eventually using his scientific knowledge to bolster social agendas such as eugenics. Nonetheless, studying at the University of Berlin and Wood's Hole, along with his limited research and professional activity gave Poteat statewide visibility as a scientist of note. He had joined the AAAS at least as early as 1891, and in the 1890s he was part of a small number of southern scientists who took part in the organization. At the state level, he was even more active in a new professional organization.

In 1902 Poteat's reputation as a scientist resulted in his election as the first president of the North Carolina Academy of Science. With the exception of a short-lived organization in Texas in 1892, the North Carolina academy was the first in a southern state and for its first decade the only one in the region. In the ten years since the closing of the dwindling Mitchell Society to scientists not affiliated with the University of North Carolina, other scientists across the state were without a broad, organized means to encourage research and to overcome the isolation that hindered their professional development. The idea for the academy originated in Raleigh among several biologists employed in state government positions. They invited a number of scientists, mostly other biologists, from both academic and government posts to meet in Raleigh. One organizer outlined his hopes for the academy in an invitation requesting Poteat's presence at the organizational meeting: "It seems desirable from every point of view to form some sort of permanent organization which will bring the scientists of the State into closer contact with each other and stimulate research and the study of local scientific features." On March 21, 1902, Poteat attended the gathering, and his peers chose him as one of fourteen charter fellows, named him to the executive committee, and on the second ballot elected him president of the new group.

The effectiveness of the academy in its early years was somewhat limited. It initially sought to publish its own journal, but for lack of financial support soon arranged that the *Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Society* would become its official publication. Membership remained low, with only ninety-four people having joined for any period between 1902 and 1909, most of them for only a brief time; but in its second decade the academy grew in membership and became more stable. Poteat was active in the formative period of the academy, as well as much later in life after he retired from a long administrative career.

The highlight of his involvement was his presidential address at the first annual meeting of the academy in November 1902, a lecture he repeated to
many audiences over the succeeding few years. In part Poteat used the occasion to call for a reversal of the trend toward specialization among scientists and scientific societies. He noted the existence of the state’s chapter of the American Chemical Society, the Audubon Society of North Carolina, and the North Carolina Physical Society and complained, “Unchecked divergence of lines of research from one another cannot fail to attenuate and warp the workers and infuse into their work the tinge of error and extravagance. Specialists need the catholicity, the sobering of judgment, and the sense of proportion which come from contact with workers in other fields quite as much perhaps as they need the stimulus and criticism of their fellows in the same field.” He urged scientists not to forget the “essential unity” of all fields of science at a time when the separation into disciplines had reached “a dangerous extreme” of subdivision. Poteat’s critique of the growth of specialization and professionalization marked his alienation from the direction of science in higher education. His activity as a scientist had peaked. Whether he would have continued to participate actively in scientific research is unclear because soon his administrative duties expanded to the point that the pursuit of science became secondary in his varied intellectual repertoire.\(^{58}\)

Poteat’s commitment to science was limited by his aversion to specialization, his devotion to religion and church activities, and his great belief in cultivating classical and literary learning. He always left biology “at the Laboratory and cultivated other matters at home.” He recognized in 1896 the cost of that habit: “I did a little microscopic work at the Laboratory this morning on an interesting *Rotifer*. I am fond of such work and might achieve some success and reputation in it, but it requires more time than I am willing to give to it. My evenings might be so used, but in that case I should be compelled to forego the refreshment and culture of the great books of the world. These I cannot surrender, since myself is more to me than my reputation in science circles.” \(^{59}\) Three years later he observed almost metaphorically, “This morning I came upon a remarkable *Amoeba*. . . . I had no opportunity to observe him in the afternoon on account of my obligation to lead the choir in practice.” He bemoaned, “This circumstance has brought up afresh the limitations which the conditions of my life here set to any independent work which I might put my hand to. The leisure which the night brings I devote religiously to maintaining myself, in intellectual interest and outlook, above my pursuit. And so it falls out that this and that and the other bit of science work which drops into my hand commonly drops out before it gets itself done.” \(^{60}\) Poteat prepared all his lectures at the college and even left his textbooks there. When he arrived home at nights he “was a man and not a man of science.”\(^{61}\)

**A Victorian Home**

Poteat had plenty to occupy himself outside the laboratory, and he approached all his obligations with zest. Upon his return to Wake Forest as a tutor in September 1878, Poteat had not yet turned twenty-two years old. After a
privileged early childhood and the transition to living in town as an adolescent, he now faced the challenge of establishing an independent life in the town of Wake Forest. He rapidly embraced aspects of the middle-class pattern of the late nineteenth century. In this period education became a profession that brought the highest levels of social respect, and science too gained an air of authority that extended well beyond the campuses. As a scientist and a professor Poteat received deferential regard and was well paid relative to salaries in other occupations. He further enhanced his community standing in the South through his religious and social activities. He sought always to serve society for religious reasons, to develop his character toward moral ends, and to refine his appreciation of literature and other formal cultural achievements. More importantly, though, he devoted himself to his wife and children, fulfilling the duties of Victorian manhood by leading the household in a moral and cultured fashion. Poteat's commitment to liberal learning and his evangelical aversion to materialistic motives prevented an all-encompassing focus on career, which some historians posit as vital to the formation of the middle class. Nonetheless, he achieved a measure of the middle-class, Victorian domestic ideal that revolved around character, discipline, self-control, intellectual community, and cultivation of social stability.

Amid his teaching burdens, the young man found time to read widely, and he started a lasting habit of recording in notebooks the quotations and ideas he found most striking. His interests found free rein, and he jotted down material from such diverse sources as Edward Gibbon, the novels of George Eliot, Johann W. Goethe, Robert Burns, John Ruskin, Alfred Tennyson, John Milton, contemporary periodicals, and a variety of Christian apologists. Occasionally he sprinkled his own poetry among the notes, and these lines reveal that a sense of loneliness plagued the young teacher. On New Year's Day of 1879 he mourned "the year is gone, / But leaves no shining track or fragrance sweet / To recompense its loss, or light the gloom. / In all the jumbled plunder of my life." The arrival of spring brought better spirits to his poetry; he "wandered in the woods" where "the spring-time buds are bursting and blossoming from death, / And surprise the soul with sweetness with perfume-laden breath."

Poteat eventually cut back on his ill-advised attempts to write poetry, but he found a lasting source of happiness in Emma J. Purefoy (1857–1939), the only child of Addison F. and Araminta Allen Purefoy of Wake Forest, and part of a Baptist family influential in governing the college from its beginning. It is likely that Poteat knew Emma, only eleven months and three weeks younger than he, during his student years in the close confines of the little town. He seems to have acted as a tutor of some sort for Emma soon after he began teaching at the college, and the two were engrossed in their friendship before January 1880 despite some possible objections from her mother. By January 1881 Emma was quite attached to Poteat's "pure, noble self," though in expressing her emotions she meant to "never tempt" her beau to neglect his "duties." Their growing closeness cheered Poteat during his early years of
teaching, and his poem for New Year’s Day in 1881 expressed more optimism than that of two years before. He hoped that the new year would bring all the “joys the older ones have given; / And ope a new and deeper fount.” The two were married on June 24, 1881. “Mr. Poteat,” as his homesick wife referred to him to her parents, and Emma spent the summer in Yanceyville before returning to Wake Forest. Poteat found marriage quite agreeable; he later advised a young friend that “a man is not quite a man until he has bowed his neck to the yoke of a good woman’s love.”

At some point the couple moved into a home built in the southern colonial style with nine rooms and four baths that was owned by Emma’s family. Near the campus, the spacious house with its detached two-room cottage and large grounds accommodated Emma’s parents as well. The couple’s first child, son Hubert, was not born until December 12, 1886, suggesting that William and Emma practiced the birth control methods that relieved a growing number of middle-class parents from large families beginning in the Victorian era. They sought some advice in Babyhood, a magazine for mothers that offered scientific wisdom on all aspects of parenting, but they also relied on Julia, a black servant, and Emma’s mother for more traditional help for many years. Poteat wrote his father in 1888, “Emma is singing . . . to Hubert . . . We are bringing him up on the same songs you and Mamma used to sing me to sleep with, some thirty or more years ago.” A daughter, Louie, followed on February 12, 1889, and a second daughter, Helen, was born April 6, 1896.

Befitting the self-control and desire for domestic privacy of the Victorian middle class, Poteat spoke only circumspectly of his relationship with Emma. For example, news of Emma’s pregnancy with Helen does not enter Poteat’s journal until shortly before the birth: “This evening I had a pleasant walk with Emma. We talked mainly about preparations for the little visitor who is looked for some six weeks hence.” Poteat also mentions “Emma’s room” on at least two occasions, indicating that perhaps the two had separate bedrooms, at least for a significant time after Helen’s birth. Nonetheless they were close, enjoying time together with the children, singing and reading aloud at home, discussing literature, and even bicycling together in pursuit of the physical fitness that was a middle-class fad at the end of the century. Poteat often left home for speaking engagements and conventions, and, amid news of her frequent illnesses, Emma’s letters to him gushed with sentiment. As she noted, “I seem not to live here when you are gone.” William’s restrained style permitted only brief declarations of love, but he mentioned many times that he eagerly awaited her letters. Their correspondence reveals little but a stable marriage, ensconced in the social life of the small town and revolving around family and other professors, and bits of sage advice such as “keep your dear self warm and your feet dry.” Each maintained conventional gender roles. Poteat wrote home from an extended trip in 1900, “I have no directions to give about the conduct of affairs at home. You and Mother are so much more efficient in those lines than I am even when at home. I know things are going on all right.” Emma fulfilled her role by offer-
Poteat showed a strong interest in the development of his children. Even before the first was born he had concluded that his era was “the children’s hour” because “the wide prevalence of the principles of the Christian religion” had created the positive “sentiment of the modern world about childhood.” By the 1890s he was aware of the “greatly intensified” energy being devoted to the study of childhood by such educators as psychologist G. Stanley Hall, and Poteat recorded approvingly the conclusion that “the child is not a man in miniature.” He proclaimed that “today men of all political and religious beliefs and of all social grades submerge their differences in a hearty and unanimous tribute to the little child.”

Poteat tried to nurture his own children in a systematic way. Perhaps following the recommendation of Babyhood, he kept a detailed record of Hubert’s early childhood and resumed the habit for Helen, jotting in his journals notes on her physical growth, milestones in her mental development, and simply the many charming insights and activities of a young child. While the more arduous aspects of raising a family were left to the servant and the cook, Poteat devoted considerable time to his children. They regularly visited him at the lab, helping him with various chores there once they were old enough. Poteat was particularly attached to the infant Helen in the late 1890s, bragging about her to friends across the state like any proud father. He rejoiced, “I enjoy her greatly, especially after supper at night, when she sits perhaps a half hour on my lap and plays.”

Through their education Poteat sought to equip his children for similar refinement. Though the trend in southern education was toward hierarchical and competitive class environments in graded schools, the town of Wake Forest had not yet created a public graded school. Therefore, Poteat educated his children in a way far removed from the drive for material progress characteristic of the public school movement. Emma’s mother, who had operated a private school in the town for twenty-eight years, taught Hubert and Louie at home, and Poteat also had a large part in their education, particularly for Hubert.

Before Hubert’s ninth birthday, he and William were memorizing poems of Shakespeare and Wordsworth, and even then William found that his son’s memory was “the quicker and more reliable.” In 1896 at age nine, Hubert was committing to memory, with his father’s coaching, not only parts
of the Bible but also works by Robert Burns and other major poets. During that summer, William recorded, “Hubert and I resumed a habit of last vacation. We went to the woods where the water runs over a big rock and read the *Iliad*. I read aloud while he waded in the water.” At summer’s end, they had completed the *Iliad* and “at Hubert’s suggestion” moved on to the *Odyssey*. Hubert’s education included more than literature, though. By 1896 the bright young child had spent enough time around his father’s laboratory that when William gave Hubert exams using the microscope on certain animal forms, Hubert’s scores were nearly perfect. Already Hubert tagged along “with the Botany class tramping in the woods for plants” and helped in the lab as his father taught. Emma contributed to the children’s learning by teaching music to them. Hubert’s skill advanced so rapidly that he was but nine years old when William noted, “For the past half hour or more Hubert has been improvising at the piano, while Emma, Louie, and I have been reclining on the sofas.”

William was less close with Louie, but he noted around her seventh birthday that “she has seemed lately to grow more fond of me, and when I am at home she is usually on my lap.” He tried to inculcate in her the love of learning as well. At age six she was reciting poetry along with Hubert to William and Emma, and by age seven she was studying music and was “industrious in her reading and anxious to get on, often reading a number of pages at night of her own motion.” Nonetheless, Louie soon began to slip toward the separate sphere. At seven years old she was learning to sew, and for her eighth birthday “she was particularly delighted with a tea-set with large pieces given her by her mother, who preserved it from her own childhood.” Poteat fretted in 1897, “Louie came up stairs this afternoon with a certain dress and said to her mother, ‘Do you object to my putting on this dress? I want to look sweet this afternoon.’ I had hoped to bring her up with a juster estimate of the place of clothes in the sum of life than most girls have, but the atmosphere of opinion counts for more than individual training.” She had “no love for study or books” and around kids was already “a perfect little mother.” Her occasional efforts toward intellectual attainment were a ploy to get attention in competition with Hubert. She tried on one occasion to memorize a poem that Hubert had mastered quickly, and William pondered, “I think her ambition is aroused to recite the poem for me as her brother does . . . .” Her father could scarcely conceal his disappointment when she was nine, “Louie reads nothing and does not care to be read to. She is the girl for the bicycle and to go visiting among her little girl friends.”

As Poteat’s advocacy of equal educational opportunities for women indicated, his view of women’s role included a broad education, even if it were used principally within the household, as in his wife’s case.

Poteat not only tried to raise learned children, he also sought to instill in them conscience and rigorous self-control. He began the lessons early; Helen was barely two when Poteat “punished her with a switch for the first time.” He elaborated, “Her mother has found it necessary several times before. She ‘gives herself away’ when she ‘panks’ her dolls: it is in every case for one of
two offences,—‘eatin’ dirt’ or ‘peepee in di’per.’ I can see that she has no conscience. If I tell her to stop biting her finger-nails, she will sometimes hide her mouth and immediately begin again the suspended action, with the remark, ‘Tan’t see me now!’” In addition to spanking her dolls, two-year-old Helen on other occasions commanded birds to hush their noise. Helen’s discipline of toys and animals in imitation of her parents perhaps reflects the offenses for which William and Emma punished her. They expected a high level of self-control for one so young, as well as recognition by Helen of the immorality of deceit. Their childhood socialization led the children to accept Christianity quite actively as they had been exposed constantly to church activities since birth. Because the student body included no pianist, Hubert began playing the piano daily for the college chapel service at age ten. Only a few months later he enthusiastically joined the church. At age seven Louie too already “insisted profusely . . . that she loved Jesus.”

The internalization of such high expectations of childhood discipline perhaps resulted in an obsession with order, particularly in Hubert. Poteat explained the actions of ten-year-old Hubert:

For a number of years Hubert, on opening a biscuit at the table, has taken a pinch of crumb out of each half and put it in his mouth before doing any thing else. When his mother mentioned the habit, I asked him why he did it. He looked up and smiled, saying, ‘I have rules for doing things.’ No matter in how great a hurry he is when he opens his mother’s sitting-room door to go out in the hall, he invariably turns the key, although he has no need to unlock the door. He has ever been methodical about certain things; for example, he takes off his clothes at night in the same order and places them carefully on a chair, and is greatly upset if he finds them disturbed next morning; at a certain stage in his preparation for bed he long insisted upon a drink of water. Some time ago he told me he had got into the habit of counting his steps as he walked to a given place and it troubled him.

Hubert’s love for ceremony and structure would later inspire him to support fraternities and to become a national lodge leader.

His discipline also brought rapid success. In 1898 Hubert began taking violin lessons at Peace Institute in Raleigh, and a year later he switched his musical studies to the Baptist Female University. In January 1900 he enrolled for one class, Latin, at Wake Forest College, and that fall he entered full-time study there at age thirteen. By the end of his first year he had already decided that he wanted to be a teacher of Latin, a goal he would fulfill at Wake Forest as his life work. Hubert’s time as a student at Wake Forest was hindered only by a vicious bout with typhoid fever in 1903. Overall his college career was marked by near-perfect grades and plaudits from all sides. He graduated in 1906 and remained two years at the college as an instructor of Latin, continu-
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ing his musical leadership of the college's religious life during that time. In 1908 he went to Columbia University and returned in 1912 with a doctorate and an appointment as professor of Latin at Wake Forest.85

Poteat's daughters found disparate ways of building satisfying lives. In 1902 Louie and Helen both entered the Wake Forest Public School when it opened.86 In 1905 Louie registered at the Baptist University for Women (as the Baptist Female University was renamed), where she compiled a mediocre academic record. In 1912 she married Wheeler Martin. They lived in the eastern North Carolina town of Williamston where Martin worked as an attorney and Louie took care of their son Wheeler Jr. (born 1917). Louie did volunteer work with the church, and at some point learned typewriting and taught the skill to secretarial students.87

Helen went on from Wake Forest's public school to do well in preparatory classes at Meredith Academy in Raleigh and then to attend Meredith College (as the Baptist University for Women became more lastingly known). She became engaged to Laurence Stallings, a native of Macon, Georgia, who attended Wake Forest, during his time at the college. He began newspaper work in Atlanta in 1915, but the couple were not married until March 1919, after an injured Stallings returned from fighting in World War I.88

William Louis Poteat's family life included more than just his wife and children; his parents and siblings visited frequently and were welcome guests. His sister and brother had developed liberal tastes and understandings similar to his own, all having fled their plantation background for the greener pastures of life in towns and cities. Poteat's sister Ida had attended the Raleigh Female Seminary in the 1870s, possibly along with their younger sister Emma who died in 1888 at age twenty-two. After graduation, Ida studied art in New York. She taught at a women's school in Oxford, North Carolina, before being hired as professor of art when the Baptist Female University opened in 1899 in Raleigh. Poteat's mother Julia lived with Ida, who never married, in Oxford and Raleigh most of the time after James Poteat's death in 1889. Julia and Ida frequently visited William and Emma in nearby Wake Forest. William found delight in his sister's visits: "It is a great pleasure to me to have her here. She is interested in the religious questions which interest me and holds very much the same attitude; and she enjoys the same great poetry which I enjoy." Julia remained in good health until a stroke three years before her death in 1910 limited her activity, and she treasured William and every opportunity to see him.89

Edwin, William's younger brother, added a challenging perspective to the family circle. He graduated from Wake Forest in 1881 and from the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in 1885. In 1886 he briefly taught ancient languages at Wake Forest but left for graduate study in philosophy and psychology at Johns Hopkins University from 1886 to 1888. He spent the next ten years as pastor of Calvary Baptist Church in New Haven, Connecticut, and took advantage of the location by attending some classes at Yale. He then moved to Memorial Baptist Church in Philadelphia for five years before his
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selection as president of the Baptists' Furman University in Greenville, South Carolina, in 1903. Though Edwin's visits to Wake Forest were relatively rare after he moved to the North, the brothers supported each other's intellectual inquiry. Edwin did not completely abandon all of the orthodox notions that he learned in the South, but he had an inquisitive, open mind and seems to have encouraged William also to examine liberal ideas and to seize leadership opportunities in the worlds of thought and reform. William consulted him for suggestions about which of the latest books on religion were worthwhile, asked Edwin for help in getting his own work published, and benefited from Edwin's declaration that North Carolinians were filled with "timidity" in comparison to northern reformers in pressing for such changes as better education. William expanded his own horizons somewhat by visiting Edwin in his urban pastorates, and he sought on more than one occasion to secure Edwin as pastor of the Wake Forest Baptist Church.

Edwin was more cosmopolitan than William in his life experiences, but both Edwin and William tried to lend an uplifting hand to Preston, their older half-brother from their father's first marriage who still lived in Caswell County. Preston was an intelligent man and he briefly edited a newspaper in a town in their old home county, but financially he seems to have been something of a failure. William had recently paid "a considerable debt" for Preston when, in the summer of 1896, Edwin proposed that the two of them rescue Preston's son Ernest "from a narrow and ignorant life" in the depressed countryside by helping with his education. Edwin offered to pay his nephew's tuition to a preparatory academy in Wake Forest if William would provide room and board for Ernest. William agreed, and Ernest studied there for at least three years.

Though William did not have the advantages of a big city, he did enjoy a very active intellectual life while living in the little town of Wake Forest. He sometimes traveled to events of national importance, including the New Orleans Exposition of 1885 and the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago. More frequently, though, his participation in the national intellectual world was at a distance. One outlet for study enjoyed by a number of the professors beginning in the early 1890s was the literary circle that met at a participant's home each Friday evening for readings, music, and discussions of major literary figures from a variety of periods. Both he and Emma, and in time their children, actively took part. In addition to enjoying the social aspects of the gatherings, Poteat took the studies seriously. On one occasion as English professor Benjamin Sledd was describing why Wordsworth "never would be a popular poet and quoting from that flippant Frenchman Taine, my pulse rose slightly and I felt for my shooting iron. But... I was quite calmed and satisfied when he came to the positive aspects of Wordsworth's poems.

Poteat read voraciously virtually every night. Though he read many books on religion, literature was his true love, and the English poets ranked the highest. When summer vacations brought a "comfortable sense of relief and liberty," he had a great deal of freedom to read, but even during the school
year, Poteat devoted his evenings to a wide variety of material. A typical diary entry recounts, "It was past twelve last night before I could lay down my books. I read the first chapter of Brooks Adams' Civilization and Decay and the first chapter of Nash's Genesis of the Social Conscience. That reading I took up rather than Mill on the Floss, of which I have read some 80 pages." Poetry, however, represented the peak of literary achievement: "Homer was worth more to the Greek world than Demosthenes; Tennyson is worth more to the English people than Gladstone. The rise of a new poet is an event of importance."93 The poems of Robert Browning had a special appeal. "Surely one cannot be the same after the discovery of Robert Browning as before," Poteat wrote, and on more than one occasion reading Browning moved him to tears.94

Novels were of less interest to Poteat, with one often taking him months to complete. Such fiction did not attract him because "much of it that I undertake . . . is trivial." Poteat's reading was directed instead toward moral and intellectual refinement.95 His friend Sledd indicated that Poteat's writings aimed at "moralizing" as well. Poteat recorded, "Sledd says that what I write is for the reader somewhat like a diet all cheese. If he might have his way with me, he would make me read light fiction a year on a stretch."96

Poteat's deep love of literature had a social function. Even at age twenty-five the young professor had developed the sense of social crisis that would follow him throughout his life. He professed this sense in the flowery language that he had not yet set aside: "The excellence and perpetuity of our social institutions, as well as the beauty and blessing of individual life, depend upon the health of human sentiments—veneration, for what is holy and noble, patriotism, compassion, hope, love . . . . A tide of iniquity, with brazen irreverence on its crest, threatens to sweep out of our nature the last vestige and germ of nobleness and purity; and a fierce brigand called Caricature . . . stalks triumphantly through the land blackening and destroying all in our humanity that is holy, inspiring and beautiful."97

In Poteat's opinion, society faced decline if citizens lacked reverence for older religious attachments and a deferential respect for traditional values with their attendant stability and order. When political and economic turmoil created social unrest in the 1890s, Poteat began to show even more fear, but as of the mid-1880s he believed that refined, elevated learning could check the degeneration that he described. He announced, "Thank God for good books! that instruct our ignorance, that kindle imagination, that lead our weaker thought over heights we could never know without them, that strengthen the pillars under character, and lift up our trailing affections to what is pure and beautiful and good."98

Public lectures also served grander purposes in Poteat's view, and he was quite adept at this form of spreading knowledge. "We are not sure," he mused early in his career, "that any other institution can so combine entertainment and instruction as [the] system of lectures" found in some New England towns only a few years before. In opposition to the New South rhetoric of material progress, he concluded, "There can be no doubt that much of the
intelligence of New Englanders is attributable to this one thing. . . . In our eagerness to develop our material resources, let us not neglect our intellectual resources.” He recommended that more North Carolinians take the lectern before their fellow Tarheels.99 “I have long believed that the possession of serviceable information imposed the obligation to impart it,” he wrote in 1896, and as his career developed Poteat followed his own dictates.100 In 1901 the *Wake Forest Student* reported that “Professor Poteat has gained for himself a wide reputation . . . as a lecturer. . . .” Two years later the *Christian Index* echoed this evaluation. “Prof. W.L. Poteat . . . has made many charming addresses at picnics, educational rallies, and district associations during the vacation period. . . . He can make an address on missions, education, the Orphanage, Sunday Schools—well, just any subject you may suggest.”101

Two lectures that aided the spread of his reputation, each delivered a number of times, addressed the writings of Dante and Lucretius. In beginning the Dante lecture to the Randolph-Macon Reading Club, he explained his endorsement of the purpose of the club: “In a time like the present, such aims are in need of especial cultivation. Our period stands up to its ears in the sea of business, which threatens to submerge all else, all that is really worth while in life.” The study of literature offered an alternative to more worldly pursuits. He adopted in these literary studies much the same approach he used in study of the Bible, evaluating the work by understanding the historical period and place of the author. His critical standards were reminiscent of his emphasis on unity and harmony in other aspects of his life: “A poem is to be judged, not by the proportion of prosaic content which it carries, nor by successes or infelicities of detail, but by the single impression which it makes considered in its totality.”102

**Science and Religion**

In the early and mid-1890s Poteat faced something of a crisis as he contemplated what he had accomplished as his life reached its midpoint. In 1891 he reflected to his brother Edwin that perhaps he was “outgrowing” his environment at Wake Forest. On his thirty-ninth birthday in 1895 he mused: “I am surprised to find myself so old. The years add themselves up by seconds, and we are not prepared for the totals. The increments follow one another like the quiet settling of imponderable snow-flakes. Besides, my life stream has been for the most part a smoothly flowing current, without the sharp contrasts of plunging cataracts, narrow rapids, and lake-like expansions. It lacks ‘events’ and is monotonous.” Yet, in spite of the extreme stability of his small-town life, he was “unwilling to barter away that steadyness and reposefulness of movement for the dash and exhilaration of a mountain torrent.” He saw no need for a radical break with his past. Still, he wondered if his life had brought the service to others that he desired. Though his friends told him he was of “influence upon the religious and intellectual life of the College,” Poteat declared, “The retrospect looks mean beside my early ambitions. I can point to
no ‘achievement,’ to no beneficent mark which I have made on the face of the world’s thought. And that is what my youth dreamed of.” Nonetheless he mused, “I think I can discern a real movement, particularly in the last four or five years. I am conscious of a wider outlook and of what may perhaps be called some enrichment of my nature.” Despite his misgivings he looked to the future with hope: “I have to confess that the pride of that ambition is not, even yet, wholly dead.”

A few days afterward he resolved to edit and add to some of his old speeches in order to put together a book on “the influence of Biology upon some of the higher questions of life” as an aid to “those who have got only enough of the new thought to perplex them . . . .” He hoped “it might facilitate their transition and save a wreck here and there.” A year later his birthday again spurred Poteat to work on the book, which was still in the planning stage. Noting that his life was over half completed by most averages, he sought even greater discipline: “Let me be up and at it from now on! Procrastination, with many a month of mine in thy bag, put no foot henceforth on my desmesne upon pain of death! God and all good influences support me in the concentration of time and energy upon the service of man and the enrichment of my nature to that end.” By the following year, 1897, Poteat’s birthday caused less trauma for him as he settled into middle age; however, the desire to spread his ideas about science and religion stayed with him and proved to be his main contribution to the world of letters in the South.

For several years Poteat had been writing articles and lecturing about religion and its relation to new scientific findings, and it was on this subject that he most fully accomplished his ambition to make a lasting mark in the intellectual arena. As a leader in religious, scientific, and educational circles, Poteat had ample opportunity to influence a wide range of North Carolinians. He seized every chance to direct his fellow Tarheels toward a more liberal view of Christianity, an acceptance of modern science, and a degree of comfort about the intermingling of religion with science and the theory of evolution. By the end of his first decade as a teacher of natural history, Poteat had in large measure accepted the theory of evolution without displacing his religious faith. Many prominent American scientists such as Harvard’s Asa Gray, University of California professor and southern native Joseph LeConte, and South Carolina botanist Henry W. Ravenel had achieved a similar reliance on the argument that God had chosen evolution as the means to create the world. Thus, Poteat had many guides through the wilderness of doubt that he faced, and in turn he hoped to help others along the same safe path.

In *The Mind of the South*, W.J. Cash memorably posited that “Darwin, Huxley, Ben Butler, Sherman, Satan—all these came to figure in Southern feeling as very nearly a single person.” As a result, supporters of evolution such as James Woodrow and Alexander Winchell were dismissed in the 1870s and 1880s from Columbia Theological Seminary and Vanderbilt University, respectively. However, as historians C. Vann Woodward and more recently Bruce Clayton have shown, some critical thought and alternative viewpoints
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appeared in the South despite the “savage ideal,” Cash’s theory that southern uniformity crushed dissent. Much less dramatic than—but certainly as meaningful as—the handful of highly publicized instances of dissenting intellectuals being pressured to leave the South are the many instances in which southern society tolerated slightly less radical versions of liberal or dissenting thought. The reign of the so-called savage ideal was far from universal in the region during the liminal years of transition before and just after the turn of the century. As Poteat struggled to reconcile religion and evolution, he could take comfort that even in 1884, according to Woodrow in his dismissal hearing, evolution was being taught at the University of Virginia, Wofford College, the University of Georgia, Southwestern Presbyterian University, and Kentucky’s Central University, among others. By the 1890s Guilford College had joined the list, and Woodrow himself simply moved to the University of South Carolina and resumed teaching. As in Poteat’s case, many of these teachers faced relatively little opposition as they tested the boundaries of southern thought.

Late in life, Poteat recalled that in 1880 “I was called to teach the most revolutionary of the sciences in the period when the biological revolution was taking shape. . . . And I had to make some adjustment for my own comfort, don’t you see? I was learning that what I knew in biology was in direct conflict with what I had been taught in the field of religion.” He was under “a cloud of doubt.” As Poteat began his preparations to teach natural history, which he had not studied in college, he immediately confronted the theory of evolution. He quickly encountered the writings of Thomas Huxley, the English scientist who energetically promoted Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution from the 1860s to the 1890s. Poteat set about reconciling his religious and scientific views. In December 1880 he noted in the *Biblical Recorder* that even “so prominent a name in the materialism of to-day as that of Huxley belongs in the catalogue of thinkers who discard the idea of chance in the phenomena and government of the world.” Huxley instead believed “that all things take place according to invariable natural laws.” Poteat added another layer to the thought of the famously agnostic Huxley: “But the Christian goes further to say, that these laws are but the expression of the Creator’s modes of action in his constant, minute, and universal superintendence of the works of his hands.”

Poteat remained cautious about the most important of the new scientific findings, Darwinian evolution. He reported Darwin’s death in 1882, noting that “the popular opinion of Mr. Darwin is grossly inaccurate” but warning that “we say nothing here of the correctness or incorrectness of his theory,” only that it was “much misunderstood.” Reflecting his own doubts, he claimed, “Whether the theory is to be received wholly or not, scientific men have not yet decided.” Poteat, though, struck his own characteristic note that if it were true there must nonetheless “have been an intelligent and beneficent Cause at the starting point of this progress upward.” He seemed a bit taken aback by the rush of ideas in his new field. In October 1882, in
reaction to a statement that evolution was accepted throughout the field of biology, he reflected, “We were aware that the doctrine of evolution was fast gaining ground among scientists, but must confess that we have here an item of news in the statement that it is received by all scientific workers in biology." In March 1883 he still resisted belief in evolution. He argued that neither “Atheistic” nor “Agnostic Evolution” constituted science; they “leaped the bounds of science proper, and have striven to account for all natural phenomena without recognizing divine power in it.” Poteat was not yet ready to offer a theory of theistic evolution.

By June 1884 Poteat had read more widely in science but still waffled on the question of evolution. He “repudiated” the image of Darwin as “the monkey man” but carefully noted that “this tribute to the man, however, means no sympathy with his account of the origin of different kinds of animals and plants.” Nonetheless, Poteat argued in this same address that many of the leading scientists of the time “see in nature the manifestation of God; recognize the laws of nature as divine laws, among which there can be no conflict because the lawgiver is one and all-wise.” Among the examples he named were evolutionists Asa Gray, James D. Dana, and Joseph LeConte; and Poteat mentioned that in reading Herbert Spencer’s *First Principles* he had surprisingly found that even Spencer acknowledged that religion expressed “some eternal fact” and was in “fundamental harmony” with science.

In the fall of 1884 Poteat stepped closer to full acceptance of evolution. In a glowing review of Henry Drummond’s *Natural Law in the Spiritual World*, Poteat noted that “the natural laws which modern science has brought to light, are traced into the spiritual world” with the result that “the unbelieving scientist must now surrender or keep silent.” Poteat seemed unbothered that Drummond “assume[d] the evolution hypothesis.” Though it seems that he did not publicly advocate evolution during the 1880s, Poteat was certainly close to accepting, and probably had accepted, the doctrine by the latter years of the decade. In 1887 he wrote that man “may not deny the close resemblance of his own physical organism to that of the humble creatures. . . .” By that year he had also accepted that the earth was considerably older than conservative Christians had acknowledged. “The subject-matter of Geology,” he explained, covered “the natural history of the earth and of the tribes of animals and plants that successively peopled it during those long periods when it was growing into its present form and condition. . . .”

By May 1888 he felt confident enough to publish his general views of science in the *Biblical Recorder*, reaching beyond the limited readership of the college magazine that had contained most of his earlier writings on the topic. In a three-part series titled “Religion in Science,” Poteat demonstrated that he had enlarged his conception of religion sufficiently to encompass his scientific understanding. “The progress of science,” he claimed, modified human understanding of God by “making more and more untenable the Augustinian conception of the transcendency of God, and necessitating our return to . . . the biblical conception,—namely, that God is immanent in nature and vitally
connected with man.” The connection between God and nature occurred through “the universality and immutability of natural laws.” Poteat reiterated that “science and materialism are quite distinct,” using as evidence a quotation from LeConte and Darwin’s statement that belief in evolution could coexist with belief in God. Poteat’s views on evolution remained muffled, though: “It will probably be agreed that if evolution is not materialism and atheism, then certainly science is not.”

In order to clear his way to bring God back into nature Poteat had to dispense with the orthodox evangelical conception of God and the Bible. To do this he formulated a distinction between religion and theology that drew on traditional evangelical emotionalism yet discredited the conservative understanding of the Bible. He hinted that God was immanent in natural processes, but his refusal to relinquish all of his conservative religious training meant that he had to maintain the transcendent truth of biblical morality, by fiat if necessary. He noted that the perceived conflict between science and religion so prevalent in the 1880s resulted from “the misconception of the purpose of the Bible by its accredited interpreters. They were not content to regard it as the guide to duty and the revelation of spiritual truth, which is beyond the reach of man’s investigation. . . .” Instead, Poteat argued, “they supposed that in the Bible they had a complete natural history of the earth. . . .” The biblical interpretation was accepted in place of scientific demonstrations to the contrary, thus divorcing “the Creator from his handiwork.” Poteat concluded, “Their mistake lay in not seeing that God had made in natural forms and processes another record, supplementary to that in the Book and equally authoritative with it, and that contradiction between these records would cast doubt upon both.” On the other hand, scientists who felt they discredited religion when they disproved a portion of the Bible also erred, according to Poteat. They equated “two things that are quite distinct, namely, theology and religion.” He explained: “Religion, considered in Christianity its final and highest expression, is fundamental and absolute; theology, being merely the systematic view of human interpretation of its facts and teaching, is derived and partial, noble in its aim indeed, but limping with human infirmity and confused with human ignorance.” The conflict, then, was “between the expounders of religion and the expounders of science, not between religion and science.”

This formula, which Poteat elaborated later and held the rest of his life, viewed religion as nonrational and emotional, unaffected by the findings of scientific errors in the Bible. The poetic language of the Bible could help one’s search for spiritual truth, but its primary purpose was to serve as a way to become acquainted with the moral teachings of Jesus. Poteat believed that religious conviction resulted from a deep emotional encounter with Jesus, rather than by the acceptance of doctrinal subtleties and a literally interpreted Bible. His somewhat muddled half-acceptance of liberal theology left the way clear for Poteat to embrace evolution.

In 1895 Poteat made two speeches that left no doubt that he accepted
Darwinian evolution and that evolutionary concepts had affected his understanding of religion and of society. At the invitation of secretary Walter Rauschenbusch and the executive committee, Poteat spoke at the meeting of the Baptist Congress (a group of liberal educators and ministers that had convened annually since 1883) in November 1895 in Providence, Rhode Island, on the topic of "The Physiological Basis of Morality." Using several evolutionists as authorities, in his paper he sought to outline a foundation for morality in light of the latest scientific and philosophical thought. He explained that "a system of morals, if it is to guide the life of the new time," has to realize that "humanity grows . . . , overflows from very exuberance of vitality into new channels, and acquires fresh complexities of structure and function with the consequent emergence of new needs and new problems." As a result, "the formal theorizing of an earlier time, having no such possibilities of progress, is left behind" and in the new period becomes "dogma and prejudice to contest the further progress of life." From "the fragments of truth" of old ideas would come "new systems which incorporate the special phenomena and reflect the complexion of the thought of the time."  

Poteat outlined the two new theories of moral nature that had "grown up under the scientific impulse" of his time. After assuring the audience that "an intellectual account of the moral nature" does not "impair or imperil the binding force of its decrees in the practical guidance of life," he explained the thesis of morality that Charles Darwin presented in *The Descent of Man* in 1871. Darwin had argued "that man's bodily structure was derived by descent from animals below him, under the laws of variation and natural selection acting thro' the struggle for existence" and then extended those "general laws . . . to the sphere of the higher and distinctive faculties" such as morality. "The moral sense," Poteat elaborated, was traced by Darwin "to the social instincts of savages and gregarious animals, which became progressively more assured of survival in proportion to the perfection of these instincts of obedience, mutual dependence, cooperation, and sympathy."  

Poteat could not accept evolution quite so brazenly, however; he had to combine the ideas of Darwin with religion. He asserted "that we are prepared now to recognize the strength and the weakness of the materialistic evolutionists' account of the origin of morality." Poteat contended that its value consists in having sketched the history—not of morality, but—of the physiological basis of morality" and that the physical theory had to be supplemented by a "Neo-Christian theory of ethics [that] is a restatement of the Christian conception from the point of view of evolution." He clarified, "According to it, conscience is still conscience speaking with the authority of the voice of God, and tho' it is the result of a process of development, it is still, for the modern man at least, innate and intuitive." This theory conceded that man developed by evolution and that morality grew from the same process, but went further to argue that such material development was "simply the vehicle of the moral nature, which is, on its part, able to take on higher forms and increasing definiteness of organization as these occasions for its exercise.
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become ampler and more adequate.” In short, “God’s hand is on the physiological process, and as with his energy and nourishing it rises into higher planes, he can put into it more and more of ethical and spiritual significance….” No matter how manifest God was in the world, for Poteat the deity had to retain simultaneously a traditional transcendent authority accessible only through a nonrational experience. Poteat never moved beyond this tempered version to a fully modern view.

The paper was well received by the Baptist gathering; Poteat “was particularly pleased by the warm commendation of Dr. [C.B.] Crane, President Andrews of Brown, and Mr. Leighton Williams.” Upon his return to North Carolina Poteat presented the paper as a public lecture at Wake Forest. He celebrated the opportunity as evidence of the “quickened and enlarged” state of “the intellectual life of the College” in recent years. “The paper contains ideas,” he discerned, “as for example the doctrine of evolution applied to man’s body and the derivative theory of the moral nature, which I certainly would not have ventured to express here ten years ago.” Poteat’s confession to his diary raises the question that he may have adopted the doctrine of evolution more quickly and firmly in the late 1880s than his published comments on science reveal, but if so he certainly felt that restrictions on his thought had loosened a bit by 1895.

His ideas did meet some protest, however. Earlier in 1895 he had delivered a commencement address to the alumni in which he glorified scientific learning. Science had “pressed upward sustained by undivided love of truth and unwavering faith in the intelligibility of the universe,” and in light of such “devotion to a high ideal” Poteat challenged conservatives to “cry depravity and materialism till the stars die out of the sky!” The “spirit of inquiry” had spread into art, literature, philosophy, and religion, he argued, and “the age of criticism was come.” He showed no regret that “the spread of the critical spirit was inevitably accompanied by the decay of authority and emancipation from traditional discipline,” despite “the chaos which to some extent has reigned in the sphere of religious beliefs and of practical morality.” In sum, “many a brazen absurdity has survived by virtue of the appeal to its age.”

He urged his audience to take advantage of the new outlook to broaden their understanding of religion, calling science “the open gateway into a larger development of spirituality and power.” Religious faith had gained new perspectives “from the so-called ‘destructive criticism’”: “the resurrection and rehabilitation of the life and thought of ancient Israel, which had been obscured by generations of spiritualizing interpreters,” “the reconstruction of the human life of Jesus,” and “a living Scripture in the room of a mechanical mosaic of texts.” Faith had shown its “power to incorporate and assimilate” the fresh ideas of science, and Poteat was not daunted by the necessary changes in theology. He proclaimed:

I do not fear a theoretical skepticism. The only fatal skepticism is—not the questioning of abstract propositions about the exist-
ence and personality of God, but—the denial of his living presence in the world of physical nature and of man; . . . that derogatory dogma that the Infinite Father spoke ages ago his last word of tenderness to man, and that for the enlarging capacity and craving of the race he has never a syllable more of answering revelation; that selfish fear lest the divine Goodness and Truth, in a boundless and exultant inundation, shall sweep over and obliterate the pitiful barriers which our systems of theology have presumed to build against them.\textsuperscript{125}

Poteat frankly recommended that the conservatives among his listeners adopt a faith based on their direct experience of religious truth and leave behind their outmoded doctrines.

The bold statements in Poteat’s address to the alumni did not go unnoticed. Even before his address, the president of the board of trustees had received at least two letters of protest against the college’s “position on Darwinism”: “The school that teaches Darwinism ought to be blasted with a curse, for we must judge the tree by fruit, and the fruit of Darwinism is agnosticism.” A popular minister in the town of Oxford objected to “teachers of science . . . instilling into the minds of our youth the unproven theories of science” as well as to “the fact that Wake Forest is in sympathy with the University of Chicago, and not in sympathy with the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.”\textsuperscript{126} Just after Poteat delivered his controversial speech, the head of the trustees sent the letters to Poteat with the disclaimer that he did not agree with the attacks but that he wanted to alert Poteat to “one danger to which we are exposed through the honest views of some good brethren. . . .” Poteat did not compromise the views expressed to the alumni; he responded that the address “was first and foremost designed to be helpful to just such brethren” as his critics. His “purpose was a religious purpose. . . . to present the new modus vivendi, the new friendly relations between science and Christianity.”\textsuperscript{127} This round of criticism availed little but foreshadowed later bouts.

His critics accurately measured Poteat’s approach to religion. His approach to Bible study reflected to some extent the critical methods of liberal nineteenth-century students of Christianity. In late 1893 and early 1894 Poteat published in a Baptist newspaper, the \textit{Raleigh Biblical Recorder}, a series of articles titled “A Layman’s Studies in the Life and Letters of Paul.” He depicted Paul as a cosmopolitan and learned Roman whose canonized writings must be viewed in the context of the fierce struggle among early Christians about whether Christianity was open to all peoples or first required conversion to Judaism. Difficulty in understanding Paul’s advice to the early churches resulted from the “inability to transport ourselves into the midst of the precise historical conditions out of which it sprung,” Poteat argued.\textsuperscript{128} The contents of the letters “were determined by the circumstances of the writer and of the church addressed” and could only be understood by “an open-minded reader who is not searching for a syllabus of systematic theology.” In short,
Paul was “not concerned with metaphysics, but true to his unvarying practical aim of religious edification and the preservation and extension of the supremacy of Christ.”

Rather than regarding Paul’s letters, which make up much of the New Testament, as transcriptions of “the verbal dictation of the Holy Spirit,” Poteat urged readers to read them in chronological order and to see them as springing “out of his dramatic experience. . . .” They were “transcripts of his mind and heart under the stress of varying external conditions and at different stages of his progress in the ‘apprehension’ of Christ” and were therefore “unintelligible apart from his personal history. . . .” The use of historical context and the abandonment of a literal interpretation of scripture indicate that Poteat had been influenced by the tenets of higher criticism, the technique of critical scholarship in the late nineteenth century that applied historical and literary methods to the Bible. In the late 1880s and early 1890s Poteat read a number of works of formal theology, some suggested by his brother. In his alumni address in 1895 he praised higher critics such as David Friedrich Strauss, Joseph Ernest Renan, and James Martineau, all of whom Poteat’s conservative attackers would have considered very unorthodox. Poteat found Renan particularly appealing, quoting him often in later writings.

In 1894 Poteat extended his critical religious study to the life of Christ and debuted his thoughts on “The Thirty Silent Years” of Jesus, an address he presented to dozens of churches and church groups over the next two decades. Similar to his study of the writings of Paul, Poteat’s look at Jesus’ early life was an “effort to reproduce the environment, the atmosphere in which Jesus grew to manhood” in order to explore the “foundations” of Jesus’ teachings as they evolved in his period of “normal human development” in Galilee. Poteat sought to “guard against reading western and modern standards into the oriental life of that remote period” and argued that Jesus grew up in a stable, economically secure, learned family and lived in a vibrant, cosmopolitan region.

In 1898 Poteat defended critical study of the Bible: “The method of a reverent biblical criticism must be allowed. . . . If the Scriptures are too sacred to be examined in their origin, method, and contents, they are too unearthly to affect the course of human life.” However, Poteat hesitated to accept all the findings of biblical scholars, noting that the results of critical study “at this stage of it may be questioned.” Criticism that questioned the divinity or existence of Jesus would have been unacceptable to Poteat, for it would have destroyed the foundation that he sought to uncover beneath the centuries of theological obscurantism.

Poteat’s insistence that both Jesus and Paul underwent a dynamic process of growth and development and did not reflect a static ahistorical truth also guided his work on a speech for the Baptist Congress meeting in Richmond in 1900. Poteat explicitly applied his biological understanding to a discussion of the Christian doctrine of atonement, the orthodox conservative Baptist belief that Christ had secured forgiveness for the sins of humanity by
taking their place on the cross to appease God. Poteat argued that scientific understanding had rendered untenable such old theological doctrine from the time of John Calvin. He explained that, just as “the law of evolution unifies the totality of nature,” there were laws and an “inner life and consistency” in spiritual and moral matters. “The community of nature necessitates one law” in spiritual matters, and it had to be consistent with both spiritual and scientific knowledge.134

Poteat reconfigured the atonement in a way that brought Jesus into the historical process through a quasi-scientific analysis of the family. He argued that humans, the children of God, had caused a breach with their father by disobeying him through sin and thus threatening “the security of the family.” This breach could be overcome only by “the change of man’s attitude to God” because God would naturally welcome humans back into the family if they rejected sin. Jesus’ role, therefore, was to help change man’s attitude by demonstrating “the injurious quality of sin” and by revealing God’s love. In “standing by our side,” Jesus exposed himself “to the natural operation of historical forces which got their tragic triumph at Calvary.” Thus Jesus served his purpose in that his death focused “upon sin a light which displays its irrational and monstrous character” and inspired Christians since “to escape its sway. . . .”135 In this liberal interpretation humanity represented erring children returning to the family fold in order to further family stability, and Jesus was a facilitator of human spiritual evolution, rather than man’s supplicant to a harsh God. This particular speech would return to light two decades later as the basis of conservative attacks on Poteat’s orthodoxy.

Poteat's application of scientific and historical analysis to spiritual and social questions peaked with the publication in book form of two series of lectures that he delivered in 1900 and 1905. In 1899 Edgar Y. Mullins of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary invited Poteat to deliver the Gay lectures at the seminary in the spring of 1900. After considering discussing his other favorite religious theme, the application of Christianity to social problems, Poteat chose to address “the attitude of the pulpit toward science.” He fully realized that the question was an old one by the turn of the century: “Reconciliation books are out of date for thoughtful and reading people, but many editors and preachers, particularly in the South, are still either hostile to science or uneasy about its effects upon religious beliefs.”136 These three lectures delivered in March 1900 in Louisville incorporated the major ideas that he had developed in his various speeches over the past decade and disseminated his views of science and religion more widely than ever before.137

Before the aspiring ministers and the faculty, Poteat identified the time as “a period of transition, more distinctly so, perhaps, in our conservative South” and urged them to break willingly the “protecting shell” of “old habits” in order to face “the inevitable transition” with a progressive spirit.138 His first lecture, “The Biological Revolution,” accurately described the history of biology in the nineteenth century and stressed the unifying intellectual effect of the cell theory and the theory of evolution. He prominently declared his
view of evolution: “There is no single object or phenomenon which is independent of the process of evolution. That process is not rightly conceived as an agent; it is only the method of God’s operation. It is the method of becoming.” Evolution moved with an “upward tendency to a foreseen goal,” he argued, and “religion itself has developed out of rude and germinal beginnings” as well. Citing liberal scholars Andrew Lang, Max Muller, and Edward Caird as authorities, he explained, “The revelation of God has been of necessity progressive as being conditioned by the stage of culture which received it.”

Darwin’s influence extended beyond science and religion, though. Articulating even more clearly points made in some earlier addresses, Poteat briefly mentioned evolution’s impact on thought in psychology, sociology (through Herbert Spencer), ethics, and literature. His brave endorsement of the doctrine occurred at a time when seminary classes discussed evolution and, in the words of a student there, recognized it “as a possible theory until it touches some so-called orthodox doctrine, and then it is vigorously opposed.”

The second lecture, “The New Appeal,” discussed science’s effect on theological questions, and in trademark style Poteat reiterated the heart of his religion, the factor that freed his intellect to roam freely. His analysis of theology’s shortcomings could not affect his faith because “religion is emotion; theology, reason. Religion is the response of the heart; theology, the logic of the head. Religion is the inward experience of God; theology, the intellectual account of it.” Poteat noted that “Christianity is absolute, our apprehension of it is progressive.” Changing interpretations of religion were to be expected, he attested, as scientific knowledge grew. But he comforted his audience, “The theological ferment and confusion of this end of the century is but the effort to restate the doctrine of God and man in conformity with the new knowledge.” In the new intellectual order, science required “that God reside within the natural order” rather than being “a rare visitor from inaccessible depths outside nature, whose laws he must violate or suspend in order to get in.” Understanding God’s position thus increased awareness of the possibility for “fresh, immediate, and personal communication” that would aid in understanding God. The new knowledge made survival impossible for the “absurdities” of literal interpretation of the Bible but made God an immediate presence. His final lecture further encouraged the future ministers at the seminary not only to welcome science but to maintain a broad openness to secular literature in general. Retaining the necessity of a nonrational encounter with God—a conversion experience—left Poteat firmly in touch with evangelical tradition, even as he tried gently to shove the students forward to a more expansive view.

The denomination received the lectures with mixed reviews. Poteat had tested the first of the lectures on a North Carolina audience, and subsequently was roundly attacked in a Hendersonville paper. For the most part, though, printed reactions expressed support for Poteat’s position. One report acknowledged that “some were not prepared, to accept all the ideas advanced” but concluded that “they were generally well received” by the Louisville audi-
ence. In response, one Louisville Baptist donated a thousand dollars for the seminary to use in purchasing scientific books. The Greenwood South Carolina Baptist believed Poteat's ideas to be "far from what the denomination believes," but the Greenville (S.C.) Baptist Courier countered that the lectures were evidence "that a man may believe in modern biology and in Christianity at the same time. . . ." A level of suspicion about Poteat's orthodoxy endured among some, though. In 1902 he was singled out at the meeting of a Tarheel Baptist association in a discussion of "heresy among the teachers in our colleges."147

In December 1903 Poteat agreed to prepare a series of four lectures for the Hamilton Theological Seminary. After one postponement he delivered them in May 1905 and presented the same series in October and November of that year at Crozer Theological Seminary, Newton Theological Institution, Rochester Theological Institution, and the Divinity School of the University of Chicago.148 This series, published as The New Peace, covered much the same ground as his 1900 lectures, enhanced somewhat by additional reading in so-called primitive religions and expanded to fill four lectures. He reaffirmed that "reason is not the only attribute of man nor the only faculty for the ascertainment of truth; that the moral and spiritual faculties are of no less importance." Even though "the Gospel in its origin was connected with a view of the world which the progress of science makes impossible for us," Poteat believed that "the Gospel itself does not thereby become impossible for us." The nonrational component of religion allowed "the persistence of faith in spite of the vanishing of many beliefs," and this lack of need for logical consistency again allowed Poteat to hesitate to define the limits of his ideas. He admitted, "I do not undertake to say how far one may go in the denial of intellectual propositions on religious subjects without losing the vision of God, which is the essence of faith." Intellectual rigor simply was not necessary in a religion of emotion, and Poteat's own ambivalence toward the intellectual conclusions of modern theology probably left him unwilling to investigate too far.149

In the introduction to The New Peace Poteat acknowledged that, like most of his earlier writings, "I seem to have done little more than bring together the thoughts of other men," a truthful admission of his lack of originality in the context of the national intellectual scene.150 The value of his work lay in blending innovative thoughts from outside the South with the evangelical and emotional emphasis of his native region. With the 1905 lecture series, Poteat had achieved a comfortable understanding of science and religion. He believed that a dynamic process of development and change governed nature, man, social institutions, and religions; that to resist evolving was to embrace tradition. Ironically his own ideas reached their final form around 1900; he changed his views on religion and science relatively little the remainder of his life, instead devoting his creative intellectual energy to understanding the social implications of Christianity.151

Poteat's climb to prominence and leadership culminated in his election to the presidency of Wake Forest College in the summer of 1905. His labors
in the denomination for two and a half decades had won him the confidence of most of the Baptist leaders represented on the board of trustees. He had gained a reputation as a scientist yet avoided significant criticism of his support of evolution by emphasizing publicly his belief that science and religion did not conflict. His widely varied learning and lecturing left no doubt that he was able to guide not only the scientific but also the classical and humanities portions of the Wake Forest curriculum. Further, his typical middle-class Victorian family life within the small college town gave no room for disapproval. Poteat had worked through the doubts brought on by encroaching middle age and had rededicated himself to productive cultivation of himself and service to others. His reputation had already reached Baptist circles outside North Carolina. In 1905 he had been given the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from Baylor University, and in the late spring of 1905 the trustees of Baptist-affiliated Mercer University in Macon, Georgia, chose Dr. Billy, as he would become known as a result of his honorary degree, to be the school’s president. The stunned Wake Forest trustees reacted by considering raising his salary in order to retain him, for they had no presidential vacancy. That soon changed, and their dilemma was solved two weeks later when President Taylor resigned his post as head of Wake Forest in order to take to the field to raise funds. On June 22, 1905, the trustees elected Poteat president with but one dissenting vote. Poteat was on his way to a Baptist meeting in London when the offer arrived, and upon reaching port he accepted. 

The Biblical Recorder, edited by a good friend of Poteat, trumpeted his election but hinted that there had been some opposition. The editor reported, “He is a Scientist who has devoted himself with open candid mind to that wedding of Science and Religion which the Creator intended. . . . There has been talk of his orthodoxy. Immature young men have charged up their half-baked notions to him. Like any other Scientist he has at times made utterances that were misread.” However, Poteat had “entered the Dark Tower of Doubt, and he has come forth triumphant in the faith of his fathers,” ready to lead others through similar trials.

Poteat had managed to nourish a controversial belief in evolution for over two decades and to evangelize his scientific views by stressing his own Christian belief. He recognized the delicate balance: “I have tried . . . to keep to myself my own gropings after the truth in the dark; to speak of my findings only in response to inquiry or the demands of an actual situation. The relation I have sought to sustain between old and new is delicate and dangerous. My scheme has been to facilitate the transition in my small sphere, lifting the point of view and widening the outlook.” With his new position Poteat would have more visibility and a greater opportunity to influence the public, but there would also be more exposure to attack. Undaunted, Poteat used his prestige as professor and president to champion more than the marriage of science and religion. Beginning in the mid-1890s he worked incessantly to convince Tarheel Baptists that Christians had an obligation to take part in the social reform movements sweeping America.
Christian Progressivism in the South

As historians have belatedly acknowledged, the American South participated actively in all aspects of the Progressive movement during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. North Carolina is often cited as one of the states most involved in reform activities, and an understanding of William Louis Poteat’s role in the state’s Progressivism is crucial to an understanding of the movement in the state and the region. From the 1880s to the 1920s, even as he labored diligently as a biology professor and then college president, he participated in numerous campaigns for change. Poteat’s reputation as an educator and a leader in the Baptist denomination gave him his initial opportunities for important roles in reform organizations, and he then promoted a variety of causes with incredible zeal. He served in leadership capacities for several groups devoted to social improvement, ranging from the state Teachers’ Assembly to the Conference for Social Service to the state Commission on Interracial Cooperation. His desire for change originated in his understanding of Christian teachings, and he applied those principles unswervingly to the myriad social problems that he identified in his slowly industrializing home state. More than perhaps any other person, William L. Poteat personified North Carolina Progressivism.

Historians have identified Poteat as one of the leading southern liberals during this period in regard to both social reform and religion. However, none have explored his ideas in adequate detail. Scholars have also debated vigorously the nature of the relationship between churches and social activism in the South, and Poteat’s activities and ideas offer insight into this broader question. In his investigation of the relationship between Baptists and social issues, historian John L. Eighmy singles out the formation of the Southern Baptist Convention’s Social Service Commission in 1912 as among the most significant manifestations of the liberal religious viewpoint. He praises the choice of Poteat to head the initial commission and to write its first report because “Poteat advocated a liberal social philosophy fully in accord with the Progressive age that had produced the social gospel.” He was “one of the earliest and foremost advocates of social Christianity” and “was destined to
play a key role in introducing the new ideas to the denomination." Because Poteat was at or near the liberal edge of southern thought on many issues throughout his life, a full exploration of his ideas reveals a great deal about the potential and the limits of liberal thought among Progressives in the South.

Historian Dewey W. Grantham has noted the existence of “a kind of moral-religious tone to much of the South’s social reform” but cautions that “the influence of religious liberalism in the South during the progressive era should not be exaggerated.” He argues that “two views frequently coexisted among southern white Protestants as to the church’s social mission: that evangelism was ‘the cure for social problems’ and that it was sometimes necessary to support social reform programs.” An investigation of Poteat’s tangle of reform ideas confirms this judgment. Poteat’s experience also reveals the subtle ways that the various campaigns for change related and overlapped, and it underscores that religious and moral concerns could enter virtually every question facing southern Progressives. Like Progressives throughout the region, Poteat and the many organizations he led employed the same strategy for virtually every campaign, one of building public sentiment for change while often lobbying for direct legislative action.

The late nineteenth century was a time of industrialization and rapid social change in America. For much of the century local democracy and independence characterized the “island communities” in which most Americans lived. In these provincial communities, mostly small towns or rural areas, the economy and political leadership depended on local initiative and decision-making, and the institutions of church, family, education, press, and civic life still centered around the concerns of the community. Late in the century, urbanization and industrial expansion began to destroy local bonds. A national economy controlled by distant corporations, the strengthening of national political power, and the anonymity of urban life produced a sort of national disorientation, and isolated communities were swept into a corporate order over which they had no control. To relieve their sense of crisis, around the turn of the century a growing middle class began to attempt to restore order and systematic control to society through Progressive reforms.

Intellectuals coping with the sense of disorder of the 1890s had to acknowledge that interdependence marked America’s industrial society. Although particular individuals might never meet in the anonymity of the booming cities, they were all linked. The integrated capitalist economy and the consequent growth of specialization meant that interdependence encompassed virtually everyone, and belief in self-sufficiency became largely obsolete. This change “devitalized the island community and simultaneously opened up the tantalizing promise of a grander community, one embracing the whole nation, or even all mankind,” in the assessment of Thomas L. Haskell. Poteat was among the intellectuals who discerned at least in part that the revolutions in communication, transportation, and economic organization had made so-
The modern mind . . . discovers interdependence and unity where to the older conception there was isolation, if not discord." He, however, like all intellectuals of the time, conceived of the new community in a particular way shaped by his own regional context and personal biases. Just as nations are “imagined communities” whose boundaries—linguistic, racial, ethnic, or physical—can be conceived in different ways by competing thinkers, the boundaries of the new interdependent communities envisioned by Progressive reformers seldom encompassed all mankind.8

The limitations of Poteat’s liberalism can be discerned by identifying the parameters he placed on the interdependent Progressive community that he imagined and advocated. Though he emphasized individual responsibility, he nonetheless saw the individual as part of a conglomerate society with a religious mission. His new community was to be the kingdom of God on earth; however, not everyone could be a full social member even in theory. Poteat remained hesitant about fully embracing an interdependent society, and he always maintained room for individualism in his ideas. He defined the members of the ideal Progressive society in terms of Christian morality and sought to exclude violators of a rather traditional moral code. The educated classes would take a predominant role in his ideal society, and further, he gladly omitted blacks from full citizenship, as did nearly all white southerners. Poteat’s view was also limited by class bias as he failed, for example, to recognize fully the plight of sharecroppers and child laborers instead acknowledging a moral community membership for the cotton mill owners and, by implication, landowners. Hierarchy and moral conformity were the traditional assumptions behind his reform plan.

Poteat’s conception of the Progressive community was not static. The unrest following World War I heightened his sense of crisis, and he correspondingly changed the boundaries of his ideal society. With the Commission on Interracial Cooperation, he and other southern liberals somewhat accepted the educated leadership of the black community into their own circle (though not as equals), and he welcomed women into a fuller citizenship with their new political rights. However, Poteat in turn wanted to police the boundaries more rigidly at other checkpoints, thereby excluding through marriage restrictions and eugenic proposals such as sterilization the right of a wide variety of defectives, including the insane, physically deformed, and alcoholics, to even exist. Despite recognizing societal interdependence, Poteat could not acknowledge that as a member of the same society he was dependent on the various groups he saw as inferior. Thus, he sought to uplift some and eliminate others in order to produce a kingdom of God within which he could feel comfortable acknowledging his link with all in an organic ideal society. The logical climax of Poteat’s Progressive philosophy—eugenics—indicates that the traditional morality and hierarchical, elitist assumptions underlying the movement prevented reformers from sympathetically and realistically addressing the many ills of southern society.
Origins of Progressivism

Poteat's Progressive ideas grew out of his liberal interpretation of Christianity. His reform impulse was rooted in the belief that the message of Jesus had implications for social conduct. Encouraged by his younger brother Edwin, at the time a Baptist minister in New Haven, Connecticut, Poteat struggled with the question of Christianity's role in society at least as early as the unrest of the mid-1890s, a time when church leaders across the nation were debating the relative importance of social Christianity and traditional evangelism. In coming to accept evolution as a fact in the late 1880s and early 1890s, Poteat had adopted a nonliteral interpretation of the Bible and focused his religious study on the life and teachings of the human Jesus. This led to an emphasis on the program of Jesus for human life, rather than the more exclusive focus of conservative Christians on life after death. In 1895, he met and was impressed by Walter Rauschenbusch, Leighton Williams, and other social gospel figures while presenting a paper at the Baptist Congress in Providence, Rhode Island. On the same trip he attended a Christian Workers' Convention at his brother's church in New Haven. He commented, "What impresses me in the proceedings is the absence of the sermon element and the predominance of an enthusiasm for the practical work of saving the lost, the street arab, the disreputable and criminal classes." He was favorably struck by the "work for the tramps in New York" and believed as well that "the Christian impulse is beginning to be strongly felt in municipal administration..."

In his encounters, in person and in print, with leaders of the social gospel movement in the North, Poteat had discerned the outlines of an interdependent Christian community. While prominent social gospel proponents never discarded evangelism as a goal for churches, they did forge a new emphasis on the obligation for Christians to lead the way toward a just society. They saw the many ills caused by the industrialization and urbanization of America and for the first time recognized that the poor had little likelihood of leading a moral, Christian life when surrounded by depraved conditions. The social gospel never attracted a mass following, but leading clerics developed a strong critique of the economic structures that restricted and oppressed the lives of so many. Some, including Rauschenbusch, even advocated socialism as a remedy for economic exploitation, and most recommended that poor workers unionize. Most social gospel adherents saw the church's role as one of education and inspiration, rather than direct political involvement in implementing change, but many churches took something of a direct role by reaching out to the poor with settlement houses and institutional churches that offered charity or basic social services.

Though the northern social gospel was far from radical for the most part, its counterpart in the South was more limited. Historian C. Vann Woodward recognized in 1951 that "the social-gospel movement that swept Protestant denominations in the North was not unknown to Southern clergymen, and even had a few spokesmen among them." Historians have since corrob...
rated that claim by showing that in the South's growing cities, such as Atlanta and the industrial boomtowns of Alabama, a number of denominational leaders urged Christians to accept their obligation to apply Christian ideals to society. Educational missions to the Appalachian region, some urban settlement houses, and social service commissions appeared with denominational support; but they only slightly expanded the traditional goals of southern churches to provide education, charity, and moral guidance. However, spokespersons for this "mild regional variant of the Social Gospel" seldom critiqued the economic structures that produced the demoralizing poverty and loose morality against which they directed their jeremiads. Not until the 1930s did a group of radical southern churchmen question the basic economic arrangements of their region. Poteat and other southern advocates of social Christianity read and were inspired by the writings of the social gospel proponents but adapted it to a region without a strong tradition of critical intellectual inquiry.  

After more than a year of careful note-taking and composing drafts, in the spring of 1898 Poteat, gradually becoming widely known as a speaker on religion and education, delivered a "stirring address" to the American Baptist Education Society on "Christian Education and Civic Righteousness." In endeavoring to define civic righteousness, he noted, "We must proceed from the known to the unknown. We know the features of individual righteousness in private life. What we require to know is its features in public life." He first rejected "that there are two standards of right, one for the individual, another for the corporation or trades union; one for private life, another for public life." Instead, righteousness "is independent of locality, time, or circumstance" and is identical in both public and private life. Ultimately, Poteat explained civic righteousness "as righteousness in that section of human relations concerned with the State." He elaborated, "It carries into the municipality and the State the same conscience that dominates the home, the farm, the shop. It contemplates not only the honest politician, the incorruptible public servant, but also the just arrangements of social relations, a regenerated social order."  

The renewed interest in ameliorating social problems owed its birth, according to Poteat, "to the present social distress." Primary among the problems he identified were "the extraordinary development of party spirit" in politics and the "closely related evil" of the spoils system. Partisanship "is corrosive of patriotism and disintegrates the solidarity of the community," and in insisting on "a particular interpretation, it quenches a healthful curiosity and manly independence, with the practical result of retiring to private life the best men and securing the field of public life for those who are willing to make the sacrifice." Already he saw corruption as damaging all members of an interdependent community. Poteat also singled out for criticism "the party Boss with his party machine" and "the Lobby" two other instruments of civic life that destroyed the unity that Poteat and other Progressive reformers sought. Much of this discord Poteat blamed on newspapers, which he criticized regularly throughout the Progressive Era. The press, "a tremendous engine for the creation and the dissemination of public opinion," was "largely respon-
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sible for the intensity and rancor of party spirit, for the perpetuation of the
spoils system against the intelligence and patriotism of the country, and for
the pettiness and self-seeking of the so-called servants of the people."

The answer to the problems was in making "Christianity responsible for
the realization of civic righteousness." Poteat's own deep faith led him to
advocate religion as the cure for the ills of the threatened community. From it
"must issue the . . . amelioration of social conditions. . . ." Realizing that the
dominant understanding of religion in the South at the time, especially fol-
lowing the Populist political movement, was that the churches should have
no role in political matters, Poteat countered that Christianity "is no brother-
hood of pilgrims taking, indeed, transient lodgings in our work-day world,
but marking a straight path across it to another world where all its aspirations
and all its duties await it." Instead, the aim of Jesus "was primarily the pro-
gressive transformation of the present social order." Poteat declared, "The
kingdom of heaven, as the organic expression of the will of God, is to come on
earth," a post-millennial theological declaration that contrasted with the argu-
ment of many religious conservatives who believed that the transformation of
earthly society would come only after a physical second coming of Jesus.

In explaining the method by which the interdependent social order would
be transformed, however, Poteat proved that he had not strayed too far from
the generally conservative southern understanding of evangelical religion.
Though he acknowledged that the impulse for socialism could be traced to
Christianity, Poteat did not challenge the basic forms of southern economic
and political structures, and expressly rejected all forms of socialism as a pallia-
tive for social distress. He scorned the effectiveness of "the reorganization of
society by direct legislation" for "righteousness by law is impossible." "Law is
merely a standard of conduct in the sphere of the outward life," he elabo-
rated. "Law falls short of enforcement and avails nothing, unless it is sup-
ported by the consensus of opinion. If it is so supported, it is superfluous." Thus, in his projected community, a unanimity of opinion behind Christian
ideals would assure consonance. Poteat explained "the method of Jesus" as
ger SIMPLER THAN LEGAL PROSCRIPTION: "He propounded no sociological theory. He
left no legislation for the systematic construction of his ideal social order. He
was no iconoclast . . . Nor was he a revolutionist . . . Least of all did he seek
his aim through political agencies." Instead, "the method of Jesus is, social
regeneration by an inward spiritual ministry, civic righteousness through the
leaven of individual righteousness. He renews all social life at its source in the
human heart, and trusts the new life to take on the external embodiment
which is appropriate to it." In Poteat's view, one saved society by saving
individuals, who in turn responded to Christian appeals to conscience. No
institutional critique was necessary, just a stronger emphasis on the Baptists'
old doctrine that social perfection would result from the natural actions of
converted individuals. Poteat's uneasy combination of traditional individual-
ism with social concern marked a liberal point of southern social Christianity
and distinguished it from the somewhat more ambitious social gospel.
Poteat conceived of Christianity's "creation of a just society" through "the regeneration of the social unit" as a very gradual process. A proper perspective on the evolution toward a Christian society required "just a little of the geologist's time-sense." Poteat chose a very telling biblical example to indicate how Christianity, "without violence to the existing social order, so renovates it that a new society emerges to which an anti-Christian institution, at home in the old, becomes alien and impossible." He argued that the letter of Paul to Philemon, in which Paul returns a slave to his owner but exhorts the owner to treat the slave well—despite the missive containing "no word against slavery"—"was the prelude to the protection of slaves under Constantine, the amelioration of their condition during the Middle Ages, and in our own time the abolition of slavery by the greatest nations of the world."¹⁸

Poteat took pains to develop his social views not only in conjunction with his religious beliefs but also in agreement with his understanding of science in a slightly altered version of the Social Darwinism of the time. As in all aspects of his life, he deftly modified the intellectual trends of his era to agree with his Christian beliefs: "The development and consummation of [the] Kingdom of God are a detail of the general sweep of evolution," thereby interlacing the anticipated sacred outcome of social developments with the broadest sanction of science. He explained further with optimism:

I have great confidence in the arrangements of Nature as the expression of the mind of God. The struggle for existence, the law of competition, is universal; and tho' it wears a forbidding exterior, its issue is beneficent. It is the only condition of peace. Human society is no exception. The entrance of conscious intelligence upon the arena changed somewhat the sphere of the struggle, substituting refined for the gross methods of the animal stage. The introduction of the factor of Christianity initiated another period of transition and readjustment, the probable outcome of which will be, not the revocation of the law of competition, but the softening of the conditions of its applications mainly thro' the growth of respect for the rights of others.

He clarified that "we are still in this period of readjustment; hence the number of programmes for social amelioration." Not everyone had recognized their proper duties to benefit society. Poteat therefore expressed suspicion "of all schemes which proceed upon the assumption that 'social conditions, like our food, clothes, and shelter, are something to be thought out, planned, and systematically constructed' and not allowed to 'happen into shape.' The sociologists need to go to school to Jesus." A majority of individuals could not be coerced to acknowledge interdependence; the conversion of individuals had to lead the way toward a wider acknowledgment of mutual obligation.¹⁹ The rapid basic modification of society was not even a goal for Poteat, unlike the social gospel leaders from whom he took some of his rhetoric.
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Though Poteat repeatedly returned to these themes throughout the rest of his life, his understanding of the relationship between religion and social change altered little over time and remained at the heart of his desire for Progressive reform. He reaffirmed in 1905 to the Baptist World Congress in London that “the questions sprung by pauperism, vice, corporate wealth, education, public franchises, [and] the public service . . . all need to be brought down to the bottom principles of the Gospel. Their final settlement is there, or it is nowhere.” He attacked socialists, singling out sociologist Lester Ward for criticism, because “they do not recognize the main fact in the case, namely, that moral evil is the root of all social unrighteousness. And that root, however severely legislation may prune the twigs above ground, will continue to send up its obnoxious shoots from below.” He explained the cure in more detail, “The transformation of the social unit leads by natural processes to the creation of a Christian public opinion; and this Christian public opinion, in proportion to its strength and pervasiveness, will control any new expressions of the social life, and, without violence, first soften and ultimately eliminate any features of the existing order out of accord with it. In the end a new society emerges. . . .”20 His views had changed little two decades later. In 1926 he defined the kingdom of God as the “will of God realized in all human relationships” and proclaimed that “as he revolutionizes individuals and establishes personal righteousness, so he will revolutionize society and establish social righteousness.” As always, though, there could be “no secure and permanent reconstruction of society in fraternity and justice apart from inward renewal of the social units.”21

Poteat’s scheme for reform did not entirely diminish the role of legislation, however, and he spent much of the Progressive Era advocating various legislative enactments. He explained that “when the public conscience has been formed upon the Christian ideal, vested interests which grew up before and are found to be opposed to this ideal will never yield to the pressure of a public opinion which contents itself with nerveless entreaties or rhapsodic denunciations.” Instead, “such pre-Christian survivals can only be dislodged when the public conscience takes practical embodiment in legislation” for “the only effective burial of them is beneath a heap of snowy ballots.”22 The interests that stood in the way of moral goals simply were not part of the community that Poteat was defining and were thus open to political force. In the interconnected citizenry that he saw emerging, any obstacle to a moral public conscience had to be eliminated for the benefit of community members, and Poteat expected that once enough Christians realized the imperative to shape a moral community for mutual welfare, the legislative embodiment of those expectations would occur naturally. Legislation was not the starting point, but it followed inherently.

Early Progressive Campaigns

Because in Poteat’s prescription social change had to begin with individual
choice, the spread of reform required changes in public opinion. Consequently, like that of many other advocates of the social gospel and Progressive reform, Poteat's method was hortatory. His initial targets as methods for changing opinion included education and the press; if those could be made more efficient and subordinated to the goals of the Progressive community, recognition of social interdependence could occur more quickly among the general populace. Early in the new century, he began to apply his new analysis by also arguing for reform of municipal government and rural life.

Poteat believed that the education of youth presented a crucial opportunity to advance his own social goals. Education was not just about learning facts, preparing for a trade, or for refinement; it was for developing the "whole personality." Because children were "unperverted by the hypocrisies and artificialities" of adults, the school acted "as a manufactory of power." It was therefore vital to "put in your school what you want in your civilization." Like many reformers of the time, he located the "salvation of [the] New South in right education" because for the student the school "socializes his individualism and sets his aims and ideals," making it "the most important of social institutions." Education should create in children "character and efficiency," and then their "higher intelligence and wider range of interests" would bring such benefits to society as an enhanced social consciousness and a devotion to public service. Specifically Poteat named good roads, good schools, and public health as causes that worthy graduates were likely to support. Looking back in 1924 over a lifetime of advocating better education, Poteat felt this strategy had worked: "Schools have largely made sentiment for prohibition, law enforcement, good roads, public health, and public education." He celebrated, "what modernizers and civilizers are books! . . . In short, the school, with the indispensable aid of the church, lays the foundation of the better order of human life, efficient, cooperative, secure, and contented."

Poteat began his support for rationalized and efficient public education very early in his own career as a science professor. In June 1884 the North Carolina Teachers' Assembly was formed by three hundred people at a mountain resort near Waynesville at the call of the editor of the recently formed monthly journal, the North Carolina Teacher. Poteat, probably remembering his own experience the previous summer at the Martha's Vineyard Summer Institute for teachers, signed up as a charter member. As a supplement to the summer sessions (offered around the state by the University of North Carolina) that many teachers attended, each subsequent year the group's members met for about ten days early in the summer for a chautauqua-style meeting to discuss ways of improving the quality of their teaching. As one speaker noted, "Probably there has never been in North Carolina an interest in schools more generally felt than now." In the late 1800s the distinction between college professors and secondary and primary teachers was not a great one because many colleges, including Wake Forest, offered preparatory courses and because often specialized training beyond a college degree was not needed to teach college classes. Nonetheless, the college professors quickly took a dis-
proportionate share of the leadership positions of the assembly, and in its second year Poteat served as a vice-president along with fellow college educators Charles D. McIver and Edwin A. Alderman.\(^{30}\)

Teachers in both colleges and secondary and primary schools used the recitation method of teaching, and the discussions of the assembly could benefit all. However, the college professors received a great deal of respect from teachers statewide and taught many of the sessions at the yearly meeting that had grown by its third year to include in attendance seven hundred of the fifteen hundred total members.\(^ {31}\) In 1887 the assembly recognized Poteat's wide-ranging intellectual interests by appointing him to the Reading Circle Committee that "intended to organize and unite the profession in a steady march of improvement" by suggesting general reading matter. The resulting report reflected Poteat's biases for the classics and for English literature.\(^ {32}\) In March 1888 he was among the incorporators of the assembly as the group solidified its legal status in order to build its permanent meeting place at Morehead City on the coast.\(^ {33}\) Poteat also served on the executive committee from 1889 until 1892, but his principal contribution lay in his guidance to teachers on the teaching of science.\(^ {34}\) He addressed the group on "Biology in the Scheme of Education" in 1889 and along with Joseph A. Holmes, University of North Carolina professor and later state geologist, organized Natural Science Day in 1890.\(^ {35}\) Poteat advocated that teachers take a hands-on approach to science; on one occasion he distributed "to the audience several hundred grasshoppers which he had collected in the marshes in this vicinity. These insects he used in illustrating his remarks by carefully analyzing them in every way, clearly showing all their habits and wonders of construction."\(^ {36}\) Poteat even outfitted a laboratory at the permanent meeting hall and in some years supplied a microscope to aid the teachers' understanding.\(^ {37}\)

In 1896 Poteat was elected president of the Teachers' Assembly for 1896–97, a position that had already been held by the distinguished educators Edwin A. Alderman, Charles D. McIver, and James Y. Joyner.\(^ {38}\) In Poteat's presidential address in 1897 he hailed the role of the assembly in "the recent intellectual awakening of our State" and outlined his view of the importance of education in an address titled "The Child As Teacher."\(^ {39}\) He used the occasion to idealize the potential of children, highlighting their innocence, purity, simplicity, and originality. Poteat lamented that "practical" education was so much emphasized and worried that "our very systems of education are ingeniously contrived means for the suppression of intelligence and originality." As a result, students became "only one grain in the great democratic sandheap of modern society." He called for fresh critical thinking about traditional society: "If you dare express an opinion of your own, you are suspected, you are dangerous. It is time for teachers and all intelligent people who care for the future of our country to resist such domination and censorship of individual initiative." Teachers should "put a living child into the social structure which we are building" by fostering children's creative and critical thought.\(^ {40}\) The child was to be a thinking part of a broader social project, the Progressive
community. As with Poteat’s understanding of Christianity and social reform, he was torn between maintaining creative opportunities for the individual and subordinating him or her to the needs of a new society. Philander P. Claxton, editor of the *North Carolina Journal of Education*, assured Poteat that his addresses were “very helpful to the teachers.”

State superintendent of public instruction Charles H. Mebane served on the assembly’s executive committee during Poteat’s presidency, and Poteat joined him during the 1896–97 and 1897–98 school years as one of four members of the State Board of Examiners, with Mebane as chairman. The board’s responsibilities each year included writing new questions for and grading examinations of teachers applying for a lifetime certificate that would allow them to teach throughout the state, an attempt to replace the scattered issuing of renewable licenses. The board wrote the first set of questions in 1897 and following their use, published the wide-ranging, difficult questions from 1897 and 1898 to aid teachers in their preparation. Further, in 1898 the examiners created a lengthy “course of study for teachers.”

Poteat had full responsibility for writing and grading the botany and the physiology and hygiene questions and for preparing the study guide on those subjects. He used the opportunity to extend to public education some of the pedagogical methods he had helped to pioneer at Wake Forest. On physiology and hygiene, the course of study recommended evenhandedly, “The best practical results for the pupil should be expected, not from exaggerated accounts and flaming pictures of abnormal conditions, but from a clear comprehension of the normal processes that go forward in the body.” Here, “the text-book ought to be supplemented by demonstrations wherever possible.” Similarly, the standards for the study of botany emphasized that students should approach problems with an open mind and practical, individual experience, recommending use of specimens for “there can be no profitable study of plants apart from the plants themselves.” Likewise, Poteat recommended that students should have access to a school museum of rocks, plants, minerals, and animal specimens. The guide also encouraged reform in the conditions of schools: “One who is willing to teach where the window panes are dirty, the floor unswept, and the walls unsightly, should not be employed to teach our youth.” Overall, the examiners hoped “that our teachers may realize that they must study and keep up with their profession, or fall out by the way and make room for those who are progressive.” Education, such a vital element in creating a Progressive community, had to be efficient and in an environment conducive to Christian middle-class morality.

Poteat participated in a number of other groups designed to increase the professional capabilities of teachers and to advance the cause of public education in the South. Following the yearly adjournment of the Teachers’ Assembly in 1890, Poteat joined a group from across the region meeting at the same place to form the Southern Educational Association. The association’s constitution justified its creation because “the cause of education in the South is encumbered by problems that exist in no other section of the Union, and
... the workers in this field believe that by organization they may benefit the cause of education especially in the South. ..." Poteat later served a term as the Tarheel member of the association's executive committee. In 1891 a committee of the Teachers' Assembly called for a meeting that Poteat attended and that resulted in the creation of the North Carolina College Association to bring the state's professors together. The originator of the idea, President Charles E. Taylor of Wake Forest, claimed that not only would higher education benefit by closer "union" but secondary education would as well "for each had a mutual beneficial effect on the other."

Poteat also spoke at the annual meeting of black teachers in North Carolina. He regularly attended the annual Conference for Education in the South, including the crucial 1901 meeting in Winston-Salem that was essential in catalyzing the subsequent crusade for better public education in North Carolina and across the South. The Winston-Salem gathering, he reported, was "a very enthusiastic and (it is to be hoped) profitable meeting."

Philanthropy from the North was a crucial component of southern educational improvement, and Poteat welcomed the contributions of sympathetic and like-minded northern reformers. Speaking to a church audience in New York City in 1912, Poteat satirized those southerners who "with the jealousy and pride of exclusive proprietorship, insist that our problems are our own, and resent what they call outside interference, whether it comes in the form of Mr. [Robert C.] Ogden's conferences for Education in the South, or Mr. [John D.] Rockefeller's so-called subsidies to Southern Colleges." Interdependence obviously ignored the Mason-Dixon line. He insisted that most southerners did not hold such attitudes and instead recognized "the patriotic motives of the great agencies which are now occupied with the industrial and educational progress of the South. ..." The regional reconciliation of the turn of the century was for the Progressives part of the recognition of a new type of community across the nation.

Southern reformers nonetheless expected their region to retain its traditional idiosyncrasies. One challenge Poteat identified for the South was the difficulties of separate school systems for blacks and whites, but he defensively noted that segregation in New York's schools had disappeared only in 1900 and that "the policy is established in the South." He declared, "I remind you, further, that the policy of certain states with reference to the franchise, criticised as discriminative and exclusive, is now discovered to be inclusive and constructive" because blacks in North Carolina received twice as much in spending on education as they paid in taxes. "White and colored are distinct and remain so," Poteat affirmed blindly, "but the corn and beans of our succotash are boiled in the same pot," the closest he could come to acknowledging that whites and blacks occupied the same social setting. He found optimism as well in the economic development he saw occurring rapidly in his region and looked to southerners to contribute to the national economy, but only "on condition of the education of the people." The North could help, for in the South's backward educational state "money appears to go so much farther
with us, and the need of it appears to be so much more fundamental.” He pleaded for the donation of money not only toward black education but also for white schools for “it is the right education of these white boys and white girls in the highlands and the lowlands that will determine the future of our tragic but hopeful Southland.” To his wife Poteat expressed hope that the address would “bear good fruit.”

Poteat maintained an ambivalent attitude toward the growth of professional specialization in teaching that reformers had helped to bring about in the public schools. Educational expertise was vital to the project of creating a cohesive Progressive community. He reiterated that “the problems of the social, as of the individual life, are settled in the right education; for where the social unit is just and capable, social problems resolve themselves and disappear.” However, Poteat argued that the growth of specialization in education had become “extreme” by 1899. He recommended that teachers “be more than a specialist” in order to assure the best education for students, for their goal was to be “the building up of a complete human life, not the furnishing out of a special machine.” Society as a whole could then benefit because “the only safe reform party consists of the promoters of the education of the whole people.” The citizens of his ideal Progressive society had to have old-fashioned moral and intellectual components as well as more specialized practical knowledge, and the teachers had to be capable of providing it all.

While education could help create an informed and Progressive public, a sensationalistic and defensive press could divert the public from the real social problems facing Progressives. Poteat believed that the press, by focusing on celebrities, murders, and trivial matters, often stood in the way of the debate and discussion that he felt was needed to bring attention to the underlying defects that ultimately threatened the state’s citizenry. In 1903 he satirized the desire of the press to see “life’s dregs and filth . . . brought out to the open sky.” The next year he urged journalists to fulfill their obligation “to solidify the community in the common struggle against all forms of social evil,” for “it will hardly be denied that the free press is under some sort of moral bonds. . . .” Writers should recognize their obligation to aid the “protection of public morals,” Poteat believed. He recognized keenly the extent to which the press could aid his favored causes, noting that “every democracy is a monarchy, and Public Opinion is its king.” Newspapers, he elaborated, “are the standard and guide of the popular feeling and the popular judgment, and not seldom the sole agent of the popular will.” Therefore, the press “may rectify the moral judgments of the time, and set forward the general social progress as few other instruments of reform ever can.” Throughout the Progressive Era, though, he argued that “the modern newspaper drains the sewers of civilization and poisons the fountains of morality. . . .” His remedy turned to the morality of individuals, as his Baptist heritage dictated: “it will be serviceable here as elsewhere to personalize the institution and to think not of the press, but of the editor.”

Not only did editors and their papers often offend the morality that
Poteat wished to spread, but newspapers stood in the way of social progress. He noted in 1916, "When the splendid campaign against hookworm in North Carolina was inaugurated a leading paper in the State resented the implied discredit and ignorantly denied the facts to save the reputation." In 1927 Poteat still chafed under the savage ideal, under which critical discussion was discouraged in favor of chauvinistic loyalty to the South. He concluded from long experience, "It is quite possible for the press of the State to form public opinion and not merely express it; candidly to lay unpleasant facts before us in order that the situation may be corrected or improved. . . ." Instead, he gave as an example, "if one ventures the judgment that our agricultural methods and results are rudimentary and unsatisfactory as compared with European standards, one expects an opprobrious epithet like pro-German or pro-French." Further, "it is held to be improper and disloyal to 'parade' the fact that on the basis of what the school people call the educational index we rank five from the bottom in the sisterhood of states." Even with all his attachments to older ideals, Poteat earned his reputation as a liberal by being willing to criticize the defects of his home state. Poteat sought to show the editors that everyone's welfare was at stake in the burgeoning society if a problem was not solved. Although Poteat's fulminations against the press failed to change its emphasis, overall the press served him well through its continuous coverage of his addresses on seemingly all conceivable topics.

Reforming schools and newspapers would bring public opinion in line behind the Progressive program in a general, indirect way. In the first decade of the twentieth century, however, Poteat began to agitate to change public opinion on specific social issues that lay at the heart of his imagined Progressive community. Poteat subscribed to an organic view of social life and often decried socialists for regarding society as a mechanism that could be taken apart and reassembled. In a speech to the Raleigh Chamber of Commerce in 1907 advocating reform in city administration, Poteat spelled out his views on the role of government in the community and the necessity for unity among citizens. Not surprisingly in view of his knowledge of science, he drew from biological principles to explain. The various groups of citizens are "interdependent," he argued, and "separation means death." Much like cells in a complex organism, they are "organized into a higher unity" in order to help the individuals to be "efficient" and to realize their "highest possibilities" as well as to handle specific duties such as water, lighting, protection from fire and disease, providing parks and schools, and maintaining order. The main obstacle to achieving this unified community life, according to Poteat, was political partisanship. "The work of city government is not government primarily," he pronounced, "but the conduct of a great business." Its duties "are in no sense political," and "they cannot properly be made the occasion of division into political parties." Therefore, Poteat supported the introduction of the "Texas idea" of commission government, in which elected officials both legislate and administer city departments in hope of added efficiency.

Municipal government was not the only aspect of community life that
Both intellectually and socially, Poteat had an extremely productive and dynamic life after age forty. Beginning in the late 1890s, he acquired great visibility as a professor and after 1905 as president of Wake Forest College (as shown here early in his presidency). He used that recognition to forward many social reforms, including Prohibition, eugenics, and interracial cooperation.
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Concerned Poteat in the first decade of the twentieth century. He addressed rural life with similar concern in his presidential address in 1903 to the North Carolina Historical and Literary Association. This "address of power" by Poteat opened with a quote from Wordsworth and articulated a similar longing for a lost connection with things natural. Like the Progressive movement as a whole, Poteat discerned the sweeping changes that industrialization and urbanization were bringing and took a long look backward toward a simpler society, yet he could not reject the town life that he so actively enjoyed. He scored "the artificialities of city life" and fervently advocated that "the manhood and womanhood which we wish to grow and to brighten must be in the country and of the country." His yearning description to his Raleigh audience of the advantages of rural life expressed the sense of rootlessness and drifting that afflicted many urbanites caught in the rapid change of the time: "The blessings of attachment to the soil are, that primary one of harmony with nature, which draws after it a bright retinue of dependants; the opportunity of self-realization in an atmosphere of independence and freedom and repose; exemption from the pettinesses and moral obliquities which swarm on the surface of a crowded and conventional life." He celebrated the renewed interest in nature and rural life that he discovered among city dwellers.

Nonetheless, Poteat and his audience could hardly envision the real dreariness of much agricultural life of the time, just as most Progressives approached rural problems with no attempt to understand the perspectives of their objects of reform. Poteat blithely undercut his evocations of nature, "Of course, no one could be so simple as to wish for the reversal of the progress which modern days have made toward the elaboration, the refining, and the beautifying of life. The simple life does not involve the return to barbarism, nor does it require asceticism or poverty. . . . Neither is it incompatible with the highest industrial development." Instead, he argued, "simplicity is an inward attitude." He constructed a harsh list describing "the poverty of country life itself," including lack of good nutrition, proper clothing, adequate housing, and "the deepest poverty of country life," the lack of contact with the arts and sciences. He found hope for "the enrichment of the farmer's life," though, in bringing the advantages of urban life to the country. "The standard of comfortable living is spreading into the country," he claimed, aided by guidebooks on building and furnishing middle-class homes and making flower gardens. The further spread of good roads, transportation, and agricultural machinery would lighten the work of the farmer, as would the advance of scientific farming. Telephones and rural free delivery would end the isolation of rural citizens and create "new fellowships of country life," just as the rural school and the free rural library program advocated by the Literary and Historical Association would create "an intellectual fellowship" where none had existed. During Poteat's tenure as president, the association continued to lobby for increasing the rural library program begun by the state. All in all, he felt, the modernization of the countryside would relieve "the monotony of country life" by connecting rural dwellers more vitally to the rest of society.
Just as he thought certain modernizations would benefit the rural areas, Poteat likewise envisioned that cities could become more rural without destroying the essence of the natural life. "The city is trying to countrify itself," he gushed, through parks, gardening, and movement to the suburbs. "It really looks as if, in the city of the future, agriculture will join hands with trade and manufactures to enhance its prosperity and to preserve its physical and moral health," he foretold with an optimism that ignored the brutal reality of the South's sharecropping regime. "All this means a return to nature, to a simpler, saner, truer, life. It means the emergence of agriculture into a new dignity and respectability." He celebrated antebellum society in his evocation of modern changes, "It means for us in this agricultural region the recovery of at least some of the charm of the social life that crowned the prosperity of other days."67

Much of Poteat's Progressive activity revolved around the restoration of the moral health and social unity and stability that he believed characterized the simpler life of his rural past. However, his own attachment to life in town and his cosmopolitan intellectual wanderings gradually left him with only a caricature of rural life. His distance from the people of the countryside was evident in his propensity to make jokes about the ignorance and simplicity of mountaineers.68 He continued to express interest in rural reform, though. In 1913 Poteat was still decrying the spread of urban "artificiality" and agitating for talented rural youth not to desert their homes for the city. Better rural services, such as roads and health, were his hope for making the countryside more appealing, making even the good roads crusade a moral issue.69 Shortly before the United States entered World War I, he found the country school to be especially "strategic" in the campaign for better education and an improved life for young residents of rural areas. Improve such schools, he argued, and one could move the life of the state "to higher levels of efficiency and happiness."70 Poteat's blind belief that modernizing change could occur without significantly modifying the essence of rural life was echoed in his support of the conservation movement. Speaking in 1916 he decried the abusive harvesting of forests and their lack of protection against fire. He called "for adequate appropriation by the General Assembly for forest wardens in our wooded townships and for the application of scientific forestry...." The careful use of resources was his goal for "use is not waste." Rather, it served as "the best conservation, which may be defined as the business management of the people's capital with due regard to the claims of prosperity."71 Though rural life and the environment were not Poteat's central concerns, his attitude toward them was consistent with his efforts to reform public opinion in other areas, and his approving references to business values in government and public management revealed an unwillingness to acknowledge the sins of elite businessmen, at the height of the Gilded Age.

Poteat could not imagine a Progressive community in which the intellectual life was as handicapped as it was in rural areas of the time. Yet his whole Progressive program in some way sought to recapture the sense of cohesiv-
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ness that the island communities of rural America had in retrospect achieved so naturally. He ignored the real problem facing the rural South, the poverty of sharecroppers caught in a hopeless cycle of work and debt, perhaps because sharecroppers still labored at his childhood plantation home. Further, denunciation of sharecropping would not only condemn his own family, but also the many rural elite landowners whom he considered the best possibilities for inclusion in the Progressive community once they had livened their intellectual activity. He looked longingly at the rural values whose loss and unfeasibility necessitated the whole Progressive search to define a new community. However, as the reform movement gained momentum, he began to look more exclusively toward other opportunities for change. After 1910 he sought to speed up the creation of a moral community by working with large, multi-issue groups.

Progressive Organizations and Religion

As his belief in the necessity of a Christian Progressive society became stronger, Poteat began to seek bigger and more influential venues for delivering his message. His own increasing prestige and notoriety as a college president, beginning in 1905, gave him the visibility to gain such opportunities. Organized religious groups offered a way to influence the outlook of large numbers of southern people, and Poteat sought diligently at both the state and regional levels to change the opinion of Baptists regarding their social obligations. Targeting the denominational public was an attempt to persuade those already converted to Christianity that social change had made it imperative for them to recognize their interdependence with, and consequent need to uplift, other parts of society. This soon led into his involvement with important secular reform groups in an ever-broader attempt to gain support in the individualistic South for a Progressive society based on at least a limited recognition of interdependence.

Poteat helped first to foster social awareness in the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina. In 1911 a letter from a concerned Tarheel to the convention delegates termed the growth in influence of Catholic churches “The Catholic Menace” and argued that “the great strength of this denomination which threatens us, lies in the fact that they are doing things for human beings, as human beings, and in that way they are strengthening their forces.” Alarmed, the convention appointed Poteat to head a committee “to take into consideration social conditions in North Carolina.” Reporting in December 1912 for the committee, Poteat declared, “The time is full of humanitarian movements and schemes of social uplift and reform, and the need of them was never so great as now owing to the complications and more intimate contacts of modern life.” He outlined the duties of the church at such a time if it were to maintain moral leadership: “Its mission is to relieve suffering and remove its cause, to fore stall the increase of defectives and dependents, to check the terrible havoc wrought by disease among the effective
agents of the kingdom, to clean out the nests of vice, to fight in a heroic and relentless war every enemy in the life of man, to pluck up moral evil, which is everywhere the root of social unrighteousness—in short, to make its community a little province of the kingdom of God." He cautioned nonetheless that "evangelism is primary and fundamental" because a religious approach to social problems could work only through the action of individuals. With that caveat preventing any outright threat to Baptists' settled convictions, the report sufficiently interested the convention that in 1913 it appointed another ad hoc committee on social service that reported in 1914. This committee recommended that the convention "should take a deep and abiding interest in the complete welfare of our entire commonwealth." As a result, the state convention created a standing committee on social service.

In 1913 Poteat became involved in the investigation of religion and social conditions at the regional level of the Baptist denomination. A resolution passed by the Baptist World Alliance in 1911 challenged affiliated groups to set up committees on social action, and in May 1913 the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) followed several of the statewide organizations in appointing a Social Service Commission. Edwin C. Dargan, president of the SBC, chose Poteat to head the seven-man commission.

Poteat wrote the report that was presented in May 1914 and that offered several "principles and policies" to guide the denomination. He opened with his oft-repeated social gospel belief that "the kingdom of God, which was the theme of Jesus' teaching and the aim of his ministry, is the organic expression of the will of God in human relations, an all-embracing social ideal to be realized in the reign of righteousness in the earthly life of man." He relieved conservative fears by noting that the kingdom "is not formal or institutional" but instead "a social spirit. . . ." He claimed boldly that "the Church imposes its standards upon all other social institutions" such as the family, the state, schools, the press, and business. It should, he believed, limit divorce and family impurity, insist that the state "suppress unrighteous practices," maintain religious schools and papers, regulate the labor of women and children, and "check private greed and compose class antagonisms." Further, the church must take responsibility "for the right solution of [the] social problems" of war, alcohol and drugs, vice, and public health. However, this work was to be accomplished primarily by the "work of individual renewal and inspiration," Poteat's longtime solution to his never-resolved mental struggle between individualism and interdependence, tradition and modernity.

In this instance, though, he struggled to envision a more direct role for the church as an organization, but his effort lacked specificity. Converting individuals to recognize social duties "does not discharge the full social responsibility of the Church," he admonished. Instead, the church should offer helpful criticism, support, and cooperation to "the distinctively social service departments of the municipality and the state" and "influence and direct legislation by memorial, protest, and petition, and by the creation of a Christian public opinion on the wrongs and perils, the duties and possibilities, of com-
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Community life." Further, the church should endeavor "to provide for the poor, the sick, and the defective, and, what is more important, to provide against them." This was Poteat's most radical statement on the social duties of Christianity, and even here the duties of the church as an aggregate body consisted in large measure of the traditional duties of caring for society's weaker elements and the vague requirement to change public and legislative opinion to favor Christian ideals, in essence an evangelical endeavor. He did not follow many northern critics in the additional step of criticizing the basic economic structures at the root of many of the problems. At his most liberal, Poteat's roots in southern evangelicalism could not be easily escaped, and his call for a Progressive community was ambivalent.

Arthur J. Barton replaced Poteat as head of the SBC's Commission on Social Service (CSC) after its first year (when it was merged with the Committee on Temperance that Barton had headed since 1910). Historian John L. Eighmy concludes that Barton "almost single-handedly" set the temper of the commission for over twenty-five years and that "Barton's more conservative treatment of the issues soon made him the accredited spokesman for the convention on all social questions." Eighmy implies that Poteat was replaced as chairman because his views, even rooted in the past as they were, were too liberal. Under Barton the commission focused on the issue of Prohibition until ratification of the Eighteenth Amendment then broadened its scope in 1920 to include such issues as economic antagonism, race relations, and international peace. Eighmy concludes that Barton led the commission to emphasize "individualism in religion" more than social Christianity, but Poteat's dictates concerning "the leaven of individual righteousness" as the way to reform indicate that even the liberal edge of Baptist thought that he embodied relied on individual conversion. Poteat returned to the CSC in 1919 and served until his death in 1938, cooperating with Barton on many issues. But his removal as head of the commission attests to the narrow range of thought considered acceptable for leaders in the region.

Poteat played a relatively minor role on the regional commission after its first year, but for a number of years he chaired the state Baptists' commission on social service that he had helped to inspire, and he often wrote its annual report to the Baptist State Convention. His ideas in the North Carolina reports in many aspects mirrored those that Barton presented year after year to the regional denomination. Poteat's state reports were in accord with those of the CSC in emphasizing the enforcement of Prohibition following its passage, and in expressing dismay at the general increase of lawlessness following World War I. The reports of both Poteat and Barton encouraged the U.S. to work for peace and disarmament, and expressed endorsement of cautious efforts for amelioration of racial unrest. Poteat's statements on the balance between evangelism and social Christianity remained cautious, reflecting his perception that vice and immorality were growing stronger. He asserted in 1921: "The community is composed of individuals and it, therefore, cannot be redeemed apart from the redemption of the constituent individuals. Ac-
Accordingly, social service must wait upon evangelism, is hopeless without it, and its ministry merely palliative rather than remedial.” He of course then went on to list the duty of Christians upon conversion “to form and guide a public opinion and sentiment before which industrial oppression, violation of the rights of childhood, and any type of social injustice and evil cannot stand.”

The limits of southern social Christianity can be contrasted with the northern social gospel by comparing Poteat’s address at the 1913 Southern Sociological Congress with an address on the same program by Walter Rauschenbusch, prominent northern advocate of the social gospel. This assembly of social workers, educators, religious leaders, and government officials from throughout the region met annually between 1912 and 1919. The first gathering occurred in Nashville in 1912 at the behest of governor Ben W. Hooper with about seven hundred in attendance, but by 1919 the group had dwindled. Poteat was a member from the beginning; the governor of North Carolina appointed him to be one of the state’s delegates to the formative 1912 assembly. The “social program of the congress” from the first meeting outlined the objectives of the group: prison reform and the end of convict leasing, extending juvenile courts, preventing alcoholism and prostitution, caring for the insane and handicapped, requiring school attendance, strong uniform laws on marriage, divorce, and vital statistics, and “equal justice to both races.” Further, the congress declared support “for the closest cooperation between the church and all social agencies for the securing of these results.” This gathering included many of the small group of religious liberals from throughout the region, men and women who repeatedly encountered each other through various campaigns in the small world of the South’s Progressive movement.

The group convened in Atlanta in 1913, and a number of speeches addressed the topic of “the church and social service.” Among others, Poteat represented southern churches, and Rauschenbusch was one of several persons expressing the religious sentiment of some liberal northerners. Rauschenbusch exclaimed, “The Church should have the highest and bravest, the most far-reaching and revolutionary social program. It has such a program in the idea of the reign of God on earth.” He went on to read approvingly the synopsis of social duties that the Federal Council of the Churches had passed in 1908 and revised and reapproved in 1912, arguing that it “comes nearest to being a definite social program of the Protestant Churches of America.” It specified that “the Churches must stand” for its various initiatives, not that individuals must. The creed advocated such ideas as the prohibition of child labor, regulation of women’s labor, protection of workers against workplace harm and unemployment, and a minimum wage. Rauschenbusch did not shy away from class conflict, either: “The ruling classes always and everywhere resent an increasing self-assertion on the part of the working class as if it were the beginning of evil, whereas it is really the beginning of virtue.” He criticized those who would save souls but “pay them $3.50 per week [and] place them in slums. . . .” Rauschenbusch himself did
not forget the importance of evangelism, and a southern liberal could have agreed with him that "all social questions are moral questions on a large scale." However, Poteat could not concur that class conflict could represent a positive step toward redeeming society.83

Poteat’s presentation to the congress resembled his liberal report to the SBC in 1914. As usual, he refused to flesh out the implications of his ideas, instead evading some controversial points. He cautiously noted that while the realization of the kingdom of God on earth was the goal, “its exact place in relation to the functions and the apparatus of civil government we may hesitate to define with precision.” However, “it is not a divine society set over against or supplanting the family, the State, or any type of industrial or political organization. It is rather a social spirit which will transfigure them all.” Christian government would be “the humane and democratic government which recognizes the Christian standard of fraternity and justice. . . .” As to how to bring that about, Poteat could not resolve the contradictory pulls of social Christianity and southern evangelicalism. Poteat did, however, recognize that churches needed “a more elaborate organization” to carry out “its new ministry” and praised the commitment of some denominations “to specific social programs” for “this is the age of conference and cooperative association—scientific, educational, agricultural, industrial, political.” He fully recognized the spirit of interdependence characterizing the intellectual era. His unresolved tension continued, though: “Social life is to be cleansed by cleansing the life of the social unit [the individual]; for moral evil is the root of all social wrong.” He explained, “No factory inspection or minimum wage, no new scheme of election, of publicity, or of impeachment will correct the injustice or check the graft. New people are wanted, and nothing else will do.”84 Though he was in accord with the social gospel on many points, Poteat could not bring himself to see beyond certain limits.

Poteat continued his involvement with the Southern Sociological Congress by serving on the Committee on the Church and Social Service (along with his brother) in 1914 and the Committee on the Church and Health in 1915. He attended the 1915 session that met in Houston just before the opening of the Southern Baptist Convention there, and in 1917 journeyed to Asheville for the annual meeting. There he summarized his understanding of the congress’s purpose in accord with his own motivation for many of the Progressive crusades; it was to “crystallize [and] consolidate Christian opinion and sentiment” and “supply [an] apparatus of cooperation for common ends.” Overall, it would “secure in legislation [the] practical expression of [the] judgment and moral sense of [the] majority of [the] community for guidance and control of [the] minority, whether community unit be county, State, [or] nation.” It would “suppress immoral practices [and] restrain evil men.”85

After 1910 the Progressive movement cohered more than before, organized by multi-issue secular organizations.86 Poteat was at the forefront of this change in reform strategy, not only by belonging to the Southern Sociologi-
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cal Congress but also through his activities with the North Carolina Confer-
ence for Social Service (NCCSS). The NCCSS was formed on September 17,
1912, by a group of North Carolinians inspired by the recent inaugural gather-
ing of the Southern Sociological Congress. More than a dozen committees were created to address the whole range of social issues facing the state—from illiteracy to alcoholism, race to insanity, and so on. Committee chairmen spread the news of the group’s creation, and at the first meeting of the NCCSS in Raleigh in February 1913, over three hundred members enrolled. Within three months more than five hundred people had joined the organization.

The founders of the NCCSS invited Poteat to make the opening ad-
dress at the conference’s first meeting. Drawing on ideas prevalent at the
Southern Sociological Congress and among liberal religious leaders across the
nation, he sounded a clarion call for interdependence among the various ele-
ments of the moral Progressive community that he envisioned. Discussing “The Correlation of Social Forces,” Poteat drew together many strands of his reform interests and indicated that the NCCSS would weave them into a united reform strategy. He concluded:

Here are some five different social forces which I have enumer-
ated—the home, the school, religion, government, business—all independent, all working toward the social amelioration of the people. . . . Now, what we want is to correlate them, to make every one cognizant of the service every other one renders in securing the common aim, and, by thus uniting them, multiply their effi-
ciency. Individualism has had its day. . . . We can come to the level of our individual capacity only as we share the common life and lead our own individual lives in harmony with the community life of which we are a part. So the impulse to correlation of these forces, the reason for it, is the greater efficiency of each, the larger results for all. Let us remember also that the energy which expresses itself in these several directions is definitely Christian.

Reflecting the underlying link between religion and the NCCSS, the group’s quarterly journal reprinted in its first volume Poteat’s pioneering report to the Baptist State Convention on social conditions, and in 1916 the Baptists’ Committee on Social Service endorsed the work of the NCCSS. Poteat attested in 1916 that “The Kingdom of Heaven’ conception is dominant in the Conference.”

The annual meetings of the NCCSS featured speakers on a wide variety of social reform issues, and a committee on resolutions then expressed the sentiment of the group on the matters deemed most important, sometimes targeting their resolutions to influence the biennial sessions of the state legislature during which the NCCSS meetings were generally scheduled. Its statement of purpose articulated the desire “to insure here and now an environment of physical, mental, and moral healthfulness that will prevent human waste
and make for the fullest development of every individual within its borders" by uniting “the now scattered forces of social service” for “investigating conditions,” “awakening the people,” and “securing the remedies.” Poteat took an active part in the organization. He closed the meeting with a short summary in 1914. The next year he preached a sermon on Christian service arranged by the conference in a local church, and in 1916 he addressed the opening session on “Christianity and Social Progress.” He was elected third vice-president in 1916, and as a member of the executive council he approved of a plan being developed by the NCCSS for a state board of public welfare. One of the most important accomplishments of the NCCSS in its early years was its role in the enlargement of the State Board of Public Charities into the State Board of Charities and Public Welfare by the state legislature in 1917. The agency was a major step toward the construction of a rational statewide system that acknowledged societal interdependence through taking responsibility for the most needy. In 1917 Poteat presided over a session that included a talk by the governor, served on the resolutions committee, and introduced a resolution supporting a pending legislative bill mandating that makers of patent medicines be forced to publish their formulas. He was appointed to the executive council again that year. In 1919 the NCCSS elected Poteat president. The group met in Goldsboro in 1920 (since the legislature was not in session that year), and Poteat’s presidential address was titled “The Old Method for the New World.” He made his usual point holding “individual renewal and inspiration,” along with “indirect” influence on government and society, to be the key to Christian social change—again revealing the tension between individualism and social unity that he never resolved. Poteat continued his activity with the NCCSS by working for change in the state’s prison system. In 1922 the NCCSS appointed a committee to investigate penal issues, and the committee expanded into the Citizens’ Committee of One Hundred on Prison Legislation, holding a special meeting in November 1922 under NCCSS auspices. Poteat served on the subcommittee formulating “a system of classification of prisoners.” Overall, however, few of the committee’s recommendations were taken seriously by the legislature.

Strengthening the regulation of child labor was another of Poteat’s reform interests in which the NCCSS took part. One historian has concluded regarding the curtailment of child labor that “the North Carolina campaign could claim few victories,” in part because of “a nonconfrontational, even cozy relationship between the state committee and the cotton textile industry.” Poteat’s involvement verifies that argument. As with the landowners on the sharecropping issue, he found it impossible to imagine that the mill owners who were his peers in social standing were not part of the moral Progressive community. He was a member of the North Carolina Child Labor Committee as early as 1907; however, an exchange with the state secretary Charles L. Coon in 1911 leaves doubts about Poteat’s initial commitment to change. Poteat reported, “I confess that I think extravagant positions are some-
times taken on the subject of Child Labor in the factories. Not unfrequently the opportunity of such labor is a great blessing, and I think that in many cases the conditions under which children labor in factories are distinctly better than the conditions of their lives on the farms from which they come to the factories.” He reiterated his views when an astounded Coon wrote in dissent, but Poteat did express support for the pending legislation providing for no work for children under fourteen years of age and no work at night for those under sixteen.100

Poteat remained a consistent advocate of a limited form of regulation of child labor. In 1913 as a member of the North Carolina Child Labor Committee he helped formulate proposed legislation, and in 1914 he introduced a successful resolution before the Baptist State Convention “that this Convention should endorse the principle of the regulation of the labor of women and children in the interest of the race, and commend to all the people a practical interest in this fundamental social problem.”101 In 1915 he addressed the Joint Committee on Manufactures of the state General Assembly regarding “Guiding Principles in Child Labor Legislation.” Still having trouble attacking those of his own social class, Poteat maintained blindly, “The manufacturers with whom I have the honor to be acquainted are as good men as I know, intelligent, public-spirited, humane. They want their ten per cent, but I cannot think of them as securing it at the price of the health and character of little children.” He praised some mill owners for supporting the legislation under consideration, and noted, “I crave their active co-operation in extending the present protection of working women and children up to the standard set by the most enlightened and experienced of manufacturing States.” He urged that child labor reformers and mill owners “get together for the common good.” This unifying, nonconfrontational approach was rooted in his view of the mediating role of Christianity, which “must impose its ennobling restraints upon private greed and class antagonisms. . . .”102 Poteat returned to the legislature in 1919 as the chairman of a committee of the NCSS to speak on behalf of a pending child labor bill.103 In downplaying the harshness of children’s working conditions, Poteat seems to have ignored his own commitment to first-hand observation in favor of following his biases.

In addition to mills in the South, some of the strongest and most enduring corporate powers were railroads, the regulation of which was a perennial for reformers. In 1913 the General Assembly of North Carolina passed regulations on freight rates within the state but provided that the governor, upon petition from railroad companies that found the rates too strict, could appoint a special commission to adjust the requirements. Governor Locke Craig named Poteat to the three-man commission in November 1913, and Poteat devoted much care to his role as mediator between corporate and public interests. He attended public hearings from January 12–15, 1914, in Raleigh and July 7–16 in Asheville. He remained in Asheville until July 24 in consultation with his fellow appointees to determine reasonable rates that would assure the companies a fair return. The commission recommended the use of
the rates of the Southern Railway Company as the standard. In this way they hoped to assure harmony.

Poteat’s whole program of restoring community by recognizing interdependence faltered when antagonism toward the elite was introduced; he could not conceive of a high level of coercion for a social equal. In general he had a cautious attitude toward large corporations and business activity because their greed and self-interest could interfere with the spread of recognition of social obligations. In 1898 he declared that “the sea of business” of the period “threatens to submerge all else, all that is really worth while in life.” Nearly two decades later he affirmed, “There are public dangers from great financial power in the hands of a few men who may be unscrupulous. Such power may block and control legislation and fix national policy in the interest of private persons. . . .” Nonetheless, Poteat at various times was an investor both in cotton mills and railroads. In specific cases, he never took a harsh attitude toward corporations. Only the onset of world war caused Poteat to begin haltingly to question the role of business. He pondered, “When the aim of each is the good of all, then the success of each is the profit of all. Otherwise the network of economic relations becomes a net in which the few catch the many, and the kingdom of business is composed, not of brothers, but of vultures and their victims.” The European war was an example: “The lurid tragedy which has wrecked civilization from the Baltic to the Aegean is witness.” His forgiving outlook toward business evolved gradually into a suspicion of corporate motives by the time of his death over two decades later. He discerned in 1915 “in our own loved country, under the guise of a before-handed patriotism, the germ of a like catastrophe, when business, losing the motive of common good, will employ the apparatus of justice itself to exploit the physical and personal resources of the country for private ends.” Though Poteat remained decades behind his reform counterparts in the North in even beginning to question the corporate economy, he remained ahead of most influential southerners. Business had ignored the need for social concern, but in producing the ultimate disaster they reaffirmed for Poteat the need for a society tied together for mutual interest in a new and smaller world.

War, Race Relations, Prohibition, and Eugenics

Poteat’s initial apprehension of interdependence and his quest to conceive of a Progressive community emerged from a sense of crisis in the turbulent 1890s, but the effect of World War I was equally important in shaping his climactic understanding of the society he wanted. The brutality of war pierced his optimism somewhat, and the strife that swept America following the armistice represented a tremendous breakdown of the harmony required in an interdependent Christian society. Further, the discord made him aware that two decades of Progressives’ cries had not shaped public opinion adequately. As a result he reimagined the ideal community by including in it the black elite, who in turn would influence the black community to recognize harmony
(albeit always unequal) as a valued end. It was rather easier to conceive of white women, newly enfranchised, taking a more active role in a Christian community. Even other countries could become part of the kingdom if they followed a cooperative moral diplomacy.

However, he also sought to combat the moral deterioration that accompanied the end of the war by increasing the strictness of Prohibition and its enforcement. The moral majority could successfully use legislative force on this matter to bring into line the minority, who to him were without concern for the effects of their actions on the broader society. Other people, in contrast, he began to visualize as altogether unworthy of being part of the community. Though for many years he had had an interest in the possibilities of eugenics, not until after the war did he enthusiastically advocate that large classes of society not be allowed to exist beyond the present generation. These changes, he hoped, would restore to viability his vision of a Progressive community in a changed postwar era.

The problems of war and peace had long concerned Poteat, perhaps reflecting his own early memories of civil war. He spoke out against violence despite living in a society that historians have argued was dominated by a culture of violence; the Progressive emphasis on harmony and mediation was stronger than the southern military tradition for Poteat. As early as 1903, at the peak of Lost Cause glorification of the gallantry of Confederate soldiers, Poteat voiced his opposition to “the anachronism of the military tradition.” He claimed, “The appeal of intelligence and conscience is to arbitration, to law” and believed that “the military spirit must give place to the industrial and co-operative.” In 1908 he was optimistic, even naïve, in an address to the North Carolina Peace Society. He expressed a belief that bloodshed could be justified: “War has been the effective agency for the suppression of evil intrenched in backward stages of culture and for pushing forward the moral progress of the race.” In addition, “war must be admitted as a last resort in the protection of the home territory and the national honor. . . . Here the moral code for the nation coincides with the moral code for the individual.” Nonetheless, peace could be encouraged by educating “against the war spirit” and thus removing “the factitious glamour and romance of the military career.” His second prescription, in retrospect filled with irony, echoed his Progressive solutions to other social problems: “We must extend more and more to public and national relations the moral code universally recognized in personal relations. Not a little progress is already made. The society of nations is developing an international conscience. . . . France and Germany could not fight to-day about the Spanish succession as they did forty years ago.”

War, Poteat argued in terms of science, resulted from a “fighting passion bred by natural selection,” and conflict had become equated with honor because the “roots of honor” lay in “unselfishness” and willingness to die on the battlefield. He sought to redefine honor in the interests of peace, however, outlining a “new battlefield” where one need “not lose [the] ideal of manliness” yet did “not need to perpet[uate] war.” Glory and honor should
be recognized in peaceful pursuits such as physician, preacher, lawyer, and public official because honor grows "only in [the] generous soil of struggle for [the] life of others." The battles should be against disease, vice, alcoholism, ignorance, and war. He called for a "new declaration of war against war." In 1910 Poteat journeyed to Washington to attend a convention of the Association for the Judicial Settlement of International Disputes, and the following year he and his brother attended the Lake Mohonk Conference on International Arbitration in the state of New York.

He maintained a certain optimism even when war broke out in Europe. Speaking in November 1914 on behalf of relief to Belgium, Poteat confirmed that "the position of our country today is unique and splendid" because of a "sane and righteous diplomacy" that brought the nation rapidly into a position of "leadership and responsibility..." He welcomed the burden because "whether we wish it or do not wish it, the conditions of modern life make national isolation impossible," an early hint that he believed the interconnected new society would ultimately extend across national lines. Nonetheless, a certain sadness is obvious in his musing in 1915 that the war woke the world "from its dream of [the] brotherhood of man" just as "provincialism and prejudice were giving way before the world-wide intercourse which science had made possible, just when the Christian standard of justice and brotherhood was everywhere respected, and humanity was beginning to feel itself one..." In 1916 he lamented that "in these great days of intense national spirit and jostling sovereignties, a man can hardly address an audience anywhere in America except in the atmosphere of patriotism, no matter what his theme may be." When the U.S. entered the fighting, though, Poteat supported the crusade and like many other intellectuals was caught up by the patriotism of the time. He argued, "We were justified in entering the World War. The motives and the effectiveness of our participation were as righteous as they were splendid." During the war he spoke often in support of liberty bonds, and at one such event he attested that the war was a "holy war against autocracy and militarism" and would establish "moral law in state action" while offering a "new birth of freedom in all lands." If the country could "preserve in clear relief [the] ideals and motives with which we entered [the] War," he declared in late 1917, it would "renew [the] moral and spiritual vitality of [the] Nation." In his view, the performance of America's duty toward other nations could enhance the recognition of societal duties at home and perhaps even extend the moral, interdependent community to include other countries.

At the war's end Poteat welcomed home the returned soldiers and, like other Christian reformers, felt a great sense of potential. Speaking on the "moral gains of war," he rejoiced that "we are governed by our ideals of liberty and right and unselfishness," standards that were triumphant because the nation "went into war for them." The mobilization had created "cooperation for common ends" during the fighting that could now be applied to "world brotherhood" in the battle of "nationalism versus internationalism." Furthermore, "physical and moral sanitation" had been "good in war time"
and would be “good in peace time,” and “moral reforms, once strongly in [the] public mind, may be hastened to consummation.” He hoped for improvements such as Prohibition, sex hygiene, and individual and public health. He anticipated the war’s “highest and best result”—the “practical application of ideals in [the] League of Nations.”119 Joining the league in “maintenance of law and justice in international relations” would be the “extension of [the] American ideal to [the] whole world.”120

His hopes were bitterly disappointed. Only weeks after the armistice he reacted sharply to a “proposal to build the biggest navy in the world,” calling it an insult to the nation’s intelligence. He wondered, “Have we abolished the role of German militarism in order to take it ourselves?”121 He urged people to “recall now and then” the horror of war “lest we slip into indifference and resign in favor of reactionaries and militarists.”122 He felt betrayed when the United States did not join the League of Nations, fuming that “partisan politics plunged” the U.S. into “national humiliation and disrepute” before the world.123 As late as 1924 he urged joining the “cooperation of conscience and intelligence of mankind” that the league represented.124 Poteat welcomed the Washington conference on naval arms limitation in 1921 and attended a conference on arms limitation there that year. He also wrote and secured the passage of a resolution in the Baptist State Convention supporting the negotiations in hope of “preparing the way for the earlier universal reign of righteousness in the earthly life of man.”125 In 1924 his report of the Committee on Social Service at the Baptist State Convention reiterated his futile belief that moral issues should guide diplomacy: “The churches . . . have a grave responsibility in the creation and spread of a public opinion which will require and enforce the settlement of international disputes in accordance with the law of Christ.”126 The expansion of the Progressive idea of community to include the world had not materialized.

In September 1919 the governor appointed Poteat as one of twenty-five members of the State Reconstruction Commission to investigate the problems caused by the war. The commission’s statement urged that Congress prohibit the immigration of “ignorant foreigners,” that citizens practice “rigid economy” and increase production, and that “all classes and conditions of people must work together in a spirit of mutual helpfulness.”127 For Poteat the national disorder in 1919 and 1920 struck especially hard. His goals throughout the Progressive Era included harmony, cooperation, and order, and the strife after the armistice threatened years of working toward widespread recognition of the modern interconnected social order. He struck a dramatic and foreboding note in March 1920 in addressing the NCCSS:

This is a critical and decisive hour; the situation is astir with anxiety and hope. Problems thicken and deepen. Habitual restraints are grown lax. The fighting spirit which we built up in all our able bodied young men for the winning of the war refuses to be exercised [sic] over night on the signing of the Armistice. A crime
wave is over all the world. On the other hand, the social passion has mounted in temperature to a point never before reached. There is such a fact as the public conscience, and the movement toward cooperation in all the spheres of human life is pronounced and growing. Certainly, if never before, we are in need of the sober and open mind, clear vision, and aggressive heroic consecration. Is it the law of social progress which we seek? Then we stand at the parting of the ways, the issue goes to the roots of things. If we fall into error we shall but renew the old oscillation between progress and barbarism.\textsuperscript{128}

He faced this challenge through his advocacy in Baptist circles of law enforcement and strict adherence to Prohibition, by advocating stronger marriage and divorce laws, and by working to “direct accumulated national energy in[to] sane channels—not hate.”\textsuperscript{129} Race relations was one such area of hate in the South that threatened any concept of a united community, let alone one fashioned around Progressive aspirations for harmony, morality, and social concern. Poteat stretched the limits of his imagination to include elite blacks, but the inability to go further and envision equality doomed Progressive hopes for racial peace.

North Carolina’s racial situation had interested Poteat since before the turn of the century. Amid racial violence in the state during the elections of 1898, he concluded that the contest had ended “happily” with white victory, and he decided that the situation called for “the breaking of the solidarity of the negro vote, and an educational qualification upon suffrage,” severe limitations upon the idea of community.\textsuperscript{130} During the statewide discussion in 1900 leading up to the vote on an amendment that disfranchised blacks, Poteat was taken aback by the contrasting black viewpoint. On vacation in the eastern part of the state, he “talked politics and the amendment with a negro, who I confess silenced me when he said, ‘If the amendment takes away voting from the colored man, it ought to take away his tax too.’”\textsuperscript{131} The amendment passed, and his silence was short-lived. As on other topics, Poteat never relinquished his initial hierarchical assumptions about race.

His interest in the racial situation continued throughout the Progressive Era. He had done significant reading on race relations by October 1911 in preparing for an address to the New York Baptist Ministers’ Conference in New York City on “The Negro of the South,” and he never changed the conclusions he reached. He read the works of W.E.B. Du Bois accusing whites of exploiting blacks throughout the world and the path-breaking findings of anthropologist Franz Boas that intelligence did not differ among whites and blacks. However, he stubbornly rejected those viewpoints in favor of more conventional beliefs.\textsuperscript{132} From various authorities considered scientific at the time he concluded that white traits included dominance, self-control, originality, and rationality and that blacks were submissive, emotional, imitative, and passionate. Caucasians were thus the “advanced race” and blacks the “back-
Community among members of the two races was hardly an option; in the South it seemed that interdependence could never be acknowledged to extend so far.

Drawing on his own past and historical wisdom, Poteat lectured his northern audience that race relations before the Civil War had been good but that during Reconstruction some northern teachers who came South had taught blacks to be aggressive and politically assertive. Southern race problems in all their “present gravity and difficulty” resulted from this “monstrous blunder of reconstruction” with its “train of surviving bitterness and acute race consciousness. . . .” The intelligence of the South, Poteat verified, resented the North’s superior attitude on this national problem, and the “religious, educational and political leaders” of the South opposed lynching and the demagoguery of bigoted southern politicians James K. Vardaman and Coleman L. Blease. The better people of the region instead had a “genuine sympathetic interest quickened by economic, often personal, obligations, enlightened by intimate knowledge of [the] needs and limitations” of blacks. Poteat put forth the origin of his own “long-standing interest” in blacks as coming from being “brought up with negroes” such as his childhood slave and friend Nat.

He acknowledged that American blacks were the “highest branch” of their race in the world, “but all that distinguishes it—its religion, culture, economic and political freedom—is not an achievement but a gift” from whites. Blacks possess merely the “symbols of culture, not culture; mere literacy not education.” The recognition by whites of their own superior development, though, should evoke “a deeper sympathy, a larger tolerance, and a freer ministry” to aid blacks “who struggle forward under so tragic an inheritance.” The Negro, for his part, “likes it where he is” and has no plans to move. After emancipation, Poteat argued, many blacks had used the “gifts of slavery” to achieve some success. In 1916, Poteat “enjoyed ‘Birth of a Nation’” while visiting Nashville with his brother “about as much as the first time” he saw it. His sentiment is hardly a surprise in view of his substantial agreement with the derogatory view of blacks during Reconstruction presented by the controversial film that was based on two novels by Poteat’s friend and former student, Thomas Dixon Jr.

As with child labor, sharecropping, and business exploitation, Poteat remained blind (perhaps willfully) to the full plight of blacks because he not only could not see them as equals but he also likely did not want to bring conflict into the harmony of the Progressive community by denouncing fellow paternalistic whites. However, he took a quite liberal stand for his time by encouraging whites to take seriously their paternal obligations to blacks by leading the way toward peaceful interaction. Because YMCA leaders took early action to encourage better race relations, he spoke often at the Wake Forest branch of the YMCA, various YMCA clubs throughout the state, and virtually every summer and many other times throughout the year at the YMCA’s training facilities at Blue Ridge, North Carolina. In March 1911 he presented
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a version of his New York speech to the college YMCA, and over two hundred
Wake Forest students engaged in a weekly class, as described by the Wake
Forest Student, "for the study of negro life in the South, or, as certain of the
Morally Stunted have termed it, 'Niggerism.'" The class used the textbook
recently issued by the national YMCA and divided into discussion groups of
about a dozen students; however, the description by the student magazine
puts in doubt the effectiveness of the classes in encouraging a wider view of
the membership of society. Poteat, though, began to recognize the need of
white leaders to communicate with the black elite. In organizing a conference
for 1917 on the "State, County, Municipality, and Social Welfare," he invited
a black educator, Simon G. Atkins, president of the Slater Industrial and Nor-
mal School in Winston-Salem, to share the program with such white academ-
ics as Chapel Hill sociologist Eugene C. Branson.

After the end of World War I, Poteat cooperated with the YMCA in
their work on the homefront. In October 1919, at the invitation of YMCA
official John R. Mott, Poteat traveled to Atlanta to attend the United War
Work Conference, and in early November he led war work conferences in five
North Carolina cities. Also in November, he attended an international YMCA
convention in Detroit at Mott's invitation and was made vice-chairman of a
committee to consider future YMCA policy. Poteat's relationship with the
YMCA leadership may also have brought him into the effort by a group of
southern liberals to ameliorate the racial problems that swept through the
South after the war. Willis Duke Weatherford, head of the YMCA's training
school at Blue Ridge, and Will W. Alexander of the YMCA's War Work Coun-
cil obtained a grant from the War Work Council to hold a series of meetings
to prepare both whites and blacks to deal with racial problems that might
erupt following the war. In the early months of 1919, Weatherford directed
the training of more than eight hundred white men at Blue Ridge, and
Alexander led meetings for over five hundred black men in Atlanta. Three
YMCA officials, including Alexander and Weatherford, were among the six or
seven white men, mostly ministers, who met in Atlanta in January 1919 and
began meetings that led to the formation of the Commission on Interracial
Cooperation. This group built on the earlier plans of one of its members,
Thomas Jesse Jones of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, and black educator Robert R.
Moton to form an interracial group to ease the tensions. A slightly larger
meeting that included Moton was held in March in Atlanta, and those in
attendance created the Committee on After-War Cooperation. Additional
meetings were scheduled for April, with Moton gathering black leaders at
Tuskegee and whites assembling in Atlanta.

At the invitation of chairman John J. Eagan, a Georgian who shared
Poteat's commitment to social Christianity, Poteat became involved. He took
part in the all-day conference on April 9 and endorsed its work:

Eighteen men and one lady were in the meeting at the Ansley
hotel, Atlanta, . . . representing nine Southern states. Organiza-
tion of the ‘Committee of After War Cooperation’ was effected. Its principal aim is to secure the right attitude of white people in the South to the negroes. A similar organization with like aim is to be effected among the colored people. . . . No publicity is yet to be given the movement. The financing is yet undetermined. We are asking for an appropriation from the War Camp Community Service Committee in N.Y. on the ground that the return of the Negro soldiers is the occasion which calls for the new movement. I am asked to be state chairman for North Carolina and to serve as a member at large of the Executive Committee.  

...
December 1920 Poteat journeyed to Florida “to present the question of Inter-Racial relationships” to the Florida Baptist State Convention. When in 1921 the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America created an interracial committee on race relations, Poteat was among the one hundred appointees from across the country. Many of the hundred were deliberately chosen from the Commission on Interracial Cooperation, ensuring continuing close cooperation between the two and allowing the interracial movement to enter some northern cities. Poteat remained active as a member of the executive committee of the regional commission through the twenties. At the state level he played an even more critical role.

Several efforts were already underway in North Carolina after the war to improve race relations. Beginning in 1919 the state department of public instruction annually called together black leaders to discuss education, health, and welfare. Also, by early 1921 the state YMCA had organized an interracial department, and the state secretary of the YMCA, J. Wilson Smith, and the secretary of the interracial department, G.C. Huntington, were both active with the regional interracial commission. C. Chilton Pearson, a professor at Wake Forest College, served as a field worker for the YMCA, and in the summer of 1920 he spent two months “seeking out and bringing into formal contact with each other white and colored leaders in North Carolina towns”—“liberal minded whites and careful though progressive negroes.” The object in each town was “a standing joint committee of white and colored men working for the benefit of both races,” and “the sponsors of the movement” specified that the organizer was not to discuss “political rights and ‘social equality’” with blacks. Nonetheless, Pearson reported that some local committees sometimes actually succeeded in easing tensions. The work of the YMCA was treated as virtually synonymous with that of the regional commission at the commission’s meetings. Thus, despite being among the last states to officially organize a state branch of the commission, North Carolina made about as much progress as any state in organizing local committees in 1919 and 1920.

In March 1921 Huntington and Poteat invited “a few interested persons” to a meeting in Raleigh on March 25 with T.J. Woofter Jr. of the regional commission “to take steps in the organization of a State Commission on Inter-Racial Co-operation.” At this meeting it was arranged for a committee on personnel to select “right minded citizens of the state in every community.” Governor Cameron Morrison then commissioned “about 20 white and Negro people as the first Commission in North Carolina.” On August 25 Poteat was named chairman. The efficacy of the state and local committees is questionable, however. Will W. Alexander of the regional commission noted to Poteat, “I have been very much disappointed at the failure of a number of these local committees in North Carolina.” Nonetheless, the commission in the Tarheel State was one of the most active in the South during the 1920s. By the summer of 1922 the state commission comprised twenty-eight men and seven women, including such notable liberals as Mrs.
T.W. Bickett, Clarence Poe, W.S. Rankin, Howard W. Odum, and Mrs. Josephus Daniels. At its annual meeting in October 1922 at Christ Episcopal Church in Raleigh, the state commission discussed black education, checked progress on the status of a proposed training school for delinquent black male youths, and appointed committees on the press, railroads, church cooperation, and health. The women’s group met both separately and with the full commission, and Poteat was reelected chairman of the full assembly.\textsuperscript{154}

In March 1922 Poteat led a “general conference on interracial cooperation” at the meeting of the NCCSS, featuring state and regional commission member Mrs. T.W. Bickett and South Carolina interracial activist Croft Williams.\textsuperscript{155} Perhaps stemming from this meeting, Poteat conferred with NCCSS leaders in late 1923 about the state commission “becoming affiliated with the North Carolina Conference for Social Service as one of its standing committees.” After stipulating that the interracial commission’s black members “could be affiliated with the Conference in an advisory capacity, but could not be admitted to full Conference membership,” the NCCSS executive committee approved the arrangement.\textsuperscript{156} The limits of the Progressive community were clear even in its own house. In March 1924 Poteat presided over the interracial committee’s meeting at the annual gathering of the NCCSS.\textsuperscript{157} However, many members of the NCCSS opposed this arrangement: “there was opposition, misunderstandings as to the status of this group, difficulty experienced in scheduling meetings, etc., for a number of years.”\textsuperscript{158} These problems could only have hindered the effectiveness of the commission during the twenties, but the organization accomplished at least one tangible gain for blacks. In 1930 the state Supreme Court ruled—in a case that the commission had carried on for several years—that bus companies in the state could not refuse, as some wanted, to transport blacks (though a separate but equal status was of course acceptable).\textsuperscript{159} Poteat apparently headed the state group as late as the 1926 meeting, but at some point before the 1928 gathering, perhaps too occupied with other challenges, he handed the reins of the state commission over to Walter C. Jackson of Greensboro.\textsuperscript{160}

Poteat held an optimistic view of the state’s racial situation in the early twenties. He believed that the limited concession of including the black elite in a Progressive community had worked: “I am happy to believe that the relations of the races in our State are exceptionally favorable. To the maintenance and extension of these relations the intelligence and the conscience of our citizenship are committed. . . . I dare to believe that we shall come through at length to permanent social peace, cooperation and an uncompromised racial integrity.”\textsuperscript{161} He continued to support his ideas with the authority of science, arguing in an address at a black school that “the racial varieties must be preserved for the good of a race depends upon its integrity. Race mixing is detrimental to the races themselves.”\textsuperscript{162} As he would later make clear, he felt that the breakdown of segregation would lead to social interchange and eventually a debilitating mixing of black and white blood. Through his report on social service to the Baptist State Convention
in 1922, though, Poteat got that group to endorse the activities of the interracial commission. Further, he denounced the revived Ku Klux Klan in no uncertain terms: “The K.K.K. with its fee-fau-fum, mumbo-jumbo, thirteenth century mum-mery is an insult to the intelligence of the time, and an out-and-out slap at the existing apparatus of justice.” Poteat verified that “its appeal to religious and racial prejudice marks it unchristian in its very principles,” and he described it “as violating fundamental principles of American democracy and therefore threatening the security of social institutions the Klan proposes to protect.” To Poteat, the Klan’s terrorism endangered not only racial harmony but also social order, both core values in the reform impulse. The Klan was antithetical to the carefully reconstructed Progressive community that mediated race relations.

As in virtually every Progressive organization, women were an active part of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation. Poteat seldom explicitly discussed the role of women in society, but in 1913 he depicted social reform as a particularly male endeavor. He posited that “Jesus’ program of social regeneration makes special appeal to men, to their inbred fighting instinct.” He explained, “Men love to fight evils, to attack problems. They are won by the Christ of a bold and daring leadership, who calls them to heroic and dangerous tasks.” In contrast, “the religion of women is a religion of tender personal attachment” to “a suffering Savior of infinite love and sacrifice.” In a South where manliness was a powerful ideal, Christian social reform had to be justified as a manly undertaking. Poteat’s view seems to have changed after World War I. Once suffrage was won and the postwar tumult began, he welcomed the opportunity of working with devout women reformers. In 1923, as many women pondered what approach they should take in exercising their right to vote and participate fully in politics, Poteat called for them to bring their so-called superior morality—a traditional attribute that at times had previously isolated women in the home or on a pedestal—into the community on behalf of reform. He opposed a separate party for women, indicating, “I see no necessity in women having a political party. I do not think they should be a distinct sect, but, their sex should sprinkle over, as it were, and like silver, melt into the copper and thus improve the alloy.” Even though his own wife seems to have pursued only such activities outside the home as missionary groups and literary clubs, Poteat had no trouble imagining women as an active part of an interdependent Progressive community battling the postwar crisis.

World War I and the social change of the period also brought the climax of another Progressive cause—the fight for Prohibition. On this issue, Poteat sought to turn Progressive sentiment into social policy, mandatory even for transgressors who rejected the morals of the reform community. In the South reformers had battled for temperance and Prohibition since the antebellum period, and beginning in the 1880s the crusade for Prohibition was the campaign that premiered the methods used by activists for the whole variety of Progressive causes. Poteat had taken an active role on behalf of Prohibition as early as the failed state referendum on the issue in 1881. He was one of the
speakers at a rally in Yanceyville in July 1881 and was "digging away at Prohibition." Not until 1903 did North Carolina pass statewide Prohibition legislation, a ban on the sale of alcohol in rural areas. In July 1903 Poteat served the North Carolina Anti-Saloon League as a member "of a committee on law enforcement to make [the new law] more effective."

Throughout the Progressive Era he continued to hold his belief regarding this issue that "good men" should "combine for righteous causes." After the voters of North Carolina extended Prohibition to the cities in 1908, Poteat and others pressed constantly for strict enforcement and a national amendment. In 1914 he was appointed by the Baptist State Convention to travel to the national capital "in the interest of temperance legislation," and along with James Cannon of Virginia and the head of the national Anti-Saloon League, Poteat was among the most active, if unsuccessful, proponents of submitting the proposed constitutional amendment on Prohibition to the states for ratification. In January 1915 he was among the main speakers at the meeting of the North Carolina Anti-Saloon League. At the 1915 meeting of the state's Baptists, Poteat presented a report on social service that labeled alcohol "one of the two most gigantic evils of modern times" and celebrated that "every organization and agency for the uplift of humanity unites in saying that the saloon must go."

While he had supported Prohibition his whole life, Poteat took a much more active role during and after the war. On January 16, 1917, at its biennial convention that featured a speech by William Jennings Bryan, the Anti-Saloon League elected Poteat president. Poteat expressed his optimism to the convention, recognizing recent victories in various states but urging delegates to push for national legislation. He criticized current laws, though, that allowed small quantities of beer and alcohol to be procured: "The ground of our hope is the growing intelligence of the people. That intelligence will see the absurdity of such compromises, and it will not be much longer in bringing all the people into practical co-operation to record in law the moral judgment of the community." He elaborated, "Society is impossible except on the understanding that its interests are paramount. The individual must surrender his liberty when the common good requires it.... The moral judgment and the intelligence of the community has [sic] outlawed the use of alcohol, and individuals who feel differently must of necessity and right submit to the will of the majority." Even more importantly, at issue was the health of future generations as well, Poteat pointed out, for "defective" children often resulted from alcoholic parents. In an interdependent society, current immoral practices had ramifications not only for the living but for future generations. With that understanding of the stakes, the coercive nature of Prohibition laws did not bother Poteat. He was excluding from his imagined community an antisocial element that did not deserve membership.

Calling the manufacture of alcohol "moral and economic barbarism," Poteat took his message to the legislature as well in 1917, lobbying for strengthening of state laws to outlaw public drinking and drunkenness, advertising of
liquor, and the transportation of liquor. He argued that allowing limited drinking in the state was an attempt “to appease a remnant of its perverted and decadent manhood.” Reformers denied “the right of [a] tippling and drunken minority of our citizenship to set its standards and dictate its laws.” Instead, the legislature should “dissolve the partnership of [the] State with the mother of inefficiency, poverty, and crime.” The effects of alcohol could not be isolated to the individual drinker, thus the evil had to stop.

Poteat worked with equal intensity after the ratification of the Eighteenth Amendment in 1919. As part of the league’s legislative committee he pressured the legislature until it ratified the amendment, and he pushed unsuccessfully for the creation of laws that would have formed the office of Prohibition commissioner and allowed the removal of officials who did not enforce Prohibition. He served as president of the state Anti-Saloon League until 1923, including presiding at its 1921 meeting focusing on law enforcement; he helped to raise funds for the national effort by speaking in Tarheel churches; and he was appointed by the governor as a delegate from North Carolina to the International Congress against Alcoholism in Washington, D.C., in September 1920. He authored a resolution in support of Prohibition at the 1920 Baptist State Convention, as well. Continued advocacy was necessary, however. Not until 1923 did North Carolina strengthen its state laws to the point of being in accord with the national legislation.

Even after relinquishing the presidency after 1923, Poteat remained active with the league. He headed its board of trustees in 1924 and 1925 and remained on the board throughout the twenties and early thirties. In the context of what Poteat considered society’s individualistic fragmentation after the war, alcohol’s threat to society remained alive to him even after the passage of the Prohibition amendment: “The plain man, the average citizen, is the problem. If he is intelligent, social-minded, efficient, the group of which he is a member will be efficient and may be trusted with [the] largest democracy. If ignorant and debauched, no power can save democracy from anarchy and disintegration.” Therefore, he concluded, “to make democracy safe, there must be compulsory education and compulsory abstinence from alcohol.” He acknowledged that such laws take away from individual liberty, but he identified restrictions by the majority as “the essence of democracy” because “uncontrolled individualism is anarchy,” the utmost breakdown of social unity and cooperation. In 1927 he echoed these sentiments to the Women’s Christian Temperance Union convening in Raleigh: “Personal interest must yield to community interest, for no type of society is possible except on condition of its supremacy.”

Advocates of Progressive reform developed their goals of harmony and efficiency to an intellectual climax in dealing with a perceived decline in the population’s mental ability, which they perceived to be an even broader social crisis than race relations or the use of alcohol. Both before, and more intensely after, the war, Poteat and other reformers believed that they saw an overall weakening of the mental capabilities of North Carolina’s population.
Through heredity, such a trend would strew disorder and problems not only through their own generation but into future ones as well. Finding a solution to this problem would be the ultimate Progressive achievement because it would force society to recognize its links to the future as well as to other groups in the present. First, however, there was the question of what to do with the alarming (to reformers) number of mentally incompetent persons in the present. Just as the interracial commission had a significant relationship with the NCCSS and often overlapped in membership, several of the founders of the NCCSS also had important roles in the founding and early governance of an important organization through which Tarheels sought to influence social policy regarding insanity.

In a decade when the perception of a threat from mental disease was widespread across the country, the North Carolina Society for Mental Hygiene grew out of a conference on mental hygiene that was held in Raleigh from November 28 to December 3, 1913, under the sponsorship of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene. Poteat addressed the gathering at its closing session on the topic of “Americanitis.” The founding meeting of the society was held in Raleigh the following day, a little over a year after the NCCSS was conceived, and shortly before the state opened one of the South’s first institutions for the care of the feebleminded in July 1914. Though concern about supposedly declining mental capacity was widespread among the region’s Progressives, North Carolina was the first southern state that had a committee on mental hygiene, and its members adopted the constitution and by-laws of an older Connecticut branch of the national group. The society’s stated objectives were “the conservation of mental health” and “to help raise the standards of care for those suffering from mental disease or defect and those in danger of developing nervous or mental disorder.” Poteat was elected to the board of directors at an organizational meeting on February 14, 1914.

Similar to the NCCSS, in odd-numbered years the Society for Mental Hygiene scheduled its annual one-day meeting to coincide with the legislative session and conducted its program sessions in the evening in the state capitol to encourage legislators as well as the general public to attend. After its organizational meeting, the society apparently met only four times, 1915, 1916, 1917, and 1921. Representatives of various state hospitals reported on their work, the group encouraged an educational campaign on mental hygiene in the eastern part of the state, and speakers exhorted the audience to a greater awareness of mental illness. In January 1915 Poteat addressed the annual meeting in the chamber of the House of Representatives, harshly criticizing the historical tendency of Christianity to believe “that mental disease is caused by Satanic influence” and thus to punish the ill, rather than acknowledging them as part of the social web. “I find it hard to forgive them,” he said, “Let us hope that God does not.” He cautioned his audience to search out in themselves remnants of such medieval superstition. He closed, though, with an emphasis on education and religion: “If it be granted that, with the progress of knowledge, selective breeding may in the distant future be relied
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upon to weed out the inharmonious and inefficient factors in the life of the group, the fundamental demand for individual training would still remain; the fit social material provided by selective breeding would require to be brought up to the level of social efficiency by that artificial moulding of character and habits which we call education.” He stressed, though, that it must be “the right education, or as may be said for clearness’ sake, education plus religion.”

In January 1917 the members of the Society for Mental Hygiene elected Poteat president (within a week of his selection as president of the state’s Anti-Saloon League). In an acceptance speech, Poteat identified “an actual increase of insanity among us. It is due to the intense life conditions which prevail, to dissipation and drugs, to the continued absence of restraint by law or public sentiment upon the marriage eligibility of defectives.” “Diversional therapy,” or a strategy of preoccupying the patient with activities in “the field of the patient’s dominant interest,” offered the best possibility for recovery but required extensive resources. He posited that, in view of the fact that inadequate facilities forced the state’s hospitals to regularly turn away people needing care, the society and the state should focus upon the care of those known to be insane, rescuing them from confinement “in common jails under the care of ignorant and sometimes brutal men. . . .” In January 1921 Poteat presided over the annual meeting and was re-elected president of the society, but the organization then lapsed until being re-formed in 1936.

From caring for the insane, it was but a short intellectual step for Poteat to begin advocating ways to eliminate this disease that weakened the organic community. As with Prohibition, eugenics was an old interest that gained new importance for him following the war. He had closely followed the scientific debates about development and heredity beginning at least with his work at Woods Hole in 1893. In 1902 he hinted that advances in science gave “hope of some actual improvement in the race itself, in its substance and texture over and above the enhancing of its physical well-being.” At the YMCA retreat at Blue Ridge, North Carolina, he gave a week-long summer course on “The Physical Basis of Eugenics” in 1914, a class on “Eugenics and Sex Education” in 1916, and a two-week course on eugenics in 1920 and again in 1924.

By 1914 he had developed an understanding that heredity, environment, and activity were the three controlling factors in human life, and he had an extremely optimistic view of their interaction in North Carolina. On heredity, he noted that North Carolina produced a large crop of white children “of a vigorous strain, now pure-bred and native.” The various original immigrant groups “are now blended into one North Carolina type, sterling, self-reliant, frank, conservatively progressive, with one-fourth of one percent of foreign birth. Such a racial inheritance explains this splendid spectacle, is winning rapidly the prosperity and moral dignity of the State, and enriching all the currents of the national life.” His almost chauvinistic paean about North Carolina praised the environment as well: “The wholesome conditions of the open country call out our inherited capacities, save us from the taint of artifi-
ciality, and conserve the native vigor which would wear down under the excitement of city life." The result was a spate of activity in the state with "a strong tide [that] is setting away from individualism toward collectivism." He continued, "Witness the rapid development of public opinion and public conscience on sanitation; corn clubs, canning clubs, and other associations for the heightened efficiency and happiness of country life; the growing co-operation of the churches in the practical ministry to the needs of men and in the common fight against all the enemies of human life." His conclusion was optimistic—"These modern Fates, weaving from month to month and year to year the web of destiny for North Carolina, look for all the world like three Graces under vows to enhance the beauty, the joy, and the strength of our beloved State for all coming days."185

By 1921, the turbulent reassertion of conflict and individualism over cooperation led Poteat to express less optimism about the racial future of whites without eugenic assistance. He sought particularly to interest other educators in his ideas, devoting both of his presidential addresses to the Southern Baptist Education Association to the themes of heredity and eugenics. His three factors became environment, training, and heredity, and his understanding of them became more subtle as he blended his social beliefs more thoroughly with science. Heredity he singled out as "of the greatest importance" of the three because it set the limits beyond which "no intelligence or assiduity of training, no passion of ambition, is ever able to transport us." He complained, "There has been a conspiracy of silence on this fundamental matter by all the agencies of enlightenment—the home, the school, the press, the church." However, "we have seen the peril of feeble-mindedness and insanity multiplying under the cloak of silence. . . . Probably 8 per cent of us are a burden on the back of the rest of us." As a result, "the progressive degeneracy of the race from mismatings and anomalies in early sex life presented a dangerous possibility before which no social convention could stand."

The new, more open discussion of eugenics had increased awareness of its implications for social development, Poteat believed, but "nevertheless, our knowledge is yet too limited and public sentiment too unfavorable and hostile for the practical application of what is known as positive Eugenics, that is, selective mating of the fittest for race improvement. We cannot go too fast. But there can be no doubt that we are ready for the application of negative eugenics, that is, restrictive mating for the elimination of the obviously unfit." His enumeration of groups to be eliminated revealed the implications of reimagining a whole society: "The feeble-minded, the insane, the epileptic, the inebriate, the congenital defective of any type, and the victim of chronic contagious diseases ought to be denied the opportunity of perpetuating their kind to the inevitable deterioration of the race." Though Poteat seldom outlined specific methods, presumably marriage restrictions or sterilization were to be the means of eliminating these categories of people. He easily blended science and religion in support of his beliefs: "the standard man," Poteat's goal, "will be well born, well conditioned, well trained, but also born again."186
The outline of his ideal community had grown considerably more confining in hopes of alleviating postwar upheaval.

In his 1923 presidential address to the same assembly, Poteat extended his earlier ideas and revealed his underlying fears more clearly. He asserted, “Levels of intellectual capacity in children, above which they cannot develop, are correlated with the social status of parents, that is to say, children of superior social status show the highest mental levels, children of unskilled laborers the lowest.” His conclusion from that statement demonstrates the bias of Poteat and southern Christian Progressives. Rather than using that assertion to advocate improvements in the living conditions of laborers, Poteat went on to say, “In other words, the upper social strata contain a larger percentage of persons of superior natural endowments than the lower strata. Station is determined by capacity.” This natural, hierarchical viewpoint carried Poteat further, “It is an easy and logical step from family traits to racial traits. . . . The inborn capacity for intellectual growth is possessed by different races of men in different degrees.”

The change and unrest in society following World War I brought about much of Poteat’s disquiet. “The most unreasoning and confirmed optimist will admit the menace of the present social situation,” he warned, “There is widespread personal discontent and distress.” Further, the harmony that Progressive legislation sought to create had disappeared; “the old antagonisms of the social classes and of the nations are reasserting themselves after their suppression in the common heroisms of the World War. Standards of conduct with the highest sanction are flouted. . . . Organized groups of men [such as the KKK] are taking the law in their own hands and with the avowed purpose of protecting our ordered society are in reality, perhaps unwittingly, digging into its foundations.” He resorted to dire Victorian language that had virtually disappeared from his prewar declarations: “Civilization itself . . . is already tumbling about our ears.” His estimate of those constituting a social burden had risen in only two years from 8 percent to “something like 10 per cent,” and he envisioned no improvement because at the current birthrates “1,000 graduates of Harvard will have 50 descendants 200 years hence, whereas 1,000 Roumanians in Boston will have 100,000. Now, the enemies of society are recruited from this rapidly increasing lower section of the population. . . .”

His only solution was eugenics; by “assigning to each grade of ascertained intelligence tasks within its capacity and eliminating by negative eugenics the lowest 10 per cent, we should attain a degree of social efficiency and reduce individual maladjustment and distress to a minimum quite impossible on the present hap-hazard policy or want of policy.” In short, tests that “scientifically ascertained” intelligence revealed that “a percentage of the population is handed to us as of too low mental capacity to participate in the privileges and activities of our social life.” The fascist implications of this line of thought are revealed in Poteat’s handwritten notes on a clipping of the address—“over-production of under-men,” who would constitute a drain on everyone in a society that had to care for them. Poteat especially encouraged
his audience of Baptist educators to take up their “heavy obligation” and “mould public opinion and, what is more important, public sentiment, on these fundamental matters.” That Progressive assumptions could lead directly to such a blatant disregard for the humanity of one in every ten persons is an indictment of the elitist groundings of Poteat’s whole strand of liberal reform proposals.

Two themes united Poteat’s diverse Progressive desires. All his goals grew out of a social Christianity in which individual believers were to apply Christian precepts to social questions in the pursuit of an earthly kingdom of God. Second, his method of bringing about change centered on changing public opinion, a variant of the evangelical missionary impulse. From education to reform of the press, from race relations to eugenics, Poteat’s plan was to influence political and social decision-making indirectly. All issues had a moral base, and all social wrongs had a moral root, in Poteat’s vision. Thus the key to change was a Christian public opinion. Poteat’s widespread popularity and the constant calls for his leadership indicates substantial agreement on his goals and strategy among Progressive reformers. Almost every campaign or group that Poteat aided linked reforms to religious ideas or organizations, and oratory, discussion, and lecturing to the public and to state legislators were for many Tarheel activists the accepted ways of increasing awareness and accomplishing change. Nonetheless, assessing the concrete results of a reform strategy aimed at changing public opinion is difficult, as historian William A. Link has shown, for widespread public backlash against coercive measures of almost every kind undermined the effectiveness of a number of Progressive causes throughout the teens and twenties.

By the mid-1920s, Poteat’s imagined and eagerly anticipated community had broadened only a little beyond the citizenry that he originally envisioned in the 1890s—white, educated, at least partially modernized, and socially-minded religious liberals. He had admitted in addition only upstanding white women, elite blacks, and potentially other moral nations. Acknowledging interdependence with inferiors meant recognizing a degree of dependence on them, and Poteat’s own elitism and individualism made that impossible. They had to be uplifted. However, he had a growing and ironic fear that the individualistic assertiveness of those inferior groups (blacks, the immoral, labor, etc.) following the war threatened the idea of harmony in an interdependent society, and he reacted by proposing further legal mandates to recreate the social bonds of a peaceful community. His vision was reaching its breaking point because it required more and more coercion, yet he still believed that only the religious conversion of individuals would provide a strong base for society. His Progressive concept of community began to stumble in the twenties; the intellectual climate of the thirties would finish it off and replace it by approving the political conflict of divisive interest groups. Throughout all the tumult of the era, however, Poteat labored diligently to educate the Baptist youth of North Carolina. The one hope he always sustained was that a cultured and religious leadership could bring into being the new community to replace the lost island worlds of the nineteenth century.
Following the Civil War, one group of southern leaders advocated that the South should overcome its postbellum devastation by reconciling with the North and recognizing and exploiting its own rich resources. In their program, scientific techniques and diversification would improve agriculture, and industrial development would process the South's agricultural products and mineral riches and bring wealth to the region. Northern capital and skilled labor would be induced to move South to help implement this vision, which historians have labeled the New South Creed. The prosperity and regional salvation promised in the doctrine came to pass only in myths created by the advocates of economic development, but a significant degree of industrialization—especially in areas such as the North Carolina Piedmont—and urbanization driven by business interests did occur.¹

Education was a major part of the creed of progress. Increased support for public schools would help to provide a larger portion of the population with the basic skills needed in industrial towns and cities. Further, the switch from locally controlled schools, with ungraded classes that emphasized oral interaction (the so-called one-room schools), to graded schools enmeshed in a rational, state-level bureaucracy, represented a crucial way of introducing the standardization and hierarchy required in the competitive world of business. New South boosters expected higher education in particular to contribute to their program of economic advancement in several ways: professional education of teachers for the graded schools, education and experimentation in scientific agriculture, and technical and engineering instruction. Public universities would be of practical service to the state by directing or supporting various Progressive reforms such as efficient government and good roads, changes that would aid economic development.

Many in North Carolina embraced the new ideas. The state spawned several prominent New South promoters, including Daniel Augustus Tompkins, Walter Hines Page, Josephus Daniels, and members of Raleigh's Watauga Club. In higher learning the exhortation for the spread of modern, practical education in the Tarheel State was led by Edwin A. Alderman, James
William Poteat staked out a complex position in regard to education and the New South. Throughout the Progressive Era, from the 1880s to the 1930s, he actively supported the spread of public schools and lobbied for additional funds to increase the quality of the facilities and instruction and to provide for longer terms. In a time of social upheaval he viewed education as a means of not only preparing for economic progress but also of ensuring that the mass of voters would avoid supporting such extremes as the Populist party or demagogic politicians and would turn instead to a rational, restrained leadership. The development of critical, independent thought through education would, he believed, foster all the Progressive goals. In regard to higher education, however, Poteat, along with a number of educators across the South, decisively rejected the arguments of the New South reformers. He criticized the eclipse of classical studies and the introduction of technical education and practical industrial training as a betrayal of the real liberal education needed for regional maturation and progress.

By the turn of the century, with more than two decades of classroom experience and years of lobbying for public schools behind him, Poteat’s beliefs about education were largely fixed. However, his greatest opportunities for enacting and propagating those convictions lay in the future. From 1905 until 1927 he served as president of Wake Forest College. Given the extensive respect and deference accorded college presidents in this era, Poteat had a bully pulpit of wide influence, especially within the Baptist denomination that supported his growing college. He seized every opportunity to criticize the materialistic motives and intellectual inadequacy of New South educational reform and to propose an alternative course centered around liberal learning and religious tutelage. His path for the region’s higher education emphasized the pursuit of culture, which in part he defined in the terms of English social and literary critic Matthew Arnold. Ironically, though, during Poteat’s tenure as head of Wake Forest, the college continued trends initiated by Poteat’s predecessor and in many ways evolved toward the ideal that Poteat loathed: specialized professional education. Compromises were necessary in wrestling with the New South proponents for the character of the region’s future.

A Philosophy of Denominational Education

In 1885, at the height of industrial boosterism and the lobbying for technical and industrial colleges, Poteat announced his discontent with prevailing trends. He did not oppose material progress as such, for “there is wisdom and hope
in this turn of the popular mind, that is, if it keep within proper channels and stop short of extremes.” However, he expressed alarm “to hear in these practical and money-loving times the demand that education shall be made practical.” Poteat recognized that “for the mastery of the details of any profession or calling, one must serve a sort of apprenticeship,” whether it be studying plowing with a farmer or medicine at a medical school. All alike needed “the mental power to grasp those details when presented and so relate them as to evolve the highest success,” and for this, Poteat argued, a broader curriculum needed to be retained. He asserted that even the most abstract learning is directed toward some end and that, regardless of intended vocation or profession, students should receive direction toward both moral and intellectual goals. Knowledge should do more than add “to a miser’s hoard”; it should instead develop “the character and mind.” Practical instruction could later provide vocational skills, “but let this industrial training keep its place and preserve its true relations to education; it is a supplement, not a substitute.”

Poteat’s early objections to utilitarian schooling drew upon both religious and social concerns. Most markedly, the raw materialism of the New South repelled him on moral grounds. He could “conceive of the man of the future as ‘specialized’ into a wonderfully successful money-making machine, but he will be mostly machine, with small wisdom or righteousness” to supplement the wealth. In addition, Poteat’s dawning Progressive ideology dictated in the 1880s that he consider the effects that a radical change in education would have on social and civic efficiency. “Man is more than the profession,” he reminded educators, “He is a citizen under civic obligations; father of a family under the numerous and grave responsibilities of parenthood; a being possessed of intellectual and spiritual activities and sensibilities.” In sum, “industrial training fits a man for his calling, but it does not fit a man for life.” Without the broader understanding that Poteat felt a traditional education delivered, citizens would become simply representatives of their profession, self-interested and ignorant obstacles to the greater good and civic harmony.

Denominational higher education required a steady supply of students with high school training, leading Poteat to support both state public schools and Baptist high schools. During the 1890s and early 1900s Baptist churches and associations opened over two dozen preparatory schools in the state, but, after the passage in 1905 of a proposal to create a system of state-supported high schools, their importance gradually faded. Initially Poteat did not see state high schools as a threat to the denominational academies, indicating in 1912 to the Central Baptist Association that such institutions faced “no peril from the multiplication of the rural high schools” because “for the high school period we have been unwilling as a people to trust our children to the secular guidance of the State.” Even after the decline of Baptist high schools became apparent, Poteat still encouraged the spread of free public education as an aid to “the social and political efficiency of the State...” As in the 1890s, though, he argued that state appropriations should focus on primary and secondary education, rather than pouring money into state universities that served “less
than five per cent of the population” even in 1912. Throughout his adminis-
tration Poteat and other Baptists worked, as the occasion arose, against major
bond issues for state higher education on the grounds that such funding fa-
vored the small minority of youth who actually attended college and neglected
public primary and secondary schools serving all young North Carolinians.

Poteat conceived of the relationship between the state and the cultural
and religious training of denominational colleges as a mutually beneficial one.
If the state would avoid creating unfair competition through overly generous
appropriations for public higher education, Poteat believed, the church col-
leges could help social stability. The strengthening of denominational educa-
tion represented the only hope for social improvement in a time that he
perceived as growing more secular and materialistic yet also more democratic
(for whites at least) and individualistic. Institutions such as the agricultural
and mechanical college in Raleigh could aid the state’s economic progress.
However, they could offer nothing to counter the “social emergency” that
had developed in part because “material prosperity” had caused “the eleva-
tion of sense over soul and the materialization of life.” The denominational
colleges in contrast stood “for the supremacy of the world of ideas and ideals
as against the dominion of selfish and material aims,” and as such they would
“join hands” with state schools “in the common struggle against ignorance
and inefficiency and in the common endeavor to serve the brightening future
of North Carolina.” The “right education for the New South” as a whole
included economic progress and cultural development, as well as religious
training. For Poteat, Wake Forest College had much to offer.

Throughout the 1890s Poteat continued to speak out against purely
technical or vocational training, even for black students and educators. In
1895 Booker T. Washington of the Tuskegee Institute made his influential
appeal to fellow blacks to stress industrial training and to concentrate on eco-
nomic progress rather than pursuing political equality. White New South boost-
ers in turn could envision little beyond practical training for blacks in their
idealized region; the place of blacks in the burgeoning order could only be as
subordinate laborers in agriculture and industry. Though Poteat never ques-
tioned the rigid segregation that also marked New South “progress,” he ur-
gently encouraged blacks to seek full intellectual development within their
own institutions rather than simply asking for job training. To the teachers
and students of Shaw University in Raleigh in 1896 Poteat powerfully reiter-
ated that education does not “consist in the knowledge of how to make a
living.” It should instead produce “the man of liberal culture” marked by
such characteristics as self-control and devotion to the truth. The encour-
agement of broad intellectual strivings among blacks represented Poteat’s ul-
timate assessment of the bankruptcy of New South educational ideas, while
stretching to somewhat broader limits the dominant southern prejudices about
education and race.

Beginning in 1895 Poteat began to construct his own philosophy of
education in place of the regional orthodoxy he rejected, and the liberal cul-
ture he recommended at Shaw lay at the heart of his ideas. He recorded with pleasure that at Wake Forest “little heed . . . has been paid to the current cry of ‘the practical,’ and the idea of culture retains its supremacy.” He lamented the inflexibility of education: it “ought never to have been systematized” because, like theology, its “formal organization” could not adapt to the fast-moving times, instead becoming “a burden and hindrance to the new life with whose development it has not kept pace.”

The pursuit of culture as the goal of education would equip students with a more flexible, vigorous capacity to cope with changing times, and the development of mental discipline would aid in every profession and situation.

To explain the role of culture, he turned to an old favorite for him as for many other intellectuals in the region, Matthew Arnold. “Culture is hard to define,” Poteat complained. Nonetheless, he endeavored at length to do so:

Mr. Matthew Arnold . . . will probably be of most service to us here. He has given several definitions. For example, culture is ‘knowledge of the best that has been thought and said in the world.’ Again, ‘The ability to see things as they really are.’ The last is better, for it recognizes the truth that culture is not so much acquirement as power; and this is more clearly said by him in another place: ‘It implies not only knowledge but right tact and delicacy of judgment forming themselves by knowledge.’ . . . Culture is not mass of information so much as a state of mind; not quantity of learning, but quality of spirit and taste which has ripened on the use of it. For our present purpose we may say that it is the sum of the factors of the intellectual life,—a mental tone and quality, point of view, attitude.

From the beginning, Poteat conceived of culture as the province of the intellectual elite, stating “that the culture of a given period is to be sought in the leaders of its thought.” Others “merely serve to show which way the leaders have gone.”

Most of these definitions are in a single work by Arnold. His superlative statement on the theme, *Culture and Anarchy*, was published in 1869 at a time when conservative English intellectuals felt under siege. They had witnessed with some fear the extension of the vote in 1867 to many working-class men and identified the time as one of moral disintegration and cheap sensationalism in literature and journalism. *Culture and Anarchy*, Arnold’s major foray into social criticism, labeled and bitingly censured aristocratic “Barbarians,” materialistic middle-class “Philistines,” and the rough and illogical “Populace” for all failing to seek reason and perfection, the pursuit that characterizes men of culture. Instead, the only arbiters of conduct in his time were either individual desire or narrow religious constraints, and general intelligence dissolved in the mediocrity of momentary passions. Only the adoption of culture, or “sweetness and light,” as the general goal could restore a
lasting and disinterested center of authority and guard against the “anarchy” that Arnold perceived threatening England. Then, according to Arnold, the English would draw from the best intellectual ideas of the world to critique and correct the shortcomings of their own society. Though some objected to Arnold’s fulminations against religion, his work received great praise from intellectuals in the American South in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, both for its sanctioning of critical investigation and its conservative defense of social order.

Poteat turned to Arnold at a time of unrest in the South that bore many suggestive resemblances to Arnold’s England of the 1860s. Fear of the masses aroused by the Populist party inspired many Progressives to action, and Poteat, like many others, perceived the decade as one of sensationalism and moral decay. Poteat continued to draw on Arnold’s ideas the rest of his life as inspiration for his educational program. Over the decades, he returned frequently to Culture and Anarchy for definitions of culture, but he did not accept all that the English critic expounded. For Poteat, culture was no panacea alone: “Mere collegiate training . . . cannot of itself purify politics and right our social wrongs. It may, indeed, but equip the forces of evil with a sharper intelligence and a higher efficiency. Culture is no safe-guard against anarchy, for it does not touch the root out of which anarchy springs.” Arnold had condemned “Hebraism” as the tendency of religions to emphasize narrow moral conduct above devotion to intellectual development and contrasted that tendency with “Hellenism,” or open pursuit of knowledge and intellectual insight. In seeking to root out the foundations of the social disharmony that delineated anarchy, Poteat rejected Arnold’s Hellenism as an adequate solution. Rather, “anarchy and all social distresses” were “expressions of moral evil” and required moral training for their solution. He explained, “It is ‘Hebraism’—not ‘Hellenism’—which can in any way modify and restrain anarchic social tensions.” To be an intellectual in the evangelical South meant that one virtually had to confront religion in evaluating any intellectual pronouncement. In Poteat’s case, he read widely and was willing to examine and consider even the most heretical of authors; however, he adopted only those thoughts to which he could imaginatively reattach religion.

The constant tension between Poteat’s rejection of Arnold’s disdain for religion and his admiration of Arnold’s social outlook with its fear of disorder in society permeates a remarkable series of talks that Poteat delivered as baccalaureate addresses during his presidency of Wake Forest. At each commencement, just before dismissing the new graduates, he spoke briefly to the students for a final time. Beginning in 1908, his third year in office, he titled each address “Culture and ______,” filling the blank with whatever significant theme he felt appropriate to the year. Some were general, such as “happiness,” while others confronted topics of more immediate interest—“crisis,” “kultur,” and “internationalism,” for example. Arnold frequently and explicitly appeared as the reigning spirit, but Poteat always added the religious component. While still president, Poteat began to seek a publisher for the growing stack of speeches
and continued to do so unsuccessfully after his retirement. They were published only posthumously, as *Youth and Culture*, in a collection that also included his 1905 inaugural speech. The maintenance of the theme through the turbulent years between 1905 and 1927 indicates the adaptability with which Poteat applied his unchanging moral concepts and demonstrates the robust protean capacity of southern Victorian thought. As he wrote of the talks in his preface, “They present the reaction of a fairly intelligent man to the changing intellectual interests of the two decades covered by them, and taken together they provide an authentic cross-section of this tumultuous and pregnant period.”

“The Christian College in the Modern World,” his inaugural address on December 7, 1905, set the tone for Poteat’s presidency. Outlining his rationale for the importance of denominational higher education, he closely linked the college to Christian Progressivism. He always professed that the reform of society that would bring the kingdom of God on earth had to operate through individuals, rather than through the involvement of the organized church in politics. In education he discerned the beginning point of “the regeneration of the social unit”—the individual—that would lead to “the salvation of organized humanity, the creation of a just society.” He elaborated, “Christianity supplies motive, education supplies efficiency.” As a result, “the Christian college stands side by side with the Christian ministry as an agency for the realization of all social good.”

The college, “guardian of the culture of mankind,” would motivate the students by the power of example. “Character is the teacher’s crowning achievement,” Poteat announced, and “the moulding, cultural agency is not the teaching, but the teacher, in whom the highest demand is manhood and inspirational power.”

Manhood in this context involved self-control and reverence in a modern world distinguished by its “very knowing,” “disillusioned,” “self-seeking,” and “crude” lack of restraint.

Poteat’s formal inauguration—the first such ceremony ever conducted by Wake Forest College—celebrated the school’s coming of age under Taylor and looked forward to future improvement under Poteat. Held in conjunction with the Baptist State Convention, the event “witnessed the most notable assemblage of Baptists ever held in this State,” according to one reporter. The crowd included Poteat’s mother; his brother Edwin, the president of Furman University, gave the invocation; and son Hubert played the organ. After Governor Robert B. Glenn heralded the importance of denominational education, Henry Louis Smith, president of Davidson College, spoke as the representative of the denominational colleges of the state, and George H. Denny, president of Washington and Lee University, expressed the congratulations of higher education in general. Their vision of education made clear that Poteat did not stand alone in his aversion to the New South Creed’s emphasis on practicality. Smith lamented that a “rushing flood of mammon-worship has sprung up a new cult in the South—the worship of Success,” with the result that “the old cultural education . . . is giving place to technical training” dominated by public institutions. The “Christian colleges of liberal
culture are the hope of the South,” he concluded, “against this muddy tide of luxury, frivolity, and shallow money-worship. . . .” Denny also looked to denominational colleges for “the education that subordinates material gain to the integrity of moral character that the country most needs at this hour.”

From his illustrious audience and fellow educators in classical and denominational colleges, Poteat could expect agreement with his belief in liberal learning.

The disinterestedness that Poteat praised as the motive for Progressive reform also marked the person of culture in his definition. He elaborated in various baccalaureate orations that culture brought “freedom from prejudice and provincialism, a wide expansiveness of sympathies.” It imposed “a lofty, unselfish life ideal,” and its adherents could never be “exclusive, sectarian, or partisan” because broad understanding would lead to tolerance of other viewpoints. Poteat especially emphasized these notions during the patriotic fervor of World War I and the immediate postwar years and during conservative anti-evolutionists’ attacks on himself and Wake Forest during the 1920s. Speaking on patriotism in 1916, he urged that the reaction of college graduates to “the new world of jostling sovereignties” should be “a tolerance and sympathy which are the fruit of knowledge of men and things.” The war strengthened a fear of “barbarism,” in Poteat’s language, a word often used by nineteenth-century Victorians, as he condemned the intolerance of barbarians, presumably in Germany. Culture would work to chasten nationalism and prevent its decay into hatred. Poteat particularly criticized German education, contrasting culture with kultur. Germany and its atrocities offered him an example of what could happen when the state completely harnessed education toward self-serving ends and removed the Christian element from it. Vocational training reflected “the German ideal of economic efficiency,” Poteat argued, turning the European war to his advantage in his continuing battle with the New South spokesmen. He applied similar concepts in 1923, in the midst of discord among Baptists regarding the teaching of evolution: “Culture recognizes not only the fact and legitimacy of other views, but also the limitations which beset its own.” Even under attack, though, he remained the uplifter, noting that “the responsibility of tolerance lies with those who have the wider vision.”

Poteat’s idea of higher education was distinctly meritocratic, in line with the Progressive emphasis on efficiency and accomplishment, and the beneficiaries of college training faced the obligation of leading a hierarchical but supposedly unified society. Poteat considered the Progressive Era to be a time of rising democracy, which he defined as “the spirit of fraternity and justice.” Democracy was too dear “to sacrifice . . . on the altar of culture,” but that was not necessary, in Poteat’s view, because “the modern college is the most democratic of social institutions.” Especially at a small college like Wake Forest, “recognition on other grounds than those of merit of personal worth” was not possible. Further, culture, like democracy, aimed at the perfection of virtue and character. Reflecting his concern that public opinion guided democ-
racy, Poteat sought to position college graduates as a breakwater against the tides of bad decision-making: “The responsibility to guide and correct this king of the new democracy falls heavily upon you and those who share with you the privilege of college education.” The direction of public affairs was a “natural” path for those trained in the liberal arts: “Culture is the call to leadership; Christian culture to the leadership of the forces of righteousness.” However, leadership was “not a prize, but a burden, not so much a distinction as an opportunity.”

To the graduates Poteat dictated a form of noblesse oblige with a Christian twist—a prime motive for the uplift associated with Progressive social initiatives. The fulfilling of these obligations would constitute a Christian manhood.

The “sweetness and light” of Arnold’s culture fused seamlessly with the Christian imagery of Christ and light in the college seal as well as the goals of Wake Forest College. In 1908 Poteat and his predecessor as president, Charles E. Taylor, designed the seal at the request of the board of trustees. They asked Poteat’s sister Ida, professor of art at the Baptist University for Women, to draw their ideas in final form, and the insignia was adopted enthusiastically. Poteat felt the emblem accurately depicted the mission of the school: “The symbolism of its seal represents correctly its ideal and aim. In the center of the seal is the Greek monogram of Christ from which issue rays of light. The words pro humanitate are inscribed below. The meaning is apparent. Christ is the light of the world and Wake Forest College is an agency in its dissemination for the benefit of mankind.”

Poteat was fond of quoting a newspaper report from 1834, just weeks after the opening of Wake Forest Institute, that noted with anticipation, “They have kindled a light in the Wake Forest Institute that I trust will soon shed its beams over the whole State.” He liked “to think of the founding of Wake Forest College under that figure” and rejoiced that in its early years the institution had “knitted inextricably its culture in with the Divine purpose, so that no diversity of interests and no multiplicity of external contacts of after time might cloud its loyalty to Christ or divert it from its primary mission of service in His Kingdom.” As his presidency of the college closed in 1927, Poteat felt sure that “its early purpose is unspent, undiverted, altho[ugh] we are come into a new world.”

In his theory Arnold’s Hebraism and Hellenism worked in harmony to spread illumination, and the changing currents of the New South had flowed past the Wake Forest lighthouse without undermining its mission of Christian culture. The reality was somewhat more complicated.

The Presidency of Wake Forest

The Wake Forest College that Poteat headed beginning in 1905 was a very different place than when he had arrived there in the 1870s. The single building of his student years was just one of six by the end of Poteat’s first session as president, with a seventh under construction. The five professors and one tutor with six “schools” in 1872 had become in 1905–6 a faculty of twenty-
seven men—sixteen professors (plus the director of physical education) working in sixteen “schools,” with the aid of one associate professor and nine student assistants. On taking the office of president, Poteat inherited a college that, in his assessment, had been “modernized” by his predecessor. Taylor remained at Wake Forest as a close friend of Poteat and a fellow member of the faculty, but Poteat rapidly assumed full leadership of the changing institution. Despite opposition, Charles E. Taylor had created schools of law and medicine, and in 1900 he had added a school of pedagogy that would become increasingly important as the state’s system of public education expanded. Before stepping down, Taylor had laid the groundwork for the college to prosper in the twentieth century and had been rewarded by a record enrollment of 328 in 1903-4. New South ideals of progress had already begun to creep into Wake Forest.

In Poteat’s twenty-two years as president, Wake Forest reaped the benefits of Taylor’s foresight and of the system of public high schools that New South boosters formed in North Carolina. Secondary schools and relative prosperity for some in the region created a rising pool of young men seeking college education, and Wake Forest provided opportunities for the growing middle class to acquire professional skills in law, medicine, and teaching as well as to pursue a more traditional education for careers as ministers or journalists. Attendance boomed. A record 345 students enrolled in Poteat’s first year, and with the exception of the disruption of World War I, records were approached or set virtually every year thereafter. Enrollment topped 500 in 1915-16 and 1916-17 and resumed a rapid rise after the war, reaching an unprecedented total of more than 740 students in 1926-27, in Poteat’s last regular session as president. The number of graduates increased more than proportionately, from 41 in Taylor’s last year to 131 in the final graduating class of Poteat’s administration.

The rapid growth of Wake Forest forced Poteat to surrender part of his devotion to the careful nurture of Christian culture. He failed to raise enough new endowment funding to keep pace with the need for income. As the number of students climbed, the college could not expand the faculty fast enough to maintain the same level of close individual attention and moral guidance for students. Poteat had to create the beginning of an impersonal administrative bureaucracy to handle the mounting management and business requirements. Also, the demand for professional education in teaching, law, and medicine expanded specialized training at Wake Forest, and Poteat pragmatically conceded part of the curriculum to career preparation. Student life evolved away from cultural edification; the literary societies gave ground to a distinctly nonintellectual emphasis on athletics and fraternities. Chapel services concomitantly declined in importance. Though Wake Forest remained staunchly Baptist, the gap between the theory and practice of Christian culture only widened over the two decades of Poteat’s presidency.

The arrangement of the curriculum changed little over Poteat’s twenty-two years in office, but demands placed on teaching personnel heightened.
The college's sixteen schools of instruction in 1905 fell to fifteen departments and professional schools by 1927. Over the years moral philosophy became the department of psychology and philosophy; political science broadened to social science with the addition of sociology and the division of political economy into government and economics; and "applied" mathematics with its pre-engineering emphasis joined "pure" mathematics in a single department. The offerings in virtually every subject expanded and diversified, however, and a more rationalized system of faculty rank became necessary as more departments began to require multiple professors. The school of medicine went from two teachers to five between 1904-5 and 1926-27, while in the same period the school of law expanded from one to three. The increasing popularity of medicine also necessitated in part more faculty to teach the prerequisites in the science departments. Nonetheless, the expansion of the faculty did not keep pace with the enlarged enrollment. The total number of professors in 1926-27 was thirty-one, aided by nine instructors and student assistants. The ratio of students to professors grew worse, from eighteen students per professor (full, associate, or assistant) in 1904-5 to twenty-four students each in 1926-27. More teaching duties became the responsibility of poorly qualified instructors and student assistants.

The degree programs also evolved relatively slowly during most of Poteat’s administration, but one major alteration early in his leadership reveals Poteat’s coming to terms with so-called practical training in colleges. In a revision of degree requirements in 1910, he compromised his belief that all four years of college should be directed toward liberal learning. In doing so he curtailed “the chaos of the elective system” that for more than a decade had given Wake Forest students almost complete freedom in choosing their last two years of coursework. Like colleges throughout the nation, Wake Forest had turned to the elective system as a way of making the transition from a classical curriculum to one that included many new subjects in the sciences and social sciences. In the first decade of the twentieth century, however, many schools were seeking to return order to the new and broader curriculum by creating systematic requirements for core courses and arranging elective courses into loose groups. Some leading colleges took the next step and created a system of majors and minors, but Poteat was not prepared for that level of specialization. In March 1909 he proposed to the faculty a “scheme for the reorganization of higher education” that would adjust the degrees “more vitally to the new complexion and content” needed for modern life. Two years of liberal arts classes remained mandatory, and Poteat tried to bring order to the second two years by creating eight groups of electives that would begin training the students for a career, with the expectation that students would then enter a professional school or otherwise seek additional career training. He proposed groupings for medicine, engineering, letters, education, ministry, law, business, and government and diplomacy, but the faculty modified part of his plan. The scheme ultimately published in 1910 left law as a separate three-year course; guided B.S. candidates toward general science,
If the diversity and specialization of the times meant that students could not pursue the traditional curriculum, Poteat felt that guidance toward career goals at least was superior to unlimited choice by immature youth. He explained to the trustees that often in the past a graduate had "passed out of college into life to discover that he had been occupied with intellectual pursuits more or less remote from the interests to which he must henceforward devote himself." The elective system had only relaxed "the severity of the old standards" while "dissipating in numerous superficialities [sic] the solid attainments" that the B.A. represented. His proposal, Poteat contended, would allow for choices to "be controlled and directed into channels" that would lead into a career, and he added hopefully that the vocational groupings did not represent any "loss of culture value" despite being clustered toward a practical end. This compromise solution endured until 1929–30 with only minor variations, such as the addition of commerce as an option in 1920–21 and the temporary elimination of the B.S. from the catalog from 1916–17 until 1922–23 (in favor of awarding all the career paths except law as B.A. degrees). Well after Poteat stepped down, the scheme was replaced by an even more utilitarian system of majors and minors. The flow of New South notions seeped into Wake Forest's curriculum, but only gradually.

Poteat had initially opposed the medical school on the grounds "that the sphere of Wake Forest was the sphere of liberal culture, the making of men, not specialists." However, he quickly softened his opposition to professional training at Wake Forest. In 1907 he informed the trustees in regard to the schools of law and medicine, "While the original introduction of these subjects appeared to be an invasion of the College ideal by the professionalism of the university, they have found a place—not forced it—in the strictly college degrees, and have amply justified themselves by their fruits." The law courses were open to all the undergraduates, and the faculty allowed some credit in law to count as electives toward other undergraduate programs. The classwork for medicine, Poteat convinced himself early in his administration, was "only semi-professional" and "was strictly an extension of the pure science work already offered." As such, medical courses were allowed as elective credit toward B.S. degrees in medicine. In 1914 he congratulated the law school on its twentieth anniversary, noting that it had "given the College the opportunity to impress its moral and intellectual standards upon the State in a way quite impossible otherwise." In his own evolving vision, professional training became in some ways a slightly more specialized sort of Christian culture in service of humanity and was incorporated into Poteat's compromised overall understanding of education at Wake Forest.

Equally directly, the creation of a summer school represented, like the professional schools, a recognition of the need for practical skills in the New South. The faculty briefly and unsuccessfully tried a summer school in the 1890s, and the law school had from its inception offered summer study. Not
until 1921, however, did the college again offer a full-scale summer session, and the rebirth resulted directly from the triumph of the public education crusade launched by New South reformers. In 1919 the state superintendent of public instruction implemented a plan to improve the quality of teaching in public schools. Tarheel teachers thereafter needed certification from state officials, and the requirements included a minimum of college credit. The attendance at the summer school exploded from 195 (excluding law students) in the opening session to 637 in 1926 (excluding law students but including the students at a branch school operated by Wake Forest in New Bern beginning in 1925). Though general college courses were offered, teachers and their needs dominated the curriculum and the student body during the summer.\(^{42}\)

As far as possible, Poteat diverted the invasion of another form of professional secular instruction at the college—military training—but during World War I he had no choice but to compromise for the sake of the college’s survival. Militarism was a value antithetical to Poteat’s mission for the creation of Christian culture, but he nonetheless welcomed a contingent of the Student Army Training Corps (SATC) at the campus in the fall of 1918, when enlistment and the draft swept away much of the regular student body. Poteat praised President Woodrow Wilson’s call for all students not drafted to remain in college by echoing that acquiring a college education was patriotic preparation to serve the country. In 1917–18, even though enrollment fell by a quarter to 384, the faculty resisted the influence of “the propaganda of hate and militarism” on the minds of students. Nonetheless the faculty allowed drilling in military tactics to replace physical education classes. During the summer of 1918, as in many other colleges around the country, Wake Forest officials accepted the war department’s plan of using colleges to train young soldiers, with the military controlling most of the curriculum. In return the government agreed to prevent “any financial loss attendant upon this patriotic service.” Poteat tried initially to maintain the usual admission standards, but with the college’s capacity still not full, the standards were lowered by order of the war department. Of 386 students registered in the fall, 246 belonged to the military units, with only 140 regular students, mostly ministerial hopefuls or below draft age.\(^{43}\)

The SATC unit demobilized in mid-December 1918, and Poteat indicated that the faculty “rejoiced when the military regime was ended.” He concluded, “The instruction of these soldiers was far from satisfactory, both in the conditions under which it was done and in the results which were achieved.” Thus, when government officials inquired if the college wished to continue military training for students by establishing a unit of the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps, Poteat sent “an unequivocal and emphatic ‘No’ . . . in reply.” Enrollment fell slightly in the spring of 1919 as many of the military trainees left and some regular students returned, but in the next session the college renewed its growth. Poteat summarized, “For the time Wake Forest was military, but not militarized.” As the trustees had decreed upon accepting the SATC unit, it was abolished as soon as the war ended with Poteat’s enthui-
One professor remembered about military training, “President Poteat thought it out of place in a Christian college except in time of war. ...”

Poteat’s newfound acceptance of the more traditional professional schools may have been quickened by the improvement under his watch of the liberal arts foundation prerequisite for entering the study of law or medicine. The bachelor of laws degree required only two years of work, with only a few courses outside law, when Poteat was inaugurated, but after his first year the degree required three years of study or two years and some summer classes. In the 1921–22 catalog a year of general liberal education was prescribed before beginning the three-year law course, and the requirement in the 1924–25 catalog extended that general study to two years. In medicine, general requirements likewise became stricter under Poteat’s guidance. Though students initially were allowed to take just the two years of medical study and then transfer without a degree to a four-year medical school, from the beginning of Poteat’s term the students were encouraged to take two years of general preparation and treat the two years of medical courses as electives toward the B.S. By 1909–10 the medical school began requiring two years of study before starting medical classes and mandating the completion of a degree at the college before the professors of medicine would recommend the student for advanced standing at four-year medical schools. In the 1923–24 catalog the faculty extended from two years to three the requirement for most students for general classwork (in addition to the two years of medical tutelage) in order to earn the B.S. in medicine.

The strengthening of undergraduate admissions requirements was a marked accomplishment of the Poteat years as well, and better high school preparation of the students may have allowed him to make peace with a more specialized orientation of part of the college course. In Poteat’s first year, entering students had only to be fifteen years of age and to take examinations in various subjects to determine their ability. Any “conditions” upon their entrance—substandard knowledge of a particular subject—had to be removed by the end of their first year by taking sub-collegiate classes offered for that purpose. At the beginning of Poteat’s second year, he and the faculty rejected two applicants, sending them back to high school for further preparation. The entering students of that year had better overall preparation, and Poteat rejoiced that there were half as many in the preparatory Latin classes as the year before. This gave the faculty enough courage to raise the entrance requirements and to codify the minimum as fourteen units of high school work. Poteat recounted that “we find that we can insist upon our high entrance requirements without seriously limiting the work of the College for its larger constituency.” By May 1908 the college had eliminated two of the classes taught for unprepared students, and Poteat expressed pleasure that “some real progress has been recorded.” Educational opportunity had reached enough Baptist children through denominational academies and public high schools that Poteat felt at ease with the stronger requirements beginning to
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take hold at Wake Forest and many other southern schools. In 1916–17 the requirement was raised to fifteen units. However, not until the 1922–23 session did the college rigidly enforce the entrance requirements; until then some students entered with deficiencies that could be removed through sub-collegiate classes in their first year. The observance of requirements, at first rhetorical and then in practice, represented the substantial recognition that in the New South, as well as the rest of the country, clear and rational guidelines were necessary in modern higher education.

As the demands on his office grew, Poteat found it necessary to create a more complex bureaucratic structure within his own administration. At the end of his second year, he verified that “the business of the College grows from year to year with the increase in its patronage.” He asked the trustees to place the financial affairs of the college under the control of a full-time official, rather than having the professor of mathematics perform the duties with the help of a student. Accordingly, the trustees created the position of secretary and bursar. One concrete result was the request by the bursar, approved by the trustees, to pay professors regular monthly checks, rather than irregular payments of varying amounts, even if it meant temporarily borrowing money to smooth cash flow. The multiplying number of students also necessitated the creation of the position of dean in 1912. Poteat conceded that “certain of the duties of the President are incompatible with promptness of attention to the requirements of individual students.” He believed it would “enhance the efficiency of the College throughout” to give a dean the responsibilities of discipline and solving the personal problems of students. The trustees obliged with the appointment of a part-time dean, one of the faculty who received slight extra compensation.

Poteat’s continuing need to carry a sometimes heavy teaching load necessitated the delegation of some administrative tasks to the dean. In his first year, despite an absence from college of nearly a month, Poteat continued as the only biology professor, probably leaning heavily on a recent graduate who served as his assistant while pursuing the master’s degree. At the close of his first session Poteat asked the trustees to appoint an associate professor of biology, but they economized by appointing the assistant, with his new M.A., to be an instructor of biology. (While it is amazing to the modern observer that a school with such limited resources offered graduate degrees, Wake Forest began to offer master’s degrees shortly after the Civil War.) Over the next eight years the instructor “during much of that period conduct[ed] entirely all the courses except one” each year. In 1914 he requested a promotion. However, the trustees seem to have refused, and the overworked and underpaid young teacher left the department. His successor as instructor was apparently a student, probably seeking the M.A. and compensated with college fees and a very small salary. To keep the department functioning with so little qualified help, Poteat taught two courses in 1915–16.

Only gradually did his situation improve. In 1917–18 his teaching load in the understaffed department included three year-long classes, a situation
he found “incompatible with so much of outside public work as it seemed wise to accept, incompatible also to a degree with the best discharge of administrative duties.”58 The appointment of an associate professor fell through, however, and Poteat had “nine hours of actual class work” the next spring term, rendering it “impossible to teach or to administer efficiently. . . .” The wartime uncertainty and financial stringency again prevented the appointment of an associate, and in 1919–20 Poteat “carried fifteen hours of scheduled class work in Biology throughout the session,” probably an introductory course and advanced classes in botany and zoology with the instructor handling laboratory supervision. He asserted a bit more aggressively to the trustees, “This teaching load has restricted [my] public representation of the College and compromised the internal administration.”59 They obliged with the appointment of a young Ph.D. graduate from Princeton, who reduced Poteat’s teaching load to one course at most. In Poteat’s final three years, at least, he had no teaching duties; the trustees had finally acknowledged that the presidency was a full-time job.60

Poteat’s constant travel, for both official purposes and social reform, hampered his teaching and also contributed to the need for subordinate administrators. Only his endless energy enabled Poteat to succeed as president. He maintained a very visible presence among everyone connected with the college—students, faculty, trustees, and the Baptists of North Carolina and the South. A typical period of his presidency in 1913 involved the following:

The President of the College made an address before the Laymen’s Missionary Convention at Chattanooga, Tenn., . . . February 6th . . . . He made an address before the North Carolina Conference for Social Service on . . . February 11th; at Chapel Hill, two addresses February 23d; at the Baptist Tabernacle, Raleigh, March 2d; before the Philosophers’ Club, Danville, Va., on Heredity, March 4th; before Wilson Woman’s Christian Temperance Union on Prohibition, March 9th; before the Bible Conference, First Baptist Church, Elizabeth City, two addresses, March 29th and 30th; before the Wake Forest Young Men’s Christian Association on . . . April 7th; at the Warren County Educational Rally, April 12th; before the Young Men’s Christian Association at Durham April 13th; at the banquet of the Young Men’s Christian Association State Convention at Lynchburg, Va., April 18th; before the Southern Sociological Congress, Atlanta, on . . . April 26th, with an address at the Second Baptist Church of that city, April 27th; the Commencement address at the Liberty-Piedmont High School, May 2d; at the Baraca Union, Hartsville, S.C., and at Coker College, May 4th; the Commencement address at Mississippi College, Clinton, Miss., May 27th; the Commencement address at Carson and Newman College, Jefferson City, Tenn., May 29th; the Commencement address at Catawba College, Newton, N.C.,
June 4th. He attended the meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, May 14th, and of the Southern Baptist Convention at St. Louis, May 14–17. He is announced for three lectures at the Virginia Baptist Encampment, July 11–20, and for the Alabama Baptist Assembly, August 3–8.\(^{61}\)

As Poteat wrote in 1906, “I go so far and see so much in a day, the day looks [like] a week.” He reassured his wife in 1922, “Remember my love even if I seem so constantly away from yours.”\(^{62}\) One professor of the period, who later wrote the school’s history, hinted that there was opposition to Poteat’s frequent absences, but Poteat’s deep religious need to evangelize through social reform activities, in addition to increasing the awareness of the school via more routine addresses, meant that he refused to cut back on any facet of his myriad interests.\(^{63}\)

The college’s financial well-being also required that Poteat be gone frequently and that a full-time and increasingly impersonal bureaucracy be present on campus. Poteat felt that wherever he was known, the reputation of the college spread as well and enhanced the likelihood of wider support for the college. The major challenges of his administration were to develop an endowment, campus facilities, and a faculty to match the explosive expansion of the student body. The school’s annual budget swelled from $35,000 in 1904–5 to $220,000 in Poteat’s last year.\(^{64}\) To keep up with the ever-increasing need for income, Poteat worked from virtually the moment he entered office to raise endowment funds, a goal at least partially underlying his speeches within the state and many trips to court northern philanthropic organizations. Upon hearing from the Wake Forest trustees about the need for more money for the college, the Baptist State Convention resolved in December 1905 that the state’s churches should raise $150,000 for the endowment, and by the following summer Poteat had negotiated a deal with the General Education Board, John D. Rockefeller’s important philanthropy, to supply a fourth of the total if the other $112,500 was pledged from elsewhere by the end of 1907 (with payment due by the end of 1910).\(^{65}\) A statewide canvass by Latin professor J.B. Carlyle resulted in the desired total in pledges, but a nationwide economic slowdown hindered collections. Even with an extension of the General Education Board’s deadline to the end of 1911, the campaign netted only $117,798.56 for the endowment.\(^{66}\)

For the remainder of Poteat’s administration the college concentrated on raising funds from denominational sources, with supplements from the General Education Board. By 1915 the endowment had grown to $508,139.23 from $286,932.87 in 1905; however, another campaign was already in the planning stages.\(^{67}\) In December 1913 the trustees recommended that the state’s Baptist churches make education one of the objects of regular contributions, and they asked Poteat to contact the General Education Board about providing matching funds for a joint campaign to benefit all the denomination’s colleges and high schools in the state. The convention agreed to recommend
that churches place more emphasis on giving to education on a regular, budgeted basis. The new campaign took shape slowly. In May 1916 the trustees approved a fund-raising canvass to begin "at the earliest possible date," but apparently little was accomplished in the next year. In May 1917, though, the board endorsed the convention's plan for the Baptist schools and colleges of the state to raise a million dollars over four years, $300,000 of which would go to Wake Forest, and in December 1917 they again sent Poteat to ask the General Education Board to match donations from the canvass. The proceeds of the movement were to go not only to endowment but also "for the adequate equipment and enlargement" of the schools.

The state convention's education board launched the fund-raising in the midst of wartime uncertainty, and Poteat noted he had "put himself at the disposal of the management of the Million-Dollar Campaign for such service as he was able to render." Under the direction of a Wake Forest professor, the campaign began in January 1918 with the cooperation of managers in each Baptist association across the state and the use of speakers, including Poteat, and conferences to publicize the cause—strategies long familiar to the denomination’s educational fund-raisers. By November 1919, nearly $600,000 had been promised and over $248,000 in cash, bonds, and stamps from the government’s wartime borrowing had been collected for the campaign. In May 1919 the state canvass was absorbed into a larger regional drive by the Southern Baptist Convention to raise $75 million over five years for all its objectives, $20 million of the total to go to Baptist educational institutions.

Poteat followed the regional push closely and argued that North Carolina should perhaps retain the proceeds from the statewide canvass (or receive more than its initially budgeted amount in the larger campaign for education) because the statewide solicitation had already been underway. His participation in the Southern Baptist Educational Association, and beginning in January 1920 his presidency of the group, gave him wide acquaintance that aided in pressing the claim, and he helped to secure a favorable allotment for the state. Poteat had optimistically projected that the $75 million crusade would add $600,000 to Wake Forest's endowment. However, the college's historian concluded that Wake Forest received $458,398.18 from the $75 million campaign and that only $143,280.63 of that (plus a supplement of $100,000 from the General Education Board) ever went into the endowment. The rest went to relieve a crisis that had been growing since the beginning of Poteat's administration.

The spiraling numbers of students combined with the slow growth of the endowment created tremendous pressure on the facilities of the college and forced Poteat for a time to choose between an adequate faculty and decent physical accommodations for classes and students. The experience of his own understaffed department of biology exemplified the potential for decline in the quality of teaching. Through most of his presidency, Poteat insisted on devoting any newly found resources to enhancing faculty salaries or numbers, but he recognized the increasing pressure on buildings. Ultimately both fac-
ets of the college faced decline. The college provided no food services, and most of the students had to rent rooms in town because the college had only one dormitory in Poteat's early years as president. In the summer of 1907 the trustees began consideration of building a second, larger dormitory, but the delay of a major donation forced postponement. In the meantime the need of new accommodations for the growing law school became "more and more pressing." Finances simply were not there. Even with the growth in endowment from Poteat's first campaign, he reported in 1910 that "the financial situation of the College requires the further postponement of the appointment of a Professor of Mathematics" to aid the overworked instructor in that department. Not until 1909 did the college even invest the money necessary to procure electric lights. By 1912, with 435 students registered and room for only 88 men on campus, the price of lodging in the village reached an "almost prohibitive" level, but it was the summer of 1913 before the construction of a new building, to be built by borrowed funds, began.

With the completion of the new dormitory, the inadequate faculty and their low salaries took the forefront. Poteat pleaded in 1913 that the low salaries were "embarrassing in the extreme" and that too few professors already meant that "the classes in several of the departments are now too large for the best results in teaching." He recommended that an increase in salary take precedence over new hires, however, and the trustees followed his advice. The next year Poteat again called for higher salaries and more faculty, but the financial predicament worsened to the point that the college ran a deficit in 1914–15 for the first time in many years. In 1916 he recorded that "some classes have been too large for any of our lecture rooms, and the teaching force has been too small for the needed sectioning of classes." He warned the trustees that "the situation presents a clear alternative: more money, or no more students." The trustees responded by asking that, in the interest of economy in the face of deficits, professors teach more hours. The trustees recommended a total of from twenty to twenty-four in some humanities and mathematics classes and from fifteen to twenty in other disciplines, an increase from the twelve to twenty hours that most professors already taught.

The decline in enrollment during the war temporarily relieved some of the overcrowding, but Poteat announced in 1918 that a major goal of the endowment campaign underway was to increase salaries. By 1919 the crisis atmosphere returned. Inflation had further eroded salaries, and both faculty and students had difficulty finding accommodations. The decision to increase salaries by 25 percent in 1919 and 20 percent in 1920 left little opportunity to meet the need for an addition to the chemistry laboratory or the building of homes for professors and a dormitory. As a result, for 1921–22 efforts at new construction were eliminated, several faculty vacancies went unfilled, and some professors found it necessary to teach subjects outside their departments. The continuing deficit even forced the rescinding of a portion of salaries.

Even though inadequate dormitories and classrooms "seriously embarrassed" the college when the enrollment continued to increase, Poteat tried
continually to keep the trustees focused on the faculty. He lectured them in 1920, "The main matter in all our schools is not buildings, important as buildings are, but men. Our primary need is not fine buildings, but fine men, and enough of them so that each student may come every day into vital contact with some inspiring personality, and paid enough to retain them against university raids and to get from them the full measure of their capacity." These pronouncements fully accorded with Poteat's unwavering belief that personal cultivation of a student's character—the building of culture—took priority over any classroom attainments. Nonetheless, the physical plant could not be neglected forever, and the quality of education had slipped as the waves of students threatened to submerge the beleaguered faculty.

The number of students attending Wake Forest without paying tuition contributed to the lack of income. One direct response to the presence of state universities, the embodiment of New South ideals, was the creation of scholarships, with Poteat's support, for many Baptist academies and the extension of those to some state high schools. In order for Wake Forest to compete with the low cost of state-supported higher education, in Poteat's first year the trustees had already established scholarships for a top graduate of twenty-five high schools across the state, and thirteen of those students had taken advantage of the free education. Poteat approved of the scholarships for attracting the most able students and advocated that more be created. As the number of the state's high schools mushroomed so did requests for scholarships. In 1910 Poteat presented a number of such pleas with the comment that "the usual argument urged in support of these requests is that the other leading colleges of the State" had allowed them. By 1915 the trustees had approved seventy-four scholarships, more than any other college in the state, and decided not to approve any more for financial reasons. In Poteat's final year, the number had crept up only slightly, to eighty-one, though not all were used every year. Further, ministers and the sons of ministers attended Wake Forest without paying tuition. Scholarships and tuition remission for clergymen and their sons meant that throughout Poteat's administration a substantial portion of the student body paid only fees. For example, tuition was waived for 46.8 percent of students registered in the spring of 1907 and 39.3 percent in the spring of 1920. Maintaining the affordability of Christian culture was a costly drain on the college's finances.

Though the pressures of growth were not relieved before his retirement, several factors allowed Poteat to resolve the worst of the crisis during his last few years in office. In 1923 Poteat announced grandiose building plans for the next five years. Despite the failure of this huge expansion of the college's facilities, significant progress occurred on enlarging the campus. First, portions of the money from the $75 million campaign went to repay an accumulated debt of over $82,000, to expand the chemistry laboratory, to build several homes for professors, to erect an expensive and much-needed heating plant, and to supplement current operating expenses, a temporary expedient. Clearing the debt allowed Wake Forest to meet the General Education Board's
requirements and receive additional funding from them. Poteat’s second saviour in meeting the crisis appeared like a deus ex machina in 1923. Jabez A. Bostwick, the New York Baptist who at President Taylor’s behest gave generously to the college in the 1880s and 1890s, died in 1921 and unexpectedly left a trust fund to the college. After two years of litigation, the college finally received a bequest with a market value of about $1.2 million. The college used the accrued interest of over $100,000 to build another dormitory, and the principal went into the endowment. A third and smaller lifeline for the college came from Tarheel native and tobacco magnate Benjamin N. Duke. At the request of his friend J.W. Lynch (the Wake Forest pastor) and Poteat, in 1925 Duke gave shares valued at $150,000 for the endowment, which were supplemented by $75,000 from the General Education Board. At the close of his administration, Poteat proudly reported an endowment of about $3 million.

Poteat already saw in the near future an enrollment of a thousand students, and he cautioned the trustees that, even with the new funds, the school’s income would not suffice. In 1924 he argued that despite the new dormitory the school was already stretched beyond capacity. Many departments faced “overcrowded conditions in laboratory and classroom equipment, and some seem to be suffering acutely, almost to the point of actual sacrifice in quality of the work accomplished.” The following year he recommended that the trustees authorize the faculty to limit the size of the entering class and allow the college to “recover from the relative neglect into which certain features of our physical equipment have been allowed to fall in the interest of course and personnel.” The trustees probably sought both income and size limitation when they raised tuition in March 1925. Students sat on windowsills, and one class met in a hallway, Poteat reported to a potential donor that same year. He explained, “At Wake Forest the emphasis has long, perhaps too long, been placed on courses and personnel, so that educational standards have been maintained under the handicap of unfavorable conditions now hardly longer endurable.” In Poteat’s last year, the college expanded the library, formerly a fire hazard, with the aid of alumni donations, but in his final communication to the trustees, he cautioned that “the primary need of the College is more income” and recommended that another $500,000 be sought for the endowment. The college required at the least a student center, more dormitory space, and an adequate gymnasium in order to keep up “with the current standards of educational equipment and efficiency and a constantly enlarging opportunity.” He left those problems to a younger successor.

Despite the difficulties of teaching, administering, traveling, and raising money, Poteat sought to keep in close touch with the students in order to contribute to the formation of their broader views beyond biology. He kept office hours to give students easy access, from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. (apparently daily) in 1913–14, for example. When he was at the college, his duties included leading the daily chapel service, an occasion he used to exhort the students to cultivate moral character, reverence, moderation and self-
control, and fidelity to duty and service. Though for a time he gave up teaching Sunday school “because my duties called me away from home so frequently,” he taught a class for much of his time as president. Further, he “always welcomed the opportunity of speaking to a Y.M.C.A. audience” and was “an enthusiastic supporter” of the group on campus.

Despite his efforts, student life at Wake Forest College inevitably changed with institutional growth. Personal guidance possible with a hundred men in Poteat’s student days became less and less feasible. The intensive Christian cultivation and intellectual exchange required in Poteat’s vision of culture became more difficult to achieve, even though he tried hard to maintain old standards of reverence. In his first year as president, the student body outgrew the small room in which morning chapel had been held for decades and moved into the larger hall used for church services. Throughout Poteat’s administration, students were required to attend the morning services, lasting about twenty minutes each day except Sunday. As the student body grew, however, enforcement became more difficult. Poteat’s own frequent absences often left the chapel service in the hands of the dean, and many faculty did not bother to attend. Further, in 1914 the faculty lifted the long-term requirement that students attend Sunday church service.

The decline of the literary societies represented another instance in which the institution’s growth and the changing expectations of students forced Poteat to modify his cherished ideas about the college and culture. During Poteat’s administration, the Euzelian and Philomathesian societies—which had dominated the campus’s social life almost from its formation—dramatically declined in significance. They were victims of the college’s expansion. The faculty required that every student belong to one of the societies, and the students spent Friday nights and Saturday mornings in the obligatory meetings in their elaborate halls, debating, declaiming, or conducting business. The societies sponsored the student magazine and celebrated their creation with Anniversary Day ceremonies that were the highlight of each spring term. Poteat fondly recalled his days in the Euzelian society, and he considered the groups to be vital to the intellectual life of the campus. They were “at once the means and the center of culture” for the students, developing the “enthusiasm for the things of [the] mind which is the sign of our citizenship in the kingdom of culture.”

Their decline from the height of importance was gradual. Interest dampened as the growth in the number of students meant that more and more men were forced to become idle spectators in the debates and formal transaction of business that characterized society training. Senior speaking was the first event to be abandoned. In the late 1800s the requirement of public speeches by seniors had been dropped, with a short essay being an acceptable alternative and only selected speakers given the rostrum. In 1914 senior speaking was dropped altogether as a separate event and incorporated into Society Day, a fall occasion for a debate by selected underclassmen. Society Day soon became obsolete itself, however, because students with increasing transporta-
tion options took advantage of the cancellation of classes on that Friday or Monday to leave campus for an extended weekend. The increasing number of members had already forced the societies in 1896 to divide into two groups for debate, one debating on Friday as usual and the other on a different evening. However, this expedient failed to forestall the problem for long because each hall could only accommodate about a hundred persons. Enthusiasm waned during Poteat's term, especially during and after World War I, as lack of room made full participation impossible for many members despite their payment of the required fee for the support of the societies. In February 1922 the faculty made membership in the societies voluntary, and participation plummeted.92

In the campus social life, literary societies lost their preeminence to an institution that Poteat had fought for many years—fraternities. In 1882 the faculty and trustees had responded to an attempt by rebellious students to organize a chapter of the Kappa Alpha order by banning fraternities, but the issue periodically plagued the campus thereafter. In May 1903 Poteat and two other faculty members composed an investigating committee that ferreted out three groups, but the illegal organizations returned again the next year, possibly with the encouragement of one faculty member. For the year 1904–5 the trustees voted to give local fraternities a trial period, but in May 1905 they voted to outlaw them altogether. In his opening year as president, Poteat entered the continuing controversy. Fraternity members continued to “fight for supremacy on the Campus” and “were menacing the integrity and proper functioning of the Literary Societies,” according to the college’s historian. The battles continued in the 1906–7 session as well. Poteat complained that the Raleigh News and Observer had reported wrongly “that secret fraternities and hazing are rife in the College with the connivance of the Faculty.” He acknowledged to a concerned Baptist “that these evils distress us from time to time,” but he assured the college’s constituency that the article was quite wrong. Nonetheless, the board of trustees in May 1907 called for the resignation of the faculty member involved and expressed thanks to the literary societies “for their active co-operation with the Trustees in suppressing fraternities.”93 Poteat’s son Hubert, an instructor in the college and future national leader of the Masons, contributed to his father’s problems by supporting the fraternities. Hubert avoided the trustees’ censure that ended the employment of his friend and fellow faculty member, but Poteat let his son know that it was the first time Hubert had “disappointed” him.94

Despite strong proscriptions, fraternities returned as a problem in 1914 and again during and following World War I. Writing in the student newspaper in 1918, Poteat argued that fraternities violated “the Wake Forest spirit” in their tendency to “disintegrate the unity of the student body.” On another occasion, he lashed out at fraternities in a speech before the Southern Baptist Education Association in January 1920. He opposed them on several grounds: they were “often unfavorable to scholarship,” expensive, “unfavorable to the spirit and work of the literary societies,” and undemocratic. Despite these objections, fraternities replaced literary societies as the focal point of student
life. In May 1922, only months after membership in the literary societies became elective, the trustees authorized fraternities in the college as a way to provide an alternative social outlet for students and to help return order to a campus that had been troubled by discipline problems.\footnote{95}

In addition to fraternities, Poteat perceived undue interest in intercollegiate athletics as a second major enemy of the literary societies—and of culture—and once again culture lost ground. The appointment of a full-time athletic director in Taylor's final year had given athletics new momentum when Poteat took office. Basketball came to campus in 1905, and in 1908 students who had learned to love football in the new high schools pressured the trustees into allowing the return of the sport, prohibited since 1895. Intercollegiate teams were initially funded by athletic associations of students and alumni, but by 1914 a faculty committee assumed control because of increasing deficits. A mandatory athletic fee funded the teams beginning in 1915–16, and in 1921 the faculty and trustees took both full control and financial responsibility for the program.\footnote{96}

By 1912 Poteat decried the waxing importance of athletics. He contrasted the lagging expression of college spirit through literary societies and their “intellectual contests” with the vociferous support of athletics. In 1917 he spoke out not only against the “outrageous” cost of athletics but also the “excessive and disproportionate interest” in sports that actively involved very few of the students. He protested that “rivalry between competing colleges is so keen and the passion to win burns so hot that subterfuges, concealments, and positive misrepresentations sometimes form part of the staples of the athletic program of committees and coaches.” This emphasis on winning, a moral problem to Poteat, sometimes became a discipline problem, as in 1916 when six of the college’s students defaced walls and fences on Trinity College’s campus with paint. Poteat disavowed to Trinity’s president their “shameful and inexcusable” behavior and placed the athletic program on probation the remainder of the year. Poteat’s dislike of the athletic distraction to learning is apparent even in his speech at the dedication in 1922 of an expensive athletic field built by a generous donor. He noted that some students considered “a college to be an athletic club with certain irritating appurtenances.”\footnote{97}

Despite accepting the evolution of Wake Forest away from his stated vision of Christian culture, Poteat assured alumni and friends that the college maintained a close relationship with the Baptist denomination that gave it life. Throughout his presidency he worked on behalf of education at every level of Baptist organization. He had a leading role in the Wake Forest Baptist Church and believed that “no congregation can be quite so important as one composed largely of college students, who themselves extend and reproduce the preacher’s thought and life as no other set of hearers can.” He helped select pastors and supported the raising of an impressive church building on the campus border in 1913 and 1914. Poteat also served on the executive committee of the Central Baptist Association for nearly two decades, and at the state level he represented Wake Forest at virtually all state conventions. He
continued to serve on Meredith College's board of trustees as well. In 1910 he addressed the Southern Baptist Convention with a significant report on non-theological education, and, further, he sat on the board of trustees of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary from 1910 until the early 1930s. He never wavered in the belief that education and Christianity belonged together.

The age of standardization in higher education made it more difficult for an institution to retain a unique and distinctive mission in the way that Poteat believed denominational colleges should represent liberal culture. Nonetheless he sought to maintain such a balance. He believed that "the strong college ought to be protected against the drag of the low standard of a weak college" through a process of accreditation. But he cautioned that "the responsibility of the college to its particular constituency is displaced by conformity to a common standard" if taken to extremes. Typically, Poteat sought a compromise. Soon after Wake Forest entered the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States, the region's foremost accrediting agency, in December 1921, Poteat began helping to articulate precepts for specifically Baptist accreditation. As a member of the executive committee of the Southern Baptist Convention's Commission on Promotion and Standardization, selected in June 1922, he helped to study Baptist colleges across the South and to recommend guidelines for a curriculum "unquestionably superior to those institutions which are not under Christian control." The commission created standards encouraging resources and quality equal to the mandates of the accepted accrediting agencies but stipulated further that teachers be Christian and that Christianity be encouraged among the students.

Though Poteat never questioned Wake Forest's Baptist affiliation, the trustees guarded the relationship even more closely. They consistently refused to hire new faculty, even at Poteat's recommendation, unless the professor was a Baptist. That devotion was not enough to satisfy the Baptist State Convention. Before the Civil War the convention had nominated and approved new members of the board of trustees, but after the war the board began selecting its own members except for one occasion in the 1880s. However, in 1912 W.C. Barrett, a minister from Gastonia, began arguing that the convention should elect the trustees of Wake Forest and Meredith Colleges in order to assure that the institutions did not adopt policies opposed by Baptists. Further, trustees should be required to be Baptist, elected for a limited term, and removable by the convention at any time. Poteat advanced several objections to the proposal. He asserted, "It is unwise to turn over to a popular assembly, all whose actions and discussions are public, the purely personal problem of determining the fitness of a man to be Trustee." He feared that nomination, possibly of an unfit man by "partial friends," would be tantamount to election because no one would feel free to offer criticism. Besides, "business men know that a limited number of men will act more prudently than a mass-meeting," and they might thus stop making contributions to the college. Proponents of the new plan pointed to the Baptists' slipping control
of Brown, Rochester, Colgate, and Stetson Colleges. Undoubtedly, the example of Vanderbilt University also loomed large in everyone’s minds in North Carolina. It was then engaged in a long war to free itself from the Methodist church, a skirmish begun when some conservative Methodists perceived that the chancellor and sympathetic trustees were seeking to loosen ties to the denomination in order to create a great nondenominational university. ¹⁰²

The convention passed a version of Barrett’s plan “without a word of discussion and to the absolute satisfaction” of the delegates in a “singular and glorious tribute to the effectiveness of our Baptist democracy. . . .” Trustees were to be Baptist and elected by the board for a term of six years subject to the confirmation of the convention. The state General Assembly approved the changes to the college charter.¹⁰³ Poteat served his first fifteen years with little hint of public opposition to his administration, but the ease with which democratic Baptists swept aside his pleas for unfettered management of the college presaged a major conflict that dominated Poteat’s final years as president.¹⁰⁴ Tarheel Baptists demanded greater control of an institution that they had been asked to fund for nearly a century. Strife among the president, the board, and state Baptists was only a matter of time and a confluence of issues.
Between 1920 and 1927, conservative Baptists in North Carolina subjected William Poteat and Wake Forest College to a searching critical examination. Fearing that the college and Poteat in particular had fallen under the influence of modern liberal ideas, Tarheel Baptists demanded to know if Wake Forest was failing to guide their sons toward proper Christian conduct and understanding. In 1920, amid contrasting assumptions about who should direct Baptist colleges and worries about worldliness and slipping discipline at Wake Forest, fiery criticism began of Poteat’s theological views. In the beginning, the issue was his interpretation of the atonement, but focus soon shifted to the teaching of evolution. For the next five years, Poteat had to fight to retain his position as head of the denomination’s flagship college in North Carolina. His outspoken combination of Christian belief and scientific learning helped to pave the way for successful opposition to a state law that would have prohibited the teaching of evolution in the state-supported schools of North Carolina. Poteat became a symbol of academic freedom for surviving as an evolutionist in the South.¹

In the 1920s the principle of academic freedom for college professors was in its infancy, and its very birth had depended upon assumptions that were not widespread among Baptists in the South. The discussion of Darwinism in the Northeast in the late nineteenth century resulted in the acceptance of new ideas about science, and this first bout of contention between evolution and traditional ideas had far-reaching results. As historians Richard Hofstadter and Walter P. Metzger conclude, “A ‘new’ rationale of academic freedom grew out of the Darwinian debate.” Though pressure for the freedom of inquiry for teachers has a long history, the idea in its modern form required a recognition that an understanding of truth, like the idea of evolution, rested on a changing foundation, that “all beliefs are tentatively true or tentatively false, and only verifiable through a continuous process.” As a result, to a certain extent differing viewpoints contained the potential for truth and had to be tolerated. This new ethic prescribed that ideas had to be open to the criticism of those most competent to evaluate their truthfulness: an
academic's professionally trained, expert peers. Lack of expertise and "scientific competence" thus constituted the reason that untrained administrators, trustees, and the public should not limit the freedom of academic discussion. Aided by the formation of the American Association of University Professors in 1915, academic freedom slowly gained support in the 1920s in some parts of the country.²

Many North Carolinians accepted neither the modern view of science with its lack of absolute truth nor the claims that only experts could evaluate ideas such as educational policies and content. Therefore, even the proponents of free discussion of evolution in the colleges seldom advocated academic freedom, instead relying on appeals for a more general liberty of thought in pursuit of truth. Conservative Baptists framed the evolution controversy and other matters of college governance in republican terms.³ They asserted their right to control the institution in which the denomination had a proprietary interest, both by appointing the trustees of Wake Forest and also by pressuring those trustees to implement the beliefs of the majority of the state's Baptists. Against that understanding, Poteat argued that the majority had no right to limit the pursuit of truth. In his own career Poteat did not emphasize professional research, and he had always cautioned against overspecialization and undue emphasis on professional training. Nonetheless, when under attack he revealed the extent to which his scientific knowledge and agitation for Progressive bureaucratic expansion had led him to a modern reliance on the authority of professionals. He expected Tarheel Baptists to respect academic freedom as encouraging the search for truth. Ultimately, Poteat retained his position not only because the trustees (though never most of the Baptist constituency) grudgingly began to accept the competence of scientific experts and the freedom of intellectual inquiry, but also, and more importantly, because his personal charm, his open Christian faith, and testimonies by alumni left no room for the criticism that he was undermining students' religious faith.

Initial Conservative Attacks, 1920–1922

In the late nineteenth century, liberal theologians in the North gradually developed an understanding of the Bible that incorporated higher criticism and scientific knowledge. Higher criticism was the application of German methods of historical investigation and literary criticism to the stories of the Bible. Critics questioned the dating, authorship, and literal authenticity of various books of the Bible and began to view it as a human document reflecting not timeless truth but the teachings of men embedded in the prejudices and challenges of particular times and places. Therefore, one could not take literally the portions of the Bible that conflicted with modern scientific knowledge unknown to the ancient writers. One result of this new perception of the Bible was the social gospel. Religious leaders concerned with the social problems of urban, industrial America discovered through the historical reading of
the Bible, in the words of Walter Rauschenbusch, that originally “the essential purpose of Christianity was to transform human society into the kingdom of God by regenerating all human relations and reconstituting them in accordance with the will of God.” Poteat closely followed all these developments, accepting a historical and nonliteral comprehension of the Bible and rhetorically at least partially following Rauschenbusch on the social role of Christianity.

The introduction of evolution and higher criticism into theological debates initially caused little stir, but, as liberal theologians increasingly incorporated natural processes into explanations of events that the orthodox regarded as supernatural, conservatives rallied to the defense of older ideas. The flowering of social gospel notions among some clerics spurred conservative belief that the new theological viewpoint had introduced into spiritual matters an unacceptable level of human knowledge and control. Many conservatives rejected the idea that the kingdom of God could come on earth, a staple of the social gospel, adopting instead the premillennial belief that Jesus must return before the kingdom could arrive. Fundamentalism was a fragmented coalition of conservative Christians who opposed the liberal theological changes. The Fundamentalist movement began in the North, and its adherents organized their viewpoints in a series of twelve pamphlets issued between 1910 and 1915. Funded by two wealthy Californians, *The Fundamentals* were given direction by Amzi Clarence Dixon (1854–1925), who edited the first five of the dozen collections of articles. The elder brother of Thomas Dixon Jr., Dixon was a graduate of Wake Forest who had belonged to the Euzelian literary society during Poteat’s first year as a member. Dixon had declined the presidency of Wake Forest in 1882 at age twenty-eight and had gone on to fame as a Baptist minister in New York, Boston, Chicago, and London. In the unsettled intellectual atmosphere of the postbellum South, Poteat and Dixon chose quite different paths, and their viewpoints clashed in the twenties.

*The Fundamentals* concentrated largely on theological issues and addressed evolution only in a moderate way, indicating that some forms of evolution could be reconciled with the Bible. World War I then dramatically changed the tone of the debate between modernist theologians and Fundamentalists. The sense of instability, uncertainty, and social crisis that accompanied the years during and immediately after the war blended with theological concerns to add a new urgency and stridency to old battles. Many blamed materialistic thought, including higher criticism and evolution, for Germany’s brutal willingness to wage war, and the optimism that characterized social gospel reform attempts seemed delusory. Conservatives sought to counter these teachings. In May 1919 premillennial Fundamentalists organized the World’s Christian Fundamentals Association to bring together the uncoordinated followings of a number of prominent Fundamentalists. By 1920 an offensive of Bible conferences and speeches, including many by Dixon, had begun as a way of spreading the Fundamentalist message.

In the South Fundamentalism initially gained few adherents because the targets of its attacks—higher criticism, evolution, and the social gospel—had
relatively few followers in the region. A small but significant number of educated urban intellectuals accepted or flirted with the new ideas, but these liberal doctrines remained virtually devoid of influence among the vast majority of southern faithful. Poteat was among the few who adopted this unholy trinity to any appreciable extent. Conservative Christianity ruled so strongly in the South that the new aggressiveness, interdenominationalism, and central organization of the Fundamentalists were largely superfluous. However, many southern evangelicals, Baptists prominent among the number, agreed strongly that liberal ideas had no place in their denominations and were quite willing to investigate charges that heretical teachings had entered their schools. National Fundamentalist spokesmen toured the region enhancing awareness of the threat that liberal theology posed to traditional religion, and J. Frank Norris of Fort Worth, Texas, the only major southern leader of Fundamentalism in the twenties, generated a stream of invective that flooded across the region.7

Baptists in North Carolina faced the same challenges that troubled members of the Southern Baptist Convention throughout the region. In the unsettled days following the war, Baptists had reaffirmed their commitment to eschew ecumenical movements and by the end of 1919 had found affirmation in the successful pledge drive for their $75 million campaign. The denomination expected to combat the irreverence and materialism of the time by spreading Christianity to the world. Dissension shattered this optimism, however. Antagonism toward modernism, defined as liberal theological acceptance of evolution and higher criticism, caused controversy among Southern Baptists in various states, despite the fact that relatively few members of the denomination questioned narrow orthodoxy.8

The conservative fight against evolution and liberal heterodoxy erupted at a crucial moment, when the South was moving from a society characterized by local control and direct democracy to one guided by the authority of experts heading impersonal bureaucracies. The Progressive movement, with Poteat as one of its major figures in North Carolina, had scored many successes between 1880 and 1920. But as state bureaucracies attempted to implement such reforms as compulsory school attendance, Prohibition, and public health legislation, they discovered that the objects of reform, the masses of poor or rural residents, objected to any infringement of local control by outside experts.9 In their activity in denominational affairs, many North Carolina Baptists revealed a similar animosity toward professional, expert guidance, and their endorsement of direct democracy resonated with traditional Baptist doctrines of local control and the primacy of the individual's understanding. Attempts to squelch the teaching of evolution blended antipathy to theological liberalism with a rejection of Progressive bureaucratic control of both church and state. Poteat received one of the opening blows of the attack on liberalism in the South and remained a central figure throughout the controversy. The assault occurred at a time when many Tarheel Baptists were refusing to acknowledge the right of professional educators or even appointed trustees to
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govern Wake Forest and were reacting against the imposition of bureaucratic standards in denominational education.

In North Carolina, committed members of all denominations fought against the teaching of evolution. Baptist attacks on Poteat opened the public conflict, but Methodists and most prominently Presbyterians fought the theory in public and denominational education for much of the 1920s. In regard to outlawing evolution in public education and requiring Bible study in the schools (another major issue in the early twenties), Baptists showed more restraint at times than the other major denominations because of the strength of their traditional reverence for the separation of church and state. Some Baptists consequently wavered in their support of proposed laws against teaching evolution in public schools when the bills came before the legislature in 1925 and 1927. However, most Baptists held their belief in direct democracy and local control to be equally sacred. Because the separation of church and state was not a factor in regard to their own institutions, their longtime beliefs prompted them to aggressively assert their control over their college and its head.

Poteat was “the most thoroughgoing Southern Baptist evolutionist in the 1920s,” and the censure of his liberalism was among the “earliest charges” that conservatives leveled in breaking the denomination’s solidarity after the war.10 The initial criticisms, however, focused largely on theological questions other than evolution. Apparently in early 1920, D.F. King of Leasville, North Carolina, reprinted in pamphlet form the address on behalf of the moral influence theory of the atonement that Poteat had made to the Baptist Congress two decades earlier. King widely distributed copies of the speech, taken without permission from the published proceedings of the meeting, to Baptists in North Carolina and other southern states.

The stir caused by King’s action brought to the surface a layer of suspicion about Poteat’s orthodoxy that had troubled some in the denomination since before Poteat’s election as president of Wake Forest. Once King raised the issue, Livingston Johnson, editor of the Biblical Recorder and a longtime trustee of the college, admitted that the trustees had had similar questions before choosing Poteat as president. They had selected him only after Poteat presented a statement to the board members that satisfied their questions about his views on the atonement and other religious matters. As Johnson remarked, “Does any one... believe they would have voted to elect a man as president of Wake Forest whose soundness of faith was questionable, especially since the question had been raised and an investigation made?”11 Not everyone was satisfied with Poteat, though. One writer noted in 1920 that he had entered the state around 1900 and had “heard the rumblings of discontent in the camp ever since” about Poteat’s religious views.12 King had privately voiced his displeasure during the endowment campaign in 1907, and in 1920 his anger apparently stemmed from a similar source of inspiration, the million dollar campaign launched the year before. King said that he “told the brethren I would not give anything while a Higher Critic was President of Wake Forest College” and had sent the trustees a copy of Poteat’s address
from 1900 in hope of inciting an investigation. Failing that, he distributed the pamphlets that brought the matter to the public attention.\textsuperscript{13}

Thomas T. Martin, dean of the school of evangelism at Union University in Tennessee, received one of King’s reprints. In January and February 1920 in the Baptists’ \textit{Louisville Western Recorder} and other denominational papers, he wrote three widely read articles assailing the “three fatal teachings” of Poteat. He launched the series with a blistering description of Poteat’s published musings on the atonement as “but the Southern echoes from . . . Chicago University”—the academic center of much critical scholarship on the Bible and conservative shorthand for liberal heresy. Poteat’s error, in Martin’s argument, lay in seeing the death of Jesus as changing a man’s attitude and convincing him to reject sin and to accept a welcoming God. Martin and other conservatives taught instead that the crucifixion served as a substitute payment to appease a stern God angered by the sins of man (the so-called substitutionary theory of the atonement). He worried that Poteat’s influence would “contaminate the young men of Wake Forest and especially the young Baptist preachers who are educated there.”\textsuperscript{14} Martin continued to dissect the address from 1900 in his second article, contending that Poteat incorrectly portrayed God as the father of “unredeemed” sinners as well as of Christians. “This means the utter repudiation of the teaching of the Scriptures along this line,” Martin contended, “and it is a fearful responsibility for North Carolina Baptists to keep President Poteat as president of Wake Forest, to thus poison the sons of those who support the college with their hard-earned money. . . .”\textsuperscript{15}

Martin concluded the series with an early example of the conservative offensive on the teaching of evolution; the final piece focused on the theory’s alleged German connections and blamed it for causing Germany to welcome the horror of war as an exercise in the survival of the fittest. He expanded his evidence beyond the single address by Poteat. In May 1915 Poteat delivered a series of talks at the Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort Worth at which even he admitted at the time that he “talked pretty frankly about evolution” to the seminary students and faculty. Martin brought Poteat’s visit to Texas to the attention of his readers and claimed that “so positive was he with his teachings of evolution that President [Lee Rutland] Scarborough of the seminary publicly repudiated the address.”\textsuperscript{16} In his final commentary Martin also featured a second tactic of conservative attempts to discredit liberalism, particularly evolution. Fully aware that the authority of science carried great weight in society, conservatives attempted to find and array in their support scientific objections to evolution. Martin quoted from “twenty-one really great scientists of the world” who had rejected the theory.\textsuperscript{17}

In conclusion Martin penetratingly summarized the fears that animated conservative opposition to Poteat throughout the early twenties: “Every honest man knows that accepting evolution means the giving up of the inspiration of Genesis; and if the inspiration of Genesis is given up, the testimony of Jesus to the inspiration of the Scriptures goes with it; and if his testimony to the inspiration of the Scriptures is given up, his deity goes with it, and with that
goes his being a real Redeemer and we are left without a Savior and in the
darkness and in our sins." He went on to suggest the anti-bureaucratic solu-
tion that fiercely democratic and localistic conservatives repeatedly turned to
during the controversy. He raised "a question of honor with President Poteat
and men like him." The Tennessee evangelist explained, "They are supported
by the hard-earned money of Baptists who gave the money for the purpose of
propagating Baptist doctrines, Baptist teachings. The teachings of Baptists
are well known. The money would never have been given to propagate the
 teachings of President Poteat. . . ." Therefore, Poteat was guilty of "a breach
of trust, a misappropriation of funds," and "obtaining money under false
pretenses."  

Perhaps because Martin's first two articles probing the talk from 1900
brought a counterattack from North Carolina's Biblical Recorder, the ensuing
debate centered almost exclusively on the theory of the atonement rather
than evolution, the issue that would later take the spotlight. Livingston
Johnson, editor of that Baptist weekly, agreed from the outset with Martin
that "Dr. Poteat made a great mistake in delivering that address," but he
defended Poteat by arguing that the president's views had since changed.
"His brethren should remember that he had not reached the mature conclu-
sions on the great doctrine of the Atonement to which his subsequent study
has led him," Johnson asserted. He quoted a comment by Poteat from the fall
of 1919 that he was seeking to have a series of sermons at the college to "put
under the feet of our boys at Wake Forest the fundamentals of the Christian
faith—the Scriptures as the infallible rule of faith and practice, the deity, aton-
ing work, and lordship of Christ, [and] personal regeneration which makes
men new creatures in Christ Jesus." The editor concluded, "One can almost
hear the crackling of the fagots as he reads the words by which [Martin]
consigns to outer darkness Dr. Poteat and all who have ever sat at his feet and
accepted his teachings."  
Poteat replied appreciatively in print the following week: "I am indebted
to you . . . for your sympathetic representation of my attitude toward the
fundamentals of our Christian faith. Of course, I accept the New Testament as
the law of my life and the standard of my thinking. To find its meaning and to
extend its power have been the business and joy of these forty years." With
careful, evasive wording he sought to assure readers of his orthodoxy, indicat-
ning that "the mystery of His compassion and His redemption I do not under-
stand, but to his sacrificial life and atoning death I look for the forgiveness of
sin and the life eternal." He closed, "My savage critic doesn't know me, and
that, I think, is why he raves. I think he has the same reliance I have, and I
hope it sheds in him, when he is calm, the same great peace." His calm,
tolerant demeanor and unabashed faith were typical of Poteat's outlook. Pri-
Vately, though, he saw some danger to his job, assuring his wife in late Janu-
ary, after the release of Martin's first article, that "we can make a living if they
turn me out of my stewardship!" His confidence returned only after he was
"overwhelmed" by letters of support.
Poteat’s critics, King and Martin, pushed Poteat specifically to adopt the substitutionary theory of the atonement and to repudiate his early views, both of which his reply to them had studiously avoided. Martin demanded a level of logical rigor that Poteat had concluded decades before was not possible or desirable in matters of faith. He refused to state publicly, as he had found unnecessary to determine privately, a closely reasoned justification of his faith. He explained to his brother, “Things seem to be pressing me to adopt somebody’s theory of the atonement, a thing which I do not feel disposed to do, for I don’t think the New Testament has one. I prefer to leave the matter where Jesus left it,—the birth by the Spirit is like the mystery of the wind.”

The _Biblical Recorder_ stood by its belief that Poteat’s statement that he looked to Jesus for atonement was a repudiation of his earlier views, and Poteat left it at that. Martin had no choice but to declare victory and move on, though he had the whole exchange printed as a pamphlet for free distribution.24

Many a lay reader wrote to the _Biblical Recorder_ in the next several weeks. Using arguments that would reappear throughout the early twenties, nearly all asserted their right to control the school they had created and to demand that its employees teach Baptist doctrine. Though he urged restraint in the matter of Poteat, W.C. Barrett, leader of the move in 1912 to tighten the state convention’s hold on Wake Forest, noted, “I believe that any man who holds a position in a denomination where his influence might affect the belief of the people ought to be ready at any time to make a clear statement of his belief on any point when questioned by persons who have a right to raise such questions.”25 In addition to debuting issues that would continue to plague the denomination, this initial clash also revealed that Poteat had significant support. Though no one seconded his view of the atonement, several friends and alumni declared that their confidence in his character and Christian faith were enough to win him their backing, themes that reappeared in Poteat’s defense until his retirement. One minister gushed typically, “All Wake Forest men, and all who know him, respect and love President Poteat for his sound Biblical views and his great life.”26

Poteat’s declaration of faith, despite its evasiveness, satisfied the moderate editor of the _Biblical Recorder_ and apparently eased the worries of some of the more tolerant leaders within the denomination (some of whom were educated at Wake Forest). The controversy quieted by April 1920. Perhaps as a gesture of respect for conservative convictions, A.C. Dixon was selected as commencement speaker for June 1920. Dixon helped make rejection of evolution a primary test of orthodoxy among Fundamentalists.27 Johnson praised his commencement address as “a great exposition of the most fundamental things of the Gospel” and “worth far more than the ornate essays on Social Service which are often palmed off on commencement occasions as Gospel sermons.” Dixon spoke on “the menace of evolution,” linking it to Nietzsche, Germany, and the World War. Further, he rejected evolution as a scientific “absurdity.” His comprehension of science insisted on direct observation, a caricature of the scientific method that was problematic when applied to evo-
Dixon could not see a species evolve, thus he and other conservatives rejected it, confident that the believers in evolution were the ones practicing bad science. He elucidated, "Though I confess a repugnance to the idea that an ape or an ourangotang [sic] was my ancestor, I have been willing to accept the humiliating fact, if proved, but the more I have investigated, the more thoroughly I have been convinced that, if I am to be an evolutionist and thus keep up with the modern academic drift, I must refuse to let the gray matter of my brain work, while I permit others to do my thinking for me and accept their authority, not because of the reasons they give for their theory, but solely because of their eminence in the literary and educational world." At a banquet during commencement one trustee welcomed Dixon's viewpoint, indicating that it was the duty of the board of trustees "to see that the College is true to the doctrines of the New Testament, and that no German rationalism is taught within the College walls." Though assured for the moment that the college was orthodox, that conception of the responsibility of Baptists toward the college did not disappear.

Despite the relative quiet by mid-1920 on the issue of religious unorthodoxy, assertions of popular control of educational policy continued on other topics. At the annual gathering of the Southern Baptist Convention in the summer of 1921, John E. White, a Wake Forest graduate and president of Anderson College in South Carolina, guided to adoption a resolution urging that Baptist colleges "should be kept executively independent and administratively free under the sole control of the Baptist bodies to which they belong. . . ." White crafted his resolution in opposition to Baptist schools becoming members of a regional accrediting body, the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States. The previous fall the education board of the Baptist State Convention in North Carolina, under the direction of secretary Richard T. Vann, had recommended that Wake Forest and Meredith Colleges apply to join the association. White argued that the convention had approved the policy "without a word of discussion" and committed Baptist institutions to "a situation of helpless submission to the academic sovereignty of the Southern Association." White objected to placing "an outside power" in "an inside position between the denomination and its institution."

In White's view, boards of trustees and college administrations should have no authority to decide whether their college joined a standardizing group. He contended, "In reaching such a decision . . . the conventions and the associations are to be trusted. . . . They are more likely to arrive at sound and inspiring policies of education than any small group of educational experts." He verified, "I am opposed to the absorption of the academic program of denominational colleges in any standardizing organization which has no place for the consideration of Christian ideals." Vann defended his board's recommendation against White's charges on the grounds of improving academic quality but took pains to assure Baptists that the Southern Association would not have control of their institutions. Poteat led Wake Forest into the Southern Association in December 1921. However, the agitation for more discus-
sion and debate convinced him as president of the Southern Baptist Educational Association to organize the group’s meeting that same month around the topic of standardization. At that conference, Rufus Weaver of Mercer University, also a Wake Forest graduate, introduced a resolution that led to the formation of a parallel Baptist accrediting body that he and Poteat helped to lead during the 1920s.\footnote{30}

In a spirit of watchfulness about the denomination’s democracy, D.F. King briefly tried another direction of attack. He denounced Wake Forest for accepting money from the General Education Board despite the board’s requirement that the funds not go to theological education. This too meant allowing outsiders and skeptics to “dictate to us how to run” the college.\footnote{31} White’s and King’s demands for more participation by Baptists in educational matters came at a time when many perceived their state convention becoming more bureaucratic and less open to democratic debate. The president of the group admitted in November 1921 that “the Convention has practically ceased to be a deliberative body and has become a mass meeting through which we must, from the nature of the case, rush many things about which we cannot stop to take time to consider so as to form a mature judgment as a result of the thinking of many of those present. We must, and do, trust many things to the wise judgment of our leaders.”\footnote{32} In opposition to such a surrender to bureaucratization, moves to intervene in college administration represented in part an attempt to reinvigorate the democratic localism within the denomination that was slipping in favor of professional educators.

In the fall of 1921 an incident at Wake Forest led Baptists to perceive a need of further oversight of the school. Hazing of new students by upper-classmen had intermittently troubled the college, but it took a more serious turn that semester when the subject of an attempted hazing shot and wounded one of his assailants. At the court trial the college’s part-time dean, a professor of law, pleaded for clemency for all involved. Soon thereafter, the same young man was again attacked, bound, his head shaved, and “nitrate of silver” placed on his bald pate. The incident made sensational headlines in a Raleigh paper, and the *Biblical Recorder* concluded, “Wake Forest has been disgraced, the denomination humiliated, and the State insulted!” Poteat scrambled to assure the denomination that the faculty actively opposed hazing and had worked closely with the students to suppress the evil, but editor Johnson did not back down from the inquisitiveness of the *Biblical Recorder*. He leveled a warning to the college, “If faculties cannot cope with the situation trustees may be forced to take a hand, as denominations hold the trustees ultimately responsible for the management of the colleges committed to their care.” Another trustee also published letters of criticism, to which Hubert Poteat felt compelled to reply that the professors “do feel that we have the right to ask the friends of the institution to reserve judgment until all the evidence is in.” Others censured the request for leniency for the attackers. After the end of the spring 1922 semester the board took steps to remedy the problem by approving the hiring of a dean to work full-time handling such problems as
discipline and by accepting a new system of student government and rules of
cconduct that the faculty had initiated. The new rules included controversial
provisions limiting the freedom of first-year students and requiring them to
wear distinctive caps. Further, in hope of ending hazing and coopting disorder
into a formal system capable of regulation, the trustees legalized fraternities.33

Not everyone in the state approved, and as in all the cases of college
governance they exercised what they saw as their democratic right as Baptists
to enter the issue. Throughout the summer of 1922 the deluge of letters to
the denominational newspaper almost unanimously opposed the legalization
of fraternities. One noted accusingly, “We have surrendered to the forces that
have long been in rebellion against an established policy of the college, and
against the principles for which Baptist churches and institutions have stood
through all these years.” The principles most often cited as in peril included
democracy and unity, and critics felt that elitism, competition, debauchery,
poor grades, increased expenses for poor students, the demise of the literary
societies, and even dancing would surely follow. There were rumblings that
Wake Forest was losing touch with “the common people.” Livingston Johnson
countered that the trustees by about a two-to-one margin “thought it better
to have legalized fraternities rather than the outlaw affairs which have existed
at the college for years.” Other Baptists expressed outrage that trustees would
surrender to the disorderly element rather than repress it, comparing the
argument for fraternities to the pressure to repeal prohibition because of its
imperfect enforcement. The new restrictions on entering students meant end-
dorsing “the undemocratic discrimination between the old and new students
by forcing the freshmen to wear distinctive garb, with other restrictions as a
bribe to the sophomores not to haze them.”34

Some called for a vote by the alumni or the denomination to decide the
issue, and at least two churches and one association responded to a call that
churches should express their will on the subject because they constituted
“the final court of appeals for Baptist matters in the State.” By the end of the
summer, public pressure on the trustees forced them at a special meeting to
rescind the limitations on freshmen and to state publicly their reasons for
legalizing fraternities, though they refused to bow to the pressure to outlaw
the groups again. They gave as their rationale the widespread national accep-
tance of fraternities and the need to have them in order to compete for stu-
dents, motives of expediency that would hardly satisfy a constituency vigorously
expressing its will and commitment to popular control. Antagonists con-
tinued to express opposition, and the topic was expected to be a contentious one
at the Baptist State Convention in December 1922.35 Conservatives had grow-
ing reason to doubt the responsiveness of the appointed trustees.

Even as critics expressed their belief in democratic control of the college
on relatively local issues, the unrest between liberals and conservatives within
the denomination increasingly crystallized around the teaching of evolution.
On this subject some Baptists would later express most vociferously their dis-
satisfaction with Wake Forest. Though specific censure of Poteat ceased rela-
tively quickly following Martin's articles, across North Carolina and the South antagonism toward evolution grew. Several nationally known evangelists, including Baxter F. McLendon, Mordecai F. Ham, and Billy Sunday, toured the state in the early twenties, and William Jennings Bryan's nationwide crusade against evolution influenced Tarheels. Further, the World's Christian Fundamentalists Association held conferences in Raleigh in 1920, 1921, and 1922 that attracted national Fundamentalist figures. In May 1922 an exchange on the matter of science and religion between Fundamentalist speakers and scientists at the state college in Raleigh led to a widely discussed debate between eminent Fundamentalist William B. Riley and entomologist Zeno P. Metcalf of the college on the topic of evolution.36

In February 1922 Poteat looked around the South and saw the anti-evolution movement "rising to the volume of a flood." He and Rufus Weaver of Mercer University worried about "a procession of college presidents marching steadily to martyrdom" over evolution. Weaver suggested Poteat respond to the anti-evolution outcry "with a constructive statement of beliefs," but Poteat was "disinclined" to write such a declaration. He explained, "It looks too much like a concession of ignorance. I am afraid I am too proud to make it."37 Poteat instead tossed a catalyst into this saturated atmosphere of sensitivity toward the college and evolution and precipitated a whole new deluge of criticism. The tempest began when in early 1922, at his brother's urging, he put into print his thoughts on a parallel between the theory of evolution and a passage in the writings of Paul. A northern religious journal first published the short piece, "Was Paul an Evolutionist?," and the Biblical Recorder immediately reprinted it in early March for North Carolinians. Quoting Acts 17:26 that God created man "from a common origin," Poteat attested, "I am quite unable to frame a neater statement of the doctrine of the descent of existing organisms from earlier organisms under the divine impulsion and guidance."38

Tarheel Baptists quickly called for Poteat to answer the question that his article posed and to give a clear account of his views. A prominent adversary maintained that Poteat "ought... to explain what he means by theistic evolution, and tell how and where God operates in such a scheme." He wondered, "Can he afford to assume the Vanderbilt attitude toward the Christian public?"—a reference to Vanderbilt University's successful suit to free itself from the control of the Methodist denomination. Baptists were determined that they would retain a hold on their college. No one denied Poteat's right to believe as he wished and be damned; however, his opponents disavowed his right to do so as an employee of the Baptist denomination. This same assailant noted, "It is not a question of liberty in teaching. . . . Evolutionists and their supporters also have their rights, and they are at liberty to establish and maintain schools that promulgate their views." Throughout March and April the pressure rose for Poteat to justify that article and also a statement published in February in which he indicated that "the doctrine of evolution as the divine method of creation has been taught here frankly for many years, and that proclaims God and supports the fundamental tenets of our holy
religion.” Critics assailed Darwinism as an unscientific guess contrary to the Bible. Poteat’s defenders occasionally supported evolution but for the most part concentrated on his character and the religious soundness of those who studied at Wake Forest. Prominent minister and convention official Walt N. Johnson proclaimed him “a Christian gentleman” who was “one of God’s demonstrations that Jesus Christ saves and keeps safe even an evolutionist who trusts him.”

The clamor for clarification led Poteat to write two articles for the *Biblical Recorder* in late April. In the first he defined evolution, explained the difference between evolution and the still debatable question of how species originated, and made clear that evolution itself was accepted as fact by scientists. Poteat perceived that conservatives were mistaken in their rejection of evolution as unscientific. His opponents held the practice of science to be only the collection of facts and not their analysis. Thus, to religious conservatives, calling evolution a theory demoted it from valid science to wild guess, while Poteat recognized that the practice of science depended upon interpretative hypotheses. He returned to the list of supposedly great scientists who rejected evolution, one aspect of Martin’s denunciation of the teaching of the theory in 1920 and apparently still cited by some critics, and concluded, “two do not appear in the biographical dictionaries, five are misrepresented, seven won reputation in other than biological fields, and six have been in their graves more than forty years, two of these having died long before Darwin’s great book was published.” That left one scientist, who was seen as “peculiar” among “biologists of responsible position.” Quoting “authoritative” sources, Poteat demonstrated evolution’s acceptance. He inquired if the attack on evolution could sincerely be in earnest since the controversy “was settled amicably, certainly in professional circles, thirty years ago. . . .”

The second article likewise referred to “a few authoritative theologians” for evidence that evolution and religion were compatible. Because the two could co-exist, “the inspiration of the Scripturessanely interpreted, the Deity of Christ, His incarnation, atonement, and resurrection are ours, evolution or no evolution.” He concluded with a ringing challenge: “That being so, it is manifestly unjust for men who have had no opportunity of training in the biological sciences to seek to discredit Christian men who hold evolution as God’s method of creation by charging them with disloyalty to Christian truth, with toady ing to rationalistic high-brows, and with a venal and clandestine effort to undermine our religion. It is not right. It is not fair. It is not Christian. It ought to stop.” Ironically, even though Poteat often rhetorically rejected the specialization and professionalization that was at the foundation of claims of professional scientific veracity (and of experts’ right to rule Progressive bureaucracies), he expected the public to accept as valid and authoritative the claims of scientists, just as he expected them to give him the autonomy due a professional educator in managing Wake Forest’s curriculum. The worldviews of democratic localism and specialized professionalism clashed repeatedly as the fight to end liberal heresy among Baptist educators continued.
William Louis Poteat

Poteat presided over Wake Forest during a tumultuous time for southern colleges. In 1910, he responded to the broadened curriculum and the decline of the classics by implementing a plan of study, diagrammed here in a proposal to the faculty in 1909, that preserved a core curriculum while encouraging students to look toward specialized training in the various professions.

Poteat’s declaration of faith did not satisfy everyone. Years later Poteat appraised his articles on evolution, “I never argued the issue which was raised. . . . They were both statements of fact, not arguments.” The most persistent adversary of evolution rightly discerned that Poteat’s articles failed “to meet the issue involved” by not responding to specific theological questions of how God operates through evolution, and he was not impressed with citations to “opinions of men.” But some influential Baptists agreed that Poteat’s forthright statement of religious faith “ought to satisfy every honest Baptist in North Carolina who wants to see right prevail.” In May 1922, at
the same time they were dealing with the hazing and fraternity issues, the trustees appointed a committee of three, including the perennial Richard T. Vann, "to have an interview with Dr. Poteat and secure from him a statement in regard to the fundamentals of our faith." The committee reported that regarding "the great fundamental doctrines of our faith" Poteat was "in hearty accord" on "God, as the Creator of all things; Jesus of Nazareth as His Son incarnate; Redemption from sin through His atoning death; His resurrection from the dead; Regeneration through the Holy Spirit; The distinctive principles generally held by Baptists; The divine inspiration and final authority of the Bible, in matters of faith and practice." The trustees then unanimously "expressed their confidence in President Poteat as a Christian and a teacher." Concluding that all should now be convinced, Johnson closed the pages of the *Biblical Recorder* to further discussion of evolution.44

The controversy was far from over. Many Tarheels continued simply to reject claims of autonomy for the professionally skilled in such areas as education, and their egalitarian sense meant that no deference was due the board of trustees or Poteat. In May 1922 the Southern Baptist Convention condemned the teaching of evolution as a fact, and tensions grew in other southern states as well as North Carolina. With the principal Baptist paper having bowed out of the dispute, the controversy in North Carolina continued in the meetings of the Baptist associations in the summer and fall of 1922. For example, the Cape Fear-Columbus and the Alexander Associations formally objected to the teaching of evolution, as did the Gaston County Association and the First Broad Baptist Church. A conference of Baptist pastors in Asheville also called for Poteat to explain to the convention his idea of evolution.45

Vann, head of the state convention's board of education, spoke in favor of moderation at a number of associations, and at Vann's request Poteat traveled to several of the regional gatherings in order that the "brethren might discover that I was just a plain man without horns and cloven feet." He reported a cordial reception in most areas, and after his talk the Tar River Association formally approved of Wake Forest. At the Flat River meeting he "made a speech that literally swept the association," a preview of the convention to come. The Gaston County assembly hinted at the uncertainty of many as the convention approached. Though the association's anti-evolution resolution passed by a twenty-three-to-four margin, almost three-quarters of the hundred or so delegates present reserved judgment and abstained.46 The state convention, set to occur in Winston-Salem in early December, would decide the matter.

Both sides prepared for an altercation. Poteat was confident of victory, and he and his supporters planned to "propose a resolution of endorsement of the College, and so put the opposition on the defensive." He defined the stakes much differently than the conservatives. He would "not allow myself to be made an issue," Poteat wrote; "The real issue is whether a man can accept scientific truth as he sees and yet be a Christian." On the other side, W.C. Barrett maintained, "The people who support the colleges have a right
to a voice and . . . whatever the majority want should be done” in the matters of evolution and fraternities, noting that both would be topics of contention.47

The convention opened on a Tuesday with nearly five hundred messengers (delegates) present by the first afternoon. B.W. Spilman—who had boarded in Poteat’s home while a student at Wake Forest—presided over the sessions. He wielded a gavel made from wood that was taken from the birthplace of F.M. Jordan, who was the minister, ninety-four years old in 1922, who had preached the service in the 1870s at which Poteat dedicated his life to religion. Not until Wednesday night did the long-awaited moment arrive, Poteat’s address to the convention on education. After a brief introduction by his old Euzelian mate Vann, Poteat faced the denomination that had enveloped him and given his life meaning for five decades. The moment was “tense,” and “the Convention was on the tip-toe of expectancy.”48

At this crucial instant, Poteat’s oratory, honed for fifty years since he first entered the hall of the Euzelian society, rescued him. He was a symbol for the importance of the freedom of intellectual thought, but he turned instead to exhortation and evangelism and fired up the audience with an address titled “Christianity and Enlightenment.” His eloquence and skill guided the emotions of the convention messengers through an hour-long oration that did not even mention evolution. He met the audience with scriptures in hand: “Permit me to read to you a little passage out of a little book. I love the little book and accept all it says. It has been the light and joy of my life. I commend it to you. It is our final authority for faith and practice. It is our most precious possession.” He read from the book of John for evidence “that the revelation of Christ, according to His own declaration, is an expanding revelation,” sanctioning Poteat’s own liberal interpretation. Christian education—defined as “Christianity operating in the field of enlightenment”—offered the best hope to redeem a world that he depicted in a state of chaotic moral decline. Socialism, Prussianism, secular education, and “the scientific temper” had all failed to avert crisis because of “the same fatal absence of the moral dynamic.” “No, no. None of these,” Poteat cried, “It is Anarchy or Christ.”49

Poteat movingly testified to his own conversion at Jordan’s revival and reiterated his understanding of Christian Progressive reform—that social change would come with the conversion of individuals. “The cross is the central fact toward which all previous history converges, from which all subsequent history diverges with a crimson tinge forever,” he proclaimed, “Redemption is there, or it is nowhere, individual redemption and social redemption.” Poteat decried those who feared “lest the truth be bad”; with Christ as a guide, no form of truth could be antagonistic to faith. The jeremiad closed with a call for unity: “We are on a campaign to recover to our Lord a rebel world, and we talk of division. . . . Yonder gleams His banner above the battle line. Have done with these debates in the rear. Up and after Him through blood and tears, after Him to victory!”50

The sermon overwhelmed the convention. Livingston Johnson reported that it “was more nearly like a revival than anything we have seen in the Con-
vention in years.” Poteat escaped with his pride intact, feeling he had not lowered his standards to compete with ignorance. His persuasiveness left his conservative opponents no opening for combat that did not look petty. One of the strongest critics of evolution, who sat directly in front of Poteat as he spoke, introduced a resolution the next morning “that this Convention commend Wake Forest College in its present policy expressed in the above address by President Poteat endorsing the Bible truth as a basis of faith.” Fraternities and evolution did not come before the meeting despite the resolutions adopted beforehand by at least ten associations. Some delegates had come specifically to defend Wake Forest against attack, and many of them did not even remain for the final two days of the convention following Poteat’s speech. The rest was anticlimactic.51

Throughout the early twenties most North Carolina newspapers praised Poteat’s stand for the freedom of teaching. However, even one of his supporters questioned the speech at Winston-Salem by declaring that Poteat “won a great victory by chloroforming his enemies” with rhetoric, while leaving the conservative movement “as strong and bigoted and ignorant as it ever was.”52 In praising Poteat’s masterful speech, his brother also struck a foreboding note about conservative Baptists: “When they have forgotten your superb eloquence, they will come home to their own house of life and see again Evolution mocking their faith in the uniqueness of their Lord. And President Poteat will be more a puzzle to them than ever.” Edwin went on to urge that “pity for such ignorance” as some of Wake Forest’s opponents displayed should inspire Poteat “to make a plain statement in answer to the questions which in your great hour at Winston-Salem you left unanswered.” Edwin could think of no one better “to mediate the transition for Southern Baptists from uncritical conservatism to conservative progressivism.”53 At the end of 1922, intellectual freedom and professional autonomy were safe for the moment, and liberal thought in North Carolina had established a strong precedent. Edwin’s warnings soon proved correct, however, and Poteat would again be forced to justify his teachings. Rather than regarding Wake Forest as a beacon lighting troubled waters, many of the state’s Baptists remained eager to kindle a blaze beneath Poteat to encourage him to relinquish his post in deference to popular religious sentiment.

The Second Round and an Uneasy Peace

Though some minor displays of discontent over Poteat’s beliefs continued, the focus of the anti-evolution agitation in North Carolina shifted away from the Baptist denomination for a time beginning in 1923. In April of that year William Jennings Bryan, a Presbyterian with broad appeal, gave an inspiring address in Raleigh urging, according to one historian, “the Christian taxpayers of North Carolina to drive the evolutionists from their public schools in order to preserve true Christianity and public morality.” This majoritarian justification of anti-evolution legislation, similar to the arguments Baptists
used within their denomination, was the rationale for efforts to restrict the teaching of evolution in the state’s public schools and universities. Conservative religious leaders tried first to arrange for biblical instruction for academic credit in public schools and colleges as a counter to unorthodox teaching, but the proposal failed to gain adequate support, particularly among Baptists who worried about the separation of church and state. Most in the denomination had no such hesitation about proscribing the teaching of evolution, however, because they regarded the makeup of the science curriculum as similar to other policy decisions open to democratic influence. The conservative cause got a substantial boost in January 1924 when Governor Cameron Morrison, another Presbyterian and ex-officio chairman of the State Board of Education, removed two biology textbooks from a list of those recommended for use in public schools, citing their approval of evolution.

Poteat kept a fairly low profile on the evolution issue during 1923 and 1924, though the debate continued within other denominations in the state. In the summer of 1923 he accepted the offer of a wealthy alumnus to pay for him and Emma to attend the Baptist World Alliance meeting in Stockholm. From late June until mid-August they enjoyed traveling in western Europe. In the summer of 1924 they took an extended trip through the western United States as well, relaxing from presidential duties and denominational controversy. Also in the summer of 1924 Poteat attended a liberal conference on theological matters arranged by the Reynolda Presbyterian Church in Winston-Salem, but he gave “no formal talk, only answered questions and made suggestions.” Nonetheless, he made no effort in this period to hide his liberal views. Appearing before the Baptist church in Chapel Hill in March 1924, he lectured that the Bible “partakes in general of the qualities of the Oriental mind. It presents practical morals, not metaphysics.”

Poteat’s patient and tolerant stance toward anti-evolutionists dissipated somewhat as the controversy persisted. In early 1924 in Memphis he lashed out against religious conservatives while speaking to the Council of Church Schools of the South (a group formed the year before when the Southern Baptist Education Association agreed to cooperate with similar bodies from the Methodist and Presbyterian denominations). Poteat proclaimed that theology had incorporated evolution forty years previously and castigated the “few gentlemen, sincere and devout and capable,” who were spreading “excitement and alarm” about evolution. “For the most part trained in pre-scientific days, they could not be expected to have the scientific habit or attitude,” he explained. Still, he had no sympathy for their failure to keep up with modern thought, worrying that by their attacks on science “these ardent propagandists are in reality producing no effect whatsoever on scientific opinion, but only scattering thorns in the path of young Greeks of our day who would see Jesus.” Such men invoked “a crass theory of inspiration most unfair to the precious documents of our faith” and threatened “by legislative enactment and executive order, by inquisition and torture, to disentangle the hated doctrine from the web of contemporary thought, which it undoubtedly con-
The assaults on Poteat did not entirely cease, either. Shortly before the Baptist State Convention in December 1923, flyers unfavorably comparing Poteat's statements on evolution with quotations from Genesis had been anonymously mailed to various Baptists. The convention ignored the matter, but similar papers were sent out in February 1924.59 Also in the spring of 1924, Fundamentalist leader J. Frank Norris announced in his newspaper that Poteat's right to a seat in the upcoming Southern Baptist Convention gathering in Atlanta as a messenger from Wake Forest Baptist Church would be challenged on the basis of his teaching of evolution. Despite Baptist policies of local control that made such a challenge unfeasible, Norris's aggression continued to keep Poteat's views spotlighted before Tarheel Baptists. Poteat wrote his brother, "Nothing happened at Atlanta in the direction of the fulfillment of threats about the seating of a certain delegate from North Carolina." Norris was not even present. However, at their commencement meeting, the college's board of trustees "had what they called a heart to heart meeting in executive session, talking frankly as I learned afterwards about the College, the President and the recent agitation." Apparently the board reaffirmed its confidence in Poteat, and two members reported to Poteat that "they had never known the Board so melted in cordiality and unity in all their experience."60 Poteat's many years of close cooperation with the board paid dividends in the loyalty of a majority who accepted his faith as legitimate.

Religious conservatives elsewhere scored a number of victories in the twenties. Several Baptist schools gave in to popular pressure. For example, Norris consistently accused Baylor University, controlled by Texas Baptists, of harboring evolutionists, and his criticism and that of Thomas Martin led to the resignation of sociology professor Grove S. Dow in late 1921. Mercer University fired biology professor Henry Fox in the fall of 1924 for liberal religious views, and in 1926 Andrew Lee Pickens was driven from Furman University for his belief in evolution. Across the nation, opponents of evolution also worked to bar the doctrine from public schools, justifying the campaign by citing their rights as taxpayers. In the South, the Kentucky legislature defeated an anti-evolution measure early in 1922 only after the president of the University of Kentucky led a battle against it. In the spring of 1923, legislators in the Texas house of representatives passed such a bill, but it was defeated in the state senate. In Oklahoma, however, an anti-evolution bill passed in early 1923. Of course, the most famous triumph for anti-evolutionists occurred in Tennessee when the legislature prohibited the teaching of evolution early in 1925. The trial in July of that year of John T. Scopes, a high school teacher, for teaching the theory in violation of the statute is the most renowned event of the anti-evolution movement. Though the spectacle of the trial shamed many southern intellectuals and helped inspire them to advance the region's cultural standing, the death of Bryan following the trial gave anti-evolutionists a martyr and their movement further strength. In 1926 the
teaching of evolution was outlawed in Mississippi public schools, and in November 1928 the voters of Arkansas banned the teaching of evolution by passing a referendum on the matter.61

In North Carolina, the antipathy toward evolution in state-supported schools and universities erupted with especial fervor in early 1925. Howard W. Odum, a controversial sociologist at the University of North Carolina, had launched the *Journal of Social Forces* in 1922 to provide a forum for critical examination of southern problems. In the January 1925 issue two articles that questioned religious orthodoxy brought condemnation on Odum and his journal. The scholarly articles treated religion in terms of the development of myth and of Hebrew folkways, and they furthered in Tarheel minds an equation of Chapel Hill with secularism and heterodoxy. A second major statewide uproar involved evolution more directly. Before an extension class in Charlotte, Albert S. Keister of the North Carolina College for Women briefly discussed evolution and said it required one to see parts of the Bible as mythology.62 With these incidents to exhibit, Raeford’s state representative, David Scott Poole, had good evidence for the heresy that he saw rampant in tax-supported schools. Elected principally on the issue of evolution, Poole introduced in the state legislature on January 8, 1925, a resolution condemning as “injurious” the teaching of evolution in state institutions.63 He found support among members of all denominations, with conservative Presbyterians most vocal.

As Poteat recalled later, he “took no part in the public discussion of the ‘monkey bill,’” but he cheered as it went to its defeat. He believed that leaders of state-supported institutions should head the opposition to the resolution, and Harry W. Chase, president of the University of North Carolina, assumed that role with great effectiveness. “You have fought our battles long enough, and now we are going to do some fighting ourselves,” Chase informed Poteat. Along with science faculty from North Carolina State College, Chase made an important speech at a committee hearing on the resolution. He cast the issue in terms of human liberty and the freedom of speech, rather than a narrow academic freedom. Poteat attended the hearing to symbolize his opposition to the bill, but both he and Richard T. Vann declined to speak despite calls by the audience to do so. Poteat may have believed the divisiveness that his name might arouse would harm the opposition to the Poole bill, or he may have not wanted to risk another outbreak of antipathy by Baptists toward Wake Forest. Anti-evolutionists made their characteristic arguments that evolution was scientifically unreliable as well as a moral danger. The committee issued a negative report by one vote, but a week later a minority report brought the Poole bill before the full house of representatives. As with Poteat’s views about evolution, the state’s newspapers generally endorsed Chase’s arguments, and he rallied sufficient support. The resolution failed by a vote of sixty-seven to forty-six, but it got substantial backing from those legislators without a college education. Of the legislators educated at Wake Forest and the University of North Carolina, a majority opposed the restrictions. Eigh-
teen of the twenty-one who had attended Wake Forest voted against Poole’s resolution, an indication of the liberalizing influence of Poteat among the college’s alumni.\footnote{64}

An additional bit of fuel for the anti-evolution blaze in early 1925 was the naming in January of Poteat to deliver the McNair lectures at the University of North Carolina in May of that year. The purpose of the series was to explore the relationship between science and theology, and it had aroused controversy in 1922 when a professor from Yale had offended anti-evolutionists with his support for evolution and higher criticism of the Bible. Though Poteat at least was not open to charges of being an outsider, his three speeches sparked even more opposition.\footnote{65} They were delivered beginning May 1 to successively larger crowds that Poteat estimated at fifteen hundred persons by the third night. The lectures capture his growing impatience as he recognized that intelligence had still not widely prevailed over ignorance on the matter of evolution. He presented his ideas with unusual aggressiveness, perhaps feeling confident after the Poole bill’s defeat and the consistent backing of his own board of trustees. A front-page headline announced accurately, “Dr. W.L. Poteat Takes Sharp Fling at Fundamentalists.” A reporter heralded, “He has taken the warpath against his former tormentors.”\footnote{66}

In introducing his topic, he targeted the Chapel Hill students and sought “to inquire whether your culture is going to be at home with your religion.” He took as his topic “Can a Man Be a Christian To-day?” The first lecture, “To-day,” summarized the scientific discoveries of the nineteenth century and sketched the resulting changes in social and intellectual arrangements.\footnote{67} He noted that “the prophets of the new knowledge have always been crucified by the scribes of old” and pointedly criticized anti-evolutionists. “About the principle and fact of evolution,” he explained, “there is no question in the minds of responsible biologists. . . . This great conception is embedded in the texture of the intellectual life of to-day.” He continued, “One wonders whether the proposal to disentangle and expunge it by ecclesiastical or legislative enactment can by any possibility be really serious.” Fundamentalists sought the impossible—“by executive order, by organized propaganda, by inquisition and the refinements of modern torture, to crowd the eagle back into the shell and then, in Voltaire’s famous phrase, crush the infamous thing.”\footnote{68}

The other two talks in the series were equally blunt. The second lecture, “Baggage,” presented conclusions that Poteat had reached in the 1880s. He counseled the students to look beyond the theorizing of theology to find inspiration in the direct teachings of Jesus. With this formula Poteat could avoid resolving the theological ambiguities in his own position. By asserting the validity of Christian experience as springing from a more direct relationship with the divine, he could ignore many of the dilemmas that conservatives faced as they feared historicizing the Bible would destroy its transcendent authority. The absoluteness of Christian morality and the inward experience of responding to Christ’s call “to the soul of man” were unchanging, he asserted, but theological interpretations of Christian writings and teachings were
mutable. Theology resulted from “the rationalizing habit of the West,” but “a man may be a Christian and not understand the phrases of your theology and be wholly unable to subscribe to its main propositions.” Under the influence of theology, Christianity had moved from its original emphasis on conduct and a new way of life toward requiring belief in specific logical interpretations of doctrine. One result was the Fundamentalist tenet that God had dictated the Bible, and now “a few unimportant men” had revived that conception and were leading Christians into a “morass” because their theology conflicted with scientific findings. Poteat repeated that evolution instead was God at work in nature. He urged his young listeners, “You may revise your conception of the origin and purpose of the Bible and so retain your reverence before its Divine authority without embarrassment before the assured results of science.”

In the final speech, “Peace,” Poteat reinforced his ideas that “faith is independent and is as reliable in its sphere as reason is in its sphere.” For Poteat, reconciling science and religion meant holding rational theology and religious experience rigidly separate.

Even as Poteat was delivering the McNair lectures, talk circulated that he planned to retire at the commencement the following month. The Greensboro Daily News reported the rumors and noted that Poteat “is now at the peak of his popularity. He has routed utterly the bigots and the blackguards who have been sowing the state . . . with anonymous propaganda.” A prominent trustee posited that, if anything, Poteat might announce at commencement his plans to retire at a specific date in the future, but the president of the alumni association encouraged him to remain. At the beginning of May, Poteat said only, “There is nothing to discuss and cannot be until after the meeting of the board of trustees on June 3 as I have no definite plans and will have none prior to that meeting.” If he did intend to step down, he probably regarded the McNair lectures as a summary statement of his brand of religious liberalism, a final opportunity to cement his victory over “his former tormentors.” As he quickly discovered, however, those tormentors were far from vanquished.

In the month following the McNair lectures, Poteat trumpeted his understanding of evolution to at least two additional audiences. Reporter Nell Battle Lewis publicized a speech he gave to Raleigh’s Fortnightly Review Club meeting at the home of Delia Dixon Carroll, sister of A.C. and Thomas Dixon. Also, to an audience of about five hundred at the invitation of the Greensboro Open Forum, he explained that science and religion did not conflict. He pleaded for people to let scientists freely investigate the theory, “I think we’d better leave the technical questions for those equipped to handle them.” The McNair lectures and these additional speeches reignited the opposition of Baptists across the state, feeding the “flame of resentment,” one headline declared. In late May at a joint meeting of the education and mission boards of the Baptist State Convention, ministers and laymen from across the state reported that the denomination’s membership resented Poteat to an extent that could no longer be ignored. As a result, the meeting adopted a resolution
that recommended that the trustees of Wake Forest—who had long refused to oust Poteat despite opposition—be elected directly by the state convention. The *Raleigh News and Observer* rightly worried that the new outcry would complicate the “generally anticipated” retirement of Poteat at the upcoming commencement.\footnote{73}

The *Greensboro Daily News* polemically set the stage for commencement: “It will determine whether President W. L. Poteat voluntarily retires as he has had it in mind two whole years to do, or whether he will give his tormentors another good beating and while they are quiet and subdued, he will set a new time for resignation.” The majority of the faculty of Wake Forest responded by signing a letter asking Poteat to remain; the alumni meeting applauded him; and the trustees met in closed session and reportedly almost unanimously expressed confidence in Poteat. Poteat gave no public acknowledgement of the uproar, but “he was represented by friends as taking the position that he was unwilling to take any step that would appear as a surrender in whole or in part of the traditions which have been built up at the college...”\footnote{74} With no action taken at the June graduation, the agitation was left to build until the state convention in November.

Throughout the summer and fall of 1925, the question of evolution bedeviled the state. The Scopes trial in neighboring Tennessee captured the nation’s attention in July, and the *Biblical Recorder* under pressure again allowed debate on the issue during July and August, for the first time since mid-1922. Further, the bequest that established the McNair lectures stipulated that they be published. The University of North Carolina Press, formed only three years before and the single important nonreligious press in the region, had agreed to print the lectures. Despite Poteat’s controversial content, the press fulfilled its commitment. The little volume, *Can a Man Be a Christian To-day?*, gave assistant director of the press, William T. Couch, his first limited opportunity to release a book critical of regional mores, and its very publication was a significant step for liberals in the state. The book was out in June, and Couch personally devoted much effort to promoting it throughout the state, even in small towns. It sold rapidly, well over a thousand copies by the end of August and nearly two thousand by December. Due to fear of conservative opposition in the 1927 legislative session, his university later interfered with Couch’s exertions to push sales of a second edition of the book, but its widespread distribution in 1925 broke new ground. Reviewed widely in the state and even in some national publications, the work generally received praise from southern secular publications, just as newspapers had typically sided with Poteat on protecting the freedom of inquiry.\footnote{75} For his conservative Baptist opposition, however, *Can a Man Be a Christian To-day?* was just another red flag; even the title was a heretical question.

Poteat’s critics tore apart the book page by page. Most prominently, S.J. Betts, a Baptist minister in Raleigh, completed a pamphlet of burning criticism by early August in which he analyzed quotations from the book to determine that Poteat wanted “to discredit and tear asunder our Bible.” He gave
the typical evidence that evolution was not scientifically sound and called for religious Tarheels to help elect representatives to banish the doctrine from state schools and also to stop tolerating it in the denomination’s college. In a longer and more detailed criticism released somewhat later, James R. Pentuff, a minister in Concord, likewise examined “Poteat’s utterances” in great detail, reaching conclusions similar to those of Betts. The religious fear, antiquated views of science, and rejection of expert authority remained the same as in the earlier rounds of the fight against Poteat. However, the strategy changed somewhat. Recognizing that Poteat had gradually gained an unyielding shield composed of sympathetic trustees and vocal alumni, conservatives emphasized the idea premiered at the May meeting of the education and mission boards—securing direct election of the trustees by the convention. They apparently believed that if such a measure were passed by the convention, Poteat and the trustees would acknowledge their repudiation by resigning at once, thereby allowing the convention to elect a whole new group who would select a more sympathetic head for Wake Forest.

Poteat was by no means quiet during the summer and fall months. He maintained his “characteristic willingness . . . to express himself boldly upon any and all occasions” by repeating the McNair lectures to five hundred southern college students at the Blue Ridge, North Carolina, facilities of the YMCA; by lecturing on evolution to ministers and teachers in Asheville; and by giving a variety of talks at a week-long Christian meeting in Northfield, Massachusetts. To the Raleigh Rotary Club he denounced the Scopes trial: “I look on this thing happening in Dayton with the deepest humiliation. Apart from the trifling and ludicrous incidents associated with it, the idea that any group of men should undertake to settle a scientific fact by majority vote in any assembly is a travesty on the intelligence of our race and we ought not to stand for it.” Despite his incredulity, Poteat recognized the threat that the turmoil posed to him and his ideals in the college. In August he acknowledged, “The issue here appears to be acute again, I mean the issue of extreme fundamentalism. . . . The prospect is there will be a warm time at the Baptist State Convention. We have contemplated a conference with a view to forestalling if possible radical action by that body.” As he explained to one supporter, a Wake Forest alumnus at the Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, “I have known all along of your sympathy with the attitude Wake Forest has maintained these years past, and you will agree with me that it is very difficult even to appear to surrender it under the heavy pressure now exerted.”

Battle lines formed by late summer. A conference including the executive committees of the trustees and the board of missions, leaders of the alumni association, and other prominent Baptists convened for five hours in Raleigh in late August to discuss the evolution matter and the consequent drop in donations to the denomination. The meeting produced no action, however. Meanwhile, several of the associations meeting around the state heatedly debated evolution and Poteat’s role as president. Poteat worked to rally the alumni, and at their annual meeting in September they endorsed Poteat once
again. The sides were soon clear. By the end of September W.C. Barrett had announced that he would introduce a resolution proposing the change in trustee selection procedures at the convention, and the anticipation had begun once again to build as everyone knew a showdown was inevitable at the Charlotte convention. Citing the Methodists' loss of control of Vanderbilt University as a dangerous precedent to be avoided, Barrett claimed his resolution would not only assure that Wake Forest could never "get out of the hands of the Baptists of North Carolina" but would also "tend to bring the institutions closer to the people."

The convention convened on November 17, and a record of over 1,000 delegates enrolled. Not until the second day did the issue of education surface. R.J. Bateman of Asheville, an outspoken opponent of Poteat since the previous May, introduced in the afternoon session a convoluted resolution that was adopted with no discussion. It resolved "that we interpret the record in Genesis not as myth, but as God's inspired revelation. We believe that it is literal and unassailable as to the fact of creation by God; ... that it is supernatural in its method of revealing the truth that God by special act, created man in His own image apart from the rest of the animal creation...." The proclamation went on to recommend that Baptists influence "so far as we can" denominational colleges to adhere to "God's word" and to teach only "the attested facts of Science." Yet the decree also claimed that its supporters had no desire to hinder "investigation of all discoverable facts" by teachers.

Barrett's resolution on the election of trustees was reserved for the evening session, allowing time in the afternoon, shortly after Bateman's success, for Poteat to address an alumni meeting. He moved many of the crowd of 250 to tears with a wry but passionate statement intended to prepare them for possible battle against Barrett on behalf of Wake Forest:

I am not averse to withdrawing. I had thought of doing so before these good men gently suggested it to me. But they have made it impossible. I decline to be whipped out on a false issue which involves the respectability and the opportunity of my Alma Mater. For I am merely the point of contact which the College establishes with the public, the expression of the attitude of the College maintained through all the years of my service in it,—the attitude of hospitality to Truth, no matter through what little window of our life she may shine in on us. That is the issue. I have loved the College too dearly and too long ... to consent now by surrender or silence to her sacrifice. 

Perhaps recognizing the strong support Poteat had amassed, especially in the form of alumni, the conservatives at the convention compromised. In the
evening, Barrett introduced a resolution that “the trustees shall be elected by the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina, and hold office at the will of the Convention.” B.W. Spilman, a supporter of Poteat, immediately seconded the motion, and after its adoption offered a motion of his own that Barrett seconded. Spilman’s motion dictated that the convention would exercise its powers of election by having the trustees themselves nominate candidates. The convention would then elect the proposed slate or make substitutes. Both proposals were quickly adopted with no debate, and the convention dispatched the topic by singing “Blest Be the Tie That Binds.”

Both sides emerged claiming victory. The conservatives had their statement of faith in Genesis, but it was worded such that Poteat and other liberal interpreters of the Bible could still believe the facts of evolution. Further, Bateman’s resolution made no call for resignations, did not actually mention evolution, and criticized no one personally. The conservatives could claim a triumph in passing the Barrett resolution, but in actuality it changed little once Spilman’s motion gave the trustees the right of nomination. As the dust cleared, Poteat, the trustees, and their supporters remained unshaken. One observer commented, “The fundamentalists gained everything they asked the convention for, but they asked for exceedingly little.” The leaders of the denomination apparently wanted to avoid the divisions and bitterness of an open battle. On the third day of the meeting the college’s supporters did not press for a resolution of endorsement for the institution, and rumors that conservatives would attack Ora C. Bradbury—newly hired as professor of biology at Wake Forest and formerly under assault at Baylor University by J. Frank Norris—did not materialize. A reporter represented Poteat as “entirely satisfied” with the outcome, as were the professors and students of the college. Poteat wrote a few weeks later, “I think the atmosphere is distinctly clearing, and if we can be patient with good but misguided men, I think the controversy will quiet down into silence before very much longer.

The furor over evolution gradually expired in North Carolina. Conservatives in the state organized in 1926 to push again for a law in the 1927 legislative session, but internal disarray and a split between the major state group and lobbyists (including Thomas Martin) from national organizations contributed to their campaign’s distinct lack of success. Though evolution was an issue in a few of the primary races for state legislators in 1926, anti-evolution activists decisively failed even to get a new measure out of committee in early 1927. The Committee of One Hundred, organized in Charlotte in mid-1926, was the center of the anti-evolution lobby, but its leaders strenuously denied any desire to single out Poteat. His position at Wake Forest was secure as his foes awaited the retirement of their aging nemesis. Nonetheless, Poteat recognized that he had not convinced his opposition. In May 1926 the Southern Baptist Convention formally declared against evolution. Despite Poteat’s protest that the resolution was “inappropriate, ineffective, and injurious,” the board of trustees of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary later endorsed the statement by a wide margin in January 1927. In a speech at
Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, New York, in March 1927, Poteat expressed pessimistically, "The untrained masses have had no defenses against misinformed enthusiasm, and their response to the appeal of the Christian faith harried by science has demonstrated at once their docility and devotion."90

Such an understanding of the limitations of his success left Poteat to celebrate his preservation of Wake Forest's freedom even while lamenting a broader failure of liberal thought. If he had any doubt about the continuing strength of anti-evolution sentiment, an incident in the spring of 1931 would have dispelled it. Poteat accepted an invitation to speak about the report of the education commission at the Southern Baptist Convention's meeting in Birmingham that year. However, a member of the commission informed its head, according to Poteat, "that if it is announced in the papers that an evolutionist is to appear on the Convention platform, there will be public protest, which I understand to mean that he himself will make the protest." Poteat withdrew his name "to save the Commission from any possible embarrassment. . . ." Still, he chafed at the lack of respect given expert knowledge. He told his brother, "my first reaction was to speak, protest or not protest; it might do the protesters good, and I have a deep seated resentment against Paul's weaker brother determining policy for the whole bunch." He was "chagrined that the old silly controversy, which I had though dead and deeply buried, has arisen to say the report was greatly exaggerated."91 The issue would last even beyond Poteat's lifetime.

In addition to his skilled oratory, Poteat survived the criticism of the twenties—unlike Baptist liberals at Baylor, Mercer, and other southern colleges—due to his extreme visibility within the state, unimpeachable personal faith and reputation, the strength of the loyal network of college alumni, and the moderate nature of his liberalism.92 The evolution fight secured for Poteat his lasting reputation as a southern intellectual leader. The early students of southern liberalism, Edwin Mims and Virginius Dabney, considered Poteat a pioneer of tolerant and progressive thought in the region. In his Advancing South released in 1926, Mims devoted several pages to praising Poteat's McNair lectures, hailing him for striking a middle ground between modernism and orthodoxy while being "the chief protagonist of the liberal forces" among Baptists. Dabney considered Poteat "a commanding figure among Southern liberals" and in Liberalism in the South in 1932 praised him as "a dauntless spirit, liberal in his religious, educational and social attitudes, ever valiant in the search for truth."93 Commentators since have likewise acclaimed Poteat’s role in the evolution battle.

Poteat understood the limited achievements of southern liberalism perhaps more clearly than the somewhat polemical Mims and Dabney. In assessing Mims's book for the Yale Review, Poteat discerned, "An intellectual renascence is on the horizon. But, heavens! what a distance we have yet to compass." He analyzed Mims's examples of liberals, "What we see here is a progressive leadership shown up against the general population's indifference and backward look. Even the leaders are not quite independent in their liber-
alism.” In religious circles, Poteat later explained to Dabney, “the situation would perhaps be more accurately described as showing men of liberal attitude sifted all about in the churches, the majority of whose membership are quite orthodox with opinions not yet in contact with the new knowledge, much less revised by it.” The gap between leaders and membership continued to plague southern churches throughout the overwhelmingly conservative South. Liberals such as Poteat were vital in introducing new ideas, but the extent to which those ideas were adopted was limited.

Further, national reviewers of Can a Man Be a Christian To-day? made clear that even liberal thought in the South was conservative in a broader context. H.L. Mencken guardedly praised the work, but he noted about Poteat’s interpretation of the Bible, “Unfortunately, there is a hole in his argument.” Mencken explained, “What he asks us to do, in brief, is to give full faith and credit, on the ground that we are yet unable to show their falsity, to passages that are inextricably linked to passages that every schoolboy now knows to be nonsense.” A New Republic reviewer similarly contended, “The individual consciousness is the product of social tradition. While Mr. Poteat seems to be independent of the authority of tradition he is not.” The reviewer argued that Poteat’s adherence to “dreamland” religion grew out of tradition in the sense that “intelligence or reason” were “not the ultimate test of validity in case of religious conviction.” Writing from Baltimore, Gerald Johnson summed up, “As regards the body of his teaching, this chief of the vanguard of southern modernism would be regarded north of the Potomac as extremely old fashioned, if not downright fundamentalist.” Even some within North Carolina acknowledged the moderation of their liberal trailblazer: “The strength of W. L. Poteat that so puzzles visitors from outside the state, is due to the fact that, although he leans toward modernism, he is a moderate man.” This moderation typified southern liberals. The South allowed them voice, if not effectiveness, because they never promoted radicalism.

As the contentions about evolution drifted to a close after 1925, Poteat was finally beyond the dissension and controversy that had clouded his past several years, and he perhaps longed for the harmony and efficient leadership that he felt should characterize a proper society. It was not to be. He had at least partially won in the controversy over evolution, but the assertive, organized rejection of expert guidance that characterized the evolution dispute soon spread to other topics of importance to Poteat. As the subtle encounter over evolution in 1931 hinted, Poteat’s final decade was not one of triumph for many of the causes that he had long held dear. Despite the inevitable continuing triumphs of the juggernaut of bureaucratization, many southerners fought for local control. During the late 1920s and the 1930s, they continued to vigorously show disdain for the Progressive values of harmony, efficiency, paternalism, and educated leadership that Poteat embodied.
When William Louis Poteat stepped down from the presidency of Wake Forest College in June 1927, a perceptive editorialist prophesied that “the retirement of Dr. Poteat from the presidency doesn’t mean that he will drop out of the public eye, for a man of his recognized ability as a leader in education and religion cannot disappear, even if he should desire.” Another observer agreed, “So long as he retains his health, no matter what position he occupies his leadership in the realm of culture and intellect in North Carolina is inevitable.” These predictions proved true, for in the decade following his presidency Poteat remained exceptionally active.

To a large extent, Poteat’s final decade was notable for the failure of many of the values and causes that he had advocated for a lifetime. His Progressive vision since the 1890s was that modernization would result in a liberal, interdependent community led harmoniously by cultured elites. He anticipated a moral society that would bring the kingdom of God on earth. By the early 1920s the internal contradictions of his social philosophy were becoming visible. Poteat retained an emphasis on individual acceptance of the Christian morals at the foundation of his imagined community, yet he sought to exclude more and more of the recalcitrant immoral from society by proposing eugenic programs, and to forcibly include other objectors in the kingdom through conservative moral legislation such as Prohibition. The hoped-for harmony naturally did not result. The conservative religious backlash of the anti-evolution controversy represented a substantial number of Tarheels who refused to acquiesce to elite guidance within a seemingly liberal framework of social Christianity. The late twenties and the thirties brought many additional instances of full-scale rejection of the Progressive idea of a united, organic community.

Social conflict—antithetical to Progressive values—became more routine. Even within Wake Forest College, the veneer of unity that sustained the school through the evolution battle splintered on internal issues. Further, the religious conservatives remained alert and ready to attack any sign of liberalism or worldliness at the college. More broadly, the moral forces, as Christian
Progressives sometimes styled themselves, were unable to sustain support for Prohibition as competing social groups refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of a moral standard enforced from above. Poteat also spoke for peace, tolerance, and an international alliance for moral diplomacy, but national trends again moved in opposite directions. He worked for racial peace in a segregated but interlinked society, but fearful whites and black activists assaulted his middle ground from all sides. Big business ignored appeals for social cooperation and moral management, and the objects of Poteat’s proposed eugenic reforms likewise questioned vigorously the idea of a society united behind a moral quest for a southern kingdom of God. The search for an orderly, unified society to replace the cohesive, self-contained communities of the nineteenth century ended in the 1930s with the normalization and spread of competition among interest groups within society.

**Retirement and an Evolving Wake Forest**

The Fundamentalist attack on the teaching of evolution was not the only controversy stirring Tarheel Baptists in the period just before Poteat’s retirement. Though he publicly credited his retirement solely to advancing age, in the months leading up to the announcement Poteat faced a storm of criticism and factional controversy from within the college. A series of articles in the spring of 1926 in the student newspaper, *Old Gold and Black*, accused the Poteat administration of dragging Wake Forest into “a state of dry rot, decay, and stagnation” by missing fundraising opportunities with the wealthy Duke family, failing on two much-needed building campaigns, lowering the quality of the instruction by hiring fewer professors with doctorates, and poorly investing the endowment. Another accusation alleged that a small cadre of the faculty kept a tight control of the college and maintained a false facade of unity. Further, “it was charged that the management of the college was in the hands of a few members of the board of trustees whose interests were centered in other denominational schools in the state and that the administration was unprogressive and not what the Baptists of the state expected and demanded of it.” The students accused the board of trustees of putting the interests of Meredith College ahead of those of Wake Forest because of a variety of personal ties to the Baptists’ college for women. The dozen or so students signing the articles claimed only to want to bring the matter before the Baptists of the state “in order that something may be done to restore Wake Forest to that position of prestige and leadership which is her rightful heritage.” Most students remained supportive of the administration, however.

At a faculty meeting an angered Hubert Poteat, William’s son and a professor of Latin at the college, recommended that a student partially responsible for the editorials not be allowed the honor of speaking at commencement. In response, Thurman D. Kitchin, dean of the medical school, protested that the students should be allowed to express themselves and that he in fact agreed with certain of the charges leveled at the Poteat administra-
tion. The situation worsened when Fountain W. Carroll, a professor in the medical department, decided he could "not remain in a department whose head was against the administration" of the college. Kitchin resigned on May 15, 1926, followed in the next few days by Carroll and Walter F. Taylor, a Poteat supporter and another member of the medical faculty.\(^5\) Poteat sought desperately to restore peace to the medical department by indicating to Kitchin that Carroll had withdrawn his statement. He asked Kitchin in turn "to withdraw your resignation and so relieve the crisis in the department of Medicine which you have done so much to standardize."\(^6\) With the college in disarray, the board of trustees formed a fact-finding committee to investigate the allegations of poor administration and the ensuing problems.\(^7\)

Poteat was quite displeased by the attitude and actions of the special committee. At their meeting in June 1926 the trustees expressed disapproval of Hubert, tried to improve internal administration by selecting a new registrar over Poteat's recommendation, and criticized certain faculty members for perhaps encouraging the student editorials by talking too frankly with the young men. Regarding the attempt to punish the critical students, "the Com. had objected to . . . the penalizing [of] a student for free speec[h,] a thing for wh[ich] the College had been standing against its critics." Poteat, revealing his views of students' need for a guiding hand, "objected that there was no analogy," but to no effect. In the end, Kitchin returned to his post, and as Poteat summarized, "the only criticism of me by the Com[mittee] was that discipline had become lax in my administration, tho[ugh] the Dean was mainly responsible." In addition, the trustees "felt the ideal situation w[ou]ld be for me to continue in my present relation with an able full-time dean to look after the details of the internal administration,—continue as long as my health and vigor lasted." In a summary of a conversation with an influential trustee, Poteat noted, "If I wished to be relieved of administrative duties, he thought the B[oa]rd to a man w[ou]ld retain me as President Emeritus and Professor of Biology. When I reported that Judge T had said that if I remained as President now . . ., it w[ou]ld be remaining under a cloud, S. protested that there was no fo[u]ndation for such a remark."\(^8\)

The whole situation apparently grew out of an internal attack on Poteat's presidency. Becoming penitent, Taylor, one of the professors who resigned, explained the motives in a letter to Poteat:

It is very generally known that each and every one of those articles which appeared in the Old Gold and Black . . . were planned in series, and actually outlined by certain members of the faculty of Dr. Kitchin's political machine, the program having its sole inception in a desire to drive President Poteat and his Administration from control, leaving Dr. Kitchin the supreme dictatorship of the College. . . . I personally read drafts of most of these articles before they were ever turned over to a selected group of students to sign and publish as "student articles." Finally, when the thing got
so rotten that I could stand it no longer, I had enough manhood
left to come out in the open and say so. Yet [the] Fact Finding
Committee accepted my resignation without allowing me before
them, although I asked for this privilege, and they found, after a
thorough investigation that "The articles . . . were published with-
out faculty supervision and without the faculty expressing [an]
opinion as to the accuracy of the statements contained in them."

The attacks on Poteat may have reflected a sense that Poteat’s reputation
among some Baptists over evolution was interfering with obtaining adequate
resources for the college, and they may also have resulted from the desire of
younger faculty such as Kitchin to have a modernizing voice as the college
faced the challenges of its rapid expansion. Feeling triumphant from the pre-
vius year’s evolution battle, yet under a cloud and facing a divided Wake
Forest, in November 1926 the seventy-year-old Poteat announced to the trust-
ees, “In the sole consideration of my age and no other, and in conformity
with a long settled purpose, I now request you to relieve me when the present
session ends of the administrative responsibility to which you called me on June
22, 1905.”10 He carefully publicized his resignation only when “it could be
made without the appearance of surrender or flight before opposition.”11 Though
the trustees as a group had always backed Poteat, some individual members had
long disliked his stands on matters internal and external to the college. His
opponents on the board breathed a sigh of satisfaction that Poteat was at last
stepping down: “You can’t know how some of us have worked to get this re-
sult,” one wrote, “and the relief we felt when he read the announcement.”12

Poteat approved quite strongly of his successor in the presidency, Francis
Pendleton Gaines, a scholar of southern plantation literature. Gaines took the
reins in June 1927 to the applause of all North Carolina. One journalist de-
scribed him as “a man after Dr. Poteat’s own heart. . . . He has the qualities
that are needed for the place—ability, scholarship, vision, character, personal-
ity.”13 Poteat soon noted that “President Gaines is fitting in here admirably. He
is a delightful man, personally, and is going to make us a great president.”14

Poteat celebrated his retirement with a visit of two and a half months to
Europe and the Near East, including Egypt, Palestine, Syria, and
Constantinople. Donations from Wake Forest alumni, principally his former
students, covered the expenses, and Poteat, though his wife was too weak to
accompany him, concluded that it was the “best trip” of his four voyages
abroad.15 Then, at the promised invitation of the college’s trustees, he re-
sumed his professorship in the department of biology and assumed the title of
president emeritus, a position carrying a separate salary that kept his total
income equal to that of his active presidency. “I have again risen to the dignity
of teaching,” he rejoiced to a friend, “and my two Biology classes must have
some of my time.”16 Poteat generally taught in the mornings, Tuesday through
Friday, and his classes soon topped 250 total students, more “than ever be-
fore.” His time for other interests was “severely” limited by his teaching,
which included biology and a class for freshmen on health and hygiene. He continued to devote special attention in his lectures to alleviating any concern among students that science conflicted with religion, even reading parts of Genesis with the biology classes. A sympathetic grader, Poteat gave almost half his students a final mark of A or B. With the years “flying round ever faster,” Poteat also worked hard to keep his knowledge of biology up-to-date. He made plans during his first session of teaching to attend the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. “You see,” he noted to a scientist friend, “I must get in again on my science of Biology, find out who the boys are and what they are thinking about.” Like most teachers, he lamented that “I don’t get time to read one-tenth of what I’d like to read. My science, biology, is so on the move, so expansive, that I can’t keep up with that.” Nonetheless, he ordered stacks of scientific monographs and in 1933 was elected a fellow of the AAAS. He continued to correspond with other scientists, presented a paper with a Wake Forest graduate student to the 1928 meeting of the North Carolina Academy of Science, served on various committees for the academy, and continued to present papers and collect botanical and zoological specimens. In addition to perusing his scientific literature, he found time to be a close reader of the New Republic and Harper’s magazines, as well as continuing his lifetime love of poetry.

The Poteats’ family life was also exceptionally rewarding to the aging couple during this period. William and Emma remained close, and their old friend, author Thomas Dixon Jr., found the pair to be “young and vital and forward looking” despite their advancing age. Emma wrote William almost daily when he traveled to meetings or speaking engagements. She was sensitive and often sick and relied heavily on her husband’s love. “The 12:20 bell is ringing now,” she wrote longingly to her absent husband, “and I’d like to take my seat at the front window to watch for your grey hat to appear over the hedge.” He often responded from the road and affectionately signed once as “the same Old Timer.” Within the close confines of the town of Wake Forest, they also spent a lot of time with Hubert and his wife and two children. Poteat’s sister Ida often visited from Raleigh, and their daughter Louie lived in nearby Williamston with her husband and son. Time with their daughter Helen was a special treat once she and her writer/journalist husband, Laurence Stallings, moved to the New York area. Visits to this dashing, intellectual couple helped to keep Poteat in touch with the changing social mores of the younger generation. Through this connection Poteat also came to know such prominent critics as Walter Lippmann. Helen’s daughter Sylvia was a favorite among their five grandchildren and a special guest in Poteat’s laboratory. Her picture occupied a special spot on Emma’s bookshelf, and Poteat wrote poems in praise of Sylvia and soon of her younger sister Diana. The presence of their children and grandchildren and their accomplishments were sources of great satisfaction; Poteat celebrated “the overflow of the happiness of children, then of the grandchildren” in his life.
William and Emma Poteat spent fifty-seven years together in a marriage that produced three children. They enjoyed a serene and supportive family life in the little town of Wake Forest, socializing predominantly with other members of the college community.

William and Emma often visited Lake Junaluska, the state's Methodist retreat, and Blue Ridge, the YMCA retreat, both in the beautiful mountains of western North Carolina. Poteat particularly enjoyed his trips to Blue Ridge, having been a regular visitor since around 1910. They also frequently traveled back to Poteat's childhood mansion "Forest Home," once he and his siblings sold the dilapidated home, long used by tenants, to Helen and Laurence. The Stallings restored and extended the old showplace, creating a haven for themselves from their busy life that shifted dizzyingly from New York to California. Amid his own travel, Poteat also found time for reflection. He and Emma spent much of the summer of 1928 in Westport, Connecticut, with Helen, and Poteat took advantage of the distance and relaxation to jot down some reflections on his early life. He also devoted some time to genealogy, hoping "to put the pedigree in proper shape." Musings about his early life appeared in a more formal form a few years later when he wrote an article for the American Scholar at the request of his old Chapel Hill friend Harry W. Chase, who had become chancellor of New York University.

Poteat's spare time after his retirement went predominantly to speaking and lecturing to groups including high school and college commencements, chambers of commerce and civic clubs, garden clubs, and even the sixth grade class of Wake Forest Public School. Not too unusual was his realization in
February 1928 that he had “four engagements in as many days.” He made a good deal of money from his speeches because his “usual honorarium for . . . special addresses” varied from $50 to $150, though for local groups he charged less. Speaking for extra income was both “necessity and choice” for him; he often spoke for free on behalf of causes of interest to him but turned down other events that offered no money. Poteat felt he had much to offer an audience; he prodded an administrator for a late payment by noting “you certainly could not have expected me, with an extensive and varied experience, to pay for the privilege of speaking” at the commencement in question. The Poteats lived quite comfortably on his dual income, but when the onset of the Great Depression brought pleas for financial assistance from old acquaintances, he admonished, “The little I have been able to save from my monthly salary—sometimes that little is nothing—goes into a savings account against the time of my incapacity.”

A signal event of the early thirties was the Poteats’ golden wedding anniversary. In July and August 1931 they celebrated with a fifty-day trip to Europe, hitting the high points from London to Rome as part of a group. Poteat enjoyed the trip, his fifth abroad, noting “the best way for an average man to travel, under limitations of time and money, is with a conducted party without worry.” On the way from Venice to Milan, Poteat composed a touching tribute to his wife: “I have loved you, / These fifty golden days of thirty-one,— / These fifty golden years since eighty-one,— / And, please God, at length we’ll take together / The same street in the golden city of our dreams.”

In addition to each other, the Wake Forest Baptist Church was a constant in the Poteats’ later lives. Emma was active with the missionary circle, sometimes taking leadership roles there. Poteat chaired the board of deacons for the church and performed such duties as searching for a new pastor and acting as delegate to the state convention. Especially noteworthy was the couple’s choice in 1933 to leave the choir after fifty-two years of singing there. William Poteat also remained influential in Baptist educational circles. He continued to serve on the board of trustees of Meredith College, though he did not always attend the meetings, and he often appeared on the campus there.

In a more time-consuming duty soon after his retirement, he was drawn into the Baptist Centennial Campaign that the state convention organized to mark its hundredth anniversary. Planning began by early 1927 for the celebration to occur in 1930, and the denominational leaders sought to use the occasion and the campaign to raise $1.5 million to free the state’s six smaller Baptist colleges from debt and to add $250,000 to Wake Forest’s assets. The canvass was launched in October 1927, and Poteat was from the first “under obligation” to meet “numerous engagements in North Carolina on the Centennial program.” Demands on him were “pretty heavy” in 1928 as well, but he found the work “exciting.” Poteat’s assignment in his frequent appearances was to inspire the church audiences with a speech of twenty to thirty minutes, and he offered a talk that traced the history of Baptists in the state.
and lauded the early proponents of education, such as Samuel Wait, who over-
came "indifference and opposition." He asked the faithful to carry out those
pioneers’ commitments by funding the Christian colleges in the interest of
the kingdom of God. In 1929 Poteat was named to a special committee to
plan the celebration, and as part of the daylong commemoration in March
1930 he delivered a speech on the "Growth of Education, 1830–1930." Ap-
propriate to his own long service there, he concluded correctly, "The Wake
Forest which we know and love today is rooted with a continuous life in the
past."30

Poteat also played a variety of more mundane roles at Wake Forest and
within the denomination following his retirement. He often taught at the
chapel service for students. At the college, he worked hard to raise funds from
alumni for building projects, chaired a building committee, again sought
Carnegie Foundation funds for library development, and begged old friends
to solicit new students for Wake Forest. In 1932–33, depression-era string-
gency caused a salary cut of 30 percent for faculty, in the wake of smaller cuts
the year before. Poteat circumspectly brought before the board of trustees
the faculty’s concern about their priority in the budget in relation to funding
activities such as athletics. In 1935 he urged the administration to rebel against
the American Medical Association’s attempt to close Wake Forest’s two-year
medical school. Poteat also represented Wake Forest at official functions such
as inaugurations and anniversaries at other colleges. In these and a myriad
other ways in addition to teaching, he continued to contribute to the college.

Within the denomination he served uneventfully on the board of trustee-
es of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, and under the auspices of
the Southern Baptist Convention Poteat remained a member of a committee
on the promotion and standardization of denominational colleges. The com-
mittee, with Poteat’s frequent input, sought to assure that colleges endorsed
by the convention not only had solid academic resources but also continued
the emphasis on religion that justified their separate existence. Poteat also
served a more general administrative duty during the 1930s, first as a member
then as chairman of the board of trustees for the state convention, dealing
with such matters as the debt load during the depression. In 1933 he was
honored as the first layman ever to preach the state convention’s introductory
sermon.31

In a battle that erupted closer to home in 1930, Poteat was forced to
defend his belief that Wake Forest existed to combine religion with academics
and that the college should remain rooted in its past. Poteat’s successor as
president, Francis P. Gaines, departed to head Washington and Lee Univer-
sity, and in the ensuing scramble for the presidency some old animosities re-
surfaced.32 Thurman Kitchin, the center of much ill will in 1926, seized the
new opportunity to further satisfy his ambition. A medical school professor
recalled, “After Dr. Poteat had retired, Dr. Kitchin’s disappointment at not
getting the presidency led him to start a campaign to discredit President
Gaines.” Kitchin also “continued his campaign by attacking Dr. Poteat’s friends
In 1930 Kitchin saw his chance. He had a subordinate “arrange to have a petition circulated among the students asking for Kitchin’s election.” Further, as one historian summarized Kitchin’s tactics, the assistant “also lobbied the faculty, while Dr. Wingate M. Johnson and Kitchin’s brother, Leland Kitchin, both trustees, were Kitchin’s campaign managers in the board of trustees.”

Poteat was bitterly disappointed. He had felt that Kitchin would not continue the disruptions after 1926, but by 1929 he admitted to a friend that “it appears you were right and I wrong when we spoke of such a possibility.”

In 1930 Poteat leaped forward to correct “the impression which the campaigners for Dr. Kitchin have made in the public prints and by a recent letter in the minds of the trustees that the faculty of the College is practically united in support of Dr. Kitchin. . . .” On the contrary, Poteat demonstrated, the faculty was deeply divided, and “the men who have been longest connected with the College are, for the most part, the men who find themselves unable to support Dr. Kitchin.” In a sense, this struggle represented a group of young, politically able professors attacking the older, established leaders of the college.

In his protests against Kitchin, Poteat revealed the vision of Wake Forest that he and his senior colleagues cherished. Though Kitchin was capable within his specialty, Poteat asserted, “to general scholarship he lays no claim.” In other words, he lacked the encompassing literary understanding of the genteel, classical tradition. “A more serious defect,” Poteat noted, “is that he is not by training or habit active in church work.” For instance, “it would embarrass him to be called on to lead in prayer.” Further, “it is difficult to imagine him representing the spiritual emphasis of our intellectual life in the pulpit of a church or before an association or State Convention, or at college in private relations and at the chapel hour. That emphasis is, of course, precisely what justifies our place in the educational scheme.” Kitchin’s leadership style also gravely offended Poteat. “Now we need a vigorous religious leadership which will unite all our forces and institutions in harmonious co-operation on our grave denominational task.” However, “Dr. Kitchin and his leading campaigners have shown themselves incapable of such leadership, for they are now for the second time in five years leading a divisive movement in the College community and in the denomination at large.”

Poteat’s opposition to the narrow specialized attainments of Kitchin reflects the aging professor’s broader dislike of the trend toward specialization and secularization. As he boasted in an interview in the thirties, “I decline to be a specialist. And that accounts for my general interest in public matters, I suppose. I have a definition of a specialist. He is a man who has one interest and no horizon.” Poteat especially disliked the specialist in science: “What they call scientific research is . . . 75% bunk. Here is a man who gets his Ph.D. degree in some university on the ‘Bacterial Content of Cotton Under-shirts.’ . . . I understand, of course, that this little item of observation may contribute something to human knowledge, but they have no relation to cul-
ture at all.” Scientists furthermore do not “know how to talk,” Poteat worried. Two presenters whom he saw at a conference “did not open their mouths. They pointed out figures on the board, addressing the wall instead of the audience.”

Just as Poteat ultimately lost the broader battle against specialization, he also failed to secure his view on the future of Wake Forest. On July 2, 1930, at a meeting of the trustees, the nominating committee’s only strong candidate refused to be considered; Kitchin “was nominated from the floor”; and in Poteat’s unbelieving words, “the impossible has again happened.”

Ever the genteel peacemaker, Poteat wrote Kitchin the same day that, although he had actively and publicly opposed his selection, “now that the Board has decided the matter and you are our President, I offer you any service I am able to render to make your administration successful.” Though Poteat also wrote a number of other upset partisans in the interest of cooperation, privately he could not “feel very hopeful.” True to his words, though, Poteat was able to work effectively if not affectionately with Kitchin, and Wake Forest did not significantly change direction under Kitchin until soon after Poteat’s death, when agreement was made for first the medical school and then the whole college to move to Winston-Salem.

In the summer of 1936 another controversy tore across the Wake Forest campus, and again Poteat unsuccessfully advocated denominational harmony and a genteel approach to solving the problem. The board of trustees, at the request of the student body, agreed to allow supervised dancing to occur on campus. The denomination’s *Biblical Recorder* publicized the action, and a flood of criticism poured in from associations and individual Baptists across the state. Soon, the inaction of the faculty, along with “the unbecoming conduct of the fraternities,” was included in the attack against “worldliness at Wake Forest . . .” Demand grew among the state’s Baptists for a meeting of the trustees to be called to rescind the action, but President Kitchin “felt it would be unfortunate for the college to be dominated by this element,” which comprised “for the most part those who were outnumbered in the last attack on the liberal policies of the college . . .” Despite Kitchin’s request, Poteat refused to support the trustees with a public statement, probably recognizing that his name would only cause conservatives to redouble their attacks. However, he tried to calm the situation with personal letters.

Poteat addressed “a friendly private word to the editor” of the *Biblical Recorder*, accusing him of “conducting a propaganda of misrepresentation.” Baptists were “whipped up to a radical division” on an issue that had been dead for forty years because the churches “have grown intelligent.” Demonstrating his lack of understanding of popular belief, Poteat claimed that it was “an erroneous assumption . . . that the Baptist churches of North Carolina think dancing is sin per se.” He believed it to be “outrageous” that Baptists would consider ending their support of the college and would accuse it of having “betrayed their trust.”

Poteat circulated the letter among various trustees and convention leaders. Several agreed with his “liberal and young
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point of view,” but popular pressure nonetheless forced a compromise. The students agreed to present the executive committee of the trustees with a withdrawal of their plea for dancing. “This way out is on the face of it a compromise and humiliating aspects of it make it difficult to swallow,” Poteat reported, “but I guess we shall have to consent.” For perhaps the first time, conservatives had defeated the liberal leadership of the college in one of the many hotly contested battles about college governance. Community harmony was slipping in the arena most dear to Poteat.

An Old Ideology in a New Time

The genteel Christian community led by a liberal elite that Poteat envisioned began to encounter strong popular resistance in the 1930s. Within Baptist circles, believers in conservative Christianity continued to chafe under the leadership of religious liberals. The vestiges of a conservative religious movement defeated on the evolution issue in the twenties, returned to demand a voice on such matters as dancing, just as political elites during the Great Depression were forced to acknowledge popular sentiment. A broader challenge to Poteat’s values was the national trend away from the morality and intellectual pursuits of the Victorian era and toward the new period’s emphasis on individualism and specialization. Kitchin’s ambition, political savvy, and success despite a lack of religious leadership and literary achievement foreshadowed changes in the world Poteat knew. The failure of Poteat’s brand of liberal uplift and general evangelical guidance spread to circles beyond Wake Forest and the Baptist denomination. Poteat continued to be active in the late 1920s and the 1930s on behalf of numerous causes that directly continued reform efforts from North Carolina’s Progressive Era. On state and national issues—as in local struggles—Poteat’s solutions, anchored in religion and unchanged for many years, began to lose their appeal and efficacy in the decade following his retirement. The Progressive community that he imagined would bring the kingdom of God on earth instead splintered even further in a new political atmosphere.

Poteat constantly became involved in symbolic and minor issues in support of a number of campaigns, but the bulk of his speaking and activism was on behalf of a handful of causes. In 1927 Poteat had a reputation as “North Carolina’s leading liberal,” and he used the resulting recognition to continue, with less and less effectiveness, the Progressive crusades of an earlier era. He recognized in the late twenties that times had changed, but even at his death he still tried to apply old remedies to society’s problems. Poteat had identified a deep moral and social crisis following the World War, and he continued to argue that the solution lay in the application of Christian tenets. He persevered in using scientific language in morally charged recommendations for eugenics planning and stricter marriage and divorce legislation. Likewise, to Poteat the industrial unrest and economic antipathies of the depression era required only the calming hand of Christian brotherhood, as did the interna-
tional arena of war and arms buildups. The fight for repeal and the end of Prohibition represented to him immoral attacks on social righteousness and welfare, while the South’s ever-present racial tension also demanded a religious solution. In each of these cases, Poteat was building on interests held during the Progressive Era from the turn of the century to the early twenties. At that earlier time, the recommendations of Poteat and his fellow reformers were in many cases implemented, but on certain issues the same ideology encountered increasingly effective resistance in the new era, as political and social relations in the South began to resemble the rest of modern America. Progressives had pioneered modern pressure politics in the South, but by the 1930s they had lost their monopoly and faced well-organized resistance on issues such as Prohibition, race relations, and industrial unrest.48

Poteat lent the prestige of his endorsement to several minor causes in the late twenties and early thirties, frequently serving only in a symbolic capacity. He was part of a committee to encourage commemoration of the 400th anniversary of the printed Bible; he joined a list of supporters for a proposed children’s magazine; and along with the governor and some senators he allowed the use of his name “to give added prestige to the work being done by the North Carolina State Art Society.” Because of his “sympathy with the aims of the Federal Writers' Project,” he accepted appointment to its State Advisory Council, and at the request of the 1927 General Assembly he was part of the Andrew Johnson Memorial Commission to preserve the presidential birthplace. Poteat even declined to serve for other causes for he preferred “not to hold a merely formal position” if he did not have time to be active. The governor likewise honored Poteat and asked him to serve on a committee of arrangements to organize a celebration of the 150th anniversary of the Battle of Guilford Courthouse. Only scheduling conflicts forced Poteat to turn down other honorary gubernatorial appointments. The widespread desire to use his name underscores Poteat’s success in being a liberal without going against traditional southern mores.49

Even Poteat’s minor activities were often on behalf of causes in tune with the ideology of the Progressives. He was a member of the national committee of the Clean Amusement Association that advocated “clean” movies, entertainment, and literature. His interest in children made him a natural to serve on the advisory committee for the Lee School for Boys near Blue Ridge, North Carolina. Likewise in a Progressive vein, Poteat—ever eager to establish appropriate boundaries—lauded the State Highway Commission for expanding the use of the center line on paved highways.50 On similar assumptions about morality and social control, Poteat devoted a bit of time to fighting legalized gambling. In 1931 he wired his state senator not to “sell the conscience of N.C.” by voting for a gambling bill, and in 1933 he asked his old friend and now U.S. Senator Josiah W. Bailey not to appoint a particular state politician “to any post of public duty.” Poteat explained, “I deeply resent his smuggling the gambling bill through the late General Assembly.” His objection was to attempts in 1933 to pass the measure, which allowed a particular
county to hold a referendum about a race track, by suspending the rules and avoiding a reading of the bill.\textsuperscript{51} While minor, these associations and activities reveal the consistency and unity of Poteat's Progressive intellectual views.

Of somewhat more consequence was Poteat's service on the central committee of the Citizens' Library Movement, a campaign in 1928 led by perennial Tarheel liberal Frank Graham to agitate for "a county-wide library service" in every one of the state's forty-six counties that lacked one. In the now familiar Progressive method, the state was divided into districts, a speakers bureau was organized, and local advocacy began in cooperation with other interested groups. "Heaven knows our State is very backward in its reading habits," Poteat ruminated to Graham, "and something ought to be done for the general enlightenment." Apparently relatively little was accomplished, however, for the movement soon faded and had to be revived in 1934.\textsuperscript{52}

Poteat had a strong working relationship with Graham when Graham headed the North Carolina Conference for Social Service (NCCSS) from 1928 to 1930. By virtue of his 1919–20 term as president of that body, Poteat remained on its board of directors, and Graham sought to keep him active. The conference met in Raleigh during each legislative session and lobbied, in 1929 for example, on behalf of the members' belief "in the Australian ballot, in workmen's compensation, in adequate guarantees for the education of children, in progress in the care of the wards of the state: orphans, juvenile delinquents, prisoners, the mentally defective, and the physically ill." Poteat, in cooperation with the women's clubs of the state, pushed especially for the secret ballot, perhaps reflecting the same interest in improving the voting process that landed him on the advisory committee of the North Carolina League of Women Voters. During the late twenties and early thirties, the emphasis of the NCCSS shifted to include industrial problems, and Poteat advocated harmony for that troubled area as well. As chairman of the conference's legislative committee, Poteat pushed, in cooperation with the League of Women Voters, to strengthen somewhat the eight-hour law regulating the labor of children. The NCCSS's overall work was in "attempting to embody the spirit" found in "the Social Principles of Jesus." Poteat continued his work with the NCCSS even after Graham cut back on his involvement after 1930 when he was elevated from professor of history to president of the University of North Carolina.\textsuperscript{53} As sociologist E.C. Branson noted to Poteat, "You and Frank Graham make an unbeatable team."\textsuperscript{54}

Poteat and Graham remained in close contact, with the Wake Forest–North Carolina football game being an annual ritual. In 1936 Poteat enthusiastically accepted Graham's invitation "to attend an informal regional conference here of representatives of the Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant religions in the Southeastern states." Sponsored by the University of North Carolina and the Duke University School of Religion, the conference brought together Tarheel liberals to address evidence that "inter-racial and inter-religious tensions in the United States [are] multiplying." The group's makeup underscored the longtime prevalence of religious motives for Progressive so-
cial measures in North Carolina, and their methods reflected the experience of many of the same people in the state’s Commission on Interracial Cooperation. Graham explained the gathering, “The sessions are not to be meetings for speech making, but genuine conferences for the exchange of experiences, ideas, points of view, with a view to planning for our Southern area in these fundamental matters of inter-group relations for a more deeply spiritual life and faith in our three religious communions.” At its meeting, the group recommended several ways to ease the crisis, again reminiscent of earlier methods. “A round table in every community” and teams of visiting clergymen in urban areas, along with observance of Brotherhood Day and seminars in teachers’ colleges, were sponsored in this top-down, uplifting liberal method.

The old approach of spreading recognition of the interdependence of social groups remained the Progressive option, but in changing times its Protestant proponents reached out to include additional religious circles.

Poteat’s endorsement of these goals was consistent with the view of government, arrived at decades previously, that he continued to hold late in life. On the level of the individual, happiness required “harmony in all concentric circles of our relationships,” and he applied this belief to higher forms of organization. The nation to him was an “aggregation of states,” which were in turn composed of communities. Poteat tellingly defined a community as a “group of people in a single locality united by common interests and subject to common laws.” “Members of the community” should “act together” in a “spirit of unity and of practical cooperation. . . .” With developments in communication and transportation, “the opportunities for community action through government are enormously multiplied. . . .” Operations such as building roads needed “the general consent of the people,” in Poteat’s view, and should not involve political antagonism among competing interests. The acceptance of self-interested activity risked falling victim to the “shallow theory of democracy and personal liberty” that was one of the “most dangerous enemies” of “social order.” Instead, “we must maintain without wavering [the] policy of expert superintendence” that would remove such decisions as road-building from the political arena. Outdated local loyalties represented another danger to good government. He explained, “our internal development in the gigantic machinery of communication, in industry, and in agriculture has welded all sections into a close interdependence, and in spite of laments over the vanishing rights of the States we are now accustomed to writing Nation with a capital N.”

Democracy continued to have many problems in Poteat’s opinion, even at a time when democratic participation was a combative rallying cry for many of a new generation of reformers. For him, “equal participation in government, universal suffrage, and majority rule are not democracy itself so much as the mechanism of democracy.” Instead, “the essence of democracy is the spirit of fraternity and justice, which recognizes corporate responsibility as well as individual rights, and renders mass action possible in unprecedented volume and variety.” This “democratic spirit,” however, was as yet in the twen-
ties “gravely backward in development.” His organic view of government was an ideal of the Progressive Era that became increasingly anachronistic and fell under attack, rather than developing further toward fulfillment.

North Carolina faced something of a predicament in the twenties, Poteat believed, yet many in the state failed to notice because they were too busy congratulating themselves on progress already made. Poteat urged that the Tarheel state move beyond its jingoistic boosterism and recognize that problems remained despite the obvious progress. The state, he wrote, “needs to sober her pride by recognizing her sins, to drop tail feathers for a cool minute to glance at ugly feet.” Her education, for instance, remained “inferior” in comparison to the rest of the country, with heavy dropout rates, illiteracy, and “too much emphasis on method at the expense of subject matter.” A second major challenge for the state was “law and order” because North Carolina led the nation in the illegal production of alcohol. “The intelligence and conscience of the state,” Poteat urged, “need to be organized and made practically effective” in order to stop the violations. “Men of character and better equipment” were needed to overcome the problem that “our native independence is lapsing into license,” while “ever and anon the mob digs into the foundations of our ordered life” (through the lynching of blacks).

Poteat recognized that southern states other than North Carolina were similarly sensitive to criticism, but within limits he welcomed a constructive analysis of the problems. He could understand southern resentment “about the Cash and Mencken attitude toward the South” but advised that “any reply to them would only lay us open probably to the charge of the hypersensitivity of an inferiority complex.” Poteat admitted that he was “unfamiliar with the so-called literature of the South” that had begun to blossom by the late twenties. He could not “feel any great sweep of enthusiasm about a body of literature that may be described as distinctively southern…” Unlike the southern intellectuals of the twenties and thirties described by historian Michael O’Brien, Poteat did not seek solace from the South’s problems by working to recreate a completely romantic southern identity of the nineteenth century. Instead, he tried to modify tradition by creating an updated form of community that at least partially acknowledged regional shortcomings.

For him the discussions of the South had to do more than dwell in the past or expose the states’ dark side. One difficulty, Poteat believed, was that “our people do not read,” except perhaps newspapers that were not helpful in solving any problems. He still found journalism to be offensive: “What urge or enrichment for ambitious minds is there in the sporting page—pages, in the execrable funny paper, in the selfish scheming of many politicians and their low trading in the public welfare, in the sordid details of crime in remote places, in nauseating stories of social scandals.” In the ultimate statement against the Modernist view then entering the South, he concluded, “Why nose around in garbage?” Jesus, after all, “understood life without exploring its dregs.”

Typically, Poteat did not limit his vision to his home region; his ideas about the problems of the twenties and thirties encompassed the nation, even...
the Western hemisphere. The situation began with "the new individualism and freedom since the World War" that was a "reaction and recoil from the earlier repressive discipline." The root of the problem lay in the revival since the war "of old antipathies, as between the English and the French, white and black, labor and capital." He recognized that his envisioned Progressive community had not materialized. The "new individualism" at fault "passes easily into license and the denial of the rights of others and all forms of authority." Poteat elaborated, "Indeed, there seems to be a sort of frenzy of insubordination and crime. The unity of civilization itself is menaced by the forces of disunion and anarchy."

Poteat felt no need to restore a fragmented worldview through a regional construct, nor to dwell on the negative potential of human nature, because he had never lost the comfortable hold of centering his life around religion. This intellectual and teacher of science, summarized his views in one urgent paragraph: "Religion is universal. Some science speakers have told us of finding a race of men so low they are destitute of religion but I contend that no race of men is destitute of religious belief and sentiment. Every man has a trace of religion in him. Why, it's the organizing force of human life. Things would fly apart but for the centralizing force and power of religion. . . . The very bond of union in society is religion. What holds our people together is religion and certainly not our politics." He felt strongly that the rest of society needed to regain that "organizing force" to counter the uncertainties of the late twenties and the thirties.

He detailed his timeworn response to resolving the moral and social crisis in a series of speeches in 1928. In June he accepted an invitation to deliver three lectures the following October to the School of Religion at Chapel Hill, a religious organization intended to educate students regarding religion but independent of the secular university there. He retreated that summer to Westport, Connecticut, to spend time with his daughter, and began preparations that lasted until he was "furiously driven" to complete the talks in the three weeks prior to delivering them at the Methodist church in the active college town of Chapel Hill. Poteat received a tidy $250 for his efforts, and W.T. Couch and the University of North Carolina Press published the series in 1929 as *The Way of Victory.* For his acquaintance Walter Lippmann, the eminent New York journalist and social critic, Poteat elaborated on his intentions in the book: "It starts out with the moral confusion and relaxation which your *Preface to Morals* describes with such terrific clearness, and proceeds to discover in Jesus at once the standard of the good life and the efficient incentive of conformity. Even if, as you say, Modernism does cast doubt upon the truth of the New Testament story, we still have him, for it is fair to distinguish between essentials and incidentals or glosses, between picture and features." The book illuminates Poteat's view of society's unprecedented problems in the late twenties but underscores his belief that there was no need to develop new solutions.

Always careful not "to inquire how Christianity theorizes, but how it
works,” Poteat found that the inspiration of Jesus’ example “gives stability, order, elevation, and aim to the individual life, and practically applied in our social life it will subordinate personal interest to the common good, compose our personal, class, and national antagonisms, and bring all the features and activities of our organized life into conformity with the will of God.” Society requires, he argued, “an inward, inviolable loyalty to goodness” to avoid “anarchy in the realm of morals. . . .” In a time marked by the “slackening of moral restraints,” intellectuals especially seemed “hardly less free of restraint on elemental impulses than the Bambala of Africa.” For the chaos, Poteat prescribed his longtime answer, the kingdom of God—defined as a “social spirit” that would “transfigure” family, state, and industrial and political organizations. Once individuals began to follow Christ, Poteat still believed—despite much evidence to the contrary in his long life—they would naturally transform whatever social, political, or business groups to which they belonged in accord with the ideals of Christ. As Poteat confirmed elsewhere, “evangelism is first in time and first in importance.” He announced with some optimism in 1928 that “there are not wanting signs of a changing attitude of capital toward labor and the public, and this new attitude of conciliation and interest is met by less suspicion and resentment.” In the economy, at least, Poteat felt that the kingdom of God showed signs of arrival as employers and employees discovered themselves to be “brothers in Christ.”

The onset of the Great Depression and the international militarization of the 1930s heightened Poteat’s sense of alarm. In 1931 he lamented that “the situation now is radically different from that of a century ago.” Then, he explained, “religion and its moral sanctions” were “practical forces controlling democracies”; and in politics, principles were recognized over expediency. A century later, legislators ruled by expediency, and “sharp practice, graft, extortion in business,” and “wealth flashing vulgar extravagance in [the] face of starvation” characterized America. Perhaps his earlier optimism led him to feel particularly betrayed when businessmen failed to respond to the depression in accord with religious principles. “Economic values appear to be the only values,” he concluded. “It would seem, as one phrases it, that the day of prophets is gone and the day of profits is come.” The “new industrialism” joined individualism on his list of contributors to social chaos. “Unfettered competition,” he fretted, “would shatter society to atoms.” Business corporations had clearly failed to recognize their obligations within a moral, interdependent community, and he condemned them to an extent that he would never have considered in the more optimistic early years of the Progressive Era.

As America’s outlook bottomed out in 1931, Poteat went on the offensive against the sense of helplessness and bewilderment of the times. He asserted that despite “the economic revolution” that science had brought, “the fundamental interests and needs of human life are the same as they have ever been. It is only the conditions under which they assert themselves that are new.” He refused to be cowed by the age of machines:
I decline to adjust myself to the new order. I adjust it to my needs. I decline to be embarrassed by its complexities. I unify them in a common subjection. I decline to be frightened out of my inner securities and commitments by the clutter of apparatus. Our scientific civilization is not an end, but a means to an end. It provides a condition of social life in which men have leisure for noble aims. And we are lost if . . . we do not insist on the eternal supremacy of mind over things and hold those guardians of our precious inheritance, the home, the school, and the pulpit, severely to their proper functions of affirming and promoting the spiritual values of life in our time, as in all times.  

That same year he also attacked, in a widely noticed address, “the sorry plight and extremity to which we are reduced by the genius and enterprise of American business.” Noting that debutante balls occurred side by side with starvation, he asked for the “emancipation” of education and government from business interests. He concluded, “We must substitute guidance for drift, planning for this riot of disorder, co-operation for competition, service for profit, social justice for organized greed, political and economic.”

Overcoming the challenge of business hegemony and poor education was a difficult one. By 1935 Poteat had “to admit that the kingdom of the world does not present now any impressive prospect of soon becoming the Kingdom of our Lord.” The power of “the economic motive” remained unchecked; family and education were threatened; “and what of racial discriminations, from the stupid cruelty of the Hitler regime to the passion of the Southern tradition.”

In 1937 he sighed that the continuing presence of such immorality showed “our great business of evangelism is unfinished, possibly poorly done.”

Battling for Lost Causes

Poteat did more than simply lament the growth of greed and social conflict. He worked to shore up the decaying possibilities for a unified society that could be governed by Christian morality. Labor unrest—the implicit refusal of the mass of workers to accept that cooperation would bring a moral outcome—took through some parts of North Carolina in the late 1920s. Poteat and others urged peace and cooperation by both labor and business, but to no avail. Force won the day. Big business in the shape of the alcohol industry triumphed as well—despite virtually a door-to-door defense by Poteat and other Prohibitionists who feared alcohol’s immoral repercussions. Peace advocates such as Poteat also berated the weapons industry for pushing aside morality in a quest for profits. With the Great Depression intensifying Poteat’s sense of postwar crisis, industry in these various forms had become, in his reformist rhetoric and direct advocacy, possibly the major obstruction to a peaceful, moral community. Nonetheless, Poteat could not entirely surrender
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his earlier trust of businessmen and his bias against aggressive organization by the lower classes. With industry unyielding, Poteat continued to try other routes to reform by maintaining a constant barrage of declarations on the front of eugenics, expanding his list of immoral people to be eliminated in the interest of future progress. On this topic, however, he finally pushed too far and found public and private rejection of his views. The strained Progressive search for community had finally snapped, but this adamant and faithful old reformer continued to pursue the futile quest.

The most important manifestation of Poteat’s opposition to unfettered industrialism came with the violence surrounding the strikes against cotton mills in Gastonia and elsewhere in 1929. Through the North Carolina Conference for Social Service (NCCSS), at the request of Frank Graham, Poteat had already pressured the 1929 legislature to tighten regulation of child labor and to pass a workmen’s compensation bill, using the NCCSS strategy that included cooperation with textile industrialists such as Robert Hanes and Kemp Battle.82 In March and April 1929, in the wake of layoffs and lowered wages, a series of strikes began in the North Carolina textile industry, centering around the Loray Mill in Gastonia. The owners eventually defeated the strike with a combination of violence, red-baiting, and the use of the North Carolina National Guard. A mill worker named Ella May Wiggins, the strike’s “balladeer and martyr,” was killed, as was Gastonia police chief Orville Aderholt. In a travesty of justice, no one was convicted for the death of Wiggins, but seven strikers were questionably convicted in the death of Aderholt.83

Nell Battle Lewis, a noted liberal columnist for the Raleigh News and Observer, spoke out quickly against the lack of protection afforded the strikers by police. She solicited a guardedly liberal statement from Poteat for her column about the trial of the strikers accused of killing Aderholt: “The gentlemen who bear the responsibility of the Gastonia case will need to exercise especial care against any possible compromise of our State’s honor and fair name. I very much hope the course of justice will not be clouded or diverted by local feeling.”84 Such mild statements did not prevent conviction, and a few months later protest against the acquittal of Wiggins’s killers was similarly ineffective. Poteat cautiously stated to the News and Observer in October 1929 that “there is on the face of reports from Gastonia the appearance of partiality in administering the criminal law.” He continued, “If such partiality is the real explanation of the failure of justice in Wiggins case then the Gaston grand jury has outraged the moral sense of North Carolina and deeply wounded the law itself and put in jeopardy the public order. The intelligence and conscience of the State expect the Governor to go to the limit of his authority and resources to secure conviction of perpetrators of this horrible murder.”85 The statement was hardly a ringing endorsement of the rights of labor, but it was a cautious call for impartial justice in a state where there was strong bias against the concept of labor unions.

The American Civil Liberties Union entered the case with a more active strategy of supplying counsel to strikers and of filing civil suits for damages
“on behalf of those who have been kidnapped and beaten and maliciously prosecuted.” The New York–based organization also offered a reward for information leading to the conviction of Wiggins’s murderer. The group’s leaders proposed “that the time is ripe for the organization of a group of citizens of North Carolina who will stand for the civil liberties of these workers...” Poteat responded unequivocally to this appeal, “I incline to think that the organization of a Civil Liberties group in N.C. at this time is unnecessary for the purpose contemplated, and it might quite possibly stir some resentment and so compromise such service as it might render.” He answered similarly to a second request that he join a meeting in Raleigh held by the ACLU. The ACLU’s aggressive approach and legalistic antagonism conflicted strongly with Poteat’s desire, typical of Progressive thought, for social problems to be settled in an orderly, efficient manner without overt conflict.

Poteat also expressed his dismay at the industrial unrest through a report to the Baptist State Convention on “Public Morals.” He attested, “Recent industrial strife, stained with tragedy and the partial failure of justice, within the bounds of this Convention calls for rebuke and a fresh assertion of [the] inescapable authority of Christ’s law of brotherhood in the world of business.” Citing a fair wage as a prerequisite to peace, Poteat argued that it could only be determined “by a survey of the economic condition of industry by a State commission which represents the management, the workers, and the public. A survey of women and children in industry... is likewise advisable.” The report was endorsed by the convention and even brought a rare comment of approval from the Charlotte News, located in the heart of the textile industry.

Though Poteat and his brand of southern liberalism could not support direct action for the benefit of labor along the lines of the ACLU, he did welcome Frank Graham’s subsequent suggestion, perhaps made to counter such outside agitation, that North Carolina citizens “make some sort of a declaration with regard to the issues raised by our industrial conflict.” Poteat was “glad of the opportunity to unite in a North Carolina statement in relation to the industrial situation in our State” and noted the similarity between Graham’s ideas and his own as expressed in the state convention report. Graham and the NCCSS had decided soon after the strikes to take the industrial problem as its theme for 1930. Initially working informally through his NCCSS connections, Graham garnered over four hundred signatures for the petition, most from prominent Tarheel citizens. Graham, too, spurned the ACLU’s offer of cooperation. “We are acting as a group of North Carolinians in our North Carolina way,” he wrote to an ACLU official. This attitude reflected Graham and Poteat’s realization that sentiment against outsiders was so strong in the state that a connection with the ACLU would cost them local support. However, it also revealed the limits of their liberalism, which did not consider direct action a necessary step, despite the ineffectiveness of liberal declarations of principle.

The statement embodied moderate liberal-Progressive principles. Gra-
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ham boasted, "Mr. Kemp Battle of Rocky Mount, who belongs to the family that has been in the cotton manufacturing business for 112 years, gladly signed the statement and suggested that the Board of Directors of the Conference sponsor its issuance in order that it may have a local habitation and a name." Graham anchored the proclamation in tradition: "It is in keeping with our North Carolina traditions that interested citizens try to look through the confusion and antagonisms of the hour to a few simple working principles born of our democratic experiment and experience." He argued that constitutional rights such as the freedoms of speech and assembly should be guaranteed regardless of unionism and that holding to the bill of rights would defeat the "fanaticism" of communism and fascism. Further, Graham noted that liberty allowed both capitalists and labor to organize and bargain collectively, "and, despite abuses on both sides, this equal right, when fairly recognized and cooperatively promoted, becomes economically productive, democratically stabilizing and humanly valuable." Third, the statement asked that "a nation-wide non-partisan economic and social survey and analysis of the textile industry be made at once." Finally, the petition asked for specific measures, drawn from conference goals, such as reduction of the sixty-hour week, "the gradual abolition of night work for women and young people," and a strengthening of the child labor law. In its gradualism, urge for cooperation rather than confrontation, lack of partisanship, and longing for stability, the statement revealed a liberalism, anchored in Progressive ideals, that had little effect in the violent industrial South of the late twenties.

Beginning in 1929, Poteat also expressed his belief that industry was taking unfair advantage of the country by speaking out against any increase in tariff protection for American manufacturing. He wrote to an approving Senator Furnifold M. Simmons, "Why in the name of good sense and justice does not the great mass of the citizenship of our country protest... against any further levy upon their poverty to enrich a few men whose coffers already burst with unearned wealth?" The liberal Santford Martin, editor of the *Winston-Salem Journal*, reprinted Poteat's letter with a ringing endorsement. Poteat wrote as well to the *New York World* with a parable that reveals both his economic liberalism and his patronizing attitude toward portions of the very citizenry he wanted to uplift: "A friend tells me he was driving through a remote mountain district and saw a woman dash around the corner of the house and a four-year-old boy close on her heels. Later he asked the boy why he chased the women. 'She's my mother,' he said, 'and she's tryin' to wean me, dern her!'" To Poteat, so-called infant industries similarly needed to be weaned from dependence on tariffs, and their protest could be expected.

Poteat's assumption that the relationship between industry and society should theoretically be a cooperative one found expression during the New Deal. He was unable to turn loose of his old tendency to believe (originally about child labor and railroads) that economic interest need not cloud moral issues. In January 1934 Governor John C.B. Ehringhaus appointed Poteat as one of two assistants to the Commissioner of Public Utilities, with responsi-
bility for regulating the booming power industry of North Carolina. “We in North Carolina are not corporation baiters or corporation haters,” the governor explained. He found Poteat to be qualified for the job because he was among the “best informed men in” the Old North State and was “known over the entire State as a man of honor, foresight and integrity.” Poteat’s appointment would assure “that the actions of the commission will be beyond the suggestion of unfairness either to the public or the utilities.” The oath of office, however, contained the stipulation that the regulator have no interest in a public utility. In 1928 Poteat and his wife had invested much of their savings in shares of the Carolina Power and Light Company, money upon which they relied heavily, especially after the failure of a cotton mill early in the depression destroyed some other funds. It had not occurred to Poteat that owning stock in a utility company should in any way interfere with his ability to be impartial as a commissioner. When he discovered the stipulation at a gubernatorial ceremony, he was forced to withdraw in an embarrassing episode, understandably refusing to sell his stock at a depressed period in the market. Politics, to him, still represented a paternalistic duty, not a tightly controlled arena for competing groups. He could not envision the need to legislate against the bias of a man of integrity.

Nonetheless, Poteat had for decades been a part of the first modern organized interest group in southern politics—the Prohibition lobby. The Progressives had pioneered such political methods late in the nineteenth century, but by the 1930s their opponents had learned to use the same tactics successfully. In the case of Prohibition in North Carolina, dry advocates maintained the state Anti-Saloon League even after the Eighteenth Amendment was ratified. This “organization largely of church-going people” pressed for effective enforcement of Prohibition by using churches as a forum for field days advocating stronger laws. In 1923 a strong state law, the Turlington Act, passed with league support. The league, however, faced destruction after 1928 when superintendent C.A. Upchurch, a Baptist minister, led the league in support of Herbert Hoover against the Democratic (and wet) Al Smith. Hoover took the state, but the group was left virtually nonexistent for three years afterward because even though the league was officially nonpartisan it was dominated by Democrats who resented Upchurch’s decision to back a candidate of the Republican party. Upchurch tried to revive the organization by calling a statewide convention in January 1932, but the opposition and lingering resentment of some Democratic drys prevented effective action. Poteat encouraged superintendent Upchurch in his thankless task of holding together “the fragments” of the organization.

In 1928 Poteat worked against the nomination of Al Smith, informing a senator that it was Smith’s “avowed opposition to the Eighteenth Amendment which is so universally offensive in the South and West.” Poteat specified that he was “entirely out of sympathy with the raising of the religious issue” and went so far as to declare later that “if I had felt that the religious issue was sharply drawn and dominant in the campaign, I should have voted
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for Smith by way of protest, in spite of my objection to him on other grounds."99 Poteat did not accept the action of the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) pledging its members to vote against Smith; though the SBC’s opinion would carry much weight, he argued, it “cannot pledge its constituency to any definite policy, religious or political, or impose its view upon any Baptist in affiliation with it.”100 He had no difficulty with his own departure from the Democrats, though, for he had been “several times unable to vote for” the candidate of his usual party, the Democrats.101

By 1930 Poteat acknowledged the need for more effective work in defense of Prohibition. Despite the Eighteenth Amendment’s overwhelming success, Poteat noted, its advocates “have allowed the defeated minority aggressive propaganda all but unobstructed and unanswered, and it has developed a situation too serious to be ignored.” At the behest of the league he observed the tenth anniversary of the date that Prohibition became effective by speaking to two crowds the same Sunday. He defended the policy against claims that it encouraged lawlessness, that it was an unjustified invasion of liberty, and that alcohol was a needed stimulant. In his opinion, only a “unified plan of enforcement” was needed to overcome the “caricatures” and “sophistry” of advocates of repeal.102 On another occasion he despaired that “one of the most discouraging things in American public life is the success which designing men secure in putting over on our people specious logic and wholesale misrepresentation.” He was most perturbed by the opposition’s influential claim that Prohibition was the result of a group of fanatics who caught the country napping.103 In 1931 Poteat was part of a special committee of ten set up by the league’s board of trustees (of which he was a member) to reinvigorate the cause.104 Despite their efforts, the group, he observed that year, “appears to have hard going in North Carolina. . . . Perhaps the most important factor is the activity of the League . . . for Mr. Hoover in a democratic state.” Its finances were in deficit due also to the depression and the “complacency” of victory.105

Poteat supported the 1932 reorganization of the league. He was elected president at its January 1932 convention and soon joined the board of directors alongside a number of the state’s most influential ministers, as well as Frank P. Graham. The new board replaced Upchurch with George J. Burnett, also a Baptist minister, and launched a weak and unsuccessful offensive on behalf of the senate candidacy of dry incumbent (and former anti-evolutionist governor) Cameron Morrison. Poteat praised Morrison’s defense of “a wise and good law against the attack of many self-seeking politicians and misguided private citizens, and against its indifferent and loose administration.”106 Morrison’s defeat left the situation “quite clear. We must fight. We are advised to go back to teaching temperance in the Sunday School, but we must fight now to preserve what generations of such teaching have won for us.” He sought to overcome the challenge of both “the drinkers of coarser fibre . . . whose pay checks and sorrows dissolve in liquor” and “the elegant tipplers . . . together with the intellectuals who want release for the full flowering of their
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art” but who “command the organs of opinion, in which they have been very free with caricature and offensive epithets for the ignorant unwashed who dare to differ with them.” Relying on the “authoritative announcements by the Federal Government,” Poteat argued that Prohibition had cut liquor consumption by 60 percent despite never having had an administration committed to enforcement. He introduced a resolution at the 1932 Baptist State Convention to protest anticipated attempts to loosen the Volstead Law by legalizing beer, and headed the committee that transmitted the protest to President Hoover, Franklin Roosevelt, and all of North Carolina’s senators and representatives.

As the drys had feared, the 1933 state legislature authorized the sale of beverages of up to 3.2 percent alcohol and provided for an election in November 1933 to decide whether North Carolina should call a convention to ratify the Twenty-first Amendment, with its repeal of Prohibition. Recognizing the incapacity of the Anti-Saloon League to handle the challenge, thirty dry leaders from the league, the WCTU, the YMCA, and various other dry organizations gathered in Raleigh and formed the United Dry Forces of North Carolina, a nonpartisan, interdenominational group that chose Poteat as president. He brought before a state house committee an impressive array of speakers, including Josephus Daniels, to oppose both pieces of legislation, but to no avail. The group organized permanently after the legislature ended and decided to contest the November election on the repeal issue using a central committee of three hundred members from across the state. Poteat continued as president, and Raleigh attorney Cale K. Burgess was chosen to lead the campaign.

The drys attacked on the grounds that if North Carolina voted for national repeal, it would mean the end of state Prohibition, even though North Carolina would revert to its old state law. As Poteat voiced it, “the liquor forces, which were so successful in bamboozling the politicians . . . , will be satisfied with nothing short of the destruction of Prohibition root and branch and the return of the licensed liquor traffic.” The United Dry Forces utilized a well-organized and bipartisan lineup of speakers, coordinated by an eastern and a western headquarters and rallying around branch organizations formed in each of the Tarheel state’s one hundred counties. Mass meetings planned for every county on September 3 launched an offensive that lasted until the repeal election on November 7. Even a junior phalanx was involved in some counties. Poteat argued that the vote was not even needed “because our people . . . have not asked that the issue be re-opened.” The whole outcry was “by a small number who are financially interested in the restoration of the liquor traffic.” The drys raised their successful counterattack by using prominent speakers such as Clyde R. Hoey, setting aside a day of prayer before the election, and keeping their cause before the people through weekly press releases. The result on election day was what the campaign director Burgess termed a “glorious victory” for “the forces of righteousness. . . .” North Carolina voters rejected a repeal convention by a margin of over 170,000
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votes. Poteat had made “about twenty addresses, including one radio address, a number of them printed in full,” during the 1933 campaign. He rejoiced that the “Dry sentiment unwavering since 1908 found its voice.”

The victory was short-lived, however, and though Poteat fought against it at every step, alcohol returned to North Carolina following the national passage of repeal. The old Progressive ideas and methods could not withstand the onslaught of organized wet sentiment that gradually overwhelmed dry opposition. The United Dry Forces retained a permanent organization with Poteat as president even after their victory to continue “a constructive program of education in favor of temperance and against the evils of alcohol.” He lamented in early 1934 that “we lost the battle, but we have not lost the war.” Nonetheless, beginning with the 1935 legislative session, victories began for the wets.

Bills were introduced to raise the alcoholic content of beers to 5 percent and to hold a state referendum on repealing state Prohibition laws in favor of county option. Though troubled by illness during the session, Poteat appeared before a legislative hearing and personally lobbied his representative. He opposed the referendum supporters’ appeal to democracy by arguing that the issue had only recently been decided with the 1933 vote; “to ask them again so soon is to be disrespectful, not to say contemptuous.” Perhaps learning from 1928, Poteat attempted to keep the appeal nonpartisan as well in order “to resist the intrusion of politics into our great and victorious cause. . . .” Despite these efforts, not only was the legal alcohol content raised, but also on the day of the legislature’s adjournment the General Assembly passed a bill providing for local option elections in nearly twenty counties in eastern North Carolina that would allow the complete return of liquor under the regulation of an Alcoholic Beverage Control Board. Despite the continuing opposition of the dry forces, virtually every eligible county voted for repeal.

In 1933 Poteat had begun planning a little book “on the physiological and social effects of beverage alcohol,” and after determinedly but futilely offering it to northern publishers, he concluded reluctantly that “they don’t like the doctrine in that region” and allowed Broadman Press of the Baptist Sunday School Board to publish the book in 1935. It sold quickly, over a thousand copies by May 1936, and a second printing was necessary by late 1935. The ninety-one-page book, titled *Stop-light*, was widely and positively received in the South, with reviewers noting Poteat’s authority as a scientist, but the *Journal of the American Medical Association* scathingly evaluated it as propaganda.

He sought to erect a stoplight on “the highway of gaiety and indulgence” that threatened to mislead rebellious and individualistic youth and to direct attention “upon the elementary and undisputed facts of beverage alcohol as they are presented in the cold science of the time.” From those facts, however, would come “suggestions for corporate action to safeguard at once the individual and social life.” Poteat cited what one reviewer called “ancient literature” in laying out the history of alcohol, discussing its physiological
function as a depressant and its effect on the central nervous system, and countering arguments that alcohol was medically useful. An example of his discussion of alcohol's effects on youth reveals the book's tone: "It narcotizes their centers of control, and they themselves lapse into creatures of impulse likely to do or to say anything,—anything—which the instinct of the moment suggests." As a result, "self-control, caution, respect for the proprieties and decencies of our ordered life, are lost." The crux of his argument was moral; law existed "to prevent that which is evil." Alcohol ranked high on that list; to Poteat it represented "the greatest single enemy of mankind, and some means of limiting its devastation mankind must discover, or suffer a progressive deterioration which will land us once again in the gulf of barbarism." Throughout 1936 Poteat and the dry forces remained active, but the strategy shifted farther toward a reliance on evangelical morality. As campaign director Burgess noted, "The longer I work in this fight against strong drink, the more I realize that our salvation can come only through a great Christian crusade, led aggressively by our Ministers and backed up strongly by our Church members." This strategy was embodied in the organization’s use of field days, in which each Sunday a particular county would be targeted and twenty to twenty-five churches would be opened to Prohibition speakers. Poteat contributed to the Forsyth County field day with two addresses, and he argued elsewhere that "we must protect our people against the sophistries of men who are interested in misleading them. . . ." This religious approach did not excite enough enthusiasm, however, for donations remained scant and the financial situation of the dry forces grew desperate. Poteat’s answer was to "appeal to our stronger churches, Methodist and Baptist, some of whose members could give $500 and not miss it." The under-funded organization faced another major challenge when the 1937 legislature sought to extend the county option measure to the entire state. In contrast to 1933, Poteat protested that a referendum should be held before changing the status quo, perhaps fearing county voters would more easily be swayed by the "millions of money supplied by the fat liquor lords" but revealing the dry forces' ambiguous relationship with majority rule. Poteat had no political solution when the majority opposed the judgment of the so-called better classes, the middle-class reformers. Arguing that the legislature should not overrule the 1933 victory, he protested "against the contemplated invasion of the sacred principle of democracy. . . ." He again addressed two relevant legislative committees, but despite a strong dry showing, the legislature voted in favor of a county option law across the state. Poteat was incensed that the legislators were "ignoring and flouting the intelligence and morality of the State," and in appealing to influential ministers to fund a continuing battle, he noted that "if this fight against liquor is not a fight for the Kingdom of Christ, I don’t know what it is." Poteat optimistically claimed that despite the defeat "the campaign against liquor goes on," and he worked especially hard in the election in his home county of Wake. As late as October 1937 he proclaimed "that only a year or two more" of
increasing consumption of alcohol would convince areas with alcohol “of their blunder.” Nonetheless, the greatest of Progressive crusades, Poteat’s interest since the 1870s, had ground to a halt in the assertive political world of the 1930s.

Just as Poteat detested the whiskey companies for making money from immoral exploitation, businessmen profiting from the military industry particularly rankled him, and he spoke often on behalf of peace and international cooperation. He had not given up on the idea that the moral modern community should be international in scope. The interest was an old one for him; as one editorialist noted in 1928, “Dr. Poteat is re-affirming a position he has held all his life. He was speaking against furious jingoism as many years ago as some of its leaders are years old.” Poteat seldom skipped an opportunity to advocate his views; in 1924 he gave a series of chapel service addresses about “Internationalism,” praising Woodrow Wilson’s “application of the moral law to state action,” discussing self-determination, and advocating “the outlawry of war.” In 1927 he reaffirmed his opinion before a capacity crowd at the Baptist church in Chapel Hill as part of a Human Relations Institute sponsored by the YMCA. Referring to American failure to join the League of Nations, he declared, “We have lapsed shamefully from the high mind of 1917 into the absolutism and selfish isolation which we sought to destroy.” He opposed possible U.S. intervention in Mexico, Nicaragua, and China, noting, “The old diplomacy of selfish, exclusive nationalism is again in the saddle. Unless we break the tradition which dominates that diplomacy, it will land us in another war which will end by being the end of the nations that resort to it.”

At the invitation of the Durham post of the American Legion, Poteat gave an Armistice Day address before five hundred people in 1927. He courageously called attention to “the effort to militarize us under the guise of patriotism,” citing the failure of recent disarmament efforts and “demands for the biggest army, the biggest navy, the biggest air force in the world” as a way of guaranteeing “the peace of the world.” To the post commander Poteat acknowledged, “Of course, resistance to aggression or oppression is legitimate.” He continued, though, “In this period of social progress and national interdependence, those who are responsible for the precipitation of war are both stupid and criminal.” Further, he was “unable to sympathize with propaganda for heavier armaments for defense, when nobody is able to name the enemy of whom we are afraid.” Poteat’s address did not fail to name the source of militarism: “Remember concessionaries, whose investments in foreign lands must be protected; munition manufacturers who must have a market for enlarged output; swashbuckling officers, and then there are the wise ones, the guardians of the status quo, who know of a surety that man is a fighting animal. . . .” Poteat’s solution was his usual. He wrote and guided a resolution through the Baptist State Convention that declared, “War may be on occasion a terrible necessity, but it is high time that the war tradition inherited from a barbaric past be broken and the Christian standard every-
where applied to personal relations be applied also to national relations." The resolution, a liberal statement that passed despite some opposition, asked that war be outlawed and military training be blocked from colleges and high schools.\(^{132}\)

Poteat's stand was particularly courageous because, in the twenties and thirties, opinion in North Carolina was strong against pacifism. He had reason to oppose the popular militaristic attitude that condemned "pacifism with the sinister connotation of disloyalty."\(^{133}\) In January 1928 Sherwood Eddy, an avowed pacifist, was verbally attacked by the American Legion and by military officials at Fort Bragg when he scheduled a series of speeches in North Carolina. Of Eddy's six engagements, three were canceled.\(^{134}\) In a subsequent speech condemning increased spending on naval armaments, Poteat came out boldly in defense of free speech, "No peril on all our national horizon is so loaded with disaster as the limitation of free discussion of public questions. . . ." The American Legion responded in its publication by naming Poteat as "preaching wild and radical doctrines, conjuring up remedies that are impossible of application." Poteat was one of "these gifted peddlers of platitudes that were old when Moses was paddling around in the bulrushes."\(^{135}\) After this surge of controversy, Poteat was in demand as a speaker on behalf of peace and internationalism.

Poteat scoffed at opponents of the League of Nations who feared a loss of sovereignty in a world already marked by interdependence, and he used similar, futile arguments to back U.S. endorsement of the World Court. "Now that war has been universally renounced as an instrument of national policy," he suggested, "there remains the judicial method of settling disputes, and the World Court supplies the needed apparatus." In 1928 he urged Senator Furnifold Simmons to promote a resolution "suggesting to the President the reopening of discussion on the World Court" to overcome the "unaccountable hesitation" that the U.S. showed in joining. Perhaps encouraged by Simmons's positive response, Poteat informed Calvin Coolidge, "The co-operation of independent nationalities to promote common ends is, in reality, an assertion of their sovereignty." He fumed further, "Here is the United States Senate, aloof from the organised conscience and intelligence of mankind, insisting that international barriers long ago transformed by science into means of communication are barriers still ordained by God and George Washington. . . ." He carried the same torch before the Baptist State Convention in 1929, and in 1935 was still futilely backing the cause to Senator J.W. Bailey.\(^{136}\)

In the 1930s Poteat reiterated his opposition to combat, and as the Great Depression deepened, he more and more singled out corporations as the source of war. "Big business is proposing to fool us again, as it did in 1916 and 1917, into boosting its venal profits under the guise of patriotism," he complained in 1936. In a prescient comment, he concluded, "The favorite expedient . . . is to cry 'Moscow!' whenever international peace is mentioned."\(^{137}\) He vigorously continued to support the right to opposition, "I decline to be set down kerplunk as un-American because I am not a hundred per-center. I
resent being tagged traitor because I recognize international relations and obligations.\textsuperscript{138} At the request of Bishop Paul Kern and Dean Elbert Russell of the Duke School of Religion, Poteat enlisted as a sponsor for “a nationwide series of peace meetings” in the spring of 1936 amid controversy over American levels of preparedness for war. The gatherings were held under the auspices of the Emergency Peace Campaign, “a cooperative endeavor on the part of peace workers from many religious centers interested in world peace.”\textsuperscript{139}

In May, Poteat delivered his salvo in the campaign at the Methodist church in Asheville, one of three hundred cities targeted across the country. He opened, “We are here to think as clearly and calmly as we may on the major problem of civilization, the threat of war, and possible means of preventing it.” He deplored that national leaders, in a time of tension and rising nationalism, were seeking to militarize, again “under the guise of patriotism.” He suggested that a first step toward avoiding a war was to wean industry from “the wickedness and economic stupidity of the high protective tariff, an important factor in the strife of nations.” Further, voting for advocates of joining the League of Nations and the World Court would advance the cause and help avoid “the grossest and most tragic of national sins. . . .” Poteat continued to aid the campaign until illness forced him to resign in 1937.\textsuperscript{140}

One reason that Poteat so vigorously opposed war was its destruction of “our best blood, which is our most precious possession. . . .” He mourned, “It has been spilt by the hogshead to fertilize crops in silly and criminal wars.” In the late twenties and early thirties, Poteat continued to translate his knowledge as a biologist into strong support for preserving and even enhancing society’s supply of the “best blood” through eugenics. Poteat was familiar with the ideas of John Watson and the behaviorists, who stressed the effects of the individual’s training and environment, but he did not accept their arguments. “Environment, training, heredity,—these three,” he intoned, “but the greatest of these is heredity.”\textsuperscript{141} The predicament only grew worse over time in his imagination. He identified an “increasing percentage of defect” that constituted “a social emergency. . . .” Insanity and feeble-mindedness put nearly two million people in institutions, Poteat complained, and “five million of us are unable to master the primary grades of the public school. Twenty million are capable only of superintended labor.”\textsuperscript{142} For one solution, Poteat turned to science in a new way, “Recent biological opinion appears to favor general birth control as the only effective corrective of this menacing differential birth rate.”\textsuperscript{143}

Eugenics “has no program,” Poteat assured in the best nonpartisan Progressive style. “It is merely the study and guidance of the agencies within human control which will improve or impair the inborn qualities of future generations.” However, he continued to recommend restrictions on the reproduction of the chronically diseased and mentally handicapped.\textsuperscript{144} Further, at times his accounting also specified “deformed people and the congenitally blind and deaf.” Speaking before the NCCSS in 1929, Poteat went to his furthest extreme in desiring to impose his social ideology through the denial
of parenthood: “I should add to this list of dangerous parents to be rejected, the self-centered, the cynical, the critical, the coarse-fibered, the discour- eous. For though the children may be well-born, their plastic natures, like good clay in the hands of an unskilled potter, may be moulded by such par- ents into distortion, weakness, and deformity.” On the other hand, if children could choose their parents, they should “go in for character, good sense, and vigor, counting position, possessions, and callings secondary.” On occasion Poteat’s fervid desire to avoid social catastrophe led him to be unclear about the relative effects of environment versus heredity, but at all times he was clear about an ever-growing list of traits he wanted to eliminate. In that listing his typical blending of social with scientific arguments appeared most clearly, and the implications of overemphasis on the role of heredity became obvious to many North Carolinians.

Poteat’s views, once quietly tolerated if not widely accepted, now excited opposition, expressed both in the press and in personal letters. The Raleigh Times complained, “No doubt a Doctor Poteat as a boss of a human stock farm might produce physical and moral blood strains of distinction— but there would be lost the dearest privilege of man in general, the right independently to love where and how he chooses.” Drawing on his own understanding of evolution, the editorialist argued, “man could not conceivably have become even what he is had he not reserved the right to attend to this matter of fundamental instinct for himself.” Noting that Poteat identified 10 percent of the population as degenerate, the same paper asked the crucial question, “But who is to decide? . . . Is some spectacled young college profes- sor to act as a director of the budget of vital statistics? Who, after all, is a moron?” The Greensboro Daily News also opposed Poteat’s view, asking “What has happened to estop the operation of Darwin’s law of the survival of the fittest? . . . Indeed, there is visible all about us a steady improvement in the physical appearance of the race. . . .” A hearing daughter of deaf parents wondered if Poteat “would condemn quite so severely the marriage of con- genitally deaf people if you knew them as well as I do,” but Poteat retreated behind numbers. He stated, “Of course, the statistical method is the only one available for the study of the forms of human defects” and defended himself with a study showing that a fourth of the time the mating of deaf parents produced some deaf children. Poteat’s beliefs not only drew from scientific study but were also social biases supported by the language of science.

Because he so clearly perceived all people as linked in an organic society, Poteat could not conceive of the right of those he considered inferior to exist independent of control. The family explicitly equaled “society in miniature” for Poteat. Because the objects of his proposed reforms affected him, as part of an organic civilization under threat after World War I, he had the right to guide and control their lives. He knew that others might look upon his believers in the NCCSS as “idealists, well-wishers, would-be reformers and re-fashioners” and ask “by what authority do they interfere with personal rights and intrude into the intimacies of family life?” However, he disregarded
such critics, congratulating his fellow NCCSS reformers, “Instead of acquiescing in the drift of things, you propose to study that drift and change it by enlightened corporate action, if it needs to be changed; to impose intelligence upon the course of nature and modify it for the advantage of man.” The result was a very traditional social program supported by modern methods. As Poteat asked, “What value [is] modern knowledge if it does not save us from personal defeat and social catastrophe[?]” Since “social progress” was dictated by the “limitation of inferiors,” eugenics was a matter of “civilization versus barbarism.” Ultimately “the future of the race” was at stake, and there could be no “taint of defect in the ancestry of the men who are to be our leaders.”

Poteat believed that one “cannot hope to correct mental defects fixed in a faulty heredity, except to forestall them by building up public opinion and sentiment against improper matings.” Accordingly, most of his work on behalf of eugenics took the form of speeches vainly advocating the idea. Through the NCCSS, however, he did make some concrete efforts to strengthen restrictions on mating in the Tarheel state. The “peril” of poor breeding was “exaggerated by the industrial revolution and the relaxation of moral standards following the World War,” Poteat found. As a result of the moral lapse, the home was threatened, and “the home,” Poteat argued, “sends out into society the defective, the delinquent, the incorrigible, the diseased, the insane, the anti-social. When will parents recognize their responsibility and tremble before it, and trembling clutch at every guiding hand, count parenthood the chief business of life, and get ready to discharge it with a grave happiness and intelligent efficiency.” As his contribution toward forcing parents to produce better children, Poteat was asked to report on marriage and divorce to the 1932 meeting of the NCCSS.

Poteat first surveyed the registrar of deeds in various counties, the official responsible for administering the marriage laws; consulted the State Board of Health; and even checked precedents with historian Guion Griffis Johnson. He discovered that North Carolina’s marriage rate was falling because the license cost ten dollars and required a medical test. Couples simply went to neighboring states where laws were more lax and the ceremony less expensive. Both the prospective groom and bride, by virtue of a 1927 North Carolina law, had to present medical proof of having a sound mind and no infectious tuberculosis. Men, in addition, had to prove that they had no venereal disease. Poteat also lamented that divorce had grown more frequent, thanks in part to liberalized laws in Nevada, causing “a notable loss in family stability. . . .” He admitted that little research had been done but recommended as a start that marriage and divorce laws be standardized by federal legislation, that applicants of both sexes be subject to the same strict medical requirements, that sexes be more severely segregated in homes for defectives and paupers, and that marriage prohibitions be extended to include epileptics and those for whom either parent was “mentally defective” or “unsound.”

Despite identifying these issues as major social problems, Poteat optimistically
closed his report by citing a biologist from Johns Hopkins University "that the monogamous family with its life-long union of mates is the final term of a long evolutionary series." Poteat, as always, found what he sought and was at peace: "So science confirms the teaching of religion, which regards marriage as a sacrament and the permanent association of one man and one woman as the only foundation of family life and the only promise and security of the noblest type of society."159

Poteat continued to work with the NCCSS on the eugenics issue by serving on its health committee and advocating eugenics measures as late as 1936, including the legalization of "family restriction advice" given by doctors. In 1937 he also joined the recently revived North Carolina Society for Mental Hygiene.160 Further, he brought the topic of "human sterilization" into his classroom via a pamphlet on "the actual results of eugenic sterilization in practice."9161 Naturally, eugenics also entered his religious activities as he cooperated on the Southern Baptist Convention's Commission on Social Service in 1932 with longtime commission chairman A.J. Barton on "a strong statement" on marriage and divorce for the convention.162 These efforts produced few results in the democratizing political atmosphere of the thirties.

**Final Campaigns**

For historians, a tolerant stand on race relations is a litmus test in identifying a southern white liberal. Since his childhood days with Nat, his slave companion, race had been a subject of importance to Poteat, and during the Progressive Era he had come to realize that tensions between whites and blacks might doom the peace and unity he envisaged for the South. By the late 1920s and the early 1930s, however, the limits of that conception of social relations were becoming ever more clear. Black activists began demanding more than peace in a segregated society, and the Progressive-Era plan for unequal negotiations for peace, conducted only between elite members of the two races, looked ever more anachronistic in the national picture. Poteat recognized in his last months of life that the topic would be incredibly important in future years, but his suggestions just before he died retained fully the hierarchy and racism typical of even the most liberal of southern white reformers during most of Poteat's life.

Race relations, like eugenics and alcohol consumption, was another issue for which Poteat applied "scientific" evidence to back his social agenda in a futile quest for certainty and automatic acceptance of what he saw as obvious. For example, Santford Martin, editor of the *Winston-Salem Journal*, wrote Poteat in 1930 for advice about a presentation Martin was preparing as "a defense of the Southern position, namely, that the negroes should have their own churches, Y.M.C.A.'s, Y.W.C.A.'s, etc." His goal was "to oppose amalgamation and favor segregation." That desire to defend segregation led immediately to the issue of sex. He wanted from Poteat "a letter I could use showing the biological effects of amalgamation, inter-marriage, etc., of the white and black races." He concluded, "I want you, in short, to give me the
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reason why you, as a biologist, oppose amalgamation and inter-marriage of the white and negro races.”¹⁶³

Potteat readily responded and did not challenge the view that segregation and sex were automatically linked. He reiterated axioms of scientific racism that he had long held. Appealing to professional authority, he began, “From the biological point of view the white and black races are too remote in relationship for a certainly advantageous crossing... . When a backward race crosses with an advanced race, the backward usually has little or nothing to contribute physically or mentally to the advanced.” He continued, “The mulatto will exhibit marked hybrid vigor in the first generation, but it declines in the later generations.” He feared undesirable genetic combinations affecting “resistance to disease and social inadequacy” and concluded that “the results of the intermixture of white and black races are on the average unfavorable.” Also in the spring of 1930 Potteat revealed his support of segregation by supporting the nomination of John J. Parker to be a U.S. Supreme Court justice despite Parker’s avowed opposition to black political rights.¹⁶⁴

Potteat was nonetheless, as he phrased it to one black correspondent, “interested in all the progress which your race is making in our State.” Near the end of his life, the governor appointed him to the board of trustees of the North Carolina Agricultural and Technical College, a black institution in Greensboro. In 1929 he gave a commencement sermon at Tuskegee and garnered praise for a “wonderful” address.¹⁶⁵ In 1931 he was also appointed as one of about two dozen members around the globe of the Baptist World Congress’s Commission on Racialism. In a draft report he requested changes in a sentence arguing that racial antagonism could be eased “by Christian teaching of the young concerning racial self-respect... .” He asked that it be revised to read “racial integrity and self-respect,” a crucial addition. He could conceive only that “millenniums hence” the interaction of racial groups “may come to swamp racial divergence into the original uniformity.”¹⁶⁶

As long as racial “integrity” remained secure behind segregation, Potteat was a spokesman for racial peace. He lamented that “the barbarity of lynching still stains American annals” and that “equality of opportunity for ability and merit from any quarter waits below the horizon.” Tweaking an audience’s conscience, he admonished, “Remember the word of Christ, ‘You are all brothers,’ and that in spite of social status, theological opinions, color of skin, latitude and longitude.” However, the appeal was inevitably filtered through liberal condescension, “Let society take note and be just and generous to all its handicapped members,” such as blacks.¹⁶⁷ On lynching, he was “not opposed” to a federal law, a controversial issue throughout the twenties, provided that it was a “reinforcement not usurpation of local law,” a qualification that left him in essence aiding the violent status quo.¹⁶⁸ Potteat took some pride in his Progressive views. In submitting a speech manuscript to a religious periodical in Chicago, he declared, “As you see, a Southern man undertakes to present the New Testament teaching on Race and challenges the Christian South to apply it to our treatment of the Negro.”¹⁶⁹
Poteat’s most significant work toward easing racial tension was in his continuing involvement with the Commission on Interracial Cooperation during the late twenties and early thirties. Poteat remained a member of the South-wide commission based in Atlanta, actively followed its work, and served on a national committee in 1929 and 1930 that mounted an unsuccessful fund-raising campaign intended to stabilize the commission’s financial future despite the depression. The commission chairman illustrated Poteat’s reputation as a racial liberal by assuring him “that the committee will be greatly pleased that the great weight of your name will be behind this movement.” He explained, “As is usual with most such Committees, there is no work for its members. . . . We simply want the approval and interest of a number of people whose word means something to the country.” The regional esteem for Poteat was reaffirmed when the commission voted him an honorary membership in 1936, during his nephew Edwin McNeill Poteat Jr.’s term as president.170

Poteat’s activity with the autonomous but closely linked state Commission on Interracial Cooperation was much more substantial. Though no longer state chairman, he continued in the late twenties and early thirties to serve on the state executive committee, first under his successor as chairman, Walter C. Jackson, a professor in Greensboro, and then with the encouragement of chairman Howard W. Odum, the prominent sociologist at the University of North Carolina. Like the larger commission, the North Carolina group faced a crisis in this period, and the Tarheel liberals responded with the strategy of somewhat broadening their selected elite group. A careful reorganization in 1928 was inadequate once the depression struck. The 1931 annual meeting then authorized the invitation of 500 new members, selected by Governor Max O. Gardner from a list prepared by the commission. Of those invited, 450 accepted within a week. His successors as governor also invited as members “people who count for much in the affairs of the state,” and by 1934 the total membership had grown to between 1,150 and 1,200 with the help of Governor Ehringhaus. In 1933 the strapped Atlanta-based commission ended its field work due to lack of funds and transferred its emphasis “to educational efforts calculated to change general public opinion.” In cooperation with its Virginia counterpart, the strengthened Tarheel group hired their own field worker and continued operations. For its first ten years, through 1929, the state Commission on Interracial Cooperation was “able largely to depend for its financial support upon certain foundations and church boards,” but after 1929 its direct appeal for money from members and the public served it well.171 To a limited extent, Progressives had to broaden their idea of leadership of an ideal community, but it was still seen as a carefully selected group. The masses of people, white or black, had no business making decisions for society.

Poteat recognized that the commission had evolved since its formation; he summarized in 1931:

The original purpose of the Inter-racial Commission to facilitate the reception of Negro soldiers returning from the World War
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into American life without friction has been expanded into a general program of applying the spirit and teaching of Jesus to the relations of the races. Its method has been a frank survey of conditions with conference of men and women of both races. I believe in the purpose and the method. The work of the Commission is of high social value, all the more important now, when a large group of Negroes mainly in the North is dominated by a radical and dangerous leadership.\textsuperscript{172}

Poteat did his part to forestall such so-called radicalism by strengthening the already powerful links between the commission and Tarheel evangelicals.

In 1928, with the support of the state chairman and the church relations committee of the North Carolina Commission on Interracial Cooperation, Poteat helped write and secure the passage of a resolution in the Baptist State Convention that created a North Carolina Baptist Commission on Interracial Cooperation and authorized it to cooperate with its state and regional counterparts. The action was welcomed by regional commission director Will W. Alexander as "very significant." Poteat was named to the denominational committee of fifteen and in 1929 authored its first report. Giving a brief history to introduce the movement, he assured the Baptists that at its formation after World War I "there was a clear understanding that neither amalgamation nor social equality was contemplated. The Negro participants in these general conferences insisted themselves on the preservation of their racial integrity." He listed achievements in improved race relations and noted with foresight that among the needs outstanding was "the transportation of Negro school children from distant points" (an issue that later took center stage in the Civil Rights movement).\textsuperscript{173}

This intermingling of race, religion, and reform was nowhere better demonstrated than in the person of Poteat's close colleague, educator W.C. Jackson. In 1930 he succeeded Poteat as head of the Baptist Interracial Commission, and in that year Jackson headed interracial commissions at the denominational, state, and regional levels. He called a meeting in March 1930 for representatives of all Tarheel denominations to discuss interracial work. The suggestions produced were "based mainly upon those given by the group from the Baptist State Convention, headed by Dr. W. L. Poteat, of Wake Forest." The strategy offered included encouragement of denominational action; inviting speakers to churches, schools, and civic groups; being "a friend to whom the Negroes may come to iron out differences they may have with any White people"; encouraging interracial meetings of clergy; and being "most careful in discussing any matter relating to the Negroes where the maid or man of all work may hear, as many times the most kindly remarks even might be taken in the wrong light."\textsuperscript{174} This cautious tactic hints that liberals such as Poteat recognized that their approach was not always welcome among either race, and the concluding remark presaged the strengthening divisions among whites and blacks about the future of race relations.
When the issue of Prohibition gained renewed importance in the early thirties, Poteat devoted less time to race relations, and age began to be a factor in his busy life. His health declined gradually only in the final three years of his life, and he finally gave up golf, a favorite hobby for several years. An injured leg, "not at all serious," and a general checkup confined him for the first time ever to the hospital at Duke University for twelve days in February and March 1935, yet even there he found the humor to essay about "the hospital nightshirt" ("I am for it and I am against it"). He was soon "doing my usual stint of work,—two lectures in succession five days in the week." In July 1935, however, he reported to President Kitchin that "my physicians insist that my own teaching load be reduced from ten hours to six at most." Even with a lightened load, he battled illness in 1936. In June of that year he also narrowly escaped serious injury when a car in which he was a passenger was struck at an intersection and toppled over. The accident occurred at nine o'clock in the morning, and Poteat, unhurt and relatively unruffled, proceeded on in a separate vehicle to his temperance address at Winston-Salem's First Baptist Church. The close call did inspire him to reflect in verse about his "Rendezvous with Death," who "appeared and then withdrew / . . . Thought he of tasks but just begun, / Of services still incomplete. . . ." Poteat replaced the car with a new frosty green Chevrolet sedan, and with chauffeurs (frequently students) to compensate for vision narrowed by glaucoma, he maintained his ever active schedule.

The principal incomplete task that his good fortune allowed Poteat to complete was the presidency of the Baptist State Convention. Meeting in Durham in November 1936, the state's Baptists elected the eighty-year-old Poteat to their highest post on the first ballot. Poteat, and various liberal journalists, saw the occasion as one of reconciliation within the denomination. "At Winston-Salem in 1922," Poteat reminisced, "it was thought that my head would be cut off by that body (the convention.) And my election as president is interesting to me as showing the changing attitude of the people." He continued with unrealistic optimism, "I just went along, maintaining that Christianity and science are not incompatible, and people generally seem to believe it now." Liberal newsmen hailed the election as well. "In all the deliberations of their great convention this year," editorialized the *Winston-Salem Journal*, "the mighty hosts of Baptists of North Carolina did nothing bigger or better than [his election] for the cause which they espouse." The *News and Observer* succinctly agreed that the election "showed how completely his stand [on evolution] was vindicated.

His brother's death in June 1937 following a long illness did not deter Poteat from his duties but instead affirmed for him in his memories of Edwin the value of an unorthodox but deep faith. As state president Poteat worked to develop the program for the annual convention. He advocated the inclusion of such trademark topics as "Christianity Securing the Intellectual Life" and "Christ and the Emerging World Culture" and, always the mediator, carefully allotted time to professors from the denominational seminary at Louis-
ville as well as to the state's ministers. Poteat was “looking forward to [the meeting] with enthusiasm and exhilaration.” He returned to his interest in race relations and carefully polished an old speech idea into proper form for his presidential address.

“Christ and Race” was Poteat’s “last great utterance,” but it had to be read to the convention on his behalf by the Reverend John Allen Easley of the Wake Forest Baptist Church. On October 28, shortly before the 1937 convention, Poteat had a stroke that left him partially paralyzed, only a week after the News and Observer commemorated his eighty-first birthday with a front-page spread of photographs. At the beginning of October, he had been “at my college work in my usual health.” Nonetheless, age was beginning to show. “This,” he had mused, “will be my last session of teaching. It is fifty-nine years since I started.” He never taught again after the stroke, but fortunately “Christ and Race” was ready. At the convention, vice-president Robert N. Simms, Poteat’s laboratory assistant in 1895–96, presided. Easley read Poteat’s address “splendidly and it was recognized as the outstanding deliverance of the Convention.”

Poteat had written the speech in 1927 and 1928 and presented it in only slightly revised form several times. The national turmoil and changing racial situation in the intervening decade did not lead him to change his ideas about race, only to keep its importance at the forefront. To the new social puzzles Poteat offered only the solution that he had advocated since the unrest of the late 1800s—”Christian brotherhood,” which for example makes it “possible for peoples who are so diverse as whites and Negroes to live together successfully. . . .” In short, “the obligation of Christians to love one another as brothers and to cooperate in making the will of God prevail” extends “across racial barriers.” Poteat prefaced the religious prescription with his typical important caveat. “Holding racial integrity to be inviolable,” he wrote, “we shall be respectful to racial endowments and racial achievements” and be “willing to judge the race by its best specimens.” “Christ and Race” defined the limits of Poteat’s racial liberalism, and like many other white intellectuals of his generation, he could not imagine a world beyond segregation, a world where blacks demanded rather than supplicated. That “racial integrity” was “inviolable” needed so little justification to his audience that Poteat mentioned it only in a passing participial phrase before offering his usual paternalistic solution to create a cooperative but segregated community.

Following his stroke and absence from the convention session, Poteat recovered somewhat. His “six weeks of relative helplessness” eased enough by mid-December that he stopped employing a special servant, and on December 4 he wrote “a first labored letter with my lame right hand. . . .” He rejoiced soon after the New Year “that it pays to be ill because you find out how many good people there are in the world and how many friends you have.” Poteat recorded a Victrola rendering of part of “Christ and Race” but was able to answer only a few of the dozens of messages of encouragement that poured in from former students, fellow educators, and other reformers—
many of the correspondents fitting all three categories. In early March, however, Poteat “suffered a relapse,” and, according to a news report, on March 12 as he awaited his son to drop by and read to him after supper, “death came gently. . . .” Perhaps his final thoughts were similar to comments drawn from Browning that he made at a funeral ten years before: “To have faith in immortality is to live in the eternal world while our feet walk the earthly pathways.”

The statewide outpouring of tribute upon Poteat’s death underscored his status as one of North Carolina’s leading liberal intellectuals. More than a thousand people attended his funeral at Wake Forest Baptist Church, including Governor Clyde Hoey. The *News and Observer* hailed him as “a leader for culture and freedom in North Carolina and the South, an unrelenting advocate of personal and public morality.” The *Winston-Salem Journal* termed him “a Christian statesman” who “dared to champion the cause of intellectual liberty long before it ceased to be dangerous to do so in North Carolina,” while the *Asheville Times* optimistically asserted that Poteat fought “a winning fight for larger understanding and more tolerance in science and religion.” The many condolences offered to the family confirm Poteat’s state and regional influence. Senator Josiah Bailey, Josephus Daniels, and George W. Truett were among the most prominent, but scores of others from several states joined them. Nell Battle Lewis and Samuel Chiles Mitchell published tributes, and the United Dry Forces, the North Carolina Academy of Science, and the NCCSS all honored him. Both inside and outside the state, commentators highlighted the anti-evolution battles as Poteat’s most significant moment, and several journalists noted that Clarence Darrow died the day after Poteat’s death, at age eighty. “Both were great liberals,” concluded one, but all singled out Darrow’s agnosticism as a critical point of contrast with Poteat.

To be an influential liberal in the South meant blending into established traditions, and his publicly expressed faith enabled Poteat to tread where secular reformers could never have ventured. Poteat’s view of an organic, moral society had long defied the modern political system that originated in the North and crept into the South beginning with the Prohibition campaign around the turn of the century. However, his protests against a politics of antagonism centered around organized interest groups began to fall on deaf ears in the late 1920s and the 1930s, accounting for the failures of the Progressive initiatives of his later years. His efforts against repeal of Prohibition lost ground gradually, his battle for stronger marriage laws and eugenics failed, preparedness advocates in the militant South ignored his pleas for peace, business boosters continued to court greedy industries, and conservatives grew in denominational power. Progressivism had ended; the modern South was on the way.
Conclusion

A thinker in the South is regarded quite logically as an enemy of the people, who, for the common weal, ought to be put down summarily—for, to think at all, it is necessary to repudiate the whole Southern scheme of things, to go outside God’s ordered drama and contrive with Satan for the overthrow of Heaven.

W.J. Cash, “The Mind of the South”

William Louis Poteat’s 81 years of life in North Carolina covered fully half of the 162 years since the birth of the nation in 1776, and the year of his death coincided with the beginning of the South’s full entry into modern America. The year he died, 1938, marked a divide for the region. Civil rights, the great political and social battle that would cleave the South for years to come, gained strength and direction in that year. The legal strategy of black activists began to pay off when the Supreme Court ruled in their favor for the first time in the case of Lloyd L. Gaines, a black man who sought admission to the previously all-white law school of the University of Missouri. One analyst has written that this ruling marked “the first milestone on the road to desegregation.” In the same landmark year, white southern liberals began to split on the issue of race when a small number finally questioned the savage ideal and considered engaging in more direct political advocacy. The Southern Conference for Human Welfare met in Birmingham and managed two integrated sessions before Eugene “Bull” Connor enforced the city’s segregation law.

The South’s economic system also changed course toward full modernity in the year of Poteat’s death. Scholars acknowledge 1938 as a crucial moment because the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), which reformers passed despite southern opposition, helped to change economic incentives that had been in place since the end of the Civil War. Various New Deal initiatives, capped by the FLSA, blocked “the low-wage expansion path for regional industry” that had been in place since Reconstruction, and by the beginning of World War II conditions were ripe “for a rapid transformation.” With eco-
nomic change comes political change, and 1938 was likewise a watershed year in the South’s relationship with national political structures.President Roosevelt’s *Report on Economic Conditions of the South* proclaimed the region to be “the Nation’s No. 1 economic problem. . . .” For the first time, a nationally oriented group of southern politicians began to actively funnel national investment into the South and to pursue northern industry with greedy eyes that the religious Poteat would have found wanting. This shift of regional leadership found validation when Roosevelt failed in his attempt to unseat conservative southern senators in the 1938 elections.5

Anticommunist hysteria, later to devastate the ranks of critical intellectuals, was also a component in the political upsurge of conservatism. For example, an elderly Thomas Dixon wrote his old friend shortly before Poteat’s death. He singled out Poteat’s contention that whites should judge blacks by their elite—such as W.E.B. Du Bois—rather than by the average person. Dixon raged that Du Bois “is now a red Communist” and “an uncompromising Atheist.” He cautioned Poteat, “You can not believe in making America mulatto,” considering that development to be the logical end of Du Bois’s path.6

Militarism, corporate values, and political and social conflict blossomed as Poteat’s genteel, Progressive sentiments died away.

In Poteat’s final years he delivered numerous jeremiads against the modernizing social, political, and economic changes that gained permanent influence in the year of his death. He had endured the chaotic transformations without having succumbed to the fragmented world view and emphasis on critical thought that are characteristic of modernism. Chronicling the struggles of Poteat’s mental life lifts the shadows from the liberal southern Victorian who translated into the language of the South the intellectual and theological challenges of modernity. The strength and dynamic potential of organic southern Victorianism is demonstrated by its durability in this single life. His belief system incorporated modern problems and offered modifications of old truths as solutions for emerging conflicts. In the southern context this continuity was made possible by the underlying lack of economic and social development marking the bleak period from the Civil War until the 1930s.7 Radical new ideas were not required or welcomed in a rural, agricultural society evolving only incrementally.

Religion has been one of the South’s great continuities, and underlying Poteat’s intellectual steadfastness was a southern evangelical understanding that changed relatively little in the century and a half after its triumph in the Great Revival. The mainstream southern churches had not moved beyond the stewardship doctrine apparent as early as the dawn of the nineteenth century. The theology that swept through the South between 1801 and 1805 presumed that “private perfection would produce social improvement.”8 Indeed, the same limits of southern religious liberalism continued to define the boundaries of the dominant religious tradition in the South long after Poteat’s death. Evangelist Billy Graham, remarking on later and more severe southern racial conflict during the Civil Rights movement, indicated that “the one great an-
Conclusion

Answer to our racial problem is for men and women to be converted to Christ.” Graham too believed “social sins . . . are merely a large-scale projection of individual sins . . . .” While Poteat’s longtime exhortations in favor of southern stewardship do not separate him in kind from the more otherworldly of Southern Baptists, his greater degree of activism within traditional doctrine marked the vanguard of liberalism within the church and foreshadowed a small, later group of more radical southern churchmen.

Poteat was a man riven by unresolved tensions once his encounter with evolution forced him to entertain new ideas. He wrongly assumed that those coming of age in a scientific world could attain an emotional religious experience without relying on the conservative Biblical beliefs that had originally been a vital part of his own formative religious experience. He expected twentieth-century youth to accept Christ’s morality as absolute without requiring a logical system of biblical interpretation. In that sense his inability to comprehend others’ need to apply logic to their understanding of the Bible—whether through liberal theology or in fundamentalists’ rejection of symbolism—left Poteat out of touch with the troubling religious struggles of many fellow Christians in his own time. To some Poteat’s simple call for an untroubled, nonrational faith must have seemed glib.

Poteat’s denigration of rational theology left him comfortable with the irresolution of many other intellectual contradictions. He was not a systematic thinker and had no compulsion to analyze himself or the world in a rigorously logical way. As a result he could agitate fiercely for both eugenics and social reform without deciding the relative importance of environment and heredity. He could recognize the interdependence of society without giving up his reliance on individualism. He could support the professionalization of science and education yet decry the specialization that threatened to undermine liberal culture. Amid his frantic schedule of activities as an educator, reformer, and speaker, he had no time to be torn by his own internal struggles between modern and traditional thought or to overcome his own weakness as an intellectual. The unrest of the 1890s, the social upheaval following World War I, and the onset of the Great Depression successively created and intensified Poteat’s perception of social crisis, his conviction that society was falling from harmony into anarchic conflict. His work in education, religion, and reform was calculated to counter the crisis and restore order. Ironically, he helped to set the stage for the modern South.

Poteat belonged to the generation of intellectuals described by historian Bruce Clayton, men who in the 1890s created the South’s first “full-fledged intellectual community” and “who criticized the entire life of the South . . . .” Though he could see the problems of the region and sought to alleviate them, like his contemporaries Poteat remained a captive of what Richard King has called “the southern family romance,” a tangled web of belief in social harmony, gentility, moderation, longing for the supposed cultural achievement of the antebellum period, and the displaying of a profound reluctance for fundamental change. He did not revolt against nearly all tradition, as did the
Shown here in 1937 reminiscing over photographs of his early years, Poteat was similar to many other southern intellectuals of his time in maintaining some romantic attachment to the Old South and southern tradition despite his many attempts at Progressive social reform.

younger founders of the so-called southern renaissance, nor did his intellectual center crumble, as it did for so many of the southern writers of the 1920s and 1930s. Poteat instead fits easily into Daniel Singal’s characterization of the southern Victorian, but unlike typical Victorians, for whom the barrier “between the cultured and the uncultured” was “virtually uncrossable,” Poteat was an evangelical Victorian. Denominational education—the focus of his life’s work—could carry both culture and religion to all intelligent people willing (and genetically qualified) to accept a little uplift and a guiding hand.¹¹

Late in life Poteat characterized himself as a man who “loves little children and the great poets. . .”¹² It was an apt description. He is remembered
as a loving husband, father, and grandfather and as a strong paternal figure for the young Baptist men who filled his college classes for decades. His sense of humor and personal charm became legendary in the minds of followers such as Gerald W. Johnson, and he exuded such an air of learning that a stranger on a train once guessed that Poteat was a professor. Nonetheless, when human character changed on or about December 1910, as Virginia Woolf memorably proposed, Poteat was preoccupied at his presidential desk, on the podium, or reading Browning in his study. But he at least looked out from his magnolia-studded campus and selected from the menu of new ideas those that he could adapt to his region. That practice made him the leading southern liberal that he was.

For Poteat the Old South and a happy childhood coincided, and his memories of the antebellum past were lightly colored through the rosy lens of a child. At the age of seventy-two, Poteat revealed in a moment of quiet reflection the gentle and genteel spirit that animated a life of conflict but ultimate unity—extending from the South’s antebellum peak to the verge of its jarring admission to modern America. He ever maintained a delicate balance between past and present:

It is June 24 in the home of my infancy and childhood, and the anniversary of my marriage 48 years ago. I greeted the bride at breakfast in the presence of Sister, of our two daughters Louie and Helen, and of our granddaughter, Sylvia, Helen’s three-year old. Forest Home is restored and extended and modernized. The autos whisk by on the highway at the bottom of the front lawn, and two airplanes, one close on the tail of the other, roar faintly under the far gray clouds southward. Indoors the wizard electricity, caught and fettered at the old spring under the hill, is giving me on the Knabe Ampico tender passages of Madame Butterfly precisely in the interpretation of Howard Brockway. The Frigidaire is humming its chilling monotone not a hundred yards from the great deep pit in which the ice harvest of the mill pond a half mile away was stored winter by winter in the years long gone by.

But there can be no new world apart from the old. Forever the present is the child of the past, just as this new marvel of alertness and vigor and beauty named Sylvia is bound by indissoluble hereditary bonds to that midsummer happiness of 1881. The Bob Whites whistle as of old in the sedge and stubble, and immemorial oaks and hickories drop me down even yet the old time morning melody of wood thrush, cardinal, warbler, summer red bird, and robin, and wrens and fly-catchers continue their unbroken domesticities about the house. And I seem to hear the voice of my Father ringing clear, now rollicking and jovial, now commanding, and to see the form of my Mother moving about the place like a serene radiance and ruling all its atmosphere with sweetness and gentility.
Ultimately, Poteat's deep attachment to southern tradition and the past exacted a high price. It consigned him to mediocre status as an intellectual in the national context, and it assured that he would remain insensitive to many of the most important problems facing the South. His love of hierarchy and a narrow morality blinded him to not only deep structural inequalities but also visibly blatant exploitation in his home region, and he and other Progressives offered no real solutions in their stunted liberal proposals. However, to expect much more from southern liberalism between the Civil War and World War II is to be quite ahistorical. Few people are ever willing to abandon work and home for the sake of intellectual consistency, as was often necessary if a native outrightly condemned the South during this period. Poteat's equilibrium between adherence to tradition and advocacy of change not only allowed him to maintain peace in his own temperate mind, but it also gave him the opportunity to endure in and serve the South while standing haltingly for social awareness and the freedom of intellectual inquiry. A thinker residing in the Progressive-Era South could hardly hope to do more.
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80. Report of the president, May 1, 1907, 5, and April 20, 1920, 8.
86. Report of the president, May 1924, 6–9 (quote on 9); and May 1925, 7; and minutes of the board of trustees, March 16 and 24, 1925.
89. Sunday school notes in notebook dated September 1909 in folder 995 (first quote); chapel notes in book in folder 1212; handbook of the college YMCA from 1913–14 with Poteat’s office hours on p. 20, folder 735, Poteat Papers; and *OGB*, September 23, 1916 (last two quotes).
91. Untitled, handwritten speech manuscript dated November 18, 1912, folder 1245, Poteat Papers.
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## 5. Christianity, Enlightenment, and Baptist Democracy

1. Poteat's involvement in the evolution controversy is the only portion of his life that has been fully chronicled and narrated by other historians. Harriet Suzanne Cameron, "William Louis Poteat and the Evolution Controversy" (Masters thesis, Wake Forest College, 1962) traces the events of the 1920s in some detail, and her work in the thesis appears in slightly abbreviated form as Suzanne Cameron Linder, "William Louis Poteat and the Evolution Controversy," *North Carolina Historical Review* 40 (April 1963): 135–57; and Linder, *William Louis Poteat*. Poteat's role is also examined with some thoroughness in Gatewood, *Preachers, Pedagogues, and Politicians*. In addition, Poteat receives more than passing mention in James J. Thompson Jr., *Tried As by Fire: Southern Baptists and the Religious Controversies of the 1920s* (Macon, Ga., 1982); and Eighmy, *Churches in Cultural Captivity*. This chapter utilizes many of the same documents used by Linder and Gatewood and naturally follows a similar narrative. However, my interpretation differs strongly. Rather than regarding the religious conservatives opposing Poteat solely as irrational Fundamentalist zealots, I place the religious controversy more fully in intellectual and social perspective, including in my analysis the infant stage of academic freedom and the widespread opposition to bureaucratic governance by the Tarheel populace. Religious conservatives
who rejected modern science sought not only to suppress the teaching of evolution, but also to exercise a democratic right to govern an institution they owned, in lieu of surrendering it to bureaucratic control. Poteat, on the other hand, represented an encroaching worldview that included deference to expert knowledge and the right of intellectual authorities to guide society in the area of their expertise. The evolution controversy resulted from, but by no means resolved, this clash in North Carolina.
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28. BR, June 16 (Dixon’s address) and June 2 (other quotes), 1920. On “folk science” among Fundamentalists see Edward B. Davis, “Fundamentalism and Folk Science between the Wars,” Religion and American Culture 5 (summer 1995): 217–48. The depiction of the battle over evolution in schools as a rejection of professional authority in science and education is enhanced in an ironic way by a comparison of Dixon’s rejection of science with the following statement of historian Thomas L. Haskell, an expert on the history of professional authority. In outlining the stakes of contemporary historical debate about the authority of experts, Haskell (who would, of course, disagree entirely with Dixon’s Fundamentalism and whose full discussion of trust in experts indicates that it is not a blind trust) declares: “Expert authority shapes our most fundamental assumptions. Consider, for example, my belief in Darwin’s theory of evolution rather than the biblical story of creation. . . . I believe in evolution with nearly the same degree of confidence that I feel about the existence of the table I am writing on, or the accuracy of an account that I could give of some episode in my own life, based on personal experience and recollection. Yet my belief in evolution rests on no firmer basis than expert authority. Certainly I have not inspected the fossil record for myself, or worked my way through the intricate details of Darwin’s argument in The Origin of Species, or followed the debates which led up to the present version of the theory. And although many imagine otherwise, I believe it is an illusion to think that the story of divine creation is inherently any less plausible than the idea of one-celled primeval slime gradually evolving into complex forms of life under the pressure of anything as abstract and directionless as natural selection. We non-fundamentalist laymen believe in evolution not because we have in mind the evidence and experience it would take to envision the process and grasp it in a fully rational way, but because we trust biologists.” Haskell, introduction to Haskell, ed., The Authority of Experts: Studies in History and Theory (Bloomington, 1984), x–xi.
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170. W.C. Jackson to WLP, January 7, 1930 (first quote), and December 26, 1929 (second quote), folder 199; list of commission members 1934–35, folder 662; list of members of the stabilization fund, folder 662; “An Announcement,” folder 196; L.R. Reynolds to WLP and others, March 28, 1931, folder 349; Will W. Alexander, Henry S. Barnes, Robert R. Moton, and George Foster Peabody to WLP, February 15, 1930, folder 5; and Will W. Alexander to friend, May 5, 1936, folder 5, Poteat Papers.

171. “Annual Meeting . . . 1934: Report of North Carolina and Virginia,” folder 359 (first quote); “Annual Meeting . . . 1933: Report of Executive Director,” folder 662 (second quote); executive committee to members, June 26, 1929, folder 199 (third quote); W.C. Jackson to WLP, January 17, 1929 (with enclosure), June 16, 1930, and March 14, 1932, folder 199; L.R. Reynolds to WLP, February 17, 1938, folder 349; Howard W. Odum to WLP, February 24, 1933, folder 307; N.C. Newbold and others to members and friends, [Dec. 1932], folder 199; L.R. Reynolds to WLP and others, March 28, 1931, folder 349; pamphlet, “A Message to the Governor’s Committee of Five Hundred Citizens,” folder 662; and pamphlet, “Some Recent
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173. Will W. Alexander to WLP, November 30, 1928, folder 5 (first quote); “Report of the Inter-racial Commission, Presented to Shelby Convention, Nov. 14, 1929,” folder 910 (other quotes); W.C. Jackson to WLP, October 16, 1928, and March 22, 1929, folder 199; WLP to Jackson, November 27, 1928, folder 199; Will W. Alexander to WLP, November 8, 1928, folder 5; L.R. Reynolds to WLP, December 21, 1928, folder 349; WLP to Reynolds, March 16, 1929, folder 349; Reynolds to WLP, March 19, 1929, folder 349; Jackson to members, July 9, 1929, folder 199; and Walter M. Gilmore to WLP, October 7, 1929, folder 130, Poteat Papers.

174. I. Harding Hughes to friend, September 8, 1930 (with enclosure titled “Some Objectives . . .”), folder 199 (first quote from letter, rest from enclosure); Hughes to WLP, February 21, 1930, folder 144; W.C. Jackson to members, July 8, 1929, February 14, 1930, and October 15, 1930, folder 199; and Jackson and Hughes to WLP, January 27, 1930, folder 199, Poteat Papers. See also Baptist State Convention, Annual . . . 1930, 35–36.

175. Newspaper clipping, [October 1937], folder 538; and on golf see also WLP to EMP, March 24, 1935, folder 1163; George Blanton to WLP, November 6, 1929, folder 14; James Boyd to WLP, April 29, 1930, folder 31; Maurie B. Cree to WLP, [1928], folder 75; and H.M. Vann to members of the Wake Forest Golf Club, April 1, 1932, folder 433, Poteat Papers.

176. “The Hospital Nightshirt,” folder 908 (second and third quotes); scrapbook clipping, folder 1238 (first quote); clipping from BR labeled March 6, 1935, folder 538; WLP to J.L. Kesler, March 24, 1935, folder 212 last quote; and WLP to Dr. Johnston, March 24, 1935, folder 198, Poteat Papers.

177. WLP to Thurman D. Kitchin, July 7, 1935, folder 218 (quote); WLP to M.A. Huggins, December 12, 1936, folder 187; and Huggins to WLP, June 25, 1936, folder 187, Poteat Papers.


179. Douglass Poteat to WLP, July 10, 1936, folder 335; and “The Rendezvous,” folder 682, Poteat Papers.


181. Newspaper clipping, [October 1937], and other clippings, [November 1936], folder 538, Poteat Papers. See also Baptist State Convention, Annual . . . 1936, 40.


183. Obituary clipping, folder 538, Poteat Papers.


185. WLP to Baptist State Convention, November 15, 1937, folder 14, Poteat Papers.

186. BR, March 16, 1938.

187. J.L. Kesler to WLP, November 7, 1937, folder 212; WLP to R.C. Lawrence, October 1, 1937, folder 223; WLP to F. Clyde Tuttle, January 19, 1938, folder 406; undated newspaper clipping from Richmond Times-Dispatch and clipping from Winston-Salem Journal, November
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2, 1937, both in folder 538; and clippings in scrapbook, folder 1239, Poteat Papers. See also N&O, October 20, 1937.

188. Robert N. Simms to WLP, November 23, 1937, folder 379, Poteat Papers (quote); Baptist State Convention, *Annual...* 1937, 15; and minutes of Wake Forest College faculty meeting, September 6, 1895.

189. See notes on “Christian Brotherhood,” December 1927, in notebook, folder 944; and WLP to Dr. Madry [sic], April 30, 1931, folder 253, Poteat Papers.

190. All quotes from Poteat, “Christ and Race,” published in unpaginated pamphlet form by the Baptist State Convention (Raleigh, 1938), copy in folder 794, Poteat Papers.

191. Letter of reference for Hayward Poole, December 17, 1937, folder 314 (first quote); WLP to Ben Geer, December 4, 1937, folder 129 (second quote); WLP to Raleigh [?], January 4, 1938, folder 340 (third quote); WLP to Heriot Clarkson, Christmas Eve 1937, folder 46; and clipping on Victrola Recording, scrapbook, folder 1239, Poteat Papers.


193. Newspaper clipping, folder 538, Poteat Papers; and OGB, March 18, 1938.

194. Clipping, folder 538; *Winston-Salem Journal*, March 14, 1938, clipping in scrapbook, folder 1240; and clipping from *Asheville Times* in scrapbook, folder 1240, Poteat Papers.

195. Josiah Bailey to EP, April 7, 1938; H.L. Blomquist to EP and family, June 1, 1938; Josephus Daniels to EP, March 21, 1938; George W. Truett to EP, March 21, 1938; resolution of United Dry Forces; and various clippings. All in scrapbook, folder 1240. See also folder 570. All in Poteat Papers.

196. Clipping labeled *Richmond Times* and various clippings, folder 1240, Poteat Papers.

Conclusion


10. David Stricklin has published a study tracing a group of Southern Baptist radicals involved in social protest. The group originated with Walter N. Johnson, a Wake Forest graduate of 1899 who found some inspiration in the liberal example of William and Edwin Poteat. See *A Genealogy of Dissent*.


12. Short life sketch by Poteat dated April 22, 1936, folder 538, Poteat Papers.

13. For man on train see Poteat’s marginalia on p. 59 of *William James, Selected Papers on Philosophy* (New York, Toronto, and London, 1918), Poteat’s copy signed October 1920, in possession of family.
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